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1.1 About this book
Social geography is an inherently ambiguous and eclecric field of research and wriring. It is perhaps besr summed up as 'the study of social relarions and rhe sparial
srrucrures thar underpin those relations' (Johnston et al. 2000: 753 ). Whi le social
geography's intellectual roors can be traced back ro the ninereenrh-cenrury French
school of 'la geographie humaine', ir was in rhe 1960s and 1970s that it developed
rapid ly as a subdiscipline. It was in rhis period of social and political turbul ence,
when civil righrs prorests were ar rheir height, that social geography came inro
irs own. Informed by rhe development of Marxist and feminist approaches, social
geography engaged with social inequalities and questions of social jusrice (Harvey
1973). Subsequcndy, in the late 1980s and 1990s rhis subdisciplinc was influenced
by the 'cultural rum' in geography, leading ro a shift in emphasis away from issues
of srrucrural inequality rowards one of idenrity, meanings, represemarion and so on.
Ir is therefore increasingly difficu lr ro disringuish berween social geography and cultu ral geography.
Although this book is entirled Social Geographies, ir makes no claims co occupy
a discrete intellecrual space which can be idenrified or sealed off from orher traditional subdisciplinary areas such as culrural geography or political geography.
Rather, rhe plural social geographies which emerge here are a porous product - an
expression of the many connections and interrelationships that exisr between different fields of geographical inquiry. Indeed, rhey are perhaps more appropriately
characterized by rhe subtide: space and society.
Given the intcllecrual heritage of the 1960s and 1970s, social issues such as poverty, housing and crime, rather than spaces, have commonly provided the structuring
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social identities such as gender, race
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'Within

this explanatory framework space was conceptualized as an objective
physical surface with specific fixed characteristics upon which social identities and
categories were mapped out. Space was, in effect, understood as the container of
social relations and events. Likewise, social identities and categories were also taken
for granted as 'fixed' and mutually exclusive. The emphasis on understanding social
relations in terms of the way they were mapped out in space also meanr that those
social relations (such as gender and sexuality) that were not easily studied within
this spatial framework were overlooked (Smith 1999).
In the 1970s this positivist approach to human geography was subject to manystranded critiques, of which humanistic geography and radical geography were rwo.
Their focus on the theoretical and methodological limitations of positivism (see Cloke
et al. 1991) also drew attention to the dualistic way in which society and space were
conceptualized in this approach. Humanistic geography, for example, 'rejected the
exclusivity and pretensions to objectivity of positivist science, and proposed the
importance of subjective modes of knowing. Geographical space was not simply an
objective structure but a social experience imbued with interwoven layers of social
meaning . . . In humanistic geography "social space", not physical or objective
space, was made the object of inquiry' (Smith 199U 76). Radical approaches, most
notably those inspired by Marxism, sought to understand space as the product of
social forces, observing that different societies use and organize space in different
ways; and to explain the processes through which social differences become spatial
patterns of inequalities (Smith 1,990).In turn, geography's subsequent engagement
with postmodernism also produced a new sensitivity to 'the myriad variations that
exist between the many "sorts" of human beings studied by human geographers -

the variations between women and men, between social classes, between ethnic groups,
between human groups defined on all manner of criteria - and to recognise (and in
some ways represent) the very different inputs and experiences these diverse populations have into, and of, "socio-spatial" processes' (Cloke et al.1991:171).
Against this philosophical backdrop understandings of space and society have been
reassessed. Social categories (such as class, gender, sexuality and race) are no longer
taken for granted as given or fixed but rather are understood to be socially constructed. As such they can also be contested, resisted and (re)negotiated. These ideas
are central to much of the work discussed throughout this book. For example, see
Chapter 2, sections 2.2.2,2,6.1 and2.7, and Chapter 7, secrion 7.2.1. These sections show that 'gender','age', 'disability' and 'race' are social constructions rather

than 'natural' or biologically given differences. Further, identities are now understood as always relational in that they are constructed in terms of their sameness
to, and difference from 'others'. For example, Chapter 2 examines how 'man' and
'woman' are defined reciprocally, while Chapter 9 draws on the work of Edward
Said (1978), in which he shows how'the Orient'as a,social and cultural construction has provided Europeans with a sense both of 'otherness' and of 'Self ', to demonstrate how national identities are ofren defined not on the basis of their own
intrinsic properties but in terms of whar they are not. In such writings the 'other'

t
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is simultaneously understood as desirable, 'exotic' and fascinating while also provoking emotions of fear and dread. In this way, the concept of otherness has helped
g.og.Iph.., to understand why and how particular bodies such as the disabled, the
f,ori.l*r, those with mental ill-health and so on, are socially and spatially excluded
(see, for example, Chapter 2 and Chapter 6)'
'
However, g.ogr"ph".t have also come under criticism for their tendency to focus
privon, and often to appropriate, the experiences of 'others' rather than to examine
questions
for
example,
ileged and po*.rirl identities. Derek Gregory 0994:205)'
'Bf what rilht and on whose authority does one claim to speak for those "others" ?
On whose terms is a space created in which 'thev- are called upon to speak? How
are they (and we) interpellated?' Such questions about positionality have in turn

stimulated new interest in hegemonic identities such as rvhiteness (see, for example,
Chapter 2,Chaptet 7 and Chapter 8), masculinin'tChapter 2) and heterosexuality
(Chapter 3 and Chapter 7). At the same time geographers have also woken up to
the fact that class, race, sexuality, and disabilin cannot be examined in isolation rather, individuals and groups have multiple idenrides. occupying positions along
many separate lines of difference at the same rime: indeed, people's identities also
d.u.iop i1 b.t*".., the boundaries of social categories such as black and white (see,
fo, e"a-ple, Chapter 7, section 7.2.1'). These'old'fired categories and identities
can be, und ur" being, displaced by neu' forms of social identification - or hybrid
identities in which difference is no longer r-ierr'ed in terms of social and cultural

-

hierarchies.

in Chapter 2 -has
Judith Butler's theory of gender as a pertormance - outlined
of the
understandings
geographers'
played a particularly important part in shaping
production of identities. She rejects the nodon rhat biologr- is a bedrock which underiies social categories such as gender. Rarher. she dreorizes gender (and implicitly other
identities too; as performative, arguing rhat 'gender is rhe repeated stylisation of the
body, a set of repeated acts within a hig*rlv rigid regulatory framework that congeal-over time to produce the appearance of suttstance. of a natural sort of being'
igutl.. 1990: *f . This approach has helped geographers to think about social
identities as per-manently conrested and unsrable caregories and has inspired work
that looks uiho," such performances and conr.'t' take place in lived space (see, for
example, Chapter 5).
underJ"rt social iderrtities are no longer regarded as fi-xed categories but are
"r
,,ood multiple, contested and fluid' so too sptace is no longer understood as hav",
ing particula. fited characteristics. \or is it rqarded as being merely a backdrop
for iocial relations, a pre-existing rerram n-tri.-h esists outside of, or frames everyday life. Rather, ,p".. i, understood ro dal an actir-e role in the constitution and
reproduction of social identities: and nid idenrides. meanings and relations are
recognized as producing material and symholt or metaphorical spaces' Thus Doreen
Massey (1,999:283) explains thar spae'rs 6e product of the intricacies and the complexities, the interlockings and rhe no'n-imerlo-kings. of relations from the unimaginably cosmic to the intimatelv tinr. -\nl frciseh baause it is the product of relations,
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relations which are active practices, material and embedded, practices which have
to be carried out, space is always in a process of becoming. It is always being made.'
Each chapter of this book focuses on how a space, from the body to the nation,
is invested with certain meanings, how these meanings shape the way these spaces
are produced and used, and, in turn, how the use of these spaces can feed back into
shaping the way in which people categorize others and identify themselves. In other
words, space and society do not merely interact with or reflect each other but rather
are mutually constituted. To give an example from Chapter 7, lesbian and gay sexualities are inherently spatial in that they depend on parricular spaces for their
construction. For example, spatial visibility (e.g. in terms of the establishment of
so-called gay ghettos or various forms of street protest or Mardi Gras) has been
important to the development of lesbian and gay rights. In turn, these performances
of sexual dissidents' identities (re)produce these spaces as lesbian a.rd gay spaces in
which sexual identities can be, and are forged (Mitchell2000). Likewise, in bhapter
8' section 8'3 explores the way in which rurality is constructed by both people living
in the countryside and those outside it. Section 8.4 illustrates how the dominant image
of the English countryside as a white landscape characte rrzed by close-knit socral
relations and heterosexual family life obscures 'other' meanings and experiences of
the rural, and how this, in turn, contributes to alienating social groups such as black
people' travellers, and lesbians and gay men who feel uncomfortable or 'out of place'

in these environments.
As this second example demonstrates, dominant sets of power relations often
mask the complexities, multiplicities and ambiguities of the social activities, meanings and behaviours associated with the production of particular spaces. In some
cases hegemonic discourses are literally inscribed in the landscape. Chapter 2, sectton2.6.1 examines their role in creating socio-spatial environments which dis-able
people with bodily impairments by marginalizing them economically, socially and
politically. Likewise, Chapter 3 examines some of the ways housing designs are instrumental in shaping our everyday experiences.
Discourses can also be more invisibly imposed across space, influencing what
assumptions, expectations and social behaviours are expected or deemed appropriate for particular spaces. By focusing on acts of transgression Tim Cresswell's
(1996) work has exposed the way that these normative landscapes are often 'taken
for granted', only becoming apparent when they are disrupted. chapter 6 examines
how normative or moral landscapes are produced in public space. Here, Butler's (1990)
notion of performativity has also been used by geographers to understand how spaces,
like identities, are produced through repetitive acts that take place within a .eg,rlatory framework. chapter 6 shows how the performance of lesbian and gay sexual
identities in public space disrupts and therefore exposes the way in which the street
is commonly produced as 'naturally' or 'normally' a heterosexual space.
Space has also become a resource for those who are marginalized or excluded.
In particular, the spaces of the margin (real material locations, but also symbolic
spaces of oppression) have been reclaimed by black writers such as bell hooks as

5
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(hooks 1991: 149) describes marginality 'as a site
to speak.
-even, She
because it nourishes one's capacity to resist' It offers
o.ra ,,"y, in, clings to
imagine alternthe posslbility of radical perspectives from which to see and create' to
acts
as a site of
home
atives, new worlds.' chapte. 3 explores the way in which the
resistance for black people in the face of white hegemony'
In writing ubout ,pui. geographers have often drawn on a number of dualisms
work/
which are significant in \flestern thought such as mind/body' public/private,
invested
are
dualisms
These
2).
(see
Chapter
etc.
home, humJn/animal, white/black,
*l,n po-"r in that tirey are not two sides of unrelated terms 'A' and 'B'. Rather
independ'[w]it^hin this structure, one term A has a positir-e status and an existence
has
no
contours
and
defined'
ent-of the other; the other term B is purelv negatir-elv
(Grosz
positive
term'
the
of its own; its limiting boundaries are those rvhich de6ne
have
geographers
1989: xvi). This dualistic way of thinking has srrucrured the way
of the workcome to analyse and understand some spaces. For example, the study
clear
boundaries
and
home,
of
rhe
space
the
over
privileged
place has oftln been
'huu.
private
space
public
and
as
such
dualisms
between
b..n assumed to be drawn
and
about,
lvavs
of
thinking
dualisric
these
or urban and rural space. However'
questions
3
chapter
resisted.
and
analysing, space are increasingly being challenged
Chapter 3
the bouniaiies which a.e often drawn bem'een home and work, while
'public'
not fixed
'prirare'
are
spaces
and
and chapter 6 both expose the fact that
and
are
blurred
and stabie categories b.rt.ath.r that the boundaries benveen them
to
fluid. Similar arguments are also made in Chaprer = and chapter 8 in relation
rural and between
the boundari.s *hlch have been imagined benveen the urban and
culture and nature.
'outside'. 'cenrre' and 'margins' are freSpatial metaphors such as 'inside" and
q.r.ntly .-ploy.d not only by geographers but also br social scientists in thinking
or differentiated
about social relations. Y.t ,.r.h posirions do nor repres€nt marked
we can
paradoxically'
that,
positions. Rather, Gillian Rose (1993: l{0r argues
on
a twocharted
if
,i-rlt"n.o,rsly occupy 'spaces that rvould he muruallv erclusive
work
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challenging dichotomies, geographers are increasingly 'imagining a some-

l- shile Rose I 1993) describes this as a'para'
in terms of hvbrid space (Bhabha 1'994) or
talked
have
doxical ,pu."', other writers
of space represent ways
conceprualizations
Thirdspaie (Soia 1995). These ditterent
'the
of heterogeneous
production
on
focus
of thinking about the world s-hi-h
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spaces of "radical openness" ' (Johnston et a\. 2000:771). Susan Smith (1999: 21
argues that the concept of Thirdspace:

)

turns our attention away from the givens of social categories and towards the strategic
It forces us to accept the complexity, ambiguity and multidimensionality of identity and captures the way that class, gender and 'race' cross-cut
and intersect in different ways at different times and places.
process of identification.

Further, she goes on to argue that{hirdspace may provide an opporrunity to move
beyond our historic preoccupation with social divisions - with what holds people
epart - and think about what is gained from a discourse of belonging.'

.'-. : srlrfimsrr
;-,c The way in which geographers have conceptualized spafe.has beecrlre

&",

i,,

inerea*ingly sophisticated.

,ln the past, it was conceptualized as alr obiective physical surface with,,
speei€c fixed chsracteristics upoa which social categories rryere mapped .
ouf. Likewise, soeial identitiee $/ere taken for granted as 'fixed'. and :
mutually exclusive.
Uederstandrngs of space and scciety have been reassessed, $pace is now
understood to play an active role in the constitution and.rqproduetion of
soeial identities, and social identities and relations are recognized as
produeing material and syrnbolic o: meraphorical spaces.

Tliu* space and snciety da not merely interact with, or teflecr, each other.
but.rather are mutualb consritnted;

It

is nsw acknawledged that individuals and groups have multiple
identities,,oceupying positions along m*ny separate lines af di{ference ar
the,sarne tirne; and that identities'also develap in between the boundaries
of social categories.

Dualiirns have frequently structured geographical analyses of qp*ee, In
*hallenging,dichatomies geographers ale now opening up new waye'*f

.,

thiahing,absutspacetThirdspace,,

I
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Boundaries and connections

fhis book

is organized around a loosely nested set of scales from the bodv ro ttre
tation. As Neil Smith has argued, scale is a useful way of organizing or rhinkrng

I

Chapter 1
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about geographical differentiation. He writes that scale is 'the criteria of difference
nor so much between places as between different kinds of places' (Smith 1'993:99).
In this sense he suggests that each scale is effectively a platform for thinking about
specific kinds of socio-spatial activities, for example the home as the site of 'famiiy' relationships, the community as the site of neighbourhood activism and so on
(although it is important to remember that social relations cut across scales too: see
below).

yet, this is not to suggest that there is anything 'natural' or inevitable about the
geographical scales which provide the framervork for this book. Each is a product
of different moments and contexts. Nation states were rare before the seventeenth
century in Europe, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries they became a powerful scaie of social organization but at the beginning of the twenty-first century there
is increased speculation that globalization pos€s a threat to their legitimacy (see Chapter

9). In other words, -'scale is produced in and through social activity which, in turn,
produces and is produced by geographical structures of social interaction' (Smith
1993:97). Geographical scales are thus fluid and pliable'
The social context of, and ideological assumptions within, the discipline of
geography also shape which particular practices of geography and geographical
[tto*l"dg.r become legitimated at anv one time - although this is not to deny that
geographical knowledges are always diverse. negotiated and contested (Livingstone
tgiZ,itiurr 1.995), 'While scales such as the nation and community have been the
subject of much research and writing, others, such as the bOdy and the home, have
only recently made it onto the geographical agenda. Turner (1,992) credits feminism
witl awakening a greater academic a\rareness of' and sensitivity to, how the body
is socially constructed; and to the significance of different (gendered, sexed, racialized) bodies. Ifithin geography, feminists have questioned the production of geographical knowledge, specifically the rval' that the discipline (and indeed the social
sciences) has been founded on a Canesian mind-body split, in which the mind which
has been associated with rationalin and masculinity, has been privileged over the
irrational, emotional, feminine bodr {Longhurrst 1'997). This 'othering' is now being
challenged by a new generation of feminisr geographers who are producing embodied geographies which are contriburing to the re-theorization of the discipline (see
Chapter 2).
Smith (1993) argues that the producrion of geographical scale is a process that
has great political significance. He srires '[i]t is geographical scale that defines the
borr.rdarlei and bounds the idendties around which control is exerted and contested'
(Smith 1993: 1,01.) . Scale can thus acr as a form of empowerment or containment.
Smith argues his case by pointing to rhe rvar in which a political movement can develop
a power base at the scale of the cin and use this to challenge a national government. This was the case in the 1980s in Britain when Margaret Thatcher's national
Conservative government came under anack from several metropolitan authorities

which were controlled bv rhe opposirion Labour Party. In turn, Prime Minister
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Thatcher contained this political threat by abolishing this tier of metropolitan government; in other words, she eliminated the scale at which her power was being contested (Johnston et a|.2000).
This is not to suggest, however, that each scale represents a rigidly bounded spatial sphere, nor that there is any fixed hierarchy or ordering of scales. Rather, Smith
,jumping scales' to describe the way power at one geograph099, uses the term
ical scale can be expanded to another. Here he uses the example of the invention of
a Homeless Vehicle. This is an elaborate development of the sort of shopping trolley that homeless people sometimes use to carry their possessions' which not only
includes sections for carrying belongings but can also be slept in. Without a home
and with nowhere to store their possessions, homeless people are normally relatively
spatially immobile; they are therefore quite easily contained in prescribed locations
by the police and city authorities and so can be erased from the public gaze. The
mobility afforded by the Homeless Vehicle, however, provides people on the streets
with more opportunities to go panhandling and to find new sleeping locations; it
offers a means to escape violence on the streets or police harassment and it increases
the visibility of the homeless within the city. In this sense it is empowering because
it enables homeless people to carve out a space for themselves within the exclusionary
landscape of the city and to challenge definitions of 'community'. In doing so, it allows
e"icted people to 'jump scales' 'to organise the production and reproduction of daily
life and to resist oppression and exploitation at a higher scale, over a wider geographical field' (Smith 1,993:90).In this way, scale is a means not only of containment and exclusion but also expansion and inclusion (Smith 1993)'

The eight scales outlined in this text, while offering some form of ordering for
the discussion in this book, do not represent a coherent spatial structure. They are
not discrete, independent, compartmentalized and opposing spaces. As section 1.2
cxplained, all spaces are formed out of numerous performances and practices'
Scales such as the body or the home are not bounded, fixed or stable locations but
trE constituted in and through their relations and linkages with 'elsewhere', with
qnces which stretch beyond them (Massey 1,991').In other words' these locations
aG open, porous and provisional spaces. Massey (1,991) uses the example of
filburn, a district of London - describing the presence of Italian restaurants, saris
o sale in shop windows, graffitr about the IRA, advertisements for Hindi concerts
rd so on - to show how every place is formed out of intersecting social relations
f,trch are stretched more widely. In this sense each of the spatial scales which make
ql rhis book represents the intersection of a whole range of connections, interrelas.-" and movements, and of different people who have very different ways of parin, understanding or belonging to them.
is not to suggest that boundaries are completely irrelevant. The multib of dmes and spaces (and their superimposition) which exist within geographical
and the relationships and interdependencies which exist between them, can
lnres of tension and conflict. One response to such tensions is for groups to

Yet,
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attempt to form boundaries which close off or homogenize certain spaces on the
basis of particular social identities rather than to be open to difference: to disconnect rather than to connect. Each of the chapters throughout this book therefore
reflects on the juxtapositions of socio-spatial relations, on homogeneity and difference, and on disputes over control and disorder'
Tire book b.gins by thinking about how social identities are constructed in and
through the site of the body, reflecting on how corporeal differences can serve as a
basis ior socio-spatial forms of exclusion and oppression at other scales' It explores

within
the community and at the level of the nation state. The next chapter turns to the
home, which, after the body, is one of the most imponant sites for the production
of peisonal identity. Here, the focus is on the home not only as a physical location
bui also as a marrix of social relations, a place rvhich has multiple meanings and
which is experienced very differently by difterent social groups. Like the body, the
home is u .ont"rted space which is shaped through connections to community relations, stati: power and so on.
The chafter on community understands it nor onlr in terms of homes/neighbourhoods but also as a structure of meaning rrhich provides a useful way of thinking of social relations at a national or even global s'cale. Following on from the
discussion of community, institutions are corrceptualized as spaces which seek to 'place'
the body geographically and temporalll' tParl 1999: 196) and to discipline it.
Althougir tn. i""r institutions (school, rhe s-orkplace. the prison and the asylum)
discussed here represent spaces or po\rer srru!-rur6 rrhich are designed to achieve
particular e.rds, this chapter demonstrares thar ther are not pre-given' stable structor., b.rt rather are dynamic, fluid and precarious achievements'
The street and the city, which are discusd n€:il are both sites of proximity where
different social groups and worlds come togedrer- -\s such, they are sites of political expression and celebration, but thel- are also sites of sruggle and exclusion, in
which ihe right to take up or command space is contesred and resisted. Chapter 8
explores debates about whether rural nietr- can be distinguished from urban society because of its strong sense of 'communit)' and slrether rural life is closer to nature
than city life. In this sense this chapter r€soiures {rong.lv rvith Chaptet 4 and Chapter
7. It concludes by recognizing that srr-h unir-srsal s-one-eptualizations are now outdated and by focusing on the muldple rranings ascribed to living in the countryside. The final chapter examines under*endir4s of nadons and national identities
and the role of the nation stare in insururxneLzing social differences through its
definitions of citizenship. It then goes oo rc erylore some of the forms of nationalism which both facilitate and threaren r-ornEmgorarr- narion states and to think about
other forms of social identificadon- sulr as $Esuel lidzsnship and diasporic citizenship,
which are claimed to be replacing nedmel idsntin as a master narrative. The chapter concludes by focusing on prc-esscs ot dobalizarion and how individuals' lives
around the world are being \r'orerr toSEIbff in increasingly complex ways in a global
economy, and by reflecting on rlx FsistbiLric for g:lobal forms of citizenship'
some of the ways in which the body is inflected bv regimes of power at home'
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conrents of each chapter are highlighted in a series of bullet points on the chaptirle page and are also outlined in opening summary paragraphs. Bullet point
nmaries of key points are also included at the end of each of the sections within
t chapters. Exercises and essay questions are provided at the end of the chapters
ilryr rhis one) as one way of helping you to think about the issues each chapter
lr addressed. The guides to further reading (which include academic references and
re ficrion) are also intended to act as stimulus to encourage you to explore furlcr some of the topics introduced.
Some of the issues covered in this book are complex and many of the concepts
:lployed have complicated academic biographies in that they have been understood
ld onceprualized in different ways at different times. Boxed examples and quotains trom mv own and others' empirical work are therefore used to try to illustrate
;Lcrrn-day rerms some of the academic ideas being presented. A definition of key
lnds is also provided in a glossary at the end of this book. All the words included
L are higltlighted in bold the first time they are used in the text. The Dictionary
l$nnan Geography (Johnston et al. 2000) would also serve as a useful companb to guide 1'ou through some of the jargon you might encounter.
Ufule each of the follorving eight chapters has a coherent spatial theme, the con-
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Vale"ntlne, G. (eds) 11995t \lapping Desire: Geographies of Sexualities'
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Given the importance of space to geographers, it is difficult to pick out just a
few key books. However, good starting points are: Massey, D. and Jess, P.
(eds) (1995) A Place in tbe World? Places, Cwbures and Globalization, Open
University Press, Milton Keynes, and Massey et al. (1.999) Hwman Geography
Today, Polity Press, Cambridge. Both of these texts deal with issues of
difference and identity, imaginative geographies and the nature of space and
place. More specific studies of social exclusion and transgression are found in
the work of: Sibley, D. (1995a) Geographies of Exclusion: Society and
Difference in the'West, Routledge, London, and Cresswell,T. (1.996) ln
Place/Out of Place: Geography, Ideology and Transgression, University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, MN.

o

Neil Smith has published a number of important articles about geographical
scale. For example: Smith, N. (1992a) 'Geography, difference and the politics
of scale', in Doherty, J., Graham, E. and Malek, M. (eds) Postmodernism and
the Social Sciences, Macmillan, London, and Smith, N. (1993) 'Homeless/global:
scaling places', in Bird, J., Curtis, 8., Putnam, T., Robertson, G. and Tickner,
L. (eds) Mapping the Futures: Local Cwbures, Global Change, Routledge,
London. See also Marston, S. (2000) 'The social construction of scale', in
Progress in Hwman Geography, vol. 24, pp. 219-42.

o

More advanced critiques of geographers' understandings of space and society rvhich you may find quite difficult to follow - include: Rose, G. (1993)
Feminism and Geography,Polity, Cambridge, Soja, E. (1996) Thirdspace,
Blackwell, Oxford, and Crang, M. and Thrift, N. (eds) (2000) Thinking Space,
Routledge, London.
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body as a space
body as a project

Bodies taking up space
Bodies in space

Ihe body and time
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Future bodies?

2.r The body

as a space. Adrienne Rich (1986: 212) describes
in'.
'rhe
geography
closest
It marks a boundary between self and other,
lc bodv as
ld in a literal physiologicai sense but also in a social sense. It is a personal space.
,A ssrsuous organ, the site of pleasure and pain around which social definitions of
illness, happiness and health are constructed, it is our means for connecting
=ilbeing,
rib- and experiencing, other spaces. It is the primary location where our personal
*ndries are constituted and social knowledges and meanings inscribed. For ex4le, sociai identities and differences are constructed around bodily differences such
rrgender, race, age, and ability (Smith 1993). These can form the basis for exclurln and oppression (Young 1990a). The body then is also a site of struggle and
srtestation. Access to our bodies, control over what can be done to them, how
iln move, and where they can or cannot go, are the source of regulation and dis1ne benveen household members, at work, within communities, at the level of the

Gographers have focused on the body

rc. and even the globe (see Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter
tu The following sections of this chapter outline geographical work in relation to
* of these different dimensions of the body.
The chapter begins by exploring debates about the nature of the body, focusing
rpe'cifically on understandings about the relationship between the body and mind
ad rvhether the body is a 'natural' or social entity. Second, it examines the body
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- a space made up of surface, senses and psyche. Third, it explores tensions between the body as an individual project over which we have control versus
the body as a site regulated or inflected by other regimes of power. Fourth, it considers how bodies take up space by looking at how we physically occupy and connect with surrounding spatial fields. Fifth, it addresses how our bodies make a difference
to our experience of place, examining how corporeal difference can become the basis
of discrimination and oppression. Sixth, it focuses on the social construction of age.
Finally, it examines how the development of new technologies and possibilities for
medical intervention in the body are producing new uncertainties about what the
as a space

body is and what future

W

it

has.

2.2 what is the body?

From the ancient Greeks and the Romans, through Judaeo-Christian thought, from
the Renaissance to the present, the body has fascinated and preoccupied philosophers. There is even no universal agreement about where the body begins and ends
(Synott 1993). Anthony Synott (1993) asks, for example, whether the shadow is part
of the body and what about nail clippings and faeces - are they merely the body in

another place? Neither is there is any consensus about the meanings of the body.
Different philosophers throughout the ages have defined the body 'as good or bad;
tomb or temple; machine or garden; cloak or prison; sacred or secular; friend or
enemy; cosmic or mystical; at one with mind and soul or separate; private or public; personal or the property of the state; clock or car; to varying degrees plastic,
bionic, communal; selected from a catalogue, engineered; material or spiritual; a corpse
or a self' (Synott 1993: 37). These different understandings of corporeality are not
confined to particular moments in time, but rather have been (re)produced as competing, sometimes complementary and often contradictory paradigms.
Of all these philosophical debates about the meaning and nature of the body, two
in particular are important to understanding how geographers have looked at, and
thought about, the body: the relationship between the mind and the body; and whether
the body is a 'natural' or social entity.

ffi

2.2.1 Mind/6ody dualism

The seventeenth-century philosopher Descartes established a dualistic concept of mind
and body. He argued that only the mind had the power of intelligence, spirituality,

and therefore selfhood. The corporeal body was nothing but a machine (akin to a
car or a clock) directed by the soul (Turner 1996). His philosophy is captured in his
famous phrase: Cogito ergo sum - I think therefore I am. Although his view was contested by other philosophers both at the time and since, the Cartesian division and
subordination of the body to the mind and the emphasis placed on dualistic thinking

2.2

1

What is the body?

,rrrtl scientific rationalization had a profound impact on Western thought. Indeed, the

(,irrtcsian view of the world is said to have laid the foundations for the developrrrurt of modern science and, in particular, medicine by establishing the body as a site
ol objective intervention to be mapped, measured and experimented on (Turner L996).
'l'his distinction between the mind and the body has been gendered. 'S0hereas the
rrrind has been associated with positive terms such as rationality, consciousness,
r('irson and masculinity, the body has been associated with negative terms such as
t'rrrotionality, nature, irrationality and femininity. Although both men and women
Irirvc bodies, in Western culture, white men transcend their embodiment (or at least
lrrrvc their bodily needs met by others) by regarding the body as merely the container
of their consciousness (Longhurst 1,997).In contrast, women have been understood
;rs heing more closely tied to, and ruled by, their bodies because of natural cycles
ol rnenstruation, pregnancy and childbirth. 'Vfhereas Man is assumed to be able to
\('l)ilrate himself from his emotions, experiences and so on,'Woman has been prerrrrrrcd to be 'a victim of the vagaries of her emotions, a creature who can't think
rtrrright as a consequence' (Kirby 1.992: t2-1.3).
lieminist geographers such as Gillian Rose (1993) and Robyn Longhurst (1,9971
lrrrvc argued that these dualisms are important because they have shaped geographers'
rrrrclcrstandings of society and space and the way geographical knowledge has been
1,r',rduced. Drawing on the work of feminists such as Michele Le Doeuff (1991), Rose
(1993) suggests that theorists from Descartes onwards have defined rational knowIt'tlgc as a form of knowledge which is masculinist. It 'assumes a knower who believes
Irt' can separate himself from his body, emotions, values and past experiences so that
lrt' irnd his thought are autonomous, context-free and objective' (Rose 1993: 7). As
.r lcsult of this belief in the objectivity of masculinist rationality - that it is untainted
I'v bodily identity and experience - Rose claims that it is assumed to be universal,
tlrc only form of knowledge available. In other words, she argues that white, bour1,,t'ois, heterosexual man tends to see other people who are not like himself only in
rclrrtion to himself. She writes: 'He understands femininity,for example, only in terms
ol rts difference from masculinity. He sees other identities only in terms of his own
rt'll-perceptionl he sees them as what I shall term his Other' (Rose 1993: 6).
Applying these arguments to geography, Rose (1993) shows how white, heterorcrtral men have tended to exclude or marginalize women as producers of geo1ir;rphical knowledge, and what are considered women's issues as topics to study.
I lrc rnind/body dualism has therefore played a key role in determining what counts
,rs lcgitimate knowledge in geography with the consequence that topics such as
rrnlrodiment and sexuality were, until the mid-late 1990s, regarded as inappropri,rtt'topics to teach and research. They have been'othered'within the discipline
(l rrnghurst 1997).
lrortunately, these sorts of critiques have played an important part in stimulating
p'ographers at the end of the twentieth, and at the beginning of the twenty-first,
rt'rrtrrries to challenge the privileging of the mind over the body within the disciplrrrt'. As a result, what Longhurst (1997: 494) terms'dirty topics' are being put on
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the map and geographers are beginning to think about ways of writing (for example, using autobiographical material and personal testimonies) and methodological
practices which recognize that all knowledges are embodied and situated (Rose 1997).

ffi

2.2.2 The natural and the social

Historically, women have been stereotypically defined in terms of their biology. The
notion that women were closer to nature and the animal world than men because
they menstruate and give birth gained irnportant currency in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. \(/omen's periods were read as signs of women's inherent
lack of control over their bodies. 'Women leaked, while men were self-contained
(although see Grosz's 1994 discussion of seminal fluid). Their role in reproduction
was also understood to mean that they were 'naturally' more nurturing and therefore more closely linked to Mother Earth than men. The other side of this association between wornen and nature was an assumption that, just as nature was wild
and potentially uncontrollable (except by rational male science), so women were
less able to control their emotions and passions than men (Merchant 1,990).Indeed,
women's unstable bodies were considered to be a threat to their minds (Jordanova

1989).In the late nineteenth century, when the suffragette movement with its campaigns for women's right to vote and to education began to gain momentum, opponents used scientific claims that women had naturally smaller brains than men and
that education might damage their ovaries to justify excluding them from public life
(Shilling 1993).In other words, women's bodies were used to justifi, what was regarded
as a 'natural inequality' between the sexes.
These notions that women's bodies are both different and inferior to men's persisted into the twentieth century (see also Chapter 5). Chris Shilling (1993) notes
that even in the 1960s, the argument that women's hormones meant that they were
inherently intellectually and emotionally unstable was used to prevent women being

allowed to train as pilots in Australia. He writes:
There have been repeated attempts to limit women's civil, social and political rights
by taking the male body, however defined, as 'complete' and the norm and by defining
women as different and inferior as a result of their unstable bodies. Vomen were
supposedly confined by their biological limitations to the private sphere, while only
men were corporeally fit for participating in public life (Shilling 1993: 5-5).

Similar naturalistic views have been used to legitinrize the subordination of black
bodies. Like women, black people have also been defined through their bodies. The
black body has been understood to be pre-social, to be driven by biology, in opposi-

tion to the civilized and rational white body (Shilling 1993). In particular, colonialization and slavery have played an irnportant part in defining and developing
understandings of black bodies as driven by insatiable sexual appetites, 'dangerous',
uncivilized, uncontrollable, and a threat to whites (Mercer and Race 1988). For
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rr,rrrrplc, Shilling (1993:57) argues that in the USA white slave owners developed
nrytlrs al)out animal nature and black sexuality to justify the atrocities perpetuated
irl.i;rinst black people; 'defining the worth of black people through their bodies was
,rlro rrscd to justify the treatment of blacks as commodities and the use of black women
lol slrrve breeding'. He notes, for example, that one in three of all the black men
Iyrre hcd in the USA between 1885 and 1900 were accused of rape.
'I'lrcsc
claims about the'natural'differences between men and women, white and
Irl,r. l<, are what are known as essentialist arguments. They assume that sexual and
r,rt r;rl clifferences are determined by biology, that bodies are 'natural' or pre-discursive
nrlltics - in other words, that bodies have particular stable, fixed properties or'essences'
(l'rrss 1990). Essentialist explanations have been challenged by social constructiontrts. l'lrey argue that there is no'natural'body, rather, the body is always'cultur,rllv rrrrrpped; it never exists in a pure or uncoded state' (Fuss 1990:6), so that what
r'\\('ntirrlists'naturalize'or portray as'essence'is actually socially constructed difllrt'rrcc. These differences are produced through material and social practices, disrr)urscs:rnd systems of representation rather than biology. Social constructionists
rlt'rrrorrstrate this by pointing to the fact that what is understood by 'man' and 'woman',
'lrl,rt li' rrnd 'white' (for discussions of whiteness see Chapter 7 and Chapter 9) varies
lrrrtolically and in different cultural contexts.
li'rrrinists have made a distinction between sex - the biological difference between
rrrlrr rrrrcl women - and gender (masculinity and femininity) - the social meanings which
,rrt',rscribed to men and women (see Women and Geography Study Group 1,997,
I ,rrrric c/ al. 1999). The term'gender'incorporates a recognition of the way differences
ll('lw('clr the sexes are socially constructed in a hierarchical way (see Figure 2.1).
I rl.t'wise, other writers have argued that meanings ascribed to black and white bodrr'\,rrc also socially produced in ways which exaggerate and hierarchizethe differnrrls bctween them. Focusing on the wider associations of blackness in white
rrrrrt'tics, David Sibley (1995a) points out how black is used to describe dirt, disr',rrt', tlcirth and decay. These associations not only emphasize the threatening qualrtl ol lrlackness but also carry implicit suggestions of contamination. This fear of
rrrlt'tlior.r, that racialized minority groups carry disease and threaten white society,
u',rs t'viclent in 'moral panics' (see also Chapter 6) which occurred in the UK in 1905
lrrllrrwirrg an outbreak of smallpox amongst Pakistani immigrants (Shilling 1993).
l\l,rt' rccently, the same anxieties about the black body have been reproduced in
tir( r\t claims that AIDS originated from Africa.
Anotlrer example is found in the work of Vron Ware (1992: 3) who opens her
luxl< Ilcyond tbe Pale with the following 'story' or urban myth about a white English
wr)nriul holidaying in New York, USA:
Nt'rvous about travelling as a single woman and alarmed at the prospect of being in a
rtv renowfled for violent crime, she booked into an expensive hotel where she thought
.lrt' would be safe. One day she stepped into an empty elevator to go up to her room,
,rrrrl wils startled when a tall black man accompanied by a large ferocious-looking dog
r,unc in and stood besides her just as the lift doors were closing. Since he was wearing

r
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Figure 2.1 Gender incorporates a recognition of the way differences between the sexes are
socially constructed in a hierarchical way
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shades she could not be sure whether he was looking at her, but she nearly leapt out of

his skin when she heard his voice: 'Lady, lie down'. Terrified, she moved to obey him,
praying that someone would call the elevator and rescue her in time. But instead of
touching her the man stepped back in confusion. 'I was talking to my dog', he
explained, almost as embarrassed as she was' . . . later it transpires the man in the lift
was Lionel Ritchie.

This 'story' shows how the black body continues to be constructed as an object of
dread by white women (see also Chapter 6). \Ware (1,992) unpacks why this is so,
explaining how this anecdote can only be understood within the context of slavery
and colonialism. She argues that colonial ideologies about black masculinity (as
dangerous, criminal and uncontrollable) and white femininity (pure, vulnerable, etc)
continue to underpin social relations between black men and white women in contemporary Western societies.
In the same way, if you go back and reread the examples above about the suffragettes, Australian women pilots, and black masculinity, you should be able to see
how these understandings of the female and the black male body are also a product of discourses, representations and material practices rather than being the product of 'natural' essences.
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It is irnportant to note, however, that although essentialist explanations for sexu,rl ;rr(l racial differences have often been used to justify sexism and racism, radical
h,rrrnists and the black power movement have also celebrated women's closeness to
r,rrur'(' and black corporeality respectively (Shilling 1,993). For example, in the
l',7()s radical feminists countered the way essentialist arguments about women's closen(,\\ to nature were used to subordinate women by employing similar essentialist
,r't',ulllcnts but reversing their meaning. They celebrated the power of women's biohr11v, their connectedness to Mother Earth, arguing that women's reproductive role
1rr,'r'itlcd them with privileged knowledge and power (Griffin 1978, O'Brien 1989).
I lrlir goal was not to achieve equality with men by challenging and changing the
rotrrrl rneanings of masculinity and femininity; rather they sought to achieve coml)l('r(' ilutonomy from men and the man-made world by creating women-only comrrrrrrritics (see Chapter 8).
t )ther groups have employed what is termed 'strategic essentialism'. They have
rrr,hilized a belief in a shared identity and experience in order to achieve a parIrtrrlrrr political aim. This tactic involves recognizing, but suspending, differences
I't'rwt'cn those involved in order to form a strategic alliance. For example, lesbian
,ru.l grry activists have sometimes used the argument that their sexuality is a prodr\ r ()f ir gay gene rather than being a social choice (even though they believe this to
lrt, rrrrtrue) in order to establish lesbians and gay men as a legitimate minority group
tlr,rr tlcserve the same protection and civil rights as ethnic minorities (Epstein 1987).
llrt' rlanger of adopting such an approach, however, is that it imposes an assumprrrrrr of homogeneity on lesbians and gay men which obscures other differences (such
,rs ;it'rrcler, class, age, ethnicity) between them; and it also makes lesbians and gay
nr('n rr rnore visible, and therefore easier, target for opponents (Epstein 1987).
I lrc debate between essentialism and constructionism has gradually been overt,rIr'n by a recognition that the distinction between biology and social meanings lr,,rrvccn sex and gender - does not hold up. Julia Cream (1995) identifies three bodies
rllrr.h disrr-rpt traditionally accepted notions of sex and gender: the transsexual,the
nttt'ts(x baby and the XXY female.

t

c

Iranssexuals believe their body does not correspond with their gender identity.
I lrcy believe thernselves to be either women trapped in men's bodies or men
rr':lpped in women's bodies. The development of medical technologies has
t'rrrrbled transsexuals to change their sexed bodies to fit their gender identities
1st'c Ekins and King 1999).
ltt!t'rsexed babies have genitals which are neither clearly male nor female.
lsually, doctors assign these children a sex soon after birth according to the
lx'st genital fit. In this way, the anomalous body is made to conform in order
ro rnaintain the fiction of a binary distinction between male and female.

t

r \XY
[I

females are women who have XXY chromosomes rather than XX
,lrlomosomes which women are assumed to carry, or XY chromosomes which

t?
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men are assumed to have. This chromosorne pattern, which disrupts the
assumed male/female binary, first came to light when chromosome or what
was termed 'sex testing' was introduced at the Olympics to prevent men
competing in women's events. It led to suggestions that perhaps women with
XXY chromosomes were 'really' men.
Cream's (1995) three examples neatly demonstrate that we do not all necessarily fit into one of only two bodies: male or female. There are no coherent 'natural'
categories: man/woman. Yet, despite all the biological ambiguity evident in Cream's
examples, our bodies are still allowed to be one of two sexes only. Ambiguous bodies such as transsexuals, intersex babies and XXY females are contained and medicalized in order to conform to our culture's demand for only two categories of sex
(male/female) and to confirm or maintain the association between gender and sex
(Cream 1,995). For example, intersex babies are usually operated on soon after birth
so that they can be identified as either male or female. 'I7hat this rneans is that our
understanding of gender (man and woman) is not determined by sex (male and female)

but that our understandings of sex itself are dictated by an understanding that man
and woman should inhabit distinct and separate bodies. So, sex does not make gender; gender makes sex' ('Women and Geography Study Group 1997:195\.In other
words, the dichotomous distinction (outlined earlier) which some academics have
made between sex (biological or essentialist) and gender (social) is collapsed; both
are exposed as social. The body can never be understood as a pure, neutral or presocial form onto which social meanings are projected. It is always a social and discursive object (Grosz 1994).
Understandings of gender have been fundamentally challenged and reworked by
the philosopher Judith Butler (1990, 1.993a). She rejects the notion that biology is
a bedrock which underlies the categories of gender and sex. Rather, she theorizes
gender (and implicitly other identities too) as performative, arguing that 'gender is
the repeated stylisation of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory framework that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance,
of a natural sort of being' (Butler 1990:33). In other words, gender is an effect
of dominant discourses and matrices clf power. There is no 'real' or original identity behind any gender performance. Butler (1993a) suggests that social and political
change within the performance of identity lies in the possible displacement of dominant discourses. In a reading of drag balls she argues that the parodic repetition
and mimicry of heterosexual identities at these events disrupts dominant sex and
gender identities because the performers' supposed 'natural' identities (as n-rale) do
not correspond with the signs produced within the performance (e.g. feminine body
language and dress). '[B]y disrupting the assumed correspondence between a'real'
interior and its surface markers (clothes, walk, hair, etc), drag balls make explicit
the way in which all gender and sexual identifications are ritually performed in daily
life' (Nelson 1999:339).In other words, they expose the fact that all identities are
fragile and unstable fictions.
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t<r talk, not only about bodily identities, but also about space (e.g.Bell et al.
tl(/4, McDowell and Court L994, Sharp 1996,Kirby 1996, Lewis and PlIe L996,
V,rlcntirre 1996a, Rose 1997 and Delph-Januirek 1999).Instead of thinking about
rlr,rtt'rttrd place as pre-existing sites in which performances occur, some of these
rttrrlit's argue that bodily performances themselves constitute or (re)produce space
rlrrl plrrce. However, geographers have also been criticized for overlooking the
pt olrlt'rrrrrtic aspects of Butler's work (particularly in relation to her assumptions about
rubicctivity, agency and change) when employing her theorization of performativity
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Summary
'['he Cartesian division and subordination of ,the body to the mind has
slraped geographers' understandings,of society and,space.
I listorically, the notion that women's bodies are different from, and
irrferior to, m€n's has been used to iustify their limited participation in
public space.

Similar 'naturalisfic' views have also been used to legitinrate the
subordination of black bodies.
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llrtlcr's (1990) writing has become important within social and cuitural geogr',r1rlry. 'fhe notion of performativity has been used to frame geographical studies,
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A distinction has been made between s€n (a natural category based on
lriological difference) and gender (the social meanings ascribed ro sex).
(

icographers, however, are now moving away from thinking about sex
;rncl gender in this way. Instead the focus is on embodied perfnrmance.

I

2.r The body as a space

drlrr,,rn..'l{ich describes the body as'the geography closest in'. The body is not just
flt nl'.,,t', it is a space.There are three ways in which we can think of the body as a
lftrtr r' lt is a surface which is marked and transformed by our culture. It is a senlltlrr', lrt'rrtg, the material basis for our connection with, and experience of, the world.
tr rr lrrrt bounds the space of the psychic.
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23.1'.1 Elias: the civilized bodY
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r\trtrrding to the German sociologist Norbert Elias (1,97811982), this markc
grrrrltrrrl lrut fundamental shift in public behaviour. Body management and cclttl
ol tlrc crnotions increased as taboos developed around bodily functions such ns s1
tlrrt{, ill)(l defecating, culminating in the emergence of concepts such as self-restrtt
rrrrlr;rrrrlssment and shame. Elias documents the role of Renaissance court soci
in lrronr<>ting'civility'. He argues that an individual's survival in court depended
orr tlrcir physical force or strength but on their impression management and etique
Arr intlividual's social identity or status could be read from their bodily deportm
rur(l nlilnners. Those who regarded themselves as socially superior attempted ttt t
trrrlirrish themselves from others through their superior bodily control, while th
wlro wanted to be climb the social ladder had to imitate their superiors. These mt
'totlt's'eventually trickled down the social strata and became practised to differ
rh'lirccs by all citizens, becoming part of accepted everyday behaviour, Thus pnrt
h,r\,('to'civilize'children by teaching them how to manage their bodics, to ttl(
torlt'r, not to spit, and so on. Through such processes children's bodies rlrc turl
rrrto adult bodies (see also Chapter 5). As Elias (1982:38)notes, contempornry e
rlrcrr now have 'in the space of a few years to attain the advanced lcvel of rha
,rrr..l

rcvulsion that [adults have] developed over many centuries'.

'l'his gradual civilizing of the body has produced five significant culturnl :hi
lirsr, in the nature of fear. While individuals in unregulated medieval strcietier fcE
,rrrrck, in modern societies social fears of shame and embarrassment arc, fttr ttt
1',',rple, more pressing everyday concerns. The second shift is in the cottstrttefittt'
tlrc social in opposition to biology/nature: by controlling our bodies we $tlppt
.rrr 'nature', transcend our animality and emphasize our humanness. Thc thlrd
rrr the importance of ratiohal thought and the control of emotions. Thc forrrth ir

.,rcial differentiation, namely that increased emphasis on self-control has cttertttrnl
l',r'ertter reflexivity about our bodies, individualization, and a desire t<l clistitttce tt
from others. The fifth shift is in the social distance which has developctl hetw
't'lves
.r,lrrlts and children (Shilling 1993).

t

2.3.1.2 Bourdieu: the body as the bearer of symbolic vitlrtc

ln rr famous book titled Distinction: a Social Critique of the Judgemcnt tf"l'u
tlrc French sociologist Pierre Bourdiou (1994:190) argues that'the body it
rrrost indisputable materialization of class taste'. He suggests that class beettl
inrprinted upon our bodies in three ways (Shilling1,993). First, through our rrr
htcation in that our material circumstances shape the way we can look nfter
lrodies, dress, etc. Second, through what he termed habitus. This is the cl
oriented, unintentional pre-disposed ways we have of behaving which oftcn het
,,rrr class origins. Bourdieu argues that every aspect of our embodiment, frtlm
wiry we hold our cutlery to the way we walk, articulates and reproducelt (tur to
Iocation in this way. Third, through taste. This refers to 'the processer whal
,*$
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tlrc social in opposition to biology/nature: by controlling our bodies we suppress
'lrr 'nature', transcend our animality and emphasize our humanness. The third lies
rrr the importance of rational thought and the control of emotions. The fourth is in
sociirl differentiation, namely that increased emphasis on self-control has encouraged
l',r'cater reflexivity about our bodies, individualization, and a desire to distance ourfrom others. The fifth shift is in the social distance which has developed between
'...lves
,rrltrlts and children (Shilling 1993).
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gr,rrlrr;rl but fundamental shift in public behaviour. Body management and control
ol tlrc crnotions increased as taboos developed around bodily functions such as spittrrrp, rrrrcl defecating, culminating in the emergence of concepts such as self-restraint,
rrrrbirrrassment and shame. Elias documents the role of Renaissance court society
rrr pronroting'civility'. He argues that an individual's survival in court depended not
orr rhcir physical force or strength but on their impression management and etiquette.
An inclividual's social identity or status could be read from their bodily deportment
,rrr.'l ruanners. Those who regarded themselves as socially superior attempted to distirrgrrish themselves from others through their superior bodily control, while those
rvlro wanted to be climb the social ladder had to imitate their superiors. These moral
'totlcs'eventually trickled down the social strata and became practised to different
rk'grccs by all citizens, becoming part of accepted everyday behaviour. Thus parents
Ir;rvc to 'civilize' children by teaching them how to manage their bodies, to use the
rorlcr, not to spit, and so on. Through such processes children's bodies are turned
rrrto adult bodies (see also Chapter 5). As Elias (1,982 38)notes, contemporary chil,llt'rr now have 'in the space of a few years to attain the advanced level of shame
,rrrtl revulsion that [adults have] developed over many centuries'.
'l'his gradual civilizing of the body has produced five significant cultural shifts:
lilst, in the nature of fear. While individuals in unregulated medieval societies feared
,rrtirck, in modern societies social fears of shame and embarrassment are, for most
l)('ople, more pressing everyday concerns. The second shift is in the construction of

23.1..2 Bourdieu: the body as the bearer of symbolic value

lrr ir famous book titled Distinction: a Social Critique of tbe Judgement of Taste,
tlrc French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1.994:190) argues that'the body is the
rnost indisputable materialization of class taste'. He suggests that class becomes
rnrprinted upon our bodies in three ways (Shilling 1,993). First, through our social
Ittcation in that our material circumstances shape the way we can look after our
lrodies, dress, etc. Second, through what he termed habitus. This is the classoriented, unintentional pre-disposed ways we have of behaving which often betray
orrr class origins. Bourdieu argues that every aspect of our embodiment, from the
way we hold our cutlery to the way we walk, articulates and reproduces our social
Iocation in this way. Third, through taste. This refers to 'the processes whereby
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trrrrsrrrrrption (e.g. Bell and Valentine 1997), and of gentrification and ntirl
lrrrrrrti<rn (e.g. Savage et al. 1,993,Ley 1,996) (see Chapter 7).
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1..3.1.3 Foucault: the disciplining gaze

work has been particulurly
tr,rl in shaping understandings of how the body is produced by, and exi:t:
r.uls('and how it has historically been disciplined and subdued (Driver lt
r nrrrt'rl fhe term 'biopower' (power over life) to describe a diverse range of tet
thl'rrgh which bodies are subjugated and populations controlled (l'oucault
lrr lris work on sexuality Foucault (1978) argued that sex is not a 'nal
Nlrr lrcl Foucault is a French philosopher whose

f

rrr rlr

rgicirl r.rrge (see also section 2.2.2\ but rather is an historical constrtrct, I I

tlrl lristory of the way sexualities have been produced through discourncr.
rrrl',

i

how heterosexual relations have been produced as the 'norm' nnd otlte

ol st'xrrality classified as 'deviant'. In this way, Foucault showed how there dir
lr,rvt'played an important role not only in controlling individual llodie,i hut
tlrt' nrirnagement of whole populations.
l'oucaulr also had a particular interest in the regulation of populirtirtnx n
rtrt's tlrr<rugh the discipling power of the survelllant gaze. His book l)iscipt
I'rrtrislt (1977) opens with a graphic description of an eighteenth-ccttfury I
l'('rrlt tortured to death. Foucault uses this example to explain how itt trn
rrrr rt'l ics the body was the target o{ penal repression. Punishntent for rtriAl
,l,,rrrg was literally acted out on the body of individual prisoners througlt thr
Irr ,rsts of ritual torture. Foucault then goes on to trace the developtttettt rtf p,
,rrr,l to show how, following penal reform in the eighteenth centuryr ntorr
r.rr tir.s and new technologies of power were used to punish offenders, whlc
orr usir.rg institutional space as away of controlling prisoners. Foucrult frrcttre
lr,rnrple of a prison designed by Jeremy Bentham. Known as Benthitttt's lf8nt
rlrrs prison had a circular design to ensure that all the cells were uttdcr potettl

\r.ilr( sLlrveillance from a central watchtower, although the occupitnts Of I
oultl rrot tell if, or when, they were actually being watched. (Thcrc is stttnc
lr.rvt'vcr, as to whether such a prison was ever built.)
l'orrcault (1,977: 177) argued that the fact of being able alwitys tu
Irrt'.rnt that individuals would exercise self-surveillance and self-disciplinc, Hr
'l I lhcrc is no need for arms, physical violence, material constraints..f rrrt u g
rnslrt'c1in* gaze,a gazewhich each individual under its weight will errd by
r\rr[', to the point that he is his own overseer, each individual thus cxerciiitlg
l,rrr.'t' <rver and against himself' (Foucault 1977: 1551. Through thir conl
lr'lirrlrrtion of movements, time and everyday activities, Foucault itr1;ttetr tl
lt,'.,,nres invested with relations of power: and domination, resulting irr ohdlen

r

I

lr,r.lit's' (Foucault 1977:1.77). He also pointed out, though, that where thoff
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it'ographers have drawn on Bourdieu's work specifically in relation to studies
of
ttrttrtttrrl'rtion (e.g. Bell and Valentine 1997), and of gentrification and middle-class
Irrrrl;rriolr (e.g. Savage et al. 1993,Ley 7996) (see Chapter 7).
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Foucault: the disciplining gaze

Nlr, lrcl lioucault is a French philosopher whose work has been particularly
influenIr,rl rrr shaping understandings of how the body is produced by-, and exisis in, dis-

totr|s('arrd how it has historically been disciplined and subdued (Driver 1985). He
l't rttlt'tl tl.re term 'biopower' (power over life) to describe a diverse range
of techniques
rlr'rrrrgh which bodies are subjugated and populations controlled (Foucault D;U.
lrr his work on sexuality Foucault (1979) argued that sex is not a ,natural,
or
rt,
rl,
rl3ical urge (see also section 2.2.2) but rather is an historical construct.
f
He traced
llrt'lristory of the way sexualities have been produced through discourses, identifyitrli lrow heterosexual relations have been produced as the 'norm' and other forms

ill rt'xtrrtlity classified

as 'deviant'. In this way, Foucault showed how these discourses

h,rvr' Phyed an important role not only
tlrc rrrirrragernent of whole populations.
r'f

in controlling individual bodies but also in

I ottcault also had a particular interest in the regulation of populations
and socitt's lltr<rugh the discipling power of the surverllant gaze. His book Discipline
and

I'ttrttslt (1977) opens with a graphic description of an eighteenrh-cenrury prisoner
lrt'rrrli tortured to death. Foucault uses this example to explain how in traditional
'rrr rt'r ics the body was the target of penal repression. punishment for social wrongrl' rtttg was literally acted out on the body of individual prisoners through
these pu6lr, ,r. ts rf ritual torrure. Foucault then goes on to trace the deu.lop-"ni of p.roiogy
'rr(l r() show how, following penal reform in the eighteenth century, more s,rbtle
l,rt lits and new technologies of power were used to punish offenders,
which relied
trtt ttsittg institutional space as a way of controlling prisoners. Foucault
focuses on the
. r,r u Plc of a prison designed by Jeremy Bentham. Known as Bentham's panopticon,
lltrs Prison had a circular design to ensure that all the cells were under potential
conrl,rrrl surveillance from a central watchtower, although the occupants of the
cells
r,rrltl rrot tell if, or when, they were actually being watched. (There is some dispute,
h,,lvt'vcr, as to whether such a prison was ever built.)
I.trcaulr (1977: 177) argued that the fact of being able always to be seen
lll(',rrrt that individuals would exercise self-surveillance and self-discipline. He writes:
'l I llrcre is no need for arms, physical violence, materiar consrrainrs.
Just a gaze. An
Itrr;rt'cting gaze, a gaze which each individual under its weight will end by interiorllllrli to the point that he is his own overseer, each individuai thus exercising surveillrrrr('over and against himself'(Foucault 1977: lsil. Through this control and
t'r'lirrlrrtion of movements, time and everyday activities, FoucaJt argues, the body
lrt', ,,rttcs invested with relations of power and domination, resulting in obedient ,docile
lt,,,li,'s' (Foucault 1977:177). He also pointed out, though, that wlhere there is power
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there is always resistance. These ideas have been applied by social scientists beyond
the realm of institutional settings such as prisons' to think about the ways 'normal'
social life and activities takes place within a system of imperfect Panopticism' (Hannah
1997).
Foucault's work has therefore become very important in the social sciences. First,
it demonstrates thar the body is constituted within discourse and that different discursive regimes produce different bodies. Second, it demonstrates that the transition

from traditional to modern societies was marked by a shift in the target of discotrse
away from controlling the body through brute force towards the use of the mind as
the surface of the inscription of power. Third, it reveals a shift in the scope of discottrse)away from controlling individual bodies towards controlling the population
as a whole. Fourth, it emphasizes the individual body as the effect of an endless circulation of power and knowledge. In doing so it makes an important connection
between .ueryday practices and the operation of power at a wider scale (Shilling
re93).

Geographers in particular have used Foucault's ideas to think about the way bodJis.iplined in a range of spatial contexts, for example: the asylum (Philo 1989)'
i.,

"r.
the workhouse (Driver 1993), the workplace (McDowell 1995)' the prison

(see

Valentine 1,998),and the state (Robinson 1990) (see Chapter 5). They have also drawn
upon the concept of imperfect Panopticism' (Hannah L997) in discussing new techntlogies (such as CCTV) and the emergence of a surveillance society (Hannah 1'997,
Fyfe and Bannister L998, Gtaham 1998) (see Chapter 6).

2.3.2 The sensuous body

Section 2.3.1 focused on how the body is produced through discourse. However,
Bryan Turne r (1984:245) argues that such work ignores the material body. He writes
that the 'immediacy of personal sensuous experience of embodiment which is involved
in the notion of my body receives scant attention. My authority' possession and occupation of a personalised body through sensuous experience are minimised in favour
of an emphasis on the regulatory controls exercised from outside"

Among those who have focused on the lived body is the phenomenologist
Merleau-ponty (1962). For Merleau-Ponty (1962) subjectivity is located in the body
rather than the mind. He argues that the body is the locus of experience, it exists
prior to all reflection and knowledge. The body, and the way it acts and orientates
itself to its surroundings, is the basis of everything else (Young 1990b). His emphasis is therefore on perception. The subject exists for him insofar as the body can
approach and connect with its surroundings and thus bring them into being (Young
199OA).As Langer (1989:41) writes, 'my awareness of my body is inseparable from
the world of my pe.ception. The things which I perceive, I perceive always in reference to my body, and this is so only because I have an immediate awareness of

The body as a sl

ttrr' lt,,tly itself as it exists "towards them".'In other words, for Merleau-porrty
nur(l 'is rrlways embodied, always based on corporeal and sensory relations. ((i

l(r','l:

lJ6).

I'rr

Mcrleau-Ponty (1962) the body is the subject that constitutes space bec
rvrrlr.trt the body there would be no space, but it is also the object of spatirrl
tr.rrs. I lc grants the body intentionality, arguing that bodily movements can be dire

lrv tlrc b.dy's intelligent connections with the world which surrounds it.
llrt' geographer David seamon (1,979) has drawn on Merleau-ponty's wrlr
urrt['r'sfand the everyday nature of environmental experience. Using focus groups
rlrr, t,'tl with students, he explored the way in which people move through rrnd rrr
rvclvtlrry spaces. Like Merleau-Ponty, Seamon does not conceive of the body
pirrsive object, but rather as capable of its own thought and action. To illurt
tlrrs lrc draws on exrracts from his focus group discussions in which p{rticip
tL's, r'rhc how they would do things 'auromatically', such as walking hoiuc wiil
tlrrrrliing about the roure they were taking or reaching for a clean towel undcr
rtrrl. bcfore they have remembered there is not one there (Box 2.1). Scrrnrort (lr
l{'),r'l.Ires that underlying and guiding these everyday movements is a h<rdily irr
Ir.n.rliry which he terms'body subject'. He describes this as.the inhercnr r,,rtpu
ll tlrc body to direct behaviours of the person intelligently, and thus fulctirlr
rr rD.cirrl kind of subject which expresses itself in a preconscious way rrsuully
rr rilrcrl by such words as "automatic", "habitual", "involuntary" and ..rttecl1llic,

,

(\r',rrron 1979: 41).

lt'vcloping the theme of habitual movement, Seamon (1979:55) gocs orr ro
Al
tlr,rr irrdividuals build up'time-space routines'. This is the series of $chirvigurr
rru,rls of everyday life we habitually repeat as parr of daily or weekly sclrcrlrrl,
l,r ,'rrrmple, getting up at 7.30 a.m., having a bath, dressing, havirrg brgrkl
h',r'irrg the home at a set time, buying a paper from the nearby storc! cfltchirtg
,r,rrrrt'bus to work, and so on. I7here many individuals'time-space routirtcn
er
trrlit'tlrcr they fuse to create'place ballets'(Seamon 1979: s6). Thesc cirrr ocerr
rrll solts of environments from the street, to the university, a marketpltce or d
Irrrr. lior seamon (1979) the power of place ballets to generate a sensc of plner
lnl)ortant implications for planning and design.
while Seamon's work focuses on the way bodies move through and <rcupy rp,
ltlrt'r'geographers have been concerned with the role of the senses irr ftrrtttitr
rlr,rl,rgue between the body and its surroundings (Rodaway 1,9941, Accordittl
l(rrtl:rway (1994:31), there are four dimensions to understanding the sclrilsgt
I
gr,r1'lry of the body. First, the body's geometry (awareness of front, back, up, dtt
ctt ) :rrrd its senses give us an orientdtion in the world. Second, the serrscs pr0r
tt ntt'dsure of the world in that they enable us to appreciate distancct scAlcr
'l lrrr',1, the locomotion
of the body enables us to explore and evaluate our $rtrrol
irrlr,s with all our senses. Fourth, the body ts a coherent system integrating and
ortlinrrting the information and experiences gathered by each of the senser,
I
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l','.11, itsclf as it exists "towards them".'In other words, for Merleau-Ponty, the
llin(l 'is rrlways ernbodied, always based on corporeal and sensory relations' (Grosz
l,t,l,l:8r,).
I'rrl Mcrleau-Ponty (1962) the body is the subject that constitutes space because
wttlrorrt thc body there would be no space, but it is also the object of spatial rela-

Ittr

ltottr. I lc grants the body intentionality, arguing that bodily movements can be directed
hy tlrt'lrody's intelligent connections with the world which surrounds it.
llrt' gcographer David Seamon (1979) has drawn on Merleau-Ponty's work to
tlnrl('r'strurd the everyday nature of environmental experience. Using focus groups conrll, t.'.1 with students, he explored the way in which people move through and occupy
cvllvrlrry spaces. Like Merleau-Ponty, Seamon does not conceive of the body as a
llrr\\rve otrject, but rather as capable of its own thought and action. To iilustrate
llrn hc clraws on extracts from his focus group discussions in which participants
rln.. r'rhc how they would do things 'automatically', such as walking home without
llrrnliirrg about the route they were taking or reaching for a clean towel under the
rrnl. lrcf<rre they have remembered there is not one there (Box 2.1). Seamon (1979t
\t'),rrgLres that underlying and guiding these everyday movements is a bodily intenIt,rr.rliry which he terms'body subject'. He describes this as'the inherent capacity
ll tlrt'body to direct behaviours of the person intelligently, and thus function as
rr .,pt'e irrl kind of subject which expresses itself in a preconscious way usually derr r rlrt'rl by such words as "automatic", "habitual", "involuntary" and "mechanical" '
(\r'.rrtton 1979: 41).
I lt'vcloping the theme of habitual movement, Seamon (1,979:55) goes on to argue
tlr.rt individuals build up'time-space routines'. This is the series of behaviours or
rrtu,rls of everyday life we habitually repeat as part of daily or weekly schedules l,'r t'xrrmple, getting Dp at 7.30 a.m., having a bath, dressing, having breakfast,
h',rvirrg the home at a set time, buying a paper from the nearby store, catching the
r,urrt'bus to work, and so on. \(here many individuals'time-space routines come
1rr;',t'ther they fuse to create'place ballets'(Seamon 1979:55). These can occur in
,rll sorts of environments from the street, to the university, a marketplace or a statlr)n. l-orSeamon (1979) thepowerof placeballetstogenerateasenseof placehas
rnl)ortant implications for planning and design.
While Seamon's work focuses on the way bodies move through and occupy space,
otlrt'r geographers have been concerned with the role of the senses in forming a
tlr.rlogue between the body and its surroundings (Rodaway 1994). According to
l(rrtlaway (.1994.31), there are four dimensions to understanding the sensuous geogr'.rplry of the body. First, the body's geometry (awareness of front, back, up, down,
ltt ) rrnd its senses give us an orientatioz in the world. Second, the senses provide
i utaasLtre of the world in that they enable us to appreciate distance, scale, etc.
I lrrrd, the locomotion of the body enables us to explore and evaluate our surroundirrlis with all our senses. Fourth, the body is a coherent system integrating and cooltlirrating the information and experiences gathered by each of the senses.
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Box 2.1: Bodily intentionality
'When I was living at home and going to school, I couldn't drive to the university
directly - I had to go around one way or the other. I once remembered becoming
vividly aware of the fact that I always went there by one route and back the other
- l'd practically always do it. And the funny thing was that I didn't have to tell myself
to go there one way and back the other. Something in me would do it automatically; I didnt have much choice in the matter.'

'l

know where the string switches to the lights in my apartment are now' ln the

kitchen, even in the darh I walk in, take a few steps, my hand reaches for the string,
pulls and the light is on. The hand knows exactly what to do. lt happens fast and
effortlessly - I don't have to think about it at all.'

'sometimes for an early class l'll get to the class and wonder how I got there you do it so mechanically. You don't remember walking there. You get up and go
without thinking - you know exactly where you have to go and you get there but
you don't think about getting there while you're on the way.'

2.5

I

Th

llll lrcrrvy, slow, immobile, have an inhibited sense of our own
vlr s;r ( Valentlne 1999a).
I lrt' body may also be considered as a site of pleasure. l.ynd
rv,,r'li olr women body builders captures some of the corporesl
tttli ilorr (see also section 2.4.1.1) while David Crouch ( 1999) dr
rhvrir';rl and sensual pleasures of caravanning. yet, this i.s not trr

r',,rlr,r a site of pain.Liz Crow (1996) warns that by fircusinl
disability and challenging stereotypes of rhc dirahl
vllrrt'r;rblc, researchers are in danger of ignoring the vcry real b,
ltrtrrr rhrrt an illness or impairmenr can cause. The complex Ancl
lly rt,rrlirics of a chronic illness are evident in pam Moss and ll
rtrrrly rrf women with myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME). Hcre, th,
w,rrt,rr's cxperiences of fatigue, pain and cognitive dysfunction
1111'r ol bcing symptom-free, showing how these contradictory

rr.rrtri,'of

rrrt lr()sirion the women as simultaneously ,ill, and .hcalthy,. .l,hi
nr('(l rr Moss's (1999) autobiographical account of having Ml.l, w
( l',(,(,,) considers how women with multiple sclerosis (MS)
rrcgotr
hurlrt's' . orporeality.

'l operated an ice-cream truck this past summer. On busy days I'd work

as fast as
I could . . . As I worked, l'd get into a rhythm of getting ice cream and giving change.

My actions would flow, and I'd feel good. I had about hruenty kinds of ice cream
in my truck. Someone would order, and automatically I would reach for the right
container, make what the customer wanted, and take his [slc] money. Most of the
time I didn't have to think about what I was doing. lt all became routine.'
Cited in Seamon 1979:'163-4, 165, 17O.

'Sfhile

everyday perception is, for most people, multi-sensual, involving some combination of touch, taste, hearing, smell and sight (though see geographical work on
sensory impairment, notably the experiences of the visually impaired and blind: Butler
1994,Buier and Bowlby 1997),geographers have tended to privilege the visual over

the other senses. The emphasis has often been on how bodies are dressed and on
how they appear as they move through and occupy space. The 'surveillant gaze' (see
secrion 2.3.1.3 above) has been an important means through which bodies are interpreted and regulated. Recently, however, some geographers (e.g. Thrift 1996) have
begun to stress the importance of valorizing all the senses and forms of social knowledge, not just the visual and the act of looking. Our understandings of our bodies
and our artempts to manage them are based not just on visual information but also
other sensual information. Space and time are perceived through all the different
senses of the body. Our bodies might look active, young and dynamic, yet we might
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sense of our own spatiality - or vicevcrr;r ( Valentine 1999 a).
f lrc body may also be considered as a site of pleasure. Lynda Johnston's (L998)
worli orr women body builders captures some of the corporeal pleasures of pumpnrll u'()n (see also section 2.4.1.1) while David Crouch (1999) describes some of the
plrlric.rl and sensual pleasures of caravanning. Yet, this is not to forget that the body
rr ,rlso a site of pain.Liz Crow (7996) warns that by focusing on the social conrtnr((ion of disability and challenging stereotypes of the disabled as dependent or
vrrlrrcrrrble, researchers are in danger of ignoring the very real bodily experiences of
gr,urr tlrrrt an illness or impairment can cause. The complex and contradictory bodily rr';rlitics of a chronic illness are evident in Parn Moss and Isabel Dyck's (1.999)
rt rrrly r rl women wrth myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME). Here, they describe how the
w'nr('n's experiences of fatigue, pain and cognitive dysfunction may be followed by
rl,rvs of being symptom-free, showing how these contradictory bodily experiences
t,rrr lrosition the women as simultaneously 'ill' and 'healthy'. This theme is also purrrr,',1 irr Moss's (1.999) autobiographical account of having ME, while elsewhere Dyck
I l'r')')) considers how women with multiple sclerosis (MS) negotiate changes in their
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2.3.3 The psyche

lrr' plt'vious sections have distinguished between surface presentations - how we
tttrlllrt ,rppcar - and sensuous experiences - how we might feel. This section pursues
I

tlrr rlrstirrction between'surface'and'depth'or'inside'and'outside'further by focusItr1l ,rrr tltc psyche - how we really feel (Kirby 7996:1,4).
(
'('()grrlphers have used psychoanalytical theory and its concern with the unconrr r{}u\ to try to understand the relationship between the individual and the external
9,,r lrl. Analysts believe that it is the unconscious (mental processes of which we are
Ittt,nr,.rrt') which generates the thoughts and feelings which motivate or inhibit our
drtrr)rr\. Oonsequently, it is the unconscious, rather than consciousness, which they
f'e1t,rr,l ,r' the key to understanding individual and group behaviour (Pile 1996).In
Irrtrrrrr,rrizing the complex and highly contested'notion'of the unconscious, Steve
lrtlr' ( l()96: 7) explains that 'For most analysts . . . the unconscious is made up of
l€rtrlrrr's of infantile experiences and the representatives of the person's (particular
lprrr,rl) tlrivcs. Although there is considerable disagreement about how children develop
lnr tr',rrirrgly' intricate and dynamic psychological structures, the experiences of early
Ehtl,llr,,.,tl are generally accepted to be critical.'He goes on to explain that we cope
lVlth ,',rlly upsetting or painful experiences by repressing them from our consciousfl6rr, llris ciluses a split within the mind into the conscious and the unconscious.
fltlr,'rrlilr the unconscious does not dictate what goes on in the mind, it does con,rllv stluggle to express itself, for example through dreams.
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There are many different schools of psychoanalytic thought, each of which is highly
contested. Geographers have drawn on a range of approaches, including the work
'Winnicott,
Kristeva and Klein, in order think about the relationof Freud, Lacan,
ships between subjectivity, society and space (see for example: Aitken and Herman
!997,Blum and Nast 1996,BondiL997,Ptle 1996, Rose 1.996). David Sibley's work
(1.995a, 1995b) is a particularly good example of how psychoanalytic theory can
be used to understand how we locate ourselves and others in the world.
In his book Geographies of Exclusion David Sibley (1995a) examines why some
groups, including gypsies, children, lesbian and gay men and ethnic minorities, are
both socially and spatially marginalized. He argues that each of these groups is feared
or loathed and goes on to shows how this attitude to cultural difference is played
out in space, giving examples of how each of these groups has been subject to spatial regulation and segregation. In trying to understand why these groups are feared
and how socio-spatial boundaries are constructed along axes of difference such as
race and sexuality Sibley (1995a,1995b) draws on the work of object relations psychoanalysists such as Melanie Klein and Julia Kristeva. He uses their work to understand how people make the distinction, and mark boundaries between self and other.
Plle (1996) explains - in his own words, very crudely - that in object relations
theory the child's sense of itself is developed through its relation to objects (which
include the mother, toys, etc). Specifically, the child develops a sense of itself as a
single bounded identity as a result of its gradual recognition that it has a separate
body from that of its mother. The mother is both a 'good' object because she gives
the child food, love, and so on, and a'bad' object because she is not always available or does not always respond to the child's desires. This tension between these
experiences of desire and insecurity produces a sense of ambivalence within the child
towards the mother (Pile 1996). Sibley (1995b: 125) writes: 'Aversion and desire,
repulsion and attraction, play against each other in defining the border which gives
the self identity and, importantly, these opposed feelings are transferred to others

ill lrurvr.r' r'cl;rtiorrs itrrd rcjcctiott
lre rlrvt,lopt,rl in cliffcrcnt timer

during childhood.'
Sibley then uses Kristeva's concept of abjection to explain this displacement of
these contradictory feelings onto those regarded as different. For Kristeva, the subject feels a sense of repulsion at its own bodily residues (excrement, decay, etc). To
maintain the purity of the self, the boundaries of the body must be constantly defended
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against the impure. Sibley (1995a: 8) argues that the 'urge to make separations between
clean and dirty, ordered and disordered, "us" and "them", that is, to expel the abject,
is encouraged in western cultures, creating feelings of anxiety because such separations can never be finally achieved' (Sibley 1995a:14). Sibley goes on to examine
the relationship between these processes and organization of space, social values,
and power relations. He shows how cultural and social values in \Western society
construct particular groups (such as gypsies, lesbians and gay men, ethnic minorities, and so on) as'dirty'or polluting. Using examples, Sibley (1,995a) demonstrates
how people often respond to these 'abject others' with hatred, attempting to create
social and spatial boundaries to exclude or expel them. Through this literal mapping
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rrl porvt'r rclations and rejection Sibley argues that particular exclusionary landscapes
6tr rllvt'loped in different times and places (see also Chapter 6).
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2.4 The body as a proiect
2.4.1 The individual body
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lrrtc twentieth and early twenty-first centuries affluent Western societies have

;e

lrr','rr rrr,rrked by a growth in mass consumption, the democratization of culture, a
rlc, lrrr,' irr religious morality and a postindustrial emphasis on hedonism and pleas-

order which gives

utr' ( lrrrrrcr 1992).In this context, the body has emerged in consumer culture as an
of symbolic value (see section 2.3.1.2) and as constitutive of our
rell r,lt'ntities. As Chris Shilling (1.993:3) explains:'For those who have lost their
frrrtlr rrr rcligious authorities and grand political narratives, and are no longer provlrllrl rvith a clear world view or self-identity by these trans-personal meaning struclrrr'\.,rt lcast the body initially appears to provide a firm foundation on which to
frrrrrrsllrrct a reliable sense of the self in the modern world.'In particular, the exterlnr ,,rrrlrrcc or appearance of the body is seen to symbolize the self.
I tt r.'t'krpments in everything from plastic surgery and laser treatments to sports
ltllrrrt' rrrcan that we each have increasing possibilities to control and (re)construct
pttr lr,rtlics (although this is not to say that we all have the interest, desire or resources
ftt rftr ro) in terms of size, appearance, shape, and so on. The body is malleable and
dytt,rrnrc rirther than static (Lupton 1996). Therefore '[i]n the affluent West there is
I lr,rrtlt'ncy for the body to be seen as an entity which is in the process of becomlllgt t lrrojcct which should be worked at and accomplished as part of an indiuidual's
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tell rrlt'rrtity'(Shilling 1993:5). This emphasis on our individual responsibility for
gllt lrotlics is evident in government health campaigns. The onset of all sorts of
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illnesses (such as cancer or diabetes) and even the ageing process, we are told, can
be avoided or at least delayed, if we look after our bodies properly, eat the right
foods, watch our weight, exercise, do not smoke, drink in moderation and so on.
The media, advertising, fashion industries, medicine and consumer culture all provide a framework of discourses within which we can each locate, evaluate and understand our own bodies (Featherstone 1991).
In this context then, where the body is a symbol of the self, an object of public
display and the responsibility of its 'owner', we are expected to be vigilant about
our size, shape and appearance and to discipline ourselves in order to produce our
bodies in culturally desirable ways (Valentine 1,999a,1999b). Drawing on Foucault's
notion of the survelllant gaze (see section 2.3.1.3), writers have argued that disciplinary power is most effective when it is not external but is exercised by, and against,
the self. The failure to maintain a slim, youthful, heterosexually desirable body is
thus commonly seen not only as a social, but also a personal and moral failing (Synott
1993). Anthony Synott (1.993) suggests that our bodily identities are central to our
life chances. People who are overweight are often stereotyped as self-indulgent,
lazy, untrnstworthy and non-conforming (see Chapter 5). There are many examples
of organizations as diverse as The Disney Corporation, the New York City Traffic
Department and City of London banks who have established their own corporate
bodily norms, or fired employees for being overweight (Bell and Yalentine 7997,

Valentine 7999a).
There are other pay-offs too for those who treat their bodies as a project.
According to Shilling (1993:7), 'Investing in the body provides people with a means
of self-expression and a way of potentially feeling good and increasing the control
they have over their bodies. If one feels unable to exert influence over an increasingly complex society, at least one can have some effect on the size, shape and appearance of one's body.' More extreme forms of control - which may develop as
extensions of mundane everyday bodily practices such as dieting, exercise and dress
- include plastic surgery, liposuction, body building (Johnston 1998) and body
modification (Bell and Valentine 1995b).
It is also important to remember that this sort of identity construction is not an
option within reach of everyone, however. Mike Featherstone (1999:5) points out,
for example, that racialized bodies 'cannot be so easily reconstituted and made into
a project'.

ffi

2.4.1.1 Body building

'The body builder . . . is involved in actively reinscribing the body's skeletal frame
through the inscription of muscles (the calculated tearing and rebuilding of selected
muscles according to the exercise chosen) and of posture and internal organs'
(Grosz 1,9942 143). A muscular physique has been associated in the Western tradition with the male sex (Johnston 1998). Elizabeth Grosz (1994t 224) argtes that
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rrrrrlt'body building can be read as an attempt to render the whole body into the
I'lr;rllrrs, 'creating the male body as hard, impenetrable, pure muscle'. Interestingly,
tlrr rrrgh, Lynda Johnston (1998) points out that the narcissistic practices of waxing,
orlirrg, and posing which this investment in the body can involve might be seen as a
irre activity.
lrr rr paper titled 'Creating the perfect body' Lee Monaghan (1999) highlights the

It'rrr irr

(,\l('nt to which male body building can be a narcissistic act. He identifies a range
ol nrrrscular bodies that men can potentially produce through body building, their
olrscssions with their ethnophysiology (separation between muscles, muscle definilrody fat, and so on) and evaluation and appreciation of other men's bodies in body
lrrrrltlirrg magazines and competitions. Drawing on interview material, Monaghan
( lt)99) exposes the anxieties and dismay some men experience when they spend conrrrlt'rirble amounts of time building bodies which they think will have sexual capit,rl only to find that women laugh at them when they parade on the beach. One,
lol t'xrrrnple, describes the horror of working his body to produce a 'rhino' or 'frog'
rlr,rpt' (big back and shoulders, small waist, big thighs) only to find out that he should
Ir,rv,'gone for a more athletic or sleeker look, such as the 'tiger' or 'puma'. Others
lrr,t thrrt wearing clothes over bulked up muscles makes them look fat rather than fit.
I lrc fcmale body builder both reinforces and destabilizes traditional notions of
k'rrrrrrirrity. By exercising self-surveillance, constantly monitoring their diets and shape,
,rrrrl t'rrr1'rloying plenty of feminine signifiers such as lipstick and earrings, some female
llr,ll lrtrilders accentuate their femininity (Aoki l996,Johnston 1998). Others, who
rl,,r'.,1,,p strong, muscular bodies, understand body building as a transgressive act
I rr

rrr,

n,lrr.lr rlcstabilizes

a feminine bodily identity and

questions women's difference

Ir,,rrr, rrrrd otherness to men (see section 2.2.2). As a consequence of diet and traintrli w()r'rlcu can reduce their body fat to such an extent that their breasts are reduced
il \r/('or even eliminated and menstruation can stop (Johnston 1998). By developlrrll ,rttributes which are usually associated with men - strength, stamina, muscularitr' .rrrtl c<lntrol - some women feel empowered. Likewise, pumping iron in itself is
,tl',,, .r crrrporeal and potentially erotic sensation. The quotes in Box 2.2 capture the

lrl',rrrrlc and pain of working out and watching the pump transform the body.

>oints out,

made into

I

),.4.1.2 Body modification

rrrodifications in the form of tattooing, multiple piercing, branding, cutting,
birr.l,rl1i, scarification and inserting implants are increasingly visible aspects of many
'Western
societies (Sanders 1989, Mascia-Lees
Gnrt('nrporary sub-cultural styles in
afrrl \lrirrpe 1992,Myerc 1992).'[T]oday tattoos and body piercing have become
lnrrr',rsirrgly stylish; even fashion models get delicate piercing, and modern boheffltrurs sfr<)rt pierced lips, cheeks, nipples, tongues and genitals' (Steele 1996: 1.60).
Nl.rrrv rrccounts by body modifiers emphasize it as a way of taking control of the
$rr,lr, lt,rsscssing it, and expressing a self-identity. David Curry (1.993: 69) explains:
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Box 2.2: Body building
Pain
Fiono:'lt's not just the way you end up looking, um, it's the feel of lifting the heavy
weights, I really enjoy that. There's something about it. Like this morning - I did
chest this morning - just chest alone and I left and I felt all tight across here [points
to her chestl. lt's a really good feeling and also you get to /ike [original emphasis]
the pain you get the next day. For legs you usually get sort [of] two days of pain
...|'m still feeling it from the other day on me.'
Pleasure
Fiono: \eah I feel good when I'm walking along and even covered up, um, there
is some sense of feeling good and holding your head up, walking square shoulders and knowing underneath you've got this changed body that you're working
on.'

Soroh:'l used to think no way [original emphasis]. l'm not going to be a woman
with muscles because again I envisaged this big huge thing and until you start to
push a little bit of weights and notice the change in your body you start to appreciate that, you know, it looks nice.'
Johnston 1998: 255-6

'Body decoration lies at the interface between the private and the public. The skin
is the actual membrane between what, on one side, is inside me and, on the other
side, is outside me. It is superficially me and at the same time a surface onto which
I can both consciously and unconsciously project that which is more deeply me.' In
this respect, body modifications are regarded as a way of articulating individuality,
of resisting the superficiality of consumer culture and of making a statement of difference. People often go to great lengths to design their own unique tattoos. One of
Paul Sweetman's (1999:68) interviewees explains'... it makes you feel individual
. . .you know like, everyone's born with roughly the same bodies, but you've created yours in your own image [in line with] what your imagination wants your body
to look like. It's like someone's given you something, and then you've made it your
own, so you're not like everyone else any more.' While a man with a large-scale
back tattoo feels 'I am a different person now, and I realise that in many ways, I
am not the average guy on the street. On a more public level, my tattoo affirms that
difference. It visually sets me apart from the masses' (Klesse 1999: 20).
In contrast to other ways of articulating a self-identity many body modifications
have the advantage of permanence (although this varies as piercings and some
tattoos can be removed). As one woman with a tattoo explains, 'Before, I could express
myself in clothes and things like that, now it's actually something that's permanent

2.4
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Body modification can be kept private by clothing or displayed at will

rrrrtl tlrrrt's definitely me' (Sweetman'1999:58). In this way, body modifications can
lrr' ,r stl-onger, definitive statement of the self, 'an attempt to fix and anchor the self
f r1 1rt'r'rrranently marking the body' (Featherstone 1999:4). Indeed, some use them

rr\ ,r wlry of recording defining moments in their lives (e.g. a wedding) onto their
lr,,lrt's. As such, body modifications are a 'permanent diary that no one can take
rrll vrrr' (Sweetman 1999t 69). Consequently, the American tattooist Don Ed Hardy
rill',u('s that it is misleading to suggest that tattoos and piercings are just fashion. He
rrr\'\,'lt is on your body; it's permanent; you have to live with it and it hurts'(quoted
fff \w('ctman 1999: 72).
Although body modifications are on the exterior of the body, levels of visibility
vrrrl wiclely, from whole-body tattoos or piercings on the face, to discreet butterflies
Itt,l,l.'rr on the buttocks (see Plate 2.1). The fact that body modificarions can be kept
Itlrv.rtc by clothing and displayed publicly at the will of the bearer offers one of the
trrtttsgrcssive pleasures of adornment: the knowledge that under the smart suit is a
pirrtt'tl nipple (Bell and Valentine 1995b).
lrr (ontrast to those who use body modification to express individuality, others
ur' rr irs a group marker. These non-mainstream body modifiers include 'Modern
flrrrrrrlrvcs', a movement which originated in California, USA in the 1970s. These
pro|lt' claim to have primal urges to alter their bodies. Among their practices, which
ih'v t('rn 'body play', are contortion, including foot-binding and stretching of body
prrrtr; lrondage and various forms of body constriction; deprivation, including being
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caged in boxes, bags, and body suits; wearing

'iron' (manacles, heavy bracelets, etc);

burning, branding and shock treatment; penetration including piercing, skewering,
tattooing; and various forms of suspension from different body parts (Klesse 1999).
Modern Primitives seek their inspiration, and appropriate what they regard as
'primitive rituals' and body modification techniques, from indigenous traditions of
Polynesia and elsewhere. Their movement emphasizes spirituality and community
(see also Chapter 8, section 8.5.2). Through the creation of 'new tribes' they claim
to give people a sense of belonging which they feel they have lost in contemporary
society. It is a movement, however, which is widely criticized for fetishizing other
cultures - most notably idealizing and essentializing primitive cultures - and for reproducing repressive gender and racialized stereotypes (Klesse L999).

ffi

2.4.2 The connected body

The popular and academic focus on the body as a project (2.4.1 above) reflects
what Chris Shilling (1993: 1) describes as 'the unprecedented indiuidcralisation
of the body' in contemporary affluent societies. Yet, this perhaps oyerstates the
degree of control individuals actually have over their own bodies. Writing about
places, Doreen Massey (1,993:66) argues that they'can be imagined as articulated
moments in networks of social relations and understandings'(see also Chapter 1).
In the same way, it is possible to think of bodies not as bounded and discrete entities but as relational 'things', as the product of interactions, as constituted by constellations of other social relations. This means that rather than thinking about the
individualization of bodily practices, geographers need to recognize the connectedness of bodies to other places (see also Nast and Pile 1998), and specifically, the
ways in which bodies are inflected by material practices, representations, social relations and structures of political-economic power in wider locations such the home,
workplace, community, state and so on.
For example, the extent to which individuals can produce the space of their bodies in accordance with their own individual desires depends upon the extent to which
they feel able to demarcate ownership or control over their own bodies. \Within spatial settings such as the home and the workpiace our bodies can be 'open' locations
that are subject to control and regulation by others. David Morgan (1996:132) uses
the term'bodily density' to describe the ways that close proximity to a person over
a period of time 'can result in knowledge, control and care of each other's bodies
in numerous repeated and often unacknowledged ways'. Nowhere is this more apparent than in sexual relationships and in shared households where bodies can become
contested terrain between partners, housemates, parents and children (see Box 2.3).
Likewise, the role of workplaces and communities in defining how 'members'
should dress and manage their bodies (Green 1991, McDowell 1995, Valentine 1.999a)
and the role of the state in regulating bodily behaviours, from sado-masochistic sexual practices (Bell 1995a, 1995b), to assisted suicide and abortion, further expos€
the limits of individuals' corporeal freedoms.
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Box 2.5: Bodily density
Carol:'l mean there are times when I say "Right l'm going to be good for the next
month, cut down, you know. I know I've put on weight", and then two days later
l'll be eating something and Mike [her husband] will say to me "What are you eating that for? I thought you were trying

to lose some weight" and, er, it gets

me

mad.'

Valentine 1999a: 333

i
:

Mike: 'l worked in buying and buying was, you were always taken out for lunch by
sales people who came to visit you and, er, so you know, I don't know, possibly
three or four times a week really you'd be taken out for meals and go to restaurants or pubs or whatever. . . I mean five pints at lunch time was common, you know
in buying... I started to put, well I started to put a lot of weight on because I was
just eating all the time. I remember coming up to Christmas and I'd been out for
lB or l9 Christmas dinners...ljust got, you know, a big stomach and, er, my face
was fat.'

Valentine 1999a: 346

Tosmin:'l've got good intentions but they never work. I mean, I like to go swimming but it's, like, finding the time when I can go swimming when I haven't got
the children, or I haven't got to go and pick children up from nursery and things
. . . just doesn't work.'
Valentine 1999a:341

These wider locations can also frustrate individuals' attempts

to discipline and

nrirnage their bodies in chosen ways. Although the bodies of workers in many prolcssional occupations are constituted within discourses which elide slimness with suc(css, productivity and professionalism (see Chapter 5), the cultural practice of the
'business lunch' can actually drive 'professional' bodies out of shape by making them
I

indulge in excess consumption (see Box 2.3). Likewise, women often find it hard to
..liet and exercise when their corporeal freedom is limited by the need to provide
rncals to suit the tastes of other family members and by the time-space constraints
of household routines (see Box 2.3).
The erosion or permeability of individuals' body boundaries in these ways
tlemonstrate how little corporeal freedom we can actually have to shape our bodrcs according to our individual desires. Contrary to popular (and some academic)
tliscourses about the body as an individual proiect, activities such as healthy eating,
tlress, and exercise, are not necessarily individualized practices. Rather, a focus on
rlre 'situated interdependence' (Thrift 1996:. 9) of everyday life, reveals that our bodics are better understood as porous locations which are inflected by wider socio.notiol rclctinns /\/alentine

1
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There is also a tendency within popular discourses and the academic literature
on the body to emphasize discipline and control. Yet, there are other meanings around
bodily practices such as eating and exercise which stress their pleasurable and hedonistic dimensions as well as the physical sensations and emotions such as comfort,
release of stress, and happiness, which they can produce (Lupton 1996). It is these
sensual pleasures that create ambivalences and tensions for individuals who, on the
one hand, want to manage their bodies in line with dominant discourses around selfdiscipline, yet who, on the other hand, enjoy the physical sensations of eating, are
sceptical about medical advice or who take a fatalistic attitude towards their body
shape and appearance (Lupton 1,996,Yalentine 1,999a).
Indeed, individuals may sometimes experience competing understandings of how
they should be producing the space of their bodies in different locations in which their
body is sometimes constructed as a 'public' location and sometimes a 'private location' (Valentine 1999a) - for example, encountering pressure from employers and
colleagues at work to diet, while at home taking pleasure from cooking for, and
dining with others, or relaxing and comfort eating alone. Consequently, individuals'
bodies are rarely completely disciplined or, in Foucault's term, 'docile' (see section
2.3.1.3) yet neither are they completely free from the shadow of ascetic discourses
about self-discipline and individual responsibility. As Deborah Lupton (1996:153)
writes, 'In consumer culture there is, therefore, a continual dialectic between the pleasures of consumption and the ethic of asceticism as means of constructing the self.'

il
I

a
-SummarY
---------

The body has emerged in contemporary consumer culture as a project
which should be worked at and accomplished as part of an individual's
self-identity.
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The popular and academic emphasis on self-discipline can overstate the
degree of corporeal freedom or control individuals may have.
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Bodies are inflected by material practices, representations, social relations
and structures of political-economic power in wider locations.
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2.5 Bodies taking up space

'l'hrs section examines how we physically occupy space, connect with surrounding spatial fields and take up space through our size and appearance (2.5.1) and
lrrrtlily comportment (2.5.2). Both examples emphasize how women's bodies are
t,xpccted to occupy less space than men's.

I

2.5.1 Size and appearance

l(cscarch suggests that the citizens of contemporary'V(estern societies are getting fatl('r, yct slimness is the aesthetic ideal promoted by the media, fashion and consumer
trrrlrrstries. Being thin is equated with health and sexual attractiveness in what
l)t'lrrrrah Lupton (1996:137) terms the food/health/beauty triplex. Although there
r\ \()rre evidence that men are increasingly coming under pressure to watch their
wcight and take care of their bodies (Bocock 1993), it is women who have traditrrrrrrtlly been expected to pursue what Susan Bordo (1993:166) describes as the 'ever
rlr,rrrging, homogenizing, elusive ideal of femininity'. She writes: 'Through the
cr,reting and normalising disciplines of diet, make-up and dress - central organistrrli principles of time and space in the day of many women - we are rendered less

roti:rlly oriented and more centripetally focused on self-modification. Through
tlrrst'disciplines, we continue to memorise on our bodies the feel and conviction of
l,r., k, <rf insufficiency, of never being good enough' (Bordo 1993: 166).
While not all women pursue this commodified ideal, and some women deliber,rt,'ly reject it (Orbach 1988), the 1980s onwards have witnessed a growth in eatlrli tlisorders such as anorexia and bulimia. A number of feminist writers have argued
tlr,rt cating disorders are an indictment of women's position in society. They sugpt'st that many women willingly accept the bodily 'norms' they are encouraged to
,trpirc to because, through dieting, women are able to experience a sense of control
,rrrtl power (traditionally coded as male) and independence which they do not have
rrr ollrer aspects of their lives and in return they receive admiration (both for their
rlll control and for the'r shape) from a world where they often feel excluded and
trrr,lt'rvalued (Orbach 1988). For some women these rewards become so addictive
tlr,rt they take the issue of controlling their body's demands for food to the extreme
wlrt'rc they seek to kill off its needs altogether. Jenefer Shute (1993), in her fictional
ir((()unt of a woman's baftle with anorexia, Life Slze describes how her character,
losic, struggles to lose weight and so minimize the space she takes up, while sneerrrrli rrt those she thinks are too fat and are occupying too much space.
Itordo (1993) suggests that dieting to the point where a woman loses her femin-

lr('(rrrves and develops a 'boyish'body represents for some women away of escapttrli tlre vulnerability (both social and sexual) which is associated with having a female
lr,,,ly and of entering a male world. However, she argues that the sense of power or
( ( )n{rol this may induce is illusionary. For feminist writers such as Bordo (1993: 17 5)
rrrrort'xia is not a product of individual psychopathy or dysfunction but rather is a

*l
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form of embodied protest against women's social and cultural position. She writes:

firt erurnple
tf$e wlth hu1
rF,rt

'It is unconscious, inchoate, and counterproductive protesr without an effective language, voice, or politics, but protest nonetheless.'

In contrast, those who are overweight are often accused of taking up too much
space. Schwartz (1986:328) observes how everyday environments are designed to
accommodate only certain body shapes and sizes: 'Airplane seats, subway turnstiles, steering wheels in cars are designed to make fat people uncomfortable.' In the
face of unaccommodating environments, the hostile gaze of slim bodies, and sometimes even overt discrimination, overweight bodies can feel pressurized into selfconcealment and be inhibited in everyday spaces from the restaurant to the beach
(Cline 1990).
Not surprisingly, the body (fat and thin) has also become a site of resistance.
In response to fat discrimination in the USA the National Association to Aid Fat
Americans held a Fat-In in New York in '1,967.Fat is also, as Orbach (1988) famously
declared, a feminist issue. In the 1970s and 1980s feminists argued that bodily practices such as dieting, wearing make-up and shaving legs were aimed at pleasing men.
'Women were encouraged to give up all forms of body maintenance and concerns
about their appearance (Green 1991). At the turn of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries, however, there has been a backlash against what became seen as oppressive attempts by feminism to police women's bodies. Rather the emphasis is now
on re-engaging with femininity on new terms (Bell et al.1994).

ffi

2.5.2 Bodily comportment

In an essay titled 'Throwing like a girl' Iris Marion Young (1.9901 argues that women
are alienated from their bodies and, as a result, occupy and use space in an inhibited way compared to men. She begins her analysis by drawing on the observations
of the writer Erwin Strauss about the different way that boys and girls throw a ball.
\Thereas boys use their whole bodies to throw, leaning back, twisting and reaching
forward, girls, Strauss noted, tend to be relatively stiff and immobile, only using their
arms to produce a throwing action. Young (1990) argues that women demonstrate
similar restricted body movements and inhibited comportment in other physical activities too. For example, women tend to sit with their legs crossed and their arms across
themselves, whereas men tend to sit with their legs open and using their hands in
gestures. In other words, Young (1990) claims that women do not make full use of
their bodies' spatial potentialities. This is not because women are inherently weaker
than men but rather it is to do with the different way that men and women
approach tasks. $7omen think they are incapable of throwing, lifting, pushing and
so or1, and so when rhey try these sorts of activities they are inhibited and do not
put their whole bodies into the task with the same ease as men (for example, only
using their arms to throw). Young (1990: 148) describes this as 'inhibited intentionality'. It is a bodily comportment which is learned. A nurnber of writers l-rave
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,l'1grrr.'tl, for example, that teenage girls give up sport and leisure activities in order to
rpcrrtl time with boys (Griffin 1985), whereas schools promote physicality amongst
lrrrvs through sport (Mac an Ghail 1996).

Not only do women underestimate their physical abilities and lack

self-

rorrlitlcnce, but they also fear getting hurt. Describing women as experiencing their
lrrrtlics as a 'fragile encumbrance', Young (1990:147) writes that 'she often lives her
lr,rtlv as a burden which must be dragged and prodded along and at the same time
prolt,cred'. \fomen also experience their bodies as fragile in another sense too, in
tlr;rr rlreir bodies are the object of the male gaze. Young (1990) suggests that it is
irt t t'ptable for men to look at, comment on or touch women's bodies in public space
arrtl fhat, as a result, women are fearful that their body space may be invaded by
rrrt'rr irr the form of wolf whistles, minor sexual harassment or even rape (see also
( .lr;rptcr 6). As part of a defence against this fear of invasion, women experience
tlrt'ir bodies as enclosed and disconnected from the outlaying spatial field. Young
( I ()()0: 146) writes, 'For many wornen as they move . . . a space surrounds us in ima11n:rti()n that we are not free to move beyond; the space available to our movement
rr ,r constricted space.' It is important to note, however, that Young (1990) does
poirrt <lut that her observations apply to the way women typically move but not to
,rll rvornen or all of the time.
llr contrast to women, men learn to experience a connectedness between their bodrls;rnd their surrounding spatial field and to view the world as constituted by their
rrrvn irrtentions. Bob Connell (1983), for example, argues that whereas women are
v,rluc'cl for their appearance) men are expected to demonstrate bodily skill in terms
,I t lrcir cornpetence to operate on space, or the objects in it, and to be a bodily force
rr r('nns of their ability to occupy space. This competence is developed through cults
ol physicality, sport (formal and informal), drinking, fighting, work and so on. For
rr\trlnce, certain forms of manual labour like lifting, digging, carrying are closely
lrrrlicd to some sense of bodily force in masculinity. Although economic restructurlrlt n)eans the stress on pure labouring has declined, the social meanings and relatr.rrs of physical labour and bodily capacity to masculinity have not (Connell
lr,(,.5). According to Young (1990), men live their bodies in an open way. They feel
,rlrout to move out and master the world. Connell (1983: 19) explains:'To be an
,r,lrrlt male is distinctly to occupy space, to have a physical presence in the world.
Wrrlking down the street, I square my shoulders and covertly measure myself
,rli,rirrsr other men. \Walking past a group of punk youths late at night, I wonder if
I l.rok formidable enough.'
'l'he
difference in the meanings of men and women's physicality is evident in rela)n
to
lr(
naked bodies. Whereas a male stranger's naked body is seen as a sign of aggresrr,,rr rrnd as frightening or threatening to women, a female stranger's body is not
r.''rtl in the same way by men. Men do not feel assaulted or threatened by seeing an
rrnl<r.rown woman naked. It is irssumed that men want to look at the nude bodies of
w()nlen because they are an opportunity for pleasure. Consequently, in the eyes of
tlrt'Iaw women cannot commit the crime of 'flashing'because, in contrast to men,
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their naked bodies are regarded as non-aggressive and not sexually threatening, being
read instead as entertaining. The only time a woman can be arrested for indecent
exposure is if her actions are understood to be an offence against public sensibilit-
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Women's bodies are expected to occupy less space th6n,Irl€Jr'$,
Fat and thin bodies have become political issues and sites of resistance.

2.6 Bodies in space

Adrienne Rich (1985) observes that our material bodies are the basis of our experience of everyday spaces. Our bodies are what people react to; we read into them
stories of people's age, lifestyle, politics, identity, and so on. They connect us with
other people and places but they also serve to mark us out as different from other

people and as 'out of place' (Cresswell 1996). Reflecting on how people have
viewed and treated her because she is white and female, Rich (1986:216) writes
that to locate herself in her own body means recognizing 'the places it [her body]
has taken me, the places it has not let me go'.

'[O]ur bodies make a difference to our experience of places: whether we are young
or old, able-bodied or disabled, Black or White in appearance does, at least pariy,
determine collective responses to our bodies . . .' (Laws 1997a:49). Corporeal differences are the basis of prejudice, discrimination, social oppression and cultural imperi-

alism (Young1990b). These exclusionary geographies operate at every scale from
the individual to the nation, discursively defining what different bodies can and cannot do, dividing conceptual space and operating materially to structure physical and
institutional spaces (Young 1990b). 'Bodily differences open and close spaces of opportunity: because their bodies are sexed female and thereby subject to the threat of
violence, many women will not travel alone at night; because they are old, some
women will avoid certain parts of town; because of their skin color, some people
find it difficult (if not impossible) to join certain clubs' (Laws 1.997a: 49).
\X/ithin geography there is a significant amount of work on 'bodies in space' which
explores how different bodies, most notably those of pregnant women (Longhurst
1996),lesbians, gay men and bisexuals (Bell and Valentine 1995a), ethnic minorities
(Davis 1990), children (Phllo 1992, Valentine 1996b), 'Gypsies'(Sibley 1995a),the
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Dyck 1996), the disabled (Butler and Parr 1.999) and the mentally ill
(l',rrl 1997) are defined as 'other' and are marginalized and excluded within a range of
r;r,rrr,rl crrntexts (see, for example, section 2.3.1, above, Chapter 5 and Chapter 8). Such

rtr l. (Moss and

npprt'ssions can be produced through formal laws or policy, but more often are the prorhr. t ol iuformal everyday talk, evaluation, judgements, jokes, stereoryping, and so on.

I

2.6.1 The disabled body

llrrrlt'r'star-rdings of disability have, until recently, focused on the physical body.
Irr lr,rrrrcdical models of disability individual bodies are defined, usually by medical
itrrltrrti<lns, as 'disabled' because they do not meet clinically defined 'norms' of form,
11111lrility or ability. The medical and social significance which is accorded to bodily

'rrolrnrrlity' means that 'disabled' individuals are further categorized as socially
Irrllrior rrnd as a 'problem' for society. (A more detailed outline of the medical model
rrrrrl rls critique is found in Parr and Butler 1,999.) Bodily and sensory technologies
(trrtlr irs hearing aids, wheelchairs, and so on) are regarded as the solution to the
prrlrlt'rn of the 'deviant body'.
l)isrrbility theorists, however, have challenged this biomedical model of disabilttr (('\iunples of such work within geography include Brown 1995, Chouniard \997,
ll,,r rr rrrrd Laws 1994, Gleeson 1996,Hahn 1986,Laws 1,994, etc). In the social
trr,'tl,'l of disability, they shift the focus from the physical body to emphasize the
trrlc rrl society in creating disability (see Parr and Butler 1999). rX/hile illness and
rrrtrrlt'rrts cause bodily impairments it is everyday socio-spatial environments
tu lrr, lr rlis-able people by marginalizing them economically, socially and politically
(( lrrrrrrriard 1997, Dyck 1995, Laws 1994) (see Box 2.4). Disability theorists are
rrtr(rrl of the economy for excluding and devaluing bodies that cannot meet the
rllrrr,rrrtls of capitalist work regimes (see, for example, HaIl 1999). Likewise, urban
1rl,rrrrrrrrg is blamed for constructing environments that are designed for, and priorltr/( llrc needs and abilities of the able-bodied and so restrict the mobility of those
n'rtlr lrhysical impairments (Imrie 1996). Commenting on a wheelchair user's
rl,'t,r'iption of Los Angeles as'a vast desert containing a few oases', Hahn (1986:
.tlit); tlcscribes the city as having an 'impenetrable geography'.
lrr thc past, because the problems disabled people experienced in finding paid
urrl'l,ryrnent and navigating environmental obstacles were regarded as a product of

llrlrl
llt,rn

rrrclividual functional limitations (i.e., their unspoken biological inferiority), rather
a shared or political problem, many disabled individuals withdrew from pub-

rrs

ltr, lil,',,r were confined to relatively barrier-free environments (Hahn 1,986).In this
W,rr', they were further marginalized. Paterson (1998) describes the irnpaired body
Hr '(ly\-appearing' in everyday environments because it does not fit in either func-

lilrr,rlly or aesthetically. Nevertheless, disability activists are now challenging the
lrt\r'r :rrrd policies which produce dis-abling landscapes. They imagine a city where
dll s1,:rtial barriers are eliminated and where there are residential environments which
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Box 2.4: The dis-abled body
'ln 1984, after walking on crutches for more than thirty years, I finally made the
transition to a wheelchair. Many friends obviously felt that this decision implied a
reduction in status, but I regarded it initially as a liberating experience. Small pleasures such as having lunch, which I had previously passed, were suddenly open to
me. And yet, as I ventured into the major thoroughfares of Los Angeles, which are
less accessible than Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington but more accessible than
Broadway in New York, or Michigan Avenue in Chicago, or most of the major streets
in European or third world countries, I gained an enhanced appreciation of the importance of simple measures such as curbcuts to freedom of movement. Frequently,
I found that I simply could not "get there from here". The chair did have some
compensating advantages. I discovered again the pleasures of washing my hands,
which was nearly impossible on crutches. But the search for accessible rest-rooms,
the frustration of encountering steps in front of buildings that I wanted to enter,
and similar barriers gradually curtailed my sense of adventure.. . Often I travelled
countless blocks in a futile search for an accessible route to my destination. And
the inability to maintain eye contact while seated in my chair places me at a serious disadvantage in personal conversations. Sometimes I have found paths formed
by skateboardl baby carriages. and shopping carts. These modifications suggest that
others also may have difficulty in moving through the environment. But I suspect
that, until they learn about the benefits of having their own "scooter chairs", the
effort to change the environment is going to entail a major struggle.'
Hahn 1985: 3
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can suit individual notions of independent living, arguing that environments which
enable expanded contact between the able-bodied and the disabled may also help

to reduce or eiiminate discrimination and prejudice. (However, there are

some

debates amongst disabled groups about wl'rether to seek integration in able-bodied
communities or whether to aim for separate residential communities where members might provide mutual support and protection for each other - see, for example,
De Jong 1983.)

Campaigners in both the USA and the UK have taken non-violent direct action,
such as handcuffing themselves to buses and trains, blocking roads and occupying
public of{ices with wheelchairs, in order to disrupt able-bodied space and to draw
attention to the dis-abling effects of the environment. ln 1990 the Americans uith
Disabilities Acr (ADA)which makes it mandatory for public buildings to be accessible to disabled people came into effect and in 1995 the Disability Discrimination
Acl (DDA) was passed in the UK.
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The disability movement has campaigned against discrimination (@ Angela Martin)
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cultural values emphasize corporeal perfectibility
(l l;rlrrr 1986). Yet physical impairments are often regarded as 'ugly' or may produce
rr\{)luntary bodily movements or noises that are considered socially inappropriate
{llrrtlcr 7998). As a result, Tom Shakespearc (1994t296) argues, disability is often
\{'{'n to represent 'the physicality and animality of human existence'. He goes on to
\ul1l('st that the disabled are often objectified through the gaze of the able-bodied
rrr ,r sirnilar manner to the way that women are objectified by the gaze of men. As
Nlrlris explains,'It is not only physical limitations that restrict us to our homes and
tlr,,st'whom we know. It is the knowledge that each entry into the public world will
lrt' tlorrinated by stares, by condescension, by pity and by hostility' (Morris 1991:
J\, tlrroted in Butler and Bowlby L997: 411).
lhc disability movement has therefore not only campa.igned to change the physrr.rl t'rrvironrnent but to challenge the hostility, patronizing behaviour, misunderrt,rrrtlings and discrimination experienced by disabled people in everyday spaces
(i.r' Irigure 2.2). It has sought to encourage people not to be ashamed of their
rrrr|,1i1-11s1't1r, criticized representations of the disabled as dependent and in need of
t rr,

so help

It is not enough to change the built environment if

lt's persist. Contemporary
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help, and mobilized people with impairments to recognize oppression and to fight
for their civil rights (Butler and Bowlby 1997,Parr and Butler 1999).In turn, however, the disability movement has itself been criticized for being the domain of white,
heterosexual men, for failing to acknowledge the heterogeneity of different forms
of impairment (e.g. deafness, spinal injuries, and so on) and the way that other axes

of difference such as gender and class intersect with a disabled identity (Butler and
Bowlby 1997, Parc and Butler 1999). rVriting about the experiences of disabled
lesbians and gay men, Ruth Butler (1999) observes how they encounter 'ableism' in
the lesbian and gay'community' and homophobia amongst the disabled 'community', while Vera Chouniard (1999) highlights the efforts of disabled lesbian and
heterosexual women activists in Canada to challenge their political invisibility.
Recently, disability theorists have argued that illness should be considered alongside impairment because those who are sick also experience the dis-abling effects of
physical environments and encounter the sort of social attitudes described above (see,
for example, Moss and Dyck 1996,1999).Indeed, Hester Parr and Ruth Butler (1,999)
argue that categories of health/illness and ability/disability are leaky and unstable.
They point out that the healthy majority may only temporarily occupy able bodies.
At different times and in different spaces we may each experience different states of
physical and mental illness/wellbeing (for example as a result of ageing, pregnancy,
accidents, and so on). Thus, the problems disabled and ill bodies encounter in everyday spaces are not just a concern for so-called 'deviant bodies' but are potentially
an issue for everyone. In this way, the body is being seen as an important site of
resistance and emancipatory politics (Brown 1,997a, Dorn and Laws 1994, Dyck

199s).
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Agc rs irnportant to understanding our social world. The medical model of ageing,
ltl.,' rlr,' rncdical model of disability, is being challenged by those who recognize that
tgr'. lil<c gender, race and disability, is a social rather than a biological category
(f;r'.rtlrcrstone and Wernick 1995) (see section 2.6.1,). Bodies are marked by social
nornrs rrnd expectations which shape what we think they can and cannot do at
rltlh'r','rrr :rges, what they should or should not be doing, where they should or
rlr,rrlrl rrot be going and how they should or should not be dressed (Harper and
I,rwt 199-5). For example, the menopause is supposed to mark the age at which
{ w()nrrur is too old to cope with the responsibility of looking after a dependent
rlrrl,l, ycr women of this age arc routinely expected to care full-time for dependent
eltllr'ly rclatives (Laws 1997a). Expectations about young-old bodies, then, are not
lllr,tlrtrrrcd on biology but are actively socially constructed in discursive practices
wlrrt lr vlrry across space and time. They have important consequences because they
rlr,r1't, irrclividual opportunities, structure collective experiences, and have spatial
l'rt nrlicrrtiorls (see sections 2.7 .1 and 2.7 .2 below) (Harper and Laws 199 5,Katz and

lrl,rrrli I 993).
l\,oplc are often expected to follow a linear sequence through the lifecourse, spendIrry, tlrt'ir childhood and youth in education, adulthood in paid employment and old
itgl rr retirement. Yet this model is increasingly being challenged as people live more
Irrrlrvrtlrralized and diverse lifestyles, in which the body becomes a project to be worked
rtt, ,rntl iclentities are defined more by consumption than production (see section 2.4.1,).
l'r,r , rrunple, older people may be retiring from work but are then taking up partlirrrc work or returning to education (Harper and Laws 1995, Featherstone and
Wr,rrritl< 1995). These complexities and multiple understandings of what it means
Io lr,rvt'rr body of a different age are beginning to challenge some of the stereotypir,rl rrrrirgcs and forms of discrimination which are based on assumptions about the
ltrlr,.rr.nt bodily characteristics of different age groups (which bear striking similariltr,,. l' rrssumptions made about female bodies and black bodies, see section 2.2.2):
lllr ,rlrly the young and tl"re old.

I

2.7.1 Young bodies

!(/r'rtcrn tlrought has imagined the child's body in two ways: as'innocent'and as
r€vrl' (Vrrlentine 1996c, Holloway and Valentine 2000). In the romantic images of
put'tr:rrrcl artists such as Blake and \(ordsworth children are imagined as innately
'l'he eighteenth-century writer Rousseau, in particular, contributed to this
1urr,l.

rrrirrn' (Jenks L996) view of childhood in which children are in-ragined as 'pure'
'rrrrrocent'
in contrast to the ugliness and violence of the adult world from which
f,ltrl
rrtrst
protected.
be
This discourse of the 'innocent child' which emerged in the
thll
nineteenth
centuries laid the foundations for child-centred education,
lt('('nrh and
f

Agr,

'llr
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concerns about children's safety and vulnerability and the belief that children
should be the concern of everyone because they represent the future (James, Jenks
and Prout 1.998). Allison .fames, Chris .fenks and Alan Prout (1998: 152) note
that this imagining of childhood explains the horror and outrage child abuse engenders in adults. They write, 'Children's bodies are to be preserved at all costs, any
violation signifying a transgressive act of almost unirnaginable dimensions. To
strike a child is to attack the repository of social sentiment and the very embodirnent of "goodness".'
It is important to remember, however, that the Apollonian view of childhood is
an imagining of childhood rather than the reality experienced by most children. The
experience of childhood has never been universal; rather, what it means to be a
particular age intersects with other identities so that experiences of poverty, ill health,
disability, having to care for a sick parent, or being taken into care have all denied
many children this idealized time of innocence and dependence (see, for example,
Stables and Smith's 1999 account of the lives of young carers).
In contrast to the Apollonian view of childhood, the Dionysian (Jenks 1996) imagining of childhood stems from the notion of original sin, in which 'evil, corruption
and baseness are primary elements in the constitution of "the child"' (James, Jenks
and Prout 1998:10). The evil child threatens the stability of the adult world and is
in need of education and discipline in order to develop sufficient bodily control to
be civilized into membership of the human race (see also Chapter 5). It is an imagining of childhood evident in books such as Lord of the Flies and in contemporary
constructions of teenagers as troublesome and dangerous (see Chapter 6).
rX/hile both tlie Apollonian and Dionysian understandings of childhood are always
present in children's complex and diverse experiences, at different historical moments
one or the other of these binary conceptualizations often appears to dominate the
popular imagination. At these times, other meanings of childhood can be overlooked
or forgotten, before being periodically rediscovered (Stainton Rogers and Stainton
Rogers 1992).
Both these understandings of childhood have been used to justify children's
exclusion from public space. The Apollonian understanding constructs children as
less knowledgeable, less competent and less able than adults and therefore as vulnerable and in need of protection from adults and the adult world (see Chapter 6),
while the Dionysian understanding constructs cl'rildren as dangerous, unruly and poten-

tially out of control in adultist public space (Valentine 19966,1996c).
The child's body has not just been understood in terms of these discursive constructions, but has also been the subject of ethnographic studies in both sociology
and geography which have sought to understand the body as entity experienced by
children within the spaces of their own social worlds and cultures (see, for example, James, Jenks ar-rd Prout 1998, Holloway and Valentine 2000, Valentine 2000).
In a study of the body in children's everyday lives Allison James (1993) points out
that 'children's perceptions of their own and Other bodies constitute an important
source of their identity and personhood'. She argues that a ruthlessly patterned hierarchy characterizes children's cultures. \)flhile there is no necessary relation between
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lrlrvsit,rl clifference and marginality or outsiderhood, different bodily forms are
gtvcrr significance in terms of social identity by other children. James (1993)
irlt'rrlilics five aspects of the body that have significance for children's identities: height
(rpct ilicrrlly, the importance of physical development - where size marks social inde;tlrtrlcncc and'titch'is a form of abuse), shape, appearance, gender (shape, appearrtttr' ,rrrtl gender are all based on adult, heterosexual notions of desirability and issues
trl trrrrrrrlity), and performance (this includes dynamic aspects such as gracefulness
ll lr,rtlily nrovement and sporting prowess or ability). \fhile some differences n-ray
hr l('nrl)orary - a growth spurt might can help to shake off the nickname'titch'ollrlls produce more permanent stigmatized identities.
l,rrrrcs ( 1993) further explores how children have to negotiate their changing bodlrr rvitlrirr the context of changing institutional settings in which the meanings of
lltt'rr lrotlics change drastically. Summarizing her work, she and tvvo co-authors explain
(lrlrrrcs, lcrrks and Prout 1998: 156):

lr

tlrt' lrrrcr stages of nursery school children calne to think of themselves as'big'; their
,r1'prcht'rtsion of the difference between themselves and children just entering the
rur\('r'y plus the significance of the impending transition to primary school signalled
tlr, rr itlcrrtity. But once they had made the transition and rvere at the beginning of their

r,u(('r'irr primary school, they were catapulted back into being'small'once again. This
r,l,rtrvilv producecl a fluidity in tl.reir understanding of the relationship between size and
\t,rrr\, rcncrating what James iclentifies as a typical 'edginess' among children about
l',,,lv rrrcrurings. The body in childhood is a crucial resource for making and breaking
rr

h nr ir'r'

plccisely because of its ur-rstable materierlity.

ll tlrt' rrclLrlt world children's bodies are socially and spatially segregated from grownrr1'. tlrr',rrrgh the schooling system (see Chapter 5) and through laws, curfews and
ltrl,'rrrr;rl rcgulations which bar them from certain public spaces at specific times (e.g.
lt,tr,,. rur('nrrls, the street, shops) (see also Chapter 6). It is worth noting, though,
llr,rt , lrrltllcn can and do (re)negotiate the meanings of their biological age (see Chapter
l,',,', rron .3.6). David Sibley (1995a) notes how, further up the age scale, the bodlgr , rI r,trth are ambiguously wedged between childhood and adulthood because the
lep.,rl . l,rssifications of where childhood ends and adulthood begins are notoriously
Vrrlirrt . lhc age at which young people can drink alcohol, learn to drive, earn
llrrrr'\, (()nsent to sex or join the armed forces varies widely in different spatial and
filrt,,,,,irl contexts. This point is also made by Cindi Katz and fan Monk (1993),
'rl t tlitcd book Flll/ Circles: Geogralthies oi tbe Lifecourse demonstrates how
)trrrli pt'rv1)ls's spatial freedoms vary considerably according to their age, gender,
t,rr,rrrrrcrrtal setting and household type.

).

l

/.2 Older bodies

tlrt' rrrcirnings of childhood, the meanings of older bodies are not static but change
Irrrrt'irnd space. In some cultures elderly people are respected for their life
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Box 2,5: When I am an old woman

'Cray power,

Warning
When I am an old woman I shall wear purple
With a red hat which doesn't go, and doesn't suit me,
And I shall spend my pension on brandy and summer gloves
And satin sandals, and say we've no money for butter.
I shall sit down on the pavement when I'm tired
And gobble up samples in shops and press alarm bells
And run my stick along the public railings
And make up for the sobriety of my youth.
I shall go out in my slippers in the rain
And pick the flowers in other people's gardens
And learn to spit.
You can wear terrible shirts and grow more fat
And eat three pounds of sausages at a 8o
Or only bread and pickle for a week
And hoard pens and pencils and beermats and things in boxes.

,l

But now we must have clothes that keep us dry
And pay our rent and not swear in the street
And set a good example for the children.
We must have friends to dinner and read the papers.

lferl

,'r't'r. (r.5 are actually frail or
unwclt crrorrl
rlrt'ir.cveryday lives. Graham l{owler (
lr

,,,,

But maybe I ought to practise a little now?
So people who know me are not too shocked and surprised
When suddenly I am old, and start to wear purple.

P:l,l ,.'l,l'

wlro are physically frail ancl isolntetl

trl,' ,urtl rrdept at drawing
on

Joseph 1996

,rpp,rff l*y,,,
lr,rrh the USA and Australir' ,.,i,r.-'roi
lulr,.,urr social force, dubbed .gray power,,
i
ll,ilrl (.nrploynlent, some older peoflc lrrtve r

ll

llr,

experience and wisdom. However, in contemporary \(estern societies older bodies are
often not valued because, as non-participants in the labour market, and as patst the
age of reproduction (for women at least), they are deemed to have no economic or
social worth and are stigmatized and disempowered (Featherstone and Wernick 1995,
Hugman 7999). The state creates structured dependency among older people by establishing rerirement ages and defining resources and services for them. Yet, while 60-65
years old is commonly defined as retirement age in the affluent West, this definition
of 'old age' does not necessarily accord with specific biological markers of ageing,
nor with the diverse experiences of this age group. While some elderly people are

frail, housebound and relatively dependent on others socially and economically,
others are fit, active, mobile and possibly still working or travelling (see Box 2.5,
Plate 2.2). Richard Hugman (19991claims that less than one-third of the population
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'Gray power'

65 are actually frail or unwell enough to need professional care or support in their everyday lives. Graham Rowles (1983) makes a distinction between the
'old-old' who are physically frail and isolated and the 'young-old' who are more
rnobile and adept at drawing on support beyond their immediate community.
In both the USA and Australia some retirees have begun to emerge as a
significant social force, dubbed 'gray power'. As a group, despite no longer being
ir-r paid employment, some older people have a higher than average income (from
pensions, savings and investments) and have begun to establish homogeneous, relatively small communities, such as 'Sun City' (in California, Arrzona, Nevada and
Florida, USA) based on single-family houses and condo developments in accessible
locations such as the edge of cities or highways (Laws 1995, Laws 1997b). These
rtre usually based around a golf course and often have recreation or arts and craft
centres. They are landscapes of consumption rather than production and are prornoted as ideal and harmonious 'communities' away from the problems of city life.
In effect, they are quite self-contained, security-conscious and sometimes gated
communities in which outsiders, particularly those aged under 50, both stand out
and are not welcome (see also Chapter 4 and Chapter 6). Glenda Laws 11995: 26)
argues that the emergence of these types of age-segregated retirement communities
- which she describes as 'embodied built environments' - reflects the inhospitable
nature of cities for older bodies who may be relatively immobile and frail, and the

rrged over
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extent to which these bodies are socially marginalized in everyday spaces. Laws (1995:

t

26) further argues that, in turn, these embodied built environments contribute to
the further social and spatial differentiation of society according to age, while what
she terms the 'emplaced bodies' within thern also contribute to the construction of

Summary

r
I

particular social identiries.
These sorts of communities stand in stark contrast to institutional forms of
residential care for the elderly, which are variously labelled 'nursing homes', 'old
people's homes', 'rest homes','aged-care hostels', etc (Hugman 1999). Such institutions have been critiqued for spatially segregating the elderly from the rest of society
in such a way that they may also lose contact with family and friends, for depriving individuals of the right to determine their own use of space and time, and for
(re)producing the older body as dependent and docile. In this sense, and because
residents may not have chosen to be there or feel 'at home' there (see Chapter 3),
residential care institutions are often compared rvith other total institutions such as
prisons and asylums (Hugman 1994, t999,Laws I997b; see also Chapter 5).

.
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As our bodies age we accumulate different experiences that shape our perceprions
of space and place (Laws 1995). In two studies of elderly people, one group of whom

1.8 Future bodies?

had lived in an old industrial town in New England, USA (given the pseudonym
'Lancaster') for more than 30 years, and the other group of whom lived in a rural
town in Appalachia, USA (given the pseudonym'Colton'), Rowles (1978,1983) found
that as the respondents' bodies had aged, so their investment in the places in which
they lived had changed. As they became more physically immobile and their activities were inhibited, they invested more emotionally and psychologically in their homes.
What he terms the 'surveillance zone' - the field of vision around their home - became

an important source of support in which certain supportive, if transitory, relationships developed. For example, he explains, 'observing the daily routine of neighbours,
chastising the children for overly zealous play ir-r the path outside and watching those
who regularly pass by, provides support through a sense of ongoing social involvement' (Rowles 1983: 120).
His rural participants claimed to have a strong sense of insiderness' in Colton
because of their farniliarity with the place. Rowles (1983: 114) explains: 'Repeated
use of the salne route in the journey to the store, or to church over a period of several decades means that these paths become ingrained within the participants'
inherent awareness of the setting . . . The old person comes to wear the setting like
a glove.' For both the urban and rural elderly, the places where they lived had become
a landscape of memories which provided them with a sense of identity: where a child
was born, a husband was met or a first job was obtained (Rowles 1983). In this
sense, Rowles (1983) suggests that, for some elderly people, it is still as if rooms or
the neighbourhood are inhabited by missing people (the dead, their children
were now grown up and had left home) because they can still visualize them there.
For these people, retreating in their imaginations into the past becomes an
from bodies that are relatively confined in space by physical limitations. Thus,
argues, their lives become lived in their minds rather than their bodies.
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Summary

Age is a social rather than a biological catqgory.
Expectatio-ns about lroung*old bodies a1e socially constructed in
discursive pra$ices wllich vary across space and time.
These social nornls ffralter because they shape individual opportunities,
structure colleqtive experiences, and have spatial ramifications,

Multiple understandings of rrrhat it means to be a,particular age are
beginning to challenge stereotypical images and forms of discrimination
which are based on assumptions about the inherent bodily characteristics
of particular ages.

W 2.8 Future bodies?
Some commentators argue that we are on the edge of undergoing a third technological revolution. The first involved transport (steam engine, car, aircraft), the second transmission (radio, television, Internet) and the third will involve miniaturization
(the transplant revolution). Both the second and third of these revolutions have
the potential to transform the human body. The emergence of new information and
communication technologies (ICT) and the development of new possibilities for
rnedical interventions in the body (biotechnologies such as transplants, in vitro fertilization and plastic surgery and nanotechnologies and miniaturization) are thus producing new uncertainties about what the body is, what is 'natural', and which scientific
<>r medical bodily interventions should be allowed. All these are alleged to be leading to a crisis in the body's meaning. First, ICT, which is regarded as a disembodied form of communication, offers a vision of the future in which we can do away
with the body altogether. Second, there is speculation about the extent to which the
body is being merged with technology: the cyborg.

ffi

2.8.1 Disembodiment

Dubbed 'meat' or 'wetware trash' by cyberenthusiasts, the body is regarded as a
nuisance. Morse (1994:86, in Lupton 1995 100) writes: 'For couch potatoes, video
games addicts and surrogate travellers of cyberspace alike, an organic body just gets
in the way.' Its demands to be fed, to be washed, to sleep and so on, interrupt cyberpursuits and interactions. \Triters such as Barlow (1,990) imagine a utopian vision
of a future post-biological world where we will be able to escape the 'meat', for
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example, by transferring our memories into computers or robots (Kitchin 1998).
'The idealized virtual body does not eat, drink, urinate or defecate; it does not get

tired; it does not become ill; it does not die'(Lupton 1995:100).In this sense, the
desire of cyberutopians to have 'your everything amputated' (Barlow 1990: 42) harks
back to the Cartesian division and subordination of the body to the mind (see section2.2.1,\, in which the mind is considered to be the'authentic'seif.
'While
technology does not yet offer us the possibility of achieving the desire of
the utopians to be completely liberated from our bodies, ICT is claimed by some
writers to offer disembodied forms of communication that enable us to be freed from
some of the constraints of our bodies. Most famously, it is argued that because of
the meanings which are read off from our physical bodies and the judgements which
are made about particular bodily characteristics such as age, health, race and gender (see section 2.6), the body can act as a social barrier to some relationships (Van
Gelder 1996).ICT therefore offers a cloak of anonymity. As Turkle's informant (1.996:
158) argues, 'You don't have to worry about the slots other people put you in as
much. It's easier to change the way people perceive you because all they've got
is what you show them. They don't look at your body and make assumptions.
They don't hear your accent and make assumptions. All they see is your words.'
The advantage of ICT, then, is that it potentially enables individuals to construct
one or multiple on-line identities for themselves which may bear no relation to their
physicality. There are many famous examples of men claiming to be women on-line,
the able-bodied to be disabled, and so on (Slouka 1996).
This practice of creating multiple alternative identities which are played with and
then forgotten is termed 'cycling through' (Turkle 1,996).It is often promoted as
appealing to those - such as the young, the old and the disabled - who want to
escape off-line bodies which are commonly regarded as incompetent and undesirable (Valentine and Holloway 2000).
Yet, this discourse of disembodiment has been subject to critique. A number of
writers have argued that on-line textual persona cannot be separated from the offline physical person who constructs them. Rather, disembodied identities and conversations are commonly based on embodied off-line identities. For example, in Box
2.6 Francesca describes how she uses her off-line interests as a basis of her on-line
identity and friendships. Even when individuals make up new personas, these online identities are often chosen because of offline experiences - in other words, because
they are a way of resisting or overcoming the problems of off-line bodies. In Box
2.6 Andy and Steve describe how they try to 'pass' as adults by pretending to be
bouncers or to go to pubs (Valentine and Holloway 2000). In this way their on-line
identities are a product of their dis-identification with their off-line bodies.
Not surprisingly, many of the practices and structures which shape off-line lives
also mediate on-line interactions (Kitchin 1998). Most notably, cyberspace has been
critiqued as the domain of white males (although there is a significant feminist and
lesbian online culture). There are many well-known accounts of women being harassed
and even 'raped' on-line (Gilbert 1996).
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Disem bodied identities

Froncine: I just haver a coup
couple of handles that I use from books that l've read that
and stuff. I think it's kind of fun, but I don't have an alter
I like, people's names
es and
know, I just go on there and talk about stuff that I'm, l, me
ego or anything, you
u know,
actually l'm interested
ed in. II know you get people on there who pretend they're
models or whatever' but I ddon't really see it like that.
lnteruiewer'. How dor you kind
kir of represent yourself on screen [in relation to a coneen Che
Chat Rooml? You just give yourself a nickname of someversation about a Teen
at how it works?
thing like that, is that
yo
a name, just make something up and then iust
Andy: Well you just give yourself
whatev
describe yourself or whatever.
car just pretend to be somebody else?
lnteruiewer: And so you can
Andy: Yeah
that, have you pretended to be?
d
Interviewer: Do, havee you done

Andy:Yeah
you done?
rve you
lnterviewer: What have
bouncer. flaughsl
Andy: I posed to be a bour
lnteruiewer: A bouncer?

Andy: Yeah.
lnterviewer: Why was that?
just that I was in this erm, the Teen Chat one, and
v
Andy'. Oh, I don't know.r. lt was
girls on it, so, so I pretended to be a bouncer of 22.
there was this, there's girls
iend acted we were l7 years old.
Sfeve: Oh me and a friend
lnteruiewer: 17?
Sfeve: Yeah and it was like we was drunk and we kept writing different things, like
strange things.
drun or were pretending to be drunk?
lnterviewer: You were drunk
Sfeve: Pretending. . .

leditl
wl did you enjoy pretending to be older than you are?
Interviewer: Why was it,
t, why
wril about all different things and just normal games. You
Sfeve: Because you canr write
can write about sort off like going to the pub and all that.
Valentine and Holloway 20OO: l0

For Vivenne Sobchack the impossibility of escaping her material body on-line was

brought home to her when she had to have major surgery for cancer. Referring to
her experience of physical pain while reading about discourses of disembodiment,
she writes, 'there is nothing like a little pain to bring us back to our senses, nothing like a real (not imagined) mark or wound to counter the romanticism and
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so much of the current
fantasies of techno-sexual transcendence that characterise
of posttechno-body that is thought to occupy the cyberspaces

discourse on the
important reminder
*odernity, (Sobchack 1995: 207). Sobchact's experience is an
discourse of disembodiment
that - ceitainly at the current level of technology - the
into and interacted with
entered
always
is
is something of a misnomer. cyberspace
do not just have bodies,
'['s7]e
present.
frorn the site of the body, the body is always
they are a fundarather,
but . . . we are orr. UoJi.r. Bodies cannot t. trurr.r.rded;
mental constituent of us, of being' (Kitchin 1998: 83)'
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this citizen-terminal soon to be decked out to the eyeballs with interactive prostheses
based on the pathological model of the 'spastic' [sic]; wired to control his/her domestic
environment without having physically to stir: the catastrophic figure of an individual
who has lost the capacity for immediate intervention along with natural moticity and
who abandons himself [slc] for want of anything better, to the capabilities of captors,
sensors and other remote control scanners that turn him into a being controlled by the
machine with which they say, he talks.

In writing about the cyborg Haraway argues that technology is breaching three
rrrther leaky boundaries:

.

The boundary between httmans and animals. Trans-genetic organisms such
as Onco mouse, and trans-species, such as pig-human, organ transplants
(Haraway 1997) suggest that '[f]ar from signalling a walling off of people

from other living things, cyborgs signal disturbingly and pleasurably tight
couplings' (Haraway 1990: 193).

c

The bowndary between organism (animal-human) and machine. Distinctions
between what aspects of the body are 'natural' or 'artificial' and what is selfdeveloping rather than externally designed (e.g. through gene therapy) are
becoming more ambiguous so that it is ir-rcreasingly difficult to be certain
about what counts as 'nature' or 'natural'.

.

The boundary bettueen pbysical and non-physical.High technology and
scientific culture are producing machines which are increasingly fluid, portable,
mobile, and even opaque or invisible. 'Our best machines . . . are nothing but
signals, electromagnetic waves, a section of a spectrum' (Haraway 1990:1951.

The cyborg is unsettling because it disrupts our sense of these boundaries, particularly the distinction between humans and other living and non-living things. As
Haraway (1990: 21,9) says, it is not clear 'who makes and who is made in the relation between human and machine'. Yet, she argues that we should take pleasure in
the confusion or transgression of these boundaries and the potent fusions and possibilities they offer. The world, she suggests, is being restructured through social relations of science and technology; communication technologies and biotechnologies
rlre creating new moments for recrafting bodies and therefore opening up possibilities for new social relations. She sees cyborg imagery as important because it challenges universal totalizing theory and assumptions about purity and identity, and it
offers a way out of dualistic Western thought (human-animal; mind-body; malefemale; internal-external, nature-culture, self-other, etc) by producing and destroying identities, categories, relationships, spaces, and so on.
This has appealed to some feminists because, by making cultural categories and
bodily boundaries indeterminate and fluid, the cyborg offers us possibilities for escaping the limitations of gender and other stereotypes. Female embodiment is traditionally
seen as organic (see section 2.2.2), but because cyborg embodiment is dynamic, fluid
and partial rather than given or waiting to be reinscribed, women have the chance to
re-code the self and the body, to replace patriarchal dualisms and to re-appropriate
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and contest new social relations (Lupton 1995). 'The cyborg is Haraway's figuration of a possible feminist and posthumanist subjectivity' (Prins 1995 360).
However, some time after writing the Cyborg Manifesto, Haraway warned
against the liberatory cyborg she promoted, pointing out that it denies mortality,
that 'we really do die, that we really do wound each other, that the earth really is
finite, that there aren't any other planets out there that we know we can live on,
that escape-velocity is a deadly fantasy' (Penley and Ross 1991: 20). She has also
been criticized because the cyborg life-forms she identifies are essentially organic rather
than mechanical. She therefore tends to 'find kinship with animals, not machines,
as well as lodge identity in creatures, not apparatuses' (Luke 1997:1370).
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Summary
The development of technology is producing new uncertainties about
what the body is, what is 'natural'o and is bringing about a crisis in the
Disembodied forms of communication offer a vision of the future in
which we can do away with the body altogether,
is

The body and technology are merging or coalescing into what is termed
'

Cyborg imagery challenges universal, totalizing theory, and offers a way
out of dualistic Western thought {bodylmind; humanfanimal;
nature/culture, etc).
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At the current level of technology the discourse of disembodiment
somerhing of a misnomer. Cyberspace is always entered into, and
interacted with, from the site of the body.
the cyborg: a 'hybrid of machine and organismn.
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ll,t',', I'lace and Nation, UCL Press, London; James, A. (1993) Childbood
Irlt'tttitit,s, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, London; and Sibley, D.
'West,
1 f 'ri)5rr) Ceographies of Exclusion: Society and Difference in the
l(,utlt'rlge, London. These issues also feature heavily in articles in journals such
ll,ttly (t Society, Enuironment and Planning D: Society and Space, Gender,
'r',
I'l,tr r' ttnd Cubure and Social and Cwhwral Geograpby.

llrr' bcst edited collection on technological embodiment is Featherstone, M.
rrrrrl llrrrrows, R. (eds) (1995) Cyberspace, Cyberbodies and Cyberpunk:
I ttlttrrcs of Technological Embodiment, Sage, London. A useful summary of

ded by Longhurst's
tundaries, Routledge,

R. (1998) (ed.)
Duncan, N.
London;
;e,
;: Ainley,

Gender and SexwalitY,
Places Throwgh the
) (1995) MaPPing tbe

1999) Embodied
rutledge, London.

tlr,' , ylrcrbodies literature is found in Kitchin, R. (1998) Cyberspace, John
\\i rlt'v & Sons, Chichester; while a more difficult, theoretical, but extremely
trrllrrt'rrtial book is: Haraway, D. (1991) Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The
lltrttt,t'tttion of Nature, Free Association Books, London.
,fcrrclt'r' Shute's (1993) novel

Life Slee (Mandarin paperbacks) contains

I'r'llt'ttions on the issue of taking up space in her account of anorexia; Nancy
Nl,rrrs (1995) Remembering the Bone House (Beacon Press, Boston, MA)
wrt('s powerfully about the experience of MS; while Carol Shields Sroze
ltr,ttit's (1994, Fourth Estate, New York) explores the process of ageing.
Vrllr,rrrr Gibson's popular and influential science fiction is worth reading
h'.,rtrsc of the way he reconfigures bodies and represents geographies of
!yltt'r'slrace (e.g. Neuromancer) 1984, Grafton, London).
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Exercises

I' Keep'a diary for a
days about your everyday movements
and encounters.
few
use thir to refrect on.hsw you perfomr your
own identity in different praces, and
how you think your identity is read by ofiers. Are
there praees that ,il;;;;,
or wonrt ret you go or where you feerout
of place? Rre you u*ur* of artering your
dress, behaviour, and so on because
of the disciprining gaze of triencs, recturers,
ernployers, etc or of exercising serisurveiilance
in diffeieit spaces?
2' Drawing on the work of seamon (rg7g, see
section 2.3.2), with a

smafi group
of friends reflect on and discuss the everyday
ways your own bodies rnove through
and occupy everyday spaces, and the relations"hip
of your bodies to tt *ir
To what extent do your experiences parailer
those of seamon.s students? How might
you criticize his work?
5- collect a range of different wornen's and
men! magazines" How are different
bodies represented in these texts? what
discourses can you identifu? what are the
similarities and differences in the way that
men and women ur"
='- -"---'to rocate
evaluate and manage their
"n.ou*ged
4. Spend some time in onjine chatrooms.
write a fierd diary about your observations as you wourd if you were conducting participant
observation in an off-rine
space. Think about how people repreffnt
themselves, how you
your own identity, the nature of the soeiar
rerations in these uisemroa;-ej;#;:
and the relationship between your on-line and
off-line worlds.
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The meaningr ol
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Home rules:
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Homelessnccc
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XI

Hts Essay Titles
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evaluate Adrienne Rich,s

built environments,.

rs
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2- Using exampres, criticaily assess the rore
of the mind/body duarism in shaping
the way geographical knowledge has been produced.
3' To what extent do you agree with shiling's (1995)
craim that in contemporary
affluent societies we have witnessed the
unprJcedented individuarization of the body?
4. critically evaluate Lads concept of ,em'bodied
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W r.t

The home

The home is not just a three-dimensional structure, a shelter, but it is also a matrix
of social relations (being particularly valorized as the site of heterosexual family relationships) and has wider symbolic and ideological meanings (for example, during
the Second'$7orld War symbolic images of home and homeland were used to mobilize support for the war effort). Traditionally, the home has been constructed as a
private space in opposition to the public space of the world of work: an understanding
articulated in the construction of postwar suburban housing estates in North
America and Europe. As such, it is commonly regarded as a safe, loving and positive space.
It is women who traditionally have been charged with the responsibility of making and maintaining the home, hence its characterization as a 'woman's place'.
Feminists have challenged the idealization of the home, pointing to some women's
experiences of domestic work, violence and oppression within familial homes. In
contrast, black feminist writers have extolled the virtues of the home as a site of
resistance in the face of white hegemony.
The home is an important site of consumption. lfhen goods are purchased they are
domesticated within the specific social relations of individual households who construct personal economies of meaning. Such processes, however, can be the source of
domestic conflict. The home is an important site where spatial and temporal boundaries
in relation to both domestic space and public space are negotiated and contested
between household members. (Even within the home multiple different temporalities
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and spatialities are produced: as a crude example, a child's bedroom can be produced as a very different space from the 'family' living room or the adults' study.)
All estimates suggest that homelessness is a growing social problem, which has
been attributed to global processes of economic restructuring, national welfare
reforms and individualization. However, there are many different definitions of homelessness, some of which recognize that there is a continuum between being homed
and homeless. Empirical work suggests that the so-called 'homeless'create relationships,
social networks and appropriate spaces which take on many of the meanings of home

which the homed attribute to conventional forms of housing.
This chapter explores each of these themes. It begins by evaluating feminist work

which argued that housing designs articulate assumptions about gender roles and
relations. It then goes onto explore the literature on the meanings of home, which
tends to emphasize it as an ideal location. This is contrasted with diverse accounts
of actual experiences of the home as a site of work, as a site of violence, as a site
of resistance and as a site of non-heterosexual relationships. The focus then
switches to the moral economy of the household and to the way that multiple spatialities and temporalities are negotiated within and beyond the home by household
members. The final section explores the causes and experiences of homelessness.
In addition to the understandings of home outlined in this chapter, there are other
conceptualizations of home which are addressed in different chapters. Institutional
'homes' such as prisons and asylums are the subject of Chapter 5. The notion of
being 'at home', which captures a sense of belonging, identity and rootedness, is not
only experienced at the scale of the individual home but also at the scale of the nation.
The homeland often has particular importance for diasporic communities, who maintain emotional and physical connections with their countries of origin. This notion,
and the sense of displacement and alienation which is experienced by some refugees
and migrants who are forced to leave their homes as a result of violence and persecution, are explored in Chapter 9.

ffi

5.2 Housing design

We tend to take houses for granted, yet they are not merely neutral containers
for our social relationships. They are designed and built by people and are thus
the outcome of the society that produced them. In the 1970s and 1980s feminist
architects, planners and geographers (Werkele et al. 1980, Hayden 1984, Matrix
1984, Women and Geography Study Group 1.984) argued that the physical form of
housing could literally be read as a map of the social structures and values which
produced it. As Jos Boys (1984: 25) wrote at this time, 'Architecture seems to makc
a physical representation of social relations in the way it organises people in space.
It does this both symbolically - through imagery and "appropriateness of place" fof
a particular activity [and person] - and in reality - through physical boundaries a
the spatial relationships made between activities.'
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In particular, feminist writers

observed that housing designs contained ideas
rrbout the proper 'place' of women. They therefore suggested that because the built
cnvironment could embody meanings - for example, about what is 'private' and what
is 'public' activity and for whom, and what behaviour is appropriate for men and
women in particular locations - it could be restrictive, especially for women. In this
way, feminist academics argued that the built environment contributed towards perpetuating the patriarchal society that produced it.
The following subsections look at some of this work and the criticisms made of
it. Although it has been attacked for being simplistic and environmentally deterministic,
t;uestions about the relationship between society and space are still important
because the buildings and cities we live in are instrumental in shaping our everyday
cxperiences.

W 3.2.1

Gender and the built environment

llcfore the development of industrial capitalism in Europe commodity production
(c.g. weaving, baking, farming) and reproduction (child rearing) took place in the
srrme sphere. There was not the same level of separation of activities into different
spaces

-

home and work

-

as there is today. Rather, people lived more communal

lifestyles. An average household would include not only immediate kin such as parcnts and children trut also other relatives, servants and apprentices. According to a
group of feminist designers known as Matrix (1984), this form of social relations
was evident in the design and layout of houses at this time. These were basic structures that accommodated reproductive activities such as eating, sleeping, and cooking as well as tasks associated with production and trading.

With the development of industrial capitalism there was a separation of activities, with production increasingly taking place in large-scale factories, and reprotluction being removed from the communal sphere of the village and relegated to
rlre private sphere of the home. At the same time the meanings attached to family
rrnd home, and to men's and women's roles, also changed (McDowell 1983).
lrrrmilies in pre-industrial societies were not very child-oriented; instead, most acted
like small businesses with all members, including children, working in order to contribute to the household economy (England 1991). \7hen production moved out of
the home into the workplace the house became a private place for the family - in
other words, a home. Whereas before, cooking, childcare, cleaning, and so on had
been done on a collective basis, this communal style of living broke down and families became emotionally and physically more enclosed or privatized. This definition
of 'home' as a place separate from employment devalued the unpaid work done within
it, precisely because it was not paid.
'Women's roles also changed. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries women
had participated in commercial life; with the privatization of the family and the seprtration of home and work a new ideology of gender difference emerged. A key element
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of this was the 'cult of true womanhood'. 'Women were perceived as having the sort
of emotional qualities necessary to nurture families and run the house (i.e. gentle,
mild, passive), whereas men were seen as fiery, active, aggressive and so more suited
to the public world of work. Soon the idea that a mother/wife was necessary for the
healthy functioning of the family home became an accepted 'norm' (England 1991).
Women were regarded as responsible for the upkeep of the house, the emodonal
wellbeing of the family and reproducing the paid labour force (Bowlby et a\.1982).
This quote comes from a mid-nineteenth-century engineerr 'Among the working class
the wife makes the home . . . The working man's wife is also his housekeeper, cook
and several other single dornestics rolled into one; and on her being a managing or
mismanaging woman depends whether a dwelling will be a home proper, or a house
.1983:34).
which is not a home' (engineer 1868, cited in Cockburn
By the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, this privatization of family life and women was articulated in changes in the built environment. On a city
scale residentiai areas developed aiong road and railway lines, allowing men to travel

into the city to the workplace, leaving women and children in residential suburbs
in the urban fringe. In other words, the built environment became characterized by
a divide between specialist areas of reproduction: the suburbs, and production in
the centre of cities. During this time having a non-working wife at home became a
hallmark of respectability in upper- and middle-class households. While many lowincome, working-class and immigrant women have always been engaged in paid
employment outside the home, such households also began to aspire to replicate upperand middle-class gender ideology (England 1991). The Second \(orld War brought
a breakdown in many class divisions and a collapse of divisions between middleand working-class women (e.g. with the decline in numbers of domestic servants,
middle-class women became responsible for the dornestic tasks previously carried
out by them), leading to the emergence of the classless 'housewife' (Ravetz 1'989).
Assumptions about gender roles were articulated in the design and layout of houses
built immediately after the Second World (Roberts 1.991.). One of the maf or ideals
of wartime social policy had been to preserve and protect the sanctity of family life.
After the war nuclear families becarne prioritized over all other household types.
Planners in both the UK and the USA took what was called a pro-natalist approach
to housing design. They were concerned about falling birth rates and argued that
improved family housing would persuade more women to have children and re'

move temptations for them
(1945:9):

to work

outside the home. Lewis Mumford wrote

. . . the first consideration of town planning must be to provide an urban environment
and an urban mode of life which will not be hostile to biological survival: rather t<r
create one in which processes of life and growth will be so normal to that life, so
visible, that by sympathetic magic it will encourage in women of child-bearing age
the impulse to bear and rear children, as an essential attribute of their humanness,
quite as interesting in all its possibilities as the most glamorous success in an

office or factory.
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VTith rising standards of housing after the war also came rising standards of houservorl<. Consumer durables such as washing machines and vacuum cleaners becarne

.,,rnmonplace. In particular, the development of open-plan houses began to erode
trrrditiorral divisions between formal and informal space so that women were
lrpected to keep a much larger space clean and tidy for'show' (Matrix 1984). Domestic
itlcology was such that housework became understood not iust as a set of chores
l)ut as a moral undertaking. A woman's moral status could be read from the way
managed her house and, by implication, her family too (Roberts 1991). A dirty
'lrc
Irome was equated with slovenliness, while cleanliness was equated with goodness.
I his ideology placed a heavy burden on women, as this statement from Mackintosh
rllustrates.'The house is inseparable from the housewife. If it becomes dilapidated
it becomes the wheel on which the housewife is broken'(Mackintosh 1952: 110,
.ited in Roberts 1.991.:93\.
Despite significant social changes in subsequent decades, the text of the UK housirrg manual Howsing tbe Family, with which all state and most private houses were
srrpposed to comply in the 1970s and early 1980s, continued to reflect and reprotluce this ideology about men's and women's roles, and the relationship of space
:rnd design to these roles. As the time-space diagram of Mr and Mrs Average and
their children (see Figure 3.1) taken from the manual shows, the design guide contirrued to presume a separation of productive and reproductive activities. It was taken
for granted that men spent most of the day in paid employment outside the home:
or them the home was understood to be a place of comfort and rest, while for women
rhe home was still assumed to be a place of work in the form of childcare and dornestic chores (Matrix 1984).
Similar conservative assumptions about family structure and roles for women were
codified and enforced in the designs for the planned suburbs called Greenbelt
'fowns which were built in the USA from the 1930s onwards (Wagner 1984). The
planners assumed that the husband would commute to work, while illustrations
in the Resettlement Administration pamphlets showed women engaged in domestic
tasks. One caption read: 'Housewives in Greenbelt towns will enjoy complete, airy
kitchens, fitted with modern and durable but inexpensive equipment. In the nearby
allotment gardens, the housewife can raise her own fruits and vegetables if she wishes'
(cited in S7agner 1984: 37). Some of the leases even went so far as to prohibit women
from working outside the home and to ban women from using the home for any
trade or work without the written permission of the government ('Sfagner 1984).
In the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries the growth in the numbers
of women engaged in paid work outside the home, and the emergence of more femaleheaded households, have led to a contradiction between the urban spatial form and
contemporary gender roles and relations (England 1991). Studies suggest that when
women are in paid employment they continue to do the lion's share of domestic work
and childcare. In trying to juggle these dual roles, woman confront spatial constraints
in terms of a lack of affordable childcare in accessible locations and poor public
transport, which inhibit their employment opportunities outside the home (Tivers
f
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MrlMrs Average and their ch ildren. Redrawn from Motrix (1984), Pluto Press, London
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1985). As a result, feminist geographers have argued, the built environment with
its dichotomous assumptions about home and work has become dysfunctional for
suburban women with multiple roles, and indeed that it never worked for those
who were single, lone parents, elderly, or who wanted to live in other household
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.rrr:urgements (MacKenzie 1984, England 1991).It is a critique shared by the dis,rlrlcd, who point to the 'ableist' assumptions of the design professions and the con\c(luent lack of affordable housing that is built to meet the needs of people with
lrlrysical impairments (see Imrie 1996, Gathorne-Hardy 1999).
'l'he
emphasis within housing design on the stereotype of the nuclear family - which
plrysically represents and reinforces the cultural norm of the reproductive, monoll,rttous heterosexual unit - assumes and reproduces a privatized form of family life
irr which all tasks such as cooking, eating and childcare are contained within the
lrcrne. There is a rich history, however, of academics speculating or theorizing about

,rltcnrative ways of living and of organizing society that transcend the traditional
tlivisions and limitations of home and workplace. For feminist planners and archiIt'cts this has taken the form of considering what non-sexist housing and non-sexist
trtics might look like.
l)olores Hayden (1980) makes an argument for designing and building private
lrorrsing grouped around collective spaces and activity centres (including kitchens,
lo'rl co-operatives, allotments, childcare and home help services) that would unite
lr, rusing, services and jobs in one environment and enable food preparation and child(,rrc to be undertaken collectively. She calls for the establishment of a campaign:
I lorrremakers

Organisation for a More Egalitarian Socigty (HOMES) to transform

rtrsing and residential neighbourhoods. Her programme to achieve change is based
on involving men and women in the unpaid labour associated with housekeeping and
.lriltlcare on an equal basis; eliminating residential segregation by class, age and race;
It,

clrrrrirrating all state programmes and laws that offer implicit or explicit reinforcerrr,'rtt of the unpaid role of the female homemaker; minimizing unpaid domestic labour
,rrrrl rnaximizing choices for households concerning recreation and sociability.
While Hayden's (1980) design is an idealized vision, others have tried to put their
ttlt'rrs into practice. In the L980s a group of ten professionals in Sweden, who named
tlrlrrrselves Bo i gemenskap (BIG) (which translates as Live In Communiry), set out
lr) ( r'cate a housing model for themselves that would combine privacy and community
rllrilc also being both practical and desirable. They established what they termed
r,lrousing (rather than collective housing), in which residents have their own priv,rtc flats but share some common facilities. The intention was that, by sharing some
rp.ree, equipment and tasks, the residents would be able to maximize their personal,
('r,'rromic and spatial resources and so get'more for less'. The first BIG project, a
r onvcrted multi-storey house called Stacken ('ant hill') just outside Gothenberg, was
lollowed by 40-50 similar houses built across Sweden (Sangregorio 1998).

I

3.2.2 Critiques of work on gender and housing

Strr,lics of gender, housing design and the spatial structure of the city played an imporfiurt l)art in the development of feminist geography in the 1980s. In particular, by
lrrlllrlighting the social construction of the public as male and the privare as female,
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and by demonstrating how the home has been regarded as the primary space of
women's identification and work as the primary space of men's identification, feminist work has shown how these binary categories have played a part in defining
women as secondary and as other in relation to men. In so doing, this feminist writing laid the groundwork for the challenging of dualistic (male/female, puhlic/private,
home/work) ways of thinking and the collapsing of these boundaries. However, these
studies of gender, housing design and the spatial structure of the city have also been
criticized for a number of reasons:

.

r

crrvir<rnment altogether. As Boys (1998:217) cxplnirr
"r't,llcct" society, and is only partially shaped by irur c
;1lt.s
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Much of this writing was based on the misconception that the built
environment is a simple metaphor for the society that produced it. Jos Boys
(1998) recognizes this failing in her own early work and acknowledges that
feminists in the early 1980s often failed to think closely enough about who
has access to, and control over how meanings about gender and the built
environment are made, and about the mechanisms of translation through
which society is articulated in space.

.

.

o In focusing on male-female

and public-private dichotomies, feminist work has
also treated men and women as homogeneous groups, ignoring the ways that
gender identities are cross-cut by other social identities. Most notably, the
research tended to focus on traditional heterosexual, white nuclear family
households, thereby overlooking the fact that other social groups (such as
lesbians and gay men, women gentrifiers, low-income female-headed
households, and so on) may have had different living arrangements,
experiences of, and relationships with, their spatial settings.

Despite these criticisms, geographers should not abandon thinking about the
relationship between society, housing design and the spatial structure of the urban
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wornen as secondary and,as other in reladon
challenging these dualistic ways of thinking,

.

. It often

underplayed the role of women in actively contesting and transforming housing
and the spatial structure of the city. For example, women have set up
neiglrbourhood self-help networks (Genovese 1981 and Stamp 1980) and
developed alternative housing and ways of living (Ettore 1978, Holcomb 1986).

Summary

that the built environmenr conrriboted towrrdf
patiarchal society that produced it,

The work generally assumed uniform approaches to housing design, ignoring
the fact that architectural knowledges, and positions within and between
architects and builders about'appropriate'socio-spatial concepts, are contested
(Boys 1998).
came close to being environmentally determinist in the way that it cast
women as the passive victims of housing designs and urban spatial structures
produced by architects, planners, property developers and the State (England
19911.In doing so, it oversimplified complex relationships between society and
space, failing to recognize that material environments are physically realized in
different ways by different residents or 'consumers' and that confusions about
designs, unintended uses, and transgressions therefore often arise. It also
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lrrvironment altogether. As Boys (1998:21,7) explains, 'while architecture does not
" r't'llcct" society, and is only partially shaped by our continuing and contested strugglt's for identity, the buildings and cities we inhabit remain deeply implicated in shapirrli our everyday experiences'.

rc

Summary

o In the '1970s-1980s

some academics claimed that the physical form of
housing could literally be read as a map of the social]s*uctures and
values which had produced it.

r

Feminist writers argued that housing designs and the spatisl srructure o{
the city contained ideas about the proper 'grlace' of women and therefore

thatthebu.iltenvironmentcontfibutedtowardsperpetuatingthe
patriarchal society that produced it.

r

.
r

This work has been credited with exposing how binary cafegories malelfernali, public/private, home/work * have played a part in defining
women as secondary and as other in relaticn to men, and with
challenging these dualistic ways of thinking.
There is a rich history of academics speculating about ahernative ways of
living and what a non-sexist city might look like.

However, studies of gender, housing design and the spatial structule of
the city have also been criticized as simplistic and deterministic.

W 5.I The meanings

of home

Ihe home is not only a physical location but also a matrix of social relations. It is
the location where our routine everyday lives are played out. Not surprisingly, our
homes - perhaps more than any other geographical locations - have strong claims
()n our time, resources and emotions. Stretton (1976:183, cited in Saunders 1989:
177) explains:
ln affluent societies (as in most others) much more than half of all waking time is
spent at home or near it. More than a third of capital is invested there. More than
one third of all work is done there. Depending on what you choose to count as goods,
some high proportion of all goods are produced there and even more are enjoyed there.
More than three quarters of all sustenance, social life, leisure and recreation happen
there. Above all, people are produced there and endowed with the values and capacities
which will determine most of the quality of their social lite and government away from
home.

,.%
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can enter thc

Box 5,1: Meanings of home

boundaries lt
govern rightt
and which rt
relationship ,
visits, wheret

'l can dress how I like and do what I like. The kids always brought home who they
liked. lt's not like other people's places where you have to take your shoes off when

you go in.'

rnay be quite
,rnd go), otht

Retired man

'To feel at home - you never call it your house, it's your home. lt's the way you
build it up and the people who live in it. . . lt's the house you build together. A
home isn't the bricks and mortar, it's the love that's in it.
Female home owner

t999a). Lin*

Saunders ant
increased do
(tclevision, tl

'lf I bought my own house I think I'd feel it actually belongs to me; whereas with
a council house you walk along a row of little boxes until you come to a little box

pcople to wi
of this home

that's yours.'

(scc Chapter

Male semi-skilled manual worker, council tenant

.

'When you own you can do a lot more with it, make it more homely because its
yours. You don't bother too much when it's rented.'
Female, semi-skilled manual worker, council tenant

'Home relates to happiness, not bricks and mortar. As a house this is very plain a box - but we've had so much happiness here. And sentiment. lt's familiarity with
the surroundings I suppose.'
Female, retired clerical worker, home owner
'The things around you become part of you - you grow with them ... Home to me
is a sanctuary - somewhere you can shut the world out.'
Male, skilled manual worker, owner occupier
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The home is endowed with powerful meanings, of which Peter Sommerville
(1992) identifies seven (see Box 3.1):
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Sheher: home is a material structure that provides physical security and
protection from the elements.

o Heartb: home provides

a sense of warmth, relaxation, comfort and a
welcoming atmosphere for visitors.

c Hear|

home is based on relations of mutual support and affection
of love, emotion, happiness and stability.

o

- it is a site

Priuacy:'Being in a private place is a central part of what it means to be
"at home"'(Allan and Crow 1989:4). This involves the power to control who

t
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can enter the house. Fences, hedges, spyholes, gates, and alarms all create
boundaries between the home and the outside world. Legal statues also
govern rights of entry and exclusion. Sfho an occupier allows into the house,
and which rooms they are invited into is a signal of the closeness of their

reiationship with the visitor. Some people are only invited in as part of planned
visits, whereas close friends may 'pop in' spontaneously. While some houses
may be quite open locations (with friends and neighbours welcome to come
and go), others are more spatially closed off or privatized locations (Valentine
1999a). Linked to the notion of privacy is also the concept of privatism.
Saunders and'Williams (1988) define this as home-centredness. They argue that
increased domestic consumption and the commodificadon of the private sphere
(television, the Internet, home shopping, takeaway foods, etc) are leading
people to withdraw from public life into the home and that one consequence
of this home-centredness is that the streets are becoming more dangerous
(see Chapter 6).
Roo/s: home can be a source of identity and meaningfulness. It helps to reduce
our sense of alienation from the mass of society. If is somewhere we feel we
belong, and to which we return. Indeed, the home often becomes a symbol of
the self. Domestic decor and conspicuous consumption are just some of the
ways we can articulate and communicate our sense of identity (see Plate 3.1).
Abode: this meaning can refer to anywhere you happen to stay. It does not
have to be a house as we conventionally de6ne it, but could be a tent or a park
bench. In this sense, home is nothing but a spatial location, one that does not
even have to be fixed. It is merely a place for sleep and rest.
Paradise: this is the idealization of all the positive features of home fused
together (a sort of spiritual bliss). In this sense, the home is an ideological
construct created from people's emotionally charged experiences of where
they happen to live, have lived or want to live again. Indeed, people who are
homeless may value this meaning of home, despite the fact that the material
underpinnings for it have disappeared, finding new ways of defining 'home'
on the streets. In contrast, some people who have a physical house do not
consider it to be 'home'. Sommerville (1,992) therefore argues that rooflessness
rather than homelessness is a more accurate way of describing the reality of
having no physical house.

M 3.3.1 Tenure, lifecourse and the meanings of home
ln some respects the meanings of home are independent of tenure but in others they
are predicated upon it. Peter Saunders (1989) argues that tenants are more likely to
live in one neighbourhood for longer than owner occupiers and so their sense of
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3.1

Domestic decor and conspicuous consumption are some of the ways we
articulate our sense of identity within the home (@ Becky Ellis)
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'home' is often bound up with the neighbourhood 'community'. In contrast, owner
occupiers' perceptions of 'home' are often unrelated to their sense of belonging in
the locality because there is a much higher turnover of privately owned houses, particularly on suburban estates, as people move up the housing chain (see Chapter 4).
Owner occupiers are more likely to equate the 'home' with the personal possessions which fill it and to see the home as a place where they can go and relax and
enjoy home comforts. The greater powers they have than tenants to choose where
they live and shape the design, layout and decor of the home means that home
owners more readily associate it as a place where they can relax and be themselves;
they are more strongly attached than tenants to the houses in which they live; and
they get satisfaction and pleasure from working on their homes. In other words, home
ownership contributes to a sense of personal autonomy and ontological security.
However, this can sometimes be offset by fears about keeping up mortgage paymenrs
and about the costs of maintaining a property and its interior (Saunders 1959).
Although tenants can be more carefree about how they treat a house because they
do not own it, Saunders (1989) found that local authority tenants often voiced
sentiments of alienation from their houses by denying responsibility for them or by
complaining that any improvements they made would only benefit the owners (in
this case the local authority) rather than themselves.
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At difJerent points in the lifecourse the meaning of home can change. People redefine
thcir own space differently as their relationships, family, work and interests develop
rrrrd they accumulate more personal possessions. Notably, the importance of 'horne'
irrcreases as people get older and become more home-centred or, in some cases, 'houselround'. Older people tend to be more concerned about the use or quality of their
house rather than its monetary value, regarding it as permanent home, whereas for
young people the home can be iust a commodity, a trading-up point in a housing
(:lreer trajectory. Saunders'(1989) work suggests that people's desire and willingncss to move house declines drastically after the age of 45. His survey found that
rrbout 50 per cent of those aged under 45 said they planned to move in the near
lrrture, compared with only 15 per cent of those over 65. Over 80 per cent of those
of retirement age said that they felt attached to their house and did not want to leave
it. For older people the home often becomes a place where they have put down roots,
it is an embodiment of the past, somewhere in wl-rich they have invested emotion;rlly as well as financially. For example, particular rooms or features in the garden
have meanings because they are associated with memories of children who have now
grown up and left the family home (see also Chapter 2, section 2.7.2).
In view of this, the elderly often strongly resist having to enter institutional
rcsidential care, f'earing that they will lose their ser-rse of roots, identity, control and
privacy: '"being in a home", where they may feel "at home" but not "inmy orunhome"'
(Hugman 1999:198, emphasis in the source). Instead, the preferred option is often
what is known as 'home care' in countries such as France and Canada or 'community' care in the UK and New Zealand (Hugman 1,999), where family members and/or
or professionals provide support services within the home. Wliile the recipienrs
of this form of care may still lose some degree of control over, and privacy within,
rhe space of the home, in contrast to those who live in institutions (see Chapter 5),
rhey are at least still able to retain a sense of individuality, nonnality, belonging and
identity by remaining 'at home' (in both senses of the word: location and emotion)
(Hugman 1999).

W $ummary
r

The home is more than a physical location; it is also a location which is
imbued with meaning.

.
r

The honre has multiple meanings. These involve variable distinctions
between ideals and reality.
The meanings of home are (re)produced and experienced differently
according to tenu.re and age.
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5.4 Experiences of home

Figure
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Domestic ideologies
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A common

theme underlying many of the meanings of home outlined above is
it is a positive place - a sentiment epitomized by popular sayings
that the home is 'a haven' or 'a castle', However, people's actual experiences of
home do not always accord with its idealized meanings. The home is not only an
enabling social and physical location, it can also be a constraining one; thus, the
meanings of home may vary between individuals within homes and between different households.

the notion that

ffi 3.4.1 Home as a site of work
After the Second'World \Var, British and North American governments were concerned about falling birth rates and about the problem of finding work for returning soldiers. One solution was to try to persuade women, many of whom had played
an active part in the war filling traditionally male roles such as working in munitions factories and on farms, to return to the home and have children (see also section 3.2.1). This domestic ideology was actively promoted through television, radio
and the print media (see Figure 3.2). Cover lines from 1950s American women's
-Wbile
magazines included: Femininity Begins at Home; Haue Babies
You are
'Wife;
Yowng; How to Snare a Male; Training Your Dawghter to be a
and Cooking
to Me is Poetry.Inside, the magazines featured stories of women renouncing their
jobs to become homemakers.
ln 1963, Betty Friedan wrote a ground-breaking book that became an international bestseller and inspired what is known as the second wave of feminism (the
first wave being the suffragette movement of the turn of the century). Her book begins:
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I heard a mother of four having coffee with four other mothers in a suburban
development, say in a tone of quiet desperation: the problem (Friedan t963:1)
'The problem' which Friedan (1963) outlined was the sense of alienation, loneliness,
boredom and oppression that she identified women as experiencing at home. She
quotes one women who explains:
desperate. I begin to feel I have no personality. I'm a server of food and a putter-on
of pants and a bedmaker, somebody who can be called on when you want something.

I'm

But who am I?

Friedan's book ruptured the 1950s and 1960s imagery of the 'h"ppy housewife'.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s white Anglo-American feminists challenged the
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If a woman had

a problem in the 1950s and 1960s she knew that something must be
wrong with her marriage or herself. Other women were satisfied with their lives, she
thought. What kind of woman was she, if she did not feel this mysterious fulfilment
waxing the kitchen floor? She was so ashamed to admit her dissatisfaction that she
never knew how many other women shared it. But on an April morning in 1959
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notion of home as a haven or hearth (Davidoff et al. L979), arguing that 'for women
in their domestic role, the ideal single-family home has always been primarily a workplace for their reproductive work, and often a very oppressive and isolating one
at rhat' (MacKenzie and Rose 1983: 159). In particular, socialist feminists argued
thar, by giving birth to future workers and feeding, clothing and servicing the labour
force, women rnaintained and reproduced the capitalist system both ideologically and
nraterially (Dalla Costa and James 1975). They criticized the domestic ideologies that
said 'women belonged at home', arguing that the value of women's invisible labour
should be recognized by paying women a wage for their housework'
Other ferninists saw this 'wages for housework campaign' as merely reinforcing
women's role as domestic workers. They claimed that if this campaign was successful,
although working in the home would become a paid occupation, women would still
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be seen as 'naturally' domestic and home-loving. In their view, a wage for housework would not in itself challenge the ideology that constructed women as belonging at home and as being the primary homemaker. Instead, it was argued that a wage
for housework would merely lock women into this domestic role. Rather, the problem was understood to lie with the ideal of the single-family home as a location divorced
from the workplace (see section 3.2.1,). Much emphasis was put on getting women
into paid employment outside the home and in looking at radical ways of redesigning housing so that domestic labour could be shared by men and women on a collective basis (see section 3.2.1.).
Contrary to this work by feminists, a number of studies have suggested that many
women are untroubled by domestic inequalities, do not feel any more tied to the
home than men, and identify it in equally positive terms (Saunders 1989, Baxter and
'W'estern
1998). This may be because the emotional meanings people attach to the
home are divorced from what they actually do in the home. It also reflects the expansion in the participation of women in the paid labour market in the late twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries (Holioway 1999). As a result,'the home is no longer
the primary space identified with women but rather one space amongst many, a
situation which has contributed to the multiple, frequently contradictory nature of
women's iclentifications' (Gregson and Lowe 1995:227).
Domestic tasks in middle-class households are increasingly being performed by
a combination of waged and unwaged labour. For example, middle-class households
(especially where both partners are in full-time paid employment) can afford to buy
in help with domestic chores such as cleaning, the laundry and childcare (Gregson and
Lowe 1995). However, although middle-class women may no longer have do the
domestic chores themselves, this work is still being done in the home by other women.
Thc absence of affordable collective day-care facilities for the under-fives in the
UK means that parents usually have a choice between a nanny who cones into the
parental home to care for the child, or a child minder who looks after children within
her own home. Nicky Gregson and Michelle Lowe's (1995) research found that, given
this choice, most mothers preferred to employ a nanny because she would work in
the parental home. They explain that the home was repeatedly cited as 'the best place
to care for young children whilst the nanny (by virtue of her location within the
parental home) was presented . . . as the closet approximation to maternal care and
therefore as the best substitute for this maternal care' (Gregson and Lowe 1995:230).
Thus, despite changes in women's economic position, the parental home is still
regarded as a safe haven for children, and the home remains unchallenged as the
space for mothering. Rather than rejecting the role of 'homemaker' or 'mother:' in
favour of that of 'professional worker', women in paid employment are attempting
to juggle these identities. For the middle classes in contemporary Britain, traditional
cultures of domesticity (such as maintaining a clean and tidy home) and motherhood are still important and part and parcel of hornernaking; they merely recast and
reproduce these ideologies by employing waged domestic labour to do this work for
them (Gregson and Lowe 1995).
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This leads on to a further criticism of those meanings of home which valorize it
place of relaxation and comfort and which implicitly conceptualize it as a separate and distinct time-space from the workplace, for as the Gregson and Lowe paper
implies, the home may be a site of paid work as well as of unpaid domestic labour.
'West
(1995)
rrs

lrr a study of Appalachia,

Virginia, USA, Anne Oberhauser

observes

that the loss of traditional male jobs in manufacturing and mining has led to a growth
not only in fenrale employment in low-skilled, part-time work but also in home-work.
'This involves the home-based production of goods and services (such as sewing piecework, knitting, weaving, telephone sales, catalogue marketing, hairdressing, secretarial work, pet care) and so on) that are sold in both the formal and informal sectors.
The use of the hon-re as a workplace can cause conflict between family members
over the control and use of domestic space (see also section 3.5). Oberhauser (1995)
points out that home-work is often not regarded by other people as'real work' because
it is located in the home and often draws on domestic skills (such as sewing). As
such, it is gener:ally seen as an extension of domestic work rather than as paid work.
Family and friends also tend to think that because the worker is 'af home' they can
interrupt them in a way they would not disturb someone who was working in an
office or a factory.
Even where paid work is performed outside the home, work can still invade the
porous space of the home (see also Chapter 5). This is demonstrated by Doreen
Massey's (1998a) study of men employed in the high-technology sector in Cambridge, UK. The men she interviewed were all dedicated to their work. They placed
a strong emphasis on responding to their custoners' needs, even if this meant work-

ing late or taking telephone calls at home in the middle of the night. To succeed in
a labour market where the workplace culture glorified long hours, the employees
recognized the need to work long and flexible hours and marry of them were hnppy
to do because they loved their jobs. This commitment and one-way temporal flexibility meant that the priorities and pre-occupations of the workplace intrr-rded into
their homes far more than the other way round. PCs, modems, faxes, and so on

all allowed work to literally spatially invade the home. The men's partners and
children also cornplained that even when they were physically present in the horne
their minds were often 'at work'. The men too cited examples of getting up in the
middle of the night to work on a problem and being unable to switch off their minds,
even in the bath. Although some individual employees did try to resist the way
work polluted the horne - for example, by staying late in the office rather than taking work into the domestic environment - they were also aware this might hinder
their careers.
Men who participated in Glendon Smith and Hilary Winchester's (1998)
research in Newcastle, Australia, also commented on how the demands of the
workplace in terms of long hours and stress affected home ar-rd farnily life. Vhile
they attempted to share domestic work and childcare, it was their partners who bore
the burden of these responsibilities. Again, there was a great asymmetry of power
berween the two spaces of home and work. All the negotiation and compromise around
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the tensions between competing commitments and temporal flexibility took place in

domestic space rather than the workspace.
However, this is not to suggest that the workplace is always the dominant location. It is often assumed that it is paid employment which determines where individuals/households decide to live. Studies of the job search process, for example,
often presuppose that individuals will move home in the pursuit of suitable employment. Yet Susan Hanson and Gerry Pratt's (1988) research shows that the home
can affect individuals' decisions about whether to work outside the home, the hours
they work and the type of work they do. For many people the home is regarded as
the fixed point from which they look for work. This immobility can affect what employment they seek and where they work. Likewise, employees' private lives can also
intrude into the workplace and contribute to shaping workplace culture and identities (see Chapter 5).
To summarize this section, some of the positive meanings of home (such as hearth)
are predicated on an assumption that home and work are separate spaces in which
the home is conceptualized as a space of relaxation and pleasure that is located in
opposition to the responsibilities and stress of paid employment in the workplace.
However, the range of examples cited in this section, including women's unpaid domestic work, waged domestic labour, home-working, paid work invading the home,
and the impact of residential location on paid work all demonstrate that home and
work are not distinct time-spaces but rather are mutually constituted. These examples
challenge binary ways of thinking (work/home, public/private, paid/unpaid, responsibility/relaxation, stress/pleasure) and emphasize the need for geographers to collapse these boundaries and to think more in terms of home/work interdependencies.
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5.4.2 Home as a site of violence

But derplr
Privacy is often identified as a positive meaning of home, yet privacy is not always
experienced positively. The elderly can experience it as loneliness, non-working
mothers often suffer from lack of contact, and the veil of privacy can also hide
abusive domestic relations within households. While the home is generally regarded
as a safe haven in a dangerous and heartless world, for those who experience domestic violence this is a paradox. As Elizabeth Wilson (1983) says, 'the place to which
most people run to get away from fear and violence can be, for women, the context of "the most frightening violence of all"'.
Although men are occasionally subject to domestic abuse (and it occurs in samesex relationships too), most statistics show that it is usually women who are the
victims and men the perpetrators. Research in the UK suggests that between one and
two women are murdered by their male partners each week and that more than a
quarter of all violent crime reported to the police is domestic violence. This makes
domestic abuse the second most common violent crime in the UK. In London alone,
around 100,000 womell a year seek medical treatment for violent injuries sustained
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Box 5.2: fhree experiences of domestic violence
inant loca-

'l

have had ten stitches, three stitches, five stitches, seven stitches where he has
cut me. I have had a knife stuck through my stomach; I have had a poker put through
my face; I have no teeth where he knocked them all ouU I have been burnt with
red hot pokers; I have had red hot coals slung over me; I have been sprayed with

vhere indir example,
,le employ-

. the home
, the hours
egarded as
rat employ:s can also

petrol and stood there while he has flicked lighted matches at me. But I had to
stay there because I could not get out. He has told me to get out. Yet if I had stood

up I know what would have happened to me. I would have gotten knocked down
again.'

: and iden-

'l don't know. I kept thinking he was changing, you know, change for the better

r as hearth)

.rt night wondering if

...

:s in which
; located in
workplace.
unpaid do-

it is my blame

-

You know, I used to blame myself all the

time.'

'l went to my parents and of course he came
.rrrd kicking me

-

-

I left him because of his hitting

I went home to them, but he came there and I had to go. I went

back really to keep the peace because my parents weren't able to cope with it.'
Cited in Stanko 1985: 51, 55-6, 58
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rtt lrornc (URL 1). A similar pattern is evident in the USA. The New

York City Police
l,('l),rrtrnent receives over 200,000 calls per annum about famiiy disputes. Surveys
rrlli('st thatT per cent of US women who are married or living with a partner are sub1t,r t tr > physical abuse, 37 per cent are verbally and emotionally abused, and as many
rr\ r)n(' in three Americans have witnessed an incident of domestic violence (URL 2).
Itrrt despite these attempts to quantify domestic violence, the real extent of abuse
l.r
tr r gcly unknown. As Smith (1989:6) argues, 'By its intrinsic nature, domestic viol('n( (' rs an elusive research topic: it takes place behind closed doors; is concealed from
tlrr' prrblic eye; and is often unknown to anyone outside the immediate family.'The
glrrlrrrl understanding amongst academics and the police is that figures for domesIrr .thuse are almost certainly underestimates. It is thought that the figure for
rlrrrrrcstic violence may be greater than that for any other crime (Smith 1989).
tlrirlitative research shows that this violence includes a broad range of forms of
rrl'rrsc which vary in their nature and severity from bruising and cuts, to rape and
lrrolit'n bones (see Box 3.2). In addition to physical injuries, it is common for
wonrcn, and children witnessing the abuse, to suffer psychological damage, includIrrli rlcpression and panic attacks (Stanko 1985).
l)obash and Dobash (1,992) argue that two of the main sources of conflict leadlrr1l to violent attacks are men's expectations concerning women's domestic work
irr tlrc home and men's belief in their right to punish women for perceived wrongtl,'rrrg. This logic is also sometimes apparent in the responses of the police and courts
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to cases of domestic violence where women have effectively been put on trial over
their ability to look after the house and produce a good home (Edwards 1987). This
shows the strength and persistence of ideologies about women's place in the home
and domesticity. The ideology that only'bad' or failed women get hurt is, according
to Elizabeth Stanko (1985), one of the reasons why many women are to ashamed
to report domestic violence to the police, as well as their concern that the police and
judicial system will not be sympathetic to them or able to act effectively.
The traditional binary distinction between public and private space has also contributed to the reluctance of the police to respond to domestic incidents. The public world has been seen as the legitimate arena for intervention by the police, while
the home has been regarded as the domain of the family. The relationships within
it have therefore been understood to be private, voluntary and non-compulsory and
so to be beyond the legitimate control of the state. Hence the popular saying 'a man's
home is his castle'. Indeed, when women are subject to abuse most turn in the first
instance to their extended family for help rather than to the police (Smith 1989).
One tactic employed by'S7omen's AID (an urban social movement established to
support women who experience domestic violence) in response to the ineffectiveness of the state at dealing with domestic violence has been to establish alternative
'private' spaces in the form of refuges and safe houses to help women escape from
dangerous homes.
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ffi 3.4.5 Home as a site of resistance
'!7hen

I was a young girl the journey across town to my grandmother's house was one

of the most intriguing experiences . . . I remember this journey not just because of the
stories I would hear. It was a movement away from the segregated blackness of our
community into a poor white neighbourhood. I remember the fear, being scared to
walk to our grandmother's house because we would have had to pass that terrifying
whiteness - those white faces on the porches staring down with hate. Even when empty
or vacant, those porches seemed to say'danger', 'you do not belong here', 'you are not
safe'. Oh! that feeling of safety, of arrival, of homecoming when we finally reached the
edges of her yard, when we could see the soot black face of our grandfather, Daddy
Gus, sitting in his chair on the porch, smell his cigar, and rest on his lap. Such a
contrast, that feeling of arrival, of homecoming, this sweetness and the bitterness of
that journey, that constant reminder of white power and control (hooks 1991:. 41\.

bell hooks uses this recollection of her childhood as a springboard to describe how
black women have constructed the home as a space of care and nurture in the face
of the brutal reality of racist oppression. She claims that'historically, African-American
people believed that the construction of a homeplace, however fragile and tenuous
(the slave hut, the wooden shack), had a radical political dimension' (hooks 1991 42).
It was the one site where black people could achieve the dignity and strength which
they were refused in the public realm.
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lror black women, making a homeplace was not just a matter of creating a comkrrt:rble domestic environment, it was about the construction of a safe place where
hl;rt l< people could affirm their identity, a space where they could be free from white
r,r( ism and a site for forming political solidarity and organizing resistance. hooks
writcs (1991: 42):'We could not learn to love or respect ourselves in the culture of
rvlritc supremacy, on the outside; it was there on the inside, in that "homeplace"
rrrost often created and kept by black women, that we had the opportunity to grow
,rrrtl clevelop to nurture our spirits.' She further claims that, without the space to
(()rrstruct a homeplace, black men and women cannot build a 'meaningful communrr\' ()f resistance' (hooks 1991:47).

l{er argument is supported by other black writers. Patricia Hill Collins (1.990)
I'oirrts out that the terms 'public' and 'private' have different meanings to African
Arrrcricans than to white Americans. Private is not always just equivalent to the dorrrcstic home, it can also refer to black community spaces that are beyond the reach
ol white people. For example, mothering in a black community might often involve
'ot lrer mothers' in the community as well as blood mothers. In this way, private space
trrrr be a resource for black women rather than a burden. Thus Hill Collins (1990)
,ultues that the notion of everyday domestic oppression suffered by 'housewives'
rsolirted in the home (see section 3.4.1) is a problem specific to white women.
In this way black writers have exposed the universalism ol 1970s feminism and
irs assumptions that white middle-class women's experiences of the home could
st;rrrd in for all women's experiences of this space. hooks, for example, takes white
lcrninists to task for focusing on the home as a site of patriarchal domination and
oppression. She suggests that by seducing black women into being concerned about
..lomesticity and the domestic division of labour, white feminism encouraged black
wolnen to forget the importance of the home as a site of subversion and resistance
,rrrd that, as a consequence, black liberatory struggles have been undermined. hooks
\1991:48) calls for black people to focus on a revolutionary vision of black liberation built on the for.rndations of the home. She writes:
Drawing on past legacies, contemporary black women can begin to reconceptualise
ideas of homeplace, once again considering the primacy of domesticity as a site for
'Sfhen
subversion and resistance.
we renew our concern with homeplace, we can
address political issues that most affect oiir daily lives.

W 3.4.4 Home as a site of non-heterosexual relationships
The nuclear family is the traditional living arrangement experienced by many
people in contemporary Western societies at some point in their lives. Yet we spend
a relatively short span of our total life in this hor-rsehold form. As a result of separation, divorce and the growth of other household forms, the nuclear fanily is becoming a much less common form of living arrangement. Recent figures suggest that
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more than two in five marriages end in divorce and three in ten children's parents
separate before they are 16 (URL 3). Even within heterosexual family units there
may be intermittent disruptions in household membership because, for example, one
parent or partner may be absent from home for periods of time because they work
in another city or country or because of temporary work commitments. Indeed, Judith
Stacey (1990: 269) argues that the family 'is an ideological concept that imposes a
mythical homogeneity on the diverse means by which people organise their intimate
relationships [such that] "the family" distorts and devalues the rich variety of kinship stories'.
Despite its declining statistical significance, the nuclear heterosexuai family is often
presented as being synonymous with 'the home'. Yet, the home can take on very
different and contradictory meanings for people living in household forms which
are not based on kinship, such as single people in shared housing or elderly people

in various forms of sheltered accommodation (Valentine 1999b). This section
focuses particularly on the experiences of lesbian and gay men who either share a
house with heterosexual family members or create their own home space (Johnston
and Valentine I995, Elwood 2000).
Lesbians living in the 'family' house who have not 'come out' to their parents
can find that a lack of privacy from the parental gaze constrains their freedom to
perform a 'lesbian' identity 'at home' and to have friends and partners to stay (Valentine
1993, Johnston and Valentine 1995, Elwood 2000). In this sense the public/private
dichotomy is much more complex than a simple duality. Having privacy from the
outside world is not the same thing as having privacy within the home. The distinction between public and private is often hard to draw within households, especially in families where personal boundaries are often blurred by pressures to share
activities, socialize with each other, co-ordinate schedules, and so on. Often individual privacy is only recognized at certain times in certain rooms, if at all (Allan
and Crow 19891. Although walls and doors can provide some visual privacy in different rooms, aural privacy from noises generated within and between households
can be less easy to achieve.
The home is supposed to be a place where family members participate in communal activities, socialize and share their feelings. These basic patterns of social relations are often underlain with a heterosexual ethos. At the kitchen table or round
the television the heterosexual family can serve up a relentless diet of heterosexism
and homophobia that can alienate gay members of the family and undermine for
them many of the positive meanings which are popularly assumed to be associated
with the family home (such as roots and hearth).
Although the home is supposed to be a medium for the expression of individual
identity, a site of creativity or a symbol of the self, in practice this can mean that
family homes express a heterosexual identity in everything from pictures and photographs, to furnishings and record collections, while the lesbian or gay identities
of individual household members are submerged or concealed. Because of this, many
sexual dissidents can feel 'out of place' and that they do not belong 'at home'. A
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and gay men aged 16-26 in Scotland, UK found that oneto leave their family residence as a result of coming
(Sr'ortish
Associates 1997). The freedom to perform a
of
Housing
Federation
orrf
lerlrr;rrr idcntity, to relax, be in control, and to enjoy the ontological security of being
dl lrr rrnc tlrerefore appears to be best met when lesbians and gay men can create and
lltrilr,rll(' rheir own home spaces.
\t,t rion 3.2.L pointed out that housing is often designed with the presumption that
ll wrll bc occupied by nuclear families. Lesbians and gay men often subvert this, for
F\iunplt', by making structural changes to the house to express a non-heterosexual
lrlt'rrtrty or lifestyle, or by decorating the home in appropriate ways (Elwood 2000).
lft,rv,'vt'r, this can cause a problem when heterosexual relatives or work colieagues
{dll r'rrrrcl, and can also provoke hostility from neighbours or property owners (Egerton
19tt111.'1'1-t. Scottish survey revealed that one in three of those questioned had been
hrlr,rrt.'tl because people suspected them of being gay.
l)r'spite these moments, the lesbian home can still be a sanctuary from the
ltr,t,,r','scxuality of the public world. Indeed, in provincial towns and rural areas
(rlt' ( ,lrrrpter 8) where there are no lesbian or gay venues such as bars and clubs,
hrrlrlrtltrals' homes can take on much broader roles as social venues and political
nrllrrnli places (Valentine 1993, Rothenberg 1995, Kennedy and Davis 1993). As
rrrrlr. lhc home can also become a site of resistance and a place to build a politics
Irl rt'sistr'rnce for sexual dissidents.
tlrrrrl lrrrrl actually been forced

I

Summary
I'cople's actual experiences of home do not always accord with its
itlealized meanings, and some valued meanings are Rot always
t'xperienced posidvely.
'l'he home can be a site of oppression and danger rather than a haven,
rrnd a place of work rather than a space of relaxation.
'l'he home can be a sirc of subversion and resistance and a place from

which it is possible to build a politics of resistance.
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r.5 The moral economy of the household
lrl

1ll

lrorne is 'the focus and pivot of consumption . . . [it] is not only itself an object
torrsumption, but it is also the container within which much consumption takes
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place' (Saunders 1989: 177). Roger Silverstone and Eric Hirsch (1992:6) describe
the hor"rsehold as a moral economy which they define as 'a social, cultural and economic unit actively engaged in the consumption of objects and meanings'. They argue
that objects and technologies such as televisions, computers, food and so on are
crucial to the production of households' identities, integrity and security, while also
embedding households within the wider public sphere of the formal economy (see
for example Morley 1986, l,ivingstone 1992, Valentine 1999b).
\7hen household members purchase domestic goods these objects cross over from
the public sphere, where they have been produced, into the home, where they
become part of the everyday dynamics of household life. Here they are domesticated

within the context of the specific social relations of individual households who draw
on their own biographies, histories, politics and beliefs to construct a personal economy of meaning. Roger Silverstone, Eric Hirsch and David Morley (1,992) identify
four processes through which this occurs: appropriation, incorporation, objectification and conversion.
First, objects are appropriated, that is, they are taken possession of by an individual or household. This can cause disputes between different household members.
The meanings given to objects in the home in this way may differ from those ascribed
to them in the public sphere.
Second, they are incorporated into daily routines through the different ways that
they are used. These may be ways that were not intended either by the manufacturer
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or the purchaser. For example, parents often buy home computers as an educational

a

tool for their children but in practice they emerge as glorified games machines

Att

(Valentine, Holloway and Bingham 2000). Where objects are located within the microgeography of the home, and when or how they are used or consumed by different
individuals can also form the basis of processes of differentiation and identification
both within, and between, households. For instance, what constitutes a 'proper meal'
and where it may be eaten can be a source of identification and conflict along the
axes of gender, class, age, etc (see Valentine 1999b).
Third, artefacts are objectified through usage and through the different ways that
they are spatially displayed within the home. The way that we decorate rooms and
organize and arrange the objects within them provides an objectification of the
values, aesthetics and meanings of the household or those who identify with them.
Examples of studies that have looked at such domestic spatial arrangements include

'tfP llrt

Daniel Miller's (1988) work on kitchens and Tim Putnam and Charles Newtons'
(1990) work on living rooms.
Fourth, the process of conuersioz defines the lelationship between the household
and the outside world. For example, television programmes, computer games, or the
purchase of goods such as microwaves and washing machines, are all the source of
everyday conversations outside the home. Participation in these exchanges can signal
individuals' membership of, and competence within, wider local, national and global
cultures. For example, children can use conversations about computer games as a
way of being accepted into local peer groups. At the same time the discourses they
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tlr';rw on are part of a wider global cultural language (Holloway and Valentine 2000,
sct' rrlso Chapter 5). In this way, objects may also increase the permeability of domestic

lrorrrtdaries by linking household members into wider networks at school, at work,
;urtl so on. In turn, these connections may threaten or change what individuals or house-

h,rltls do, or take for granted, in terms of domestic routines. Through the process of
torrversion'the bor.rndary of the moral economy of the household is extended into
rrnrl blended into the public economy' (Silverstone, Hirsch and Morley 1,992:26).

t

3.5.1 The television

ln a study of television in the USA in the 1950s, Lynn Spiegel (1992) examines how
tlrc television set was seen as a kind of household glue that would bond together
tlrc fragmented lives of families who had been separated during the Second \World
Wrrr. This was also a time when many families had moved out to the new suburbs,
It';rving friends and extended family members behind in the city. The television was
.'xpected to strengthen these isolated households as a family unit, as well as havrrrg the added benefit of keeping children off the streets. Having a famrly room in
rvhich the set could be located was identified as important in producing this sense
.l togetherness. The television replaced the fireplace or piano as the focal point around
rvhich seating and other furnishings were arranged. It was, claims Spiegel (1992:
i')), a 'cultural symbol par excellence of family life'.
At the same time there were fears in the 1950s that the television might domin;rtc the household. The upper middle classes regarded the set as an eyesore and its
I'ublic display as the epitome of bad taste. These sorts of shameful meanings led
r'()mpanies to promote furniture designs that would camouflage it.
L,ven in the 1950s it was children who influenced the purchase of televisions, and,
;rs the most enthusiastic viewers, often appropriated them. This triggered popular

oncerns that children were becoming addicted to watching television, that this was
rrrrdermining their edr.rcation, manners and even causing physical disorders, and that
rlrc'innocent child' (see Chapter 2, section 2.7.1,) might be corrupted by inappropriate programmes. These concerns have subsequently been replicated in other gent'rrrtions, and in relation to other domestic objects such as the home personal
(

(omputer (Buckingham L997, Oswell 1998, Valentine, Holloway and Bingham
1000). In the 1950s parents were advised to incorporate television into household
lrfc ir-r a controlled manner by using the location of the set, and rewards and punishments to discipline children's viewing habits and to encourage them to watch
rrrorally uplifting and educational programmes such as documentaries. In this way,
rrrrtionirl moral panics, and their local interpretations, were expressed in everyday
household decisions about who could watch what, when, and with whom. At this
tinre the television was also seen not only as a threat to childhood but to the masculine position of power within the home. In the competition for cultural authority
bctween fathers and the television, the television was assumed to win.
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These examples which Spiegel cites from the 1950s demonstrate that, while
objects may be given meanings by their owners, objects can also transform their users.

The television is a good example of the importance of the relationships which
people enter into with objects. 'When the two come together in practice particular
identities or social relationships between different household members may be pro.
duced. These are not static; although they may be continually reproduced they can
also be undone or changed.
The increase in the number of television sets within the average contemporary
home is leading to suggestions that the television (and other technologies too), rather
than unifying the modern family, as was claimed in the 1950s, may actually be encour-

aging the dispersal and fragmentation of the household. There are multiple spatialities and temporalities within homes; for example, living areas have traditionally
been 'public' rooms where visitors are entertained and where household memberg
participate in activities such as watching television, listening to music, eating and
using the telephone. In contrast, bedrooms have traditionally been more privatized
primarily been used for (un)dressing, sex and sleep. However,
the expansion of technologies (such as TVs, stereos, computers, telephones) into the
bedroom is facilitating the ability of individuals to lead a separate existence frorn
other members of the household, accentuating the privatization of the bedroom
as a space. This process is being fuelled by the discordant lifestyles that many
contemporary household members lead. The increase in women working in paid
employment outside the home; the number of people working in part-time, shift work
or demanding jobs; and a growth in after-school institutionalized play and leisure
opportunities for children are just some of the factors which are producing complex
and diverse life patterns within postmodern families. Thus, although different mem.
bers of a family may live under the same roof, they may occupy very different time.
spaces within the home.
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The household is a moral economy defined as a social, cultural and
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identities and embed households within the viider public sphere of the

formal economy.
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As section 3.5 hinted, the home is an important site where spatial and temporal bound:rries, in relation to both domestic space and public space, are negotiated and con-

tcsted between household members.
In a study of the living room of 435 Cutler Street, the home of Denis and Ingrid
Wood and their two sons Randall (then aged 11) and Chandler (then aged 9), Denis
Wood and Robert Beck (7994) identify 223 rules governing the room and the
7() objects it contains (such as the couch, walls, table, sofa, plants and fireplace). In
rr lrook appropriately titled Home Rules they present a photograph and description
oi each object in turn and a list of the rules relating to it (see Box 3.3). 'lfhile the
rrrles are assumed to be self-evident to other adults and are rarely explicitly stated
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3l:

Don't touch the windows
Don't let your friends put their noses on the windows
Don't wipe off the windows with your hands. You only smear them
Don't pound on them
Don't spit on them

rules: the white couch
129: Don't throw yourself onto the couch - sit down on it
130: Don't sit on the arms
l5l: Don't sit on the back
I 32: Don't hang off the back of the couch
133: Don't mark back with shoes

I54: Don't climb over the couch
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135: No fighting on the couch
136: No shoes on the couch
I37: Don't put food on it
138: Don't throw up on it - go outdoors or in the bathroom
139: Don't get the couch dirty
l4O: Don't hide things under or behind the pillows
141: Don't take up the pillows and sit underneath them
142: Don't leave the pillows not spiffed up
145: Don't leave things under the couch
l44: Don't leave your shoes under the couch
Wood and Beck
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to them, children are presumed to be less civilized (see also Chapter 2 and Chapter
5) and less able or willing to read or understand the rules in the same way. When
children are in a room adults constantly repeat a battery of home rules: 'Mind the
vase', 'Close the door', 'Don't smudge the windows', etc. These enable parents to
maintain their values by protecting the room from the children, while at the same
time reproducing these values by instilling them into their children.
'lfood
In the analysis accompanying the restrictions
and Beck (1994) argue that
home rules articulate the values and meanings of objects but they are also part of a
wider belief system. For example, while some rules are specific to individual households, others are more universal within contemporary western societies. As they point
out, 'You wouldn't do that at home, would you?' is a popular adult refrain heard
in public places such as schools or restaurants. In the discussion of universal rules
they observe that different rules apply in different rooms, for instance the rules relating to artefacts in the bathroom and living room are not the same. They conclude
that the arrangement of a room's parts and objects physically stores or represents
l-row the household members interact together. Thus, because home rules are in part
derived from adults' memories of their own childhood homes, the rooms within a
house are, in effect, an 'instantiation of a kind of collective memory' (Wood and
Beck 1994: xv).
Wood and Beck's (1994) book is a case study of only one family, whereas David
Sibley and Geoff I-owe (1992) rellect on the boundaries of acceptable behaviour,
which include limits on use of space and time, within different households. They
draw on Bernstein's (1971) distinction between positional and personalizing families. Positional families are those in which the parents are authoritarian and establish unambiguous boundaries in terms of adult space and time within the home. In
contrast, personalizing families are less constrained by these sorts of arbitrary rules.
Rather, children are given a greater voice in negotiating domestic spatial and temporal boundaries. However, in using this distinction Sibley and Lowe (1992) also
recognize that 'normal' behaviour is often characterized by a mixture of personalizing and positional tendencies.
In subsequent solo work David Sibley (1995b) draws on data about middle-class
childhoods in the UK from a Mass Observation archive which shows how children,
when given their own bedrooms, appropriate, transform and secure the boundaries
of this space to make it their own. He contrasts these descriptions with those of other
spaces in the home where children have less freedom, and are more subject to parental
restrictions. In some households, whether a room is a child space or an adult space
can change with the time of day. Sibley (1995b) cites the case of a living room which
was shared by a mother and the children during the day, but was transforrned into
an 'adult space' when the fatl-rer returned home from work. In other cases the timing of activities and division of space can create more liminal zones. He suggests
that domestic tensions around home rules and the use of different rooms represent
conflicts between adults' desire to establish order, regularity and strong domestic
boundaries, and children's preferences for disorder and weak boundaries.
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It is not only children's use of domestic space which is the subject of home rules,

t

F

thcir spatial range outside the home is also a constant source of negotiation between
l)irrents and their offspring within households. Children do not passively adhere
to adults' definitions of what they are capable of doing or where they are capable of
1loing at specific biological ages. Rather, they play an active part in negotiating the
rrreanings ascribed to their 'age' within the household (see Chapter 2, section 2.7 .1).
( )rre tactic some children adopt is to perform or demonstrate competence in one aspect
of their lives and then to use this as evidence of their maturity to try to negotiate
rrrore independence in other spaces. For instance, a child may use the fact that they
rlrc competent enough to use kitchen appliances as a lever to win more autonomy
irr public space. Definitions of children's competence are not always allowed to spill
over from one space into another, however. Understandings of children's maturity at home or in the street can therefore stand in awkward contradiction to each
other. In particular, children are often more closely supervised in public space than
private space, which illustrates the extent to which contemporary parents consider
traffic and stranger dangers to be more important threats to children's safety than
rlomestic hazards (Valentine 1999 c).
Mothers and fathers often take on different parenting roles and discipline their
children in different ways - although they may try to present a united front at home
to their offspring. Children can exhibit a sophisticated knowledge of the gender

tlivision of parenting and power dynamics in the family, playing mothers and
iathers off against each other (Valentine 1997a). This is particularly the case for
children living in reconstituted families with a biological parent and a social parent
while maintaining contact with the other biological parent who is now living in a
different household, because they can exploit the fact that their welfare is often a
source of major tensions between their mothers, their fathers and their parents' new
partners.

Household negotiations which determine children's spatial boundaries are also
framed in relation to popular public discourses within the law, childcare professions,
and the media, about what it is appropriate for children to do at different ages.
(lonversations between parents within their 'communities' play an important role

in informing the way that individuals interpret these public discourses within the
home, and produce common-sense definitions of what it means to be a 'good' mother
or father (Dyck 1990, Holloway 1.998, Yalentine 1,997a, see also Chapter 4).
Parents whose home rules or spatial boundaries are out of line with these local parenting cultures can find themselves stigmatized by other adults. The consequences
of individualized domestic practices can also spill over into other spaces such as the
school, where any form of 'difference' can be grounds for children to be marginalized or excluded by their peers (see Chapter 5).
Parents sometimes sidestep children's resistance to their spatial boundaries by disguising their attempts to restrict the children's use of space. This is done by subtly
structuring children's leisure time, for instance by taking them to after-school clubs,
institutional play schemes or sports clubs (Valentine and McKendrick 1997, Smith

SI
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and Barker 2000, McKendrick et a\.20001, so they do not have the opportuniry to
be in public space independently (see also Chapter 5). The effect Sibley (1995b:16)
claims is that 'For children in the most highly developed societies, the house is increas-

ingly becoming a haven. At the same time the outside becomes more threatening,
populated by potential monsters and abductors so the boundary between the home
(safe) and the locality (threatening) is more strongly drawn.' In this way, parental
fears and the associated restrictions placed on children's use of space are being blamed
for robbing the young of the opportunity for independent environmental exploration
and for destroying children's street cultures (see also Chapter 6).

W lummary
r
r

The home is a key site where spatial and temporal boundaries in relation
to domestic and public space are negotiated between household rnembers.

Home rules represent conflicts between adults' desire to establish order
and strong boundaries, and children's preferences for disorder and weak
boundaries.

.
r
r

Children actively negotiate the meanings ascribed to their 'age' within the
household.
Household negotiations which determine children's spatial bound*ries are
framed in relation to public discourses and local cultures of parenting.
Parental restrictions are being blamed for making children's lives home-

cen*ed and for destroying their street cultures.
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5.7 Homelessness

Early academic definitions of homelessness emphasized the absence of a place to sleep
and receive mail as well as what was termed 'social disaffiliation'. More recently,
the focus has switched to recognizing that there is a continuum between being homed
and being homeless, with people living in temporary, insecure or physically substandard
accommodation falling somewhere between these two extremes (Veness 1993). In
most cases homelessness is, in any event, a temporary circumstance rather than a
permanent condition.
The official homeless are those people who are designated homeless by the state
and who have applied for housing. The single homeless are those with no statutory
rights to housing who end up living on the streets or in shelters (\Varrington1996).
A further category are the 'hidden homeless'. These are people who fall outside official
definitions of homelessness and are not actually living on the streets because they
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;rrt' in precarious or unstable housing situations, such as staying with family and
lrit'rtds, or in secure units. The term protohomeless has also been coined to describe
tlrose households who are at risk of homelessness (\Tarrington 1996).
I Iomelessness is often assumed to be an urban problem because homeless people
;tlc lnore numerous and more visible in cities, yet it is a problem in rural areas too.
lhc idyllization of rural lifestyles in the UK and the glorification of the struggles
rurrl hardship endured by the pioneers in the USA both contribute to obscuring the
('\tcnt of rural poverty and social problems in the countryside (see Chapter 8). The
poor quality of the rural housing stock and the lack of shelters or transitional units
irr rural areas produce particularly high levels of hidden homelessness. This includes
pt'ople who live in cars, camper vans, tents, caves, with relatives, or in inadequate
rrrrcl dilapidated facilities (URL 4).
Figures for the homeless at any given time are difficult to calculate because of the
rrtnge of definitions of homelessness and the lack of information about the length
ol time for which people are homeless and the proportion of people who experience
rcpeated episodes of homelessness. Projected estimates for the USA in 1999 suggested
lhirt over 700,000 people would be homeless on any given night and up to 2 million people would experience homelessness during one year (National Law Center
,rrr Homelessness and Poverty 19991. Other studies suggest that over 12 million US
rcsidents have been homeless at some time during their life (URL 5).
There is a geography to these statistics as well. The communities that produce
lromelessness are often not those that end up caring for homeless people. In particulrrr, people experiencing economic, social or housing difficulties often seek work or
;rccommodation in large cities. Many remain there even when they cannot get the
work, social support or housing which they were seeking, rather than return to their
Irome town. For example, young people and lesbians and gay men often migrate
l'rom small towns and rural areas to major cities to escape tight-knit communities
rrnd to forge their own identities in the anonymity of the city (see Chapter 8).
There are also wide variations between places in terms of the service provision
ior those in need because authorities adopt varying approaches to the homelessness
crisis. This reflects differing demand for help but also variations in the institutional
rrnd financial capacities of different local government and voluntary organizations,

well as the political will of community leaders in particular cities (Dear 1992,
Wolch and Dear 1993,Takahashi 1996,1998).
The homeless are stigmatized through association with alcoholism, drugs, crime
and mental ill-health, and so are often blamed for becoming or remaining homeless
as

(Takahashi 1996,1998).Indeed, some homeless people, such as the young, are regarded

worthy of support than others. Those with mental ill-health are the least
tolerated. In the USA some authorities attempt to foist their homeless population
onto neighbouring cities, for example, by using the police to escort or transport homeless people to other jurisdictions, by enforcing nuisance laws and anti-bum ordinances, by watering public parks to deter homeless people from congregating there,
and so on. Neighbourhood communities also help to (re)produce these patterns of
as more
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social exclusion by opposing the siting of facilities for the homeless in their midst
(so-called NIMBYISM - Not-In-My-Back-Yard, see Chapter 4). Residents and businesses (particularly in affluent areas) commonly claim that the presence of the
homeless in the neighbourhoods disrupts the moral order of the streets and undermines their personal safety, property values and quality of life (Dear andTaylor 1,982,
Dear and Gleeson 1,991,, Dear 1,992, see also Chapter 6). The result is what
Takahashi (1.996: 297) terms a 'rising tide of rejection' which results in the concentration of services and support for the homeless in relatively few locations.

ffi 3.7.1

Causes

of homelessness

There is no single pathway to homelessness - different people end up on the streets
combinations of reasons. However, the late twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries have been marked by a number of significant economic and
social changes which have contributed to a rise in the homeless population.
In the 1970s and 1980s a fundamental restructuring of international and domestic
economies occurred. 'This restructuring process has involved fundamental alterations in patterns of international finance and trade, shifts in the mix of industrial
outputs and changes in the organisation and geographical location of production
systems. Its effect has been to create a transition from Fordism (traditional assemblyline, mass-production industry) to a qualitatively different mode of economic organisation, post-Fordism' (\X/olch and Dear 1993: 3). These changes have resulted in
deindustrialization and the retreat of manufacturing in North America and Europe
to cheap-labour locations in less developed countries. In rural regions a parallel decline
occurred in extractive industries such as mining, timber and fishing ('Sfolch and Dear

for different

1993).

At the same time new jobs emerged but

these were primarily in finance, property, insurance and other professional services. As a result, the service sector has
surpassed manufacturing as the mainstay of contemporary '$Testern economies.
Post-Fordism also involved flexible specialization: the ability to be sensitive to, and
respond rapidly to, changes in consumer preferences or the market. To increase their
flexibility and reduce overheads, firms in manufacturing and services restructured

their employment practices, hiring part-time and temporary workers - a process which
particularly drew women into the labour force. In turn, dual-income households began
to employ childcare and other domestic service workers as substitutes for the

unpaid work women previously did at home. This trend further promoted the
growth of lobs in personal service and the retail trade (Wolch and Dear 1993).
These employment shifts have seen a spiral in long-term unemployment, especially

among traditional blue-collar workers, and less-educated, low-skilled workers.
Consequently, the gap between those in high-wage jobs in the service sector and those
who are unemployed or on low wages has widened drastically, with record numbers of people being cast into poverty and homelessness. In this way, individuals on
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of New York, London or Paris are regarded as a local problem for the
ity, but their presence is a product of global economic processes.
Most contemporary'Western societies have a commitment, to a greater or lesser
('\tcnt, to provide for those citizens who unable to support themselves. After the
Sccond'World War most expanded their welfare expenditure and services. Howt'vcr, when econornies in countries like the USA and the UI( were resructured in the
rlrc streets

e

l9lJ0s, welfare provision was also revised and cut back. One aspect of this contraction

policy of deinstitutionalization which moved psychiatric patients out of state
;rntl local mental hospitals into community-based service settings (see Chapter 5).
lor example, there were over half a million people in US asylums in the 1950s,
vct within two decades this population had been cut to under 100,000 (Wolch and
l)car 1993). This policy of deinstitutionalization was subsequently also extended to
include people with disabilities, the dependent elderly, and people on probation
(lakahashi 1996,|(earns and Smith 7993). Yet, though the expenditure on state
irrstitutions was slashed, there was no corresponding provision of funding to support local community services. At the same time there was also a general reduction
in levels of benefits and definitions of who was entitled to claim support. These cutIrrrcks particularly affected the young. In the absence of support many people ended
rrp drifting into inner-city neighbourhoods where cheap accommodation was avail,rble, and from these unstable housing arrangements onto the str€ets. The stereotype
,rl-the homeless used to be middle-aged male alcoholics fallen on hard times, but
rr.rw homelessness is being democratized, with more women, young people and those
lr'om ethnic minority groups joining its ranks.
ln effect deinstitutionalization and cuts in welfare expenditure - which were widely
.rt{opted across North Arnerican and European societies - served to shift resporlsibility for vulnerable groups from national governments to voluntary agencies, and
lrom the state (i.e. public provision outside the home) to local communities, and
,'specially to families. In other words, there was movement away from public provision outside the home towards an expectation that support would be provided within
wrrs a

rhe wider family home.

These problems were compounded by a lack of affordable housing. Parallel cuts
were made in expenditure on subsidized and public housing, marking a general translcr of responsibility for housing provision from national governments to local agencies and charities. This squeeze on supply occurred at a time when a number of

..lemographic shifts were creating a rise in demand for housing, producing a result.rnt shortfall in provision. These included a drastic increase in single-person houselrolds facilitated by the growth in female employment rates which has enabled more
women to live independently than ever before; a rise in female-headed households
:rs a result of a decline in marriage and higher divorce rates which particularly fuelled
rhe demand for smaller affordable houses; and the greying of the population (it is
cstimated that by 2040 there will be 87 million Americans over 65 and 24 million

over 85), which also prompted a demand for small housing units, often with special facilities (\7olch and Dear 1993).
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These economic and demographic changes in turn also altered the structure of
urban housing markets, stimulating gentrification (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8) and
exacerbating the homeless problem. Historically, affluent groups have preferred to
live in the suburbs but in the 1980s those profiting from economic restructuring began
to move back into the central city, a trend which has continued into the twentyfirst century. Here rents and prices of properties tended to be low because they were
often in a poor condition, but the potential rents were high because of the desirable
location and so the properties could be redeveloped at a profit. The effect of gentrification (by mainly young, white professionals) has been to drive up rent and properry prices and to increase the competitiveness of the housing market, displacing those
on low incomes (mainly blue-collar workers, the elderly and ethnic minorities). Not
surprisingly, the poorest and most vulnerable invariably end up homeless.
A final cause of homelessness is personai crisis. The late twentieth and early twentyfirst centuries are a period which have been marked by a process of individualization (Beck 1992). This is a shift in ways of thinking about how individuals relate

to society which has been characterized by a decline in pressures to follow conventional lifepaths and to adhere to traditional institutions such as the church, and
the development of new social forms and types of commitment. Biographies are
increasingly reflexive in that people can choose between different lifestyles, subcultures and identities (see also Chapter 2, section 2.4.7), but these opportunities have
also brought increased risks that individuals may end up on the margins of society
as a consequence of their own choices.
As a result of this shift, a number of positive social trends have emerged which
have also had negative consequences for some individuals. First, the growing
number of women in paid employment has enabled more women to live independently and to leave unsuccessful or abusive relationships. I-Iowever, because women
generally work in lower-paid, lower-skilled jobs than men and maintain responsibility for any children from a relationship, there has been a feminization of poverty.
Second, there has been a decline in the nuclear family and increased tolerance
of alternative lifestyles. This has given more lesbians and gay men the confidence
to 'come out', but, as a consequence) some individuals face discrimination and
find themselves evicted from parental homes or rented accommodation. Third, the
post-industrial emphasis on hedonism, pleasure and high levels of conspicuous
consumption has produced a rise in drug abuse, alcoholism, HIV and individual
indebtedness.
Because of this, more individuals have found themselves in situations of personal
crisis that have resulted in homelessness. In many cases this is not the outcome of
one incident, like the loss of a job, but is the outcome of an extended period of cumulative difficulties in a person's life in which there is a gradual drift or slide into homelessness. The process often involves a series of transitions in which a person loses
their house, moves to rented accommodation, then stays with friends or parents before
ending up on the street.
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rt'ss ( 1993) argues that the traditional dichotomous distinction which is made
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lly ,'l 1'.ror people's lives. In a study of three groups of people living in poverty in
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1./.2 Experiences of homelessness
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relations (in terms of gender, perceptions of community, and so on) of the homed
and some of their meanings of home are also replicated by people living on the street.
\7hile the homed often stigmatize the homeless as dangerous and a threat to their
safety (see Chapter 6), people living on the street are attacked or robbed of their
possessions by passers-by and vigilantes. Yet they have little recourse to the police
or criminal justice system. Rowe and'$(olch (1990) argue that women, in particular, are at much greater risk of assault and feel more vulnerable on Skid Row than
men. There arc far fewer shelters provided for women than for men and, as a consequence, many women on Skid Row see sexual relationships as a means of gaining some protection. These relationships have other benefits too, because a partner

is a person with whom

possessions and messages can be left and with whom
resources can be pooled. There can even be a quasi-domestic division of labour on
the street. In this sense partners can take on the role of 'home base' for each other.
Rowe and Wolch 11990) illustrate this with the example of Rita and Paul. Paul would
often stay with their possessions in the park where the couple had spent the night,
allowing Rita to go and panhandle for money or find food. His location in the park
functioned as a home for her: it was a place of continuity, where her day began and
ended (see also Box 3.4).
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Box 5,4: Life on the streets
Relationships
Pom:'We didn't have no way, we didn't have nothin' to eat and there ain't no missions or nothin' out there in Santa Monica at all ... [H]e was tryin'to make a game
of it, you know. And you know singing and "A little bit further". Jokin' and laughin'
and stuff.'

Being moved on
Liso:'... Otis, Sue, Roger, all these people that lived on our side of the street had
been there for all those months. They had been together for years. They were used
to this being moved from one place to another. Linda, who had been on the street
for seven years, hey, this was nothing new to them. We're just getting moved again.
They'd gone from one parking lot to another. This was nothing, to say hey, you got
to pack up and go.'
i

I

t

The street encampment

Liso:'...so many people had donated so many things to us. For instance, Thrifty's
with all the health supplies, first aid. We had tfte grills that people had donated.
Those beautiful grills that the church people donated. The tents that the church
people donated. Fred Jordan's gave me mine.'

Panhandling
Liso:'My preference is I'm going to go panhandle, l'll make more money doing
that. And so for a couple of days, I made forty dollars. Ah hey, I'm good. Then all
of a sudden it went from forty dollars to almost ten, hruelve dollars. lt was a boom,

a real drop.'
Cited in Rowe and Wolch 1990: 194, 195, 196, 197

Such relationships also provide a sense of identity with people even establishing
traditional family units. Like the homed, however, the homeless can also become
involved in abusive relationships. The parallels continue because, like horned women
who experience domestic violence, homeless women also often stay with violent partrrers because the relationship serves the logistical and material functions of a home
'With
base.
no alternative forms of support, many women would rather put up with
predictable patterns of abuse than face the unknown dangers of the street alone.
'While
for some homeless people a relationship becomes a surrogate home, for
others groups or networks of other people perform the same role. Rowe and \il/olch
(1990) found that on Skid Row some homeless people organized informal communities in the form of streef camps. These had names, such as Justiceville and Love
Camp, and were used as places where possessions and messages could be left and

too Gfiapter5IThehome
as social gathering points where news and information could be passed on.
Although these camps were not proper physical structures with walls and a roof,
Rowe and \Wolch (1990) argue the homeless women often preferred them to hostels, shelters and other short-term accommodation provided by the authorities

l,roblsn

erlculrl
il a gro

because they provided a sense of identity and belonging and some degree of privacy
and control for their 'residents'. In contrast, most shelters and hostels have strict
rules to make homeless people conform to ideals of appropriate home life. In a study
of homeless policy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the State

for thsr

verylni
I Thc

of New York, USA, Veness (1994) describes how shelters attempted to reproduce
middle-class ideologies of cleanliness, order, privacy and material comforts through
the imposition of rules about personal hygiene, furnishings, appropriate clothing and

behaviour.
Street encampments vary in size and most are temporary because they are dispersed by the police. Ruddick's (1996,1998) work on young people in Los Angeles,
USA, provides a good example of how, in such ways, homeless people are marginalized not only in space but also through space. Her study focused on about 200 punk
squatters who rejected the shelters and services provided by the authorities for homeless youth and instead created their own oppositional space. They did this by occupying two derelict residential estates in Hollywood Hills known as Doheny Manor and
Errol Flynn Manor, which became sleeping places, and by tactically appropriating
and subverting bars on Hollywood's sunset strip as places for gigs, and marginal
spaces such as cemeteries as places to gather. In doing so, Ruddick (1996, 1.998)
shows how the homeless youths were able to transform the meanings both of themselves, and of the spaces to which they were limited, through their use of these environments. However, the authorities eventually demolished the buildings they were
occupying. The loss of this strategic space which was controlled by the young
people led eventually to the demise of the squatting movement and its substitution
by shelters and services defined ancl controlled by the authorities.
Veness, Rowe and Wolch and Ruddick's work clearly demonstrates that iust because
the so-called homeless do not have a house does not mean that they do not create
homes. Rather, the homeless develop their own matrices of social relations and
alternative spaces which provide many of the meanings of home such as continuity,
identity, privacy and control (see section 3.3), which the homed attribute to conventional forms of housing.
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Summary
There are rnany different definitions of homelessness, some of which
recognize that there is a continuum between being homed and being
homeless.
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Further reading

Problems of defining and recording homelessness mean that it is hard to
calculate how many people are without a home, Estimates suggest that it
is a growing social problem.

There are wide variations between places in terms of the service provision
for those in need because authorities and local communities adopr
varying approaches to homelessness.
The rise in homelessness has been at*ibuted to global processes of
economic restructuring, national welfare reforms, and individualization.
Homeless people create relationships, social nerworks and appropriate
spaces which take on many of the meanings of home {e.g. abode, identity,
roots), which the homed attribute to conventional forms of housing.

ffil Further Reading
.

'fhere are a number of books focusing
on gender and housing design, notably:
Hayden, D. (1984) Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of Housing,
\X/ork and Family Lzfe, Norton, New York; Matrix (198a) Making Space:
Women and the Man Made Enuironmenf, Pluto Press, London, and Roberts,
M. (1991) Liuing in a Man-Made World: Gender Assumptions in Modern
Housing Design, Routledge, London. These issues are also nicely summarized
in overview papers by Hayden, D. (1980) 'What would a non-sexist city be
like? Speculations on housing, urban design and human work', in SIGNS:
Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 5,170-87; Boys, J. 0984)
'Is there a feminist analysis of architecture?' Buih Enuironment, I0,25-34,
and England,K. (19911 'Gender relations and the spatial structure of the city',
Geoforwm, 22, 135-47.It is important to remember, however, that this work
has been subject to a number of criticisms which are nicely outlined by Boys
(1998) herself in 'Beyond maps and metaphors? Rethinking the relationships
between architecture and gender', in Ainley, R. (ed.) New Frontiers of Space,
Bodies and Gender, Routledge, London.

.

The meanings of home are the subject of three key papers: Saunders, P. (1989)
'The meaning of "home" in contemporary English culture', Housing Studies,4,
177-92; Saunders, P. and Williams, P. (1988) 'The constitution of the home:
towards a research agenda', Housing Stwdies, 3, 81,-93; Sommerville , P . (19921
'Homelessness and the meaning of home: rooflessness or rootlessness',
lnternational Jowrnal of Urban and Regional Research, 16, 529-39. These
should be read in conjunction with work that explores actual experiences of
home, for example: Dobash, R. and Dobash, R. (1980) Violence Against
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I Exercises
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Exercises

l, Make a list of the ways in which you think conventional housing serves, and does
not serve, the needs of employed wcmen and their families, and the disabled. Bearing
lhese in mind, now try to draw'a non-sexist and non-ableist housing design. lAthat
Itc the principles behind your design and what rnight its limitations be? How reallrtic or idealistic are such utopian housing projects?
2, ln a small group- imagine that you live in a small country Nsma" There has just

n

n

)nl

)

f
.e,

:S

bcen a revolution and the new government wants to create fi, rnore equol and
hlrmonious country, Prior to the revolution, Noma was organized around nuclear
hmily units living in individual and privatized homes (like the contemporary
Western society idea[. lhe new gsvernrnent is concerned that this living arrangement may create unequal social relations and lead to unhappiness and,oPpression.
Hold a public inquiry to decide whether the family home should be abolished as
the main social unit Choose four or frve key witnesses (e.9. a homernaker, a homelrss person, etc) to prepare different cases for/against the 'traditional home'. They
rhould prepare and make brief arguments (5*10 rninutes) outlining their position,
based on academic reading but embellished with the character's personality and
txperiences. When each witness has presented their case, the audience may crosslramine them. Then take a vote on whether the traditional hsrne should or should
not be abolished.
l, Choose one ob.iect from your own home, or your childhood home (e.g. the television, the computer, the ice-maker). ltVrite a brief account of how this islwas domestlcated within the context of yout househald's social relations.
4. Make a list of all the'horne rulesr you rerRember as a child. How dc these compare with the hsme ypu live in nouri? What do these rules tell you about the social
relations, and the spatialities and temporalities in your household? How did you as
r child negotiate and contest such rules, and how did you appropriate. transfotm
lnd secure the boundaries o{ rooms (or parts of tooms} to r,uke'particular spaces
end times your own?
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Essay Titles
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l. Critically evaluate the assertion that the plan of a house tells us a lot about how
women are expected to organire their lives.
2, Critically assess the popular saying that 'a mafi's home is his castle'.
I, Critically exarnine the use of the term 'private' in relation to the hsme.
4, Using examples, account for the contemporary rise in'homelessness.
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Community

4,2'Naturalcommunities'

4.5 Neighbourhood community
1,4 A meaningless concept?
tl,5 lmagined community
4,6 Community politics
4,7 Community: a desirable ideal?
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4.1 Community

of 'community' has a very long and complex history within the social
I{ir,rrtt's, being defined, researched and theorized in very diverse and contradictory
wdr'\ :rt different times and by different academics.
At tlrc beginning of the twentieth century, drawing on the work of plant ecohrgrttt, rr group of sociologists from Chicago developed a theory of how'natural'
flrrrrrrrrnities emerge in cities. This work, although subject to frequent criticisms, for
ry ycars inspired empirical studies to locate, map and measure the cohesion of
r l rou rhood communities.
( )tlrt'r writers, however, have disputed not only this definition of community but
Irn tlrc longevity of neighbourhood communities, arguing, for a whole host of dif'nt lcasons, that ifthey ever existed at all they are certainly now in decline. Indeed,
.,,rnplexity and contradictory nature of these debates has led some writers to
iu(' that community is a meaningless and over-romanticized concept.
Srncc the late 1980s the notion of community has been retheorized as a structure
rrrr':rning or imagining. This marks a major shift in understandings of commun, I lris work recognizes that imagined communities are fluid and contested but are
I rnportant to their 'members' and have wider political meanings.
'llrt many positive meanings associated with community (such as solidarity,
1rolt, etc) mean that at different moments this ideal has been mobilized in difrr ways by political parties, social movements and groups of citizens for their
1'lrr' ,,,rrcept
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own political purposes. At the same time, however, writers such as Iris Marion Young
have challenged community as an ideal, claiming that it privileges unity over difference, that it generates social exclusions and that it is an unrealistic vision.
This chapter attempts to capture all these conflicting understandings and evaluations of the worth of the 'community'. It begins by outlining the work of the Chicago
School of Human Ecology and its critics and then looks at geographers' and urban
sociologists' efforts to define and understand place-based or neighbourhood community. The chapter then outlines the arguments of those who have theorized the
decline of neighbourhood community, and looks at why some writers argue that it
is a concept with no analytical value. From here the chapter focuses on 'imagined
communities', drawing particularly on the empirical work of Gillian Rose and
Claire Dwyer. The penultimate section turns to community politics, examining the
different ways 'communities' mobilize around different issues by considering community service and the state, communitarianism, and community-based activism
(including NIMBYISM and the actions of stretched-out communities). The chapter
concludes by questioning the desirability of community. The issues raised in this chapter are also important to major sections within Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

nil

4.2 'Natural communities'

At the beginning of the twentieth century a group of sociologists at Chicago University carried out detailed studies of where different kinds of people lived within
the city. They became known as the Chicago School of Human Ecology (CSHE)
because they used an analogy with plant communities to interpret the residential
patterns of Chicago and to develop a theory of how 'natural communities' emerge
within cities. Three men - Robert Park, Ernest Burgess and Roderick McKenzie were responsible for advancing this school of work. Robert Park was originally
a journalist and it was while tramping the streets of Chicago for stories that he developed the idea of the city as a social organism. He went to Chicago University in
1,9L4, and, influenced by the work of Charles Darwin and plant ecologists, began
to carry out research and to explore his idea that an analogy could be drawn between
plant and human communities. Park sent his students oLlt to complete detailed mapping exercises of the social and economic characteristics of the city. His research

findings were published in a book, Introduction to the Science of Society, coauthored by Burgess. In turn, this influenced and inspired the work of a number
other authors and led in 1925 to the publication of a book called Tbe City (1967
4th edition) This was a collection of the work of the people who became known
the CSHE.
According to Darwin's web of life there is an intimate interrelationship bet
different biological organisms and their environments. Park believed that,
humans are also organic creatures, we must also be subject to the same general la
of the organic world as plants and animals, although he tempered this analogy wi
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'Natural communities' l0?

frtolqrrition that, unlike plants and other creatures, humans are driven not only
rt rrrrvival instinct, but also by social and cultural needs. Park's conceptual frameItl< ol'ltuman ecology' therefore distinguished between two aspects of human life:
rrrity and society. Community, he argued, was the product of biotic activity
corrltl lre understood through ecology, while the study of society (culture, social
t rrcs of communication and so on) should be based on social psychology.
lf,tlli's theory of community was underpinned by three key concepts derived
lus iurirlogy with plants: competition, ecological dominance and inuasion and

it

I a'rr/( r/1.

d
d

ltttttltctition: Park believed that, just like plants and animals, humans have an
in order to do this they must compete for the best places
ln \r,lrich to live and to set up businesses. This competition, he claimed, takes
ltl,rtt' irr the form of pricing mechanisms which determine land values. As a
rnrrlt of the operation of this market, Park argued, businesses and people
|lr'\r'grcgated into different areas of the city according to their ability to buy
pr()p('rty or to pay rent, so that similar types of people live in similar parts of
tlrl titr'. This explains the development of Central Business Districts (CBD) in
lltl lrt'rrrt of cities and why people with what he termed 'low economic
lorrrpt'1gngy' live in the least desirable parts of the city.
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I ltl,t,qical dontinance: Within different types of plant associations one species
u'rll ,rl'tcn have a dominant influence. This means that it can affect the
lrrr rr'orrrnental conditions, either encouraging or restricting the development
rl ,tlrcr species. For example, the height and thickness of a tree determines
h',rv nruch light will get through to the area underneath it and so what types
ul l)liults can grow there. In the same way, Park argued that, within the city,
tlrr'(,crrtral Business District (CBD) is dominant because it is competition
lrr'trr"t't'rr businesses who want to locate in this area which drives up land prices
rrr tlrt'city centre and this, in turn, determines who can afford to live there and
v' r'r1'rlrrins the segregation of people in the surrounding residential areas. He
,rlr,, pointed out that some groups of people can exert dominance over others.
l'r t'rrrmple, high-status neighbor-rrhoods are dominated by wealthy people
\r'1r,, r'rrr1 afford to pay high property prices or rents and so people on lower
tn(,nlcs are unable to move into their neighbourhoods.
Irtt',t:ion and successioz: Plants can change the micro environments in which

llrlv livc and so can generate conditions in which other plants can grow.

'l lrt'sc species can then invade the environment, eventually becoming dominant.
llsrrrq this analogy, Park pointed out that invasion and succession also occurs
rr lrrrrrran communities. For example, residential areas may become invaded
lrl srrne businesses, people living there then begin to move out and gradually
llrr';rrca becomes a commercial rather than a residential area; likewise, lowerrrr()rrc neighbourhoods may be invaded by middle-class groups (see Chapter 7)
ur ,ur rlrea dominated by one ethnic community be invaded by another.
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Following these acts of invasion and succession, communities were then
assumed to stabilize again and to maintain similar boundaries, albeit
predicated on a different way of living.
Park's theory was developed by Burgess and McKenzie, who made a further com.
parison between the plant world and the city of Chicago. They argued that, just as
evolutionary growth in the plant world causes increased differentiation of an organism's component parts and the concentration of control at the point of dominance,
so too this was found in the city. They noted that where the gradient of land values fell from a peak in the centre, other social factors, such as rates of crime and
mental illness, mirrored this pattern, declining outwards from the centre on the same
gradient. It was also Burgess and McKenzie who introduced the concept of 'natural
areas' to describe the homogenous neighbourhoods which they identified as subsystems within the larger community. They described these as '[a] mosaic of little

worlds which touch but do not interpenetrate' (Park et al. 1,967: 40). Burgess
brought all these ideas together in his famous model of city growth: the concentric
ring model (Figure 4.1).

ffi 4.2.1 Crilicisms of the Chicago School of Human
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Ecologists

The work of the CSHE has been criticized on both empirical and theoretical
grounds. The research inspired numerous empirical studies of other cities. When the
CSHE's theory was applied to other places it did not always fit very well, communication routes and the physical landscape often distorting the concentric ring
model. For example, one study of 20 US cities found that it was communication
routes rather than ecological processes which influenced the emergence of com-

munities (Davie 1,937). Notably, this work suggested that industry located near
railways or waterways and that, in turn, low-grade housing would develop in these
areas. Other empirical studies have found that urban land values vary more within
than between concentric zones (Hoyt 1939), and that, despite the homogeneity and
stability of some residential groups, residential solidarity does.not necessarily occur
or develops in only a patchy way.
The CSHE's work has been criticized on theoretical grounds as conceptually flawed.
The distinction between biotic community and cultural society was challenged by
academics who argued that it is impossible to distinguish between types of human
behaviour in this way (Firey 1,947). Competition is not free and unconstrained and

He ol

people do not necessarily make rational economic decisions about where to live. Rather,

I

factors like culture, taste and emotional attachments can shape residential choices.
This theoretical point was demonstrated through empirical examples which showed
that ecological processes were distorted because particular places have symbolic or
'Sfalter
sentimental connotations which counter the rational allocation of land use.
Firey (1945) used the exclusive area of Beacon Hill in Boston to prove this point.
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Flgure 4.1 The concentric ring model. Redrawn from Park, Burgess and McKenzie The City
( r e67).
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I le observed that this was an inner high-status area, which, according to ecological
tlreory, should have suffered decay, invasion and loss of status over time. He argued
rlrat it had remained an exclusive area for over half a century because it was an import,rrrt historic neighbourhood with literary and familial traditions.
Other writers (e.g. Sjoberg 1960) criticized Park and Burgess for developing what
was presented as a universal theory applicable to any city, from research which was
:rctually time-space specific, being based on particular US cities at a particular moment
irr time. For David Harvey (1,973) the work of the CSHE is problematic because of
the way that it legitimates capitalist processes of economic competition.
More fundamentally, the ways in which the CSHE conceptualized social diffcrence and urban spatiality have subsequently been overturned and are now an
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anathema to contemporary thinking on identity and difference (see, for example, Jacobs

'n,rt ur';rl' orcas was irrterprcfr

and Fincher 1998). Burgess and his colleagues used social distinctions like'race'as
if they were 'natural', stable, pre-given, essential categories which could just be mapped.
Such assumptions are deeply problematic. Geographers now recognize that subjectivity, whether it is sexualized, gendered, racialized, etc, is socially constituted
through discourse. There is no 'natural' or pre-given subject (Jacobs and Fincher
1998, see also Chapter 2).
In a similiar vein, the CSHE has been heavily criticized for the way its work defined
residential groupings in terms of only one social attribute such as class or race. Rather,
geographers now recognize that identities are multiple and variably positioned
flacobs and Fincher 1998). The emphasis within contemporary social geography has
moved away from naive, uncritical mappings of social groups towards a focus on
the processes through which difference is constituted and the ways in which particular subjectivities are privileged or marginalized (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 7).
Finally, Burgess's model contained implict moral judgements. Some of the social
groups mapped, such as black people and prostitutes, were labelled 'problematic'
or 'deviant' in contrast to the white, heterosexual 'norm'. The spatial concentration
of these negatively differentiated groups was, according to Burgess, a sign that the
city organism was in a state of malfunction, which would be corrected by the inevitable
outcome of processes of competition and growth (Jacobs and Fincher 1998). Jane
Jacobs and Ruth Fincher (1,998:6) suggest that 'In this sense the Chicago sociologists actually produced an assimilationist model of the city. It was assumed that under
the right conditions these 'deviant' groups would conform to the characteristics embodied by the suburbs and then the city would become fully healthy.' In this way, Burgess'o
work served to legitimize and naturalize the essentialist constructions of difference
that were implicit in his model.

d \r.ns(, of c<lrnnrunity would

ffi 4.2.2 The legacy of the Chicago School of Human

Ecology

Despite the many criticisms levelled at the work of the CSHE, it is important
to downplay the influence it had within geography, sociology and urban studies,
particularly in the 1960s andL970s. During this time it influenced thinking about
'community' in a number of ways (Suttles 1972):
The term 'natural community' and the analogy between plant communities and
processes of competition and segregation appealed to academics, particularly
in the USA, because it appeared to fit with a general belief in the importance
of unregulated economic competition. Competition, it was argued, produced
differences between people and their lifestyles. These differences, in turn,
produced residential segregation according to lifestyle, income and ethnicity.
The theory appeared to show that urban neighbourhoods were not planned
or artificially contrived, but emerged out of ecological processes. The term
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'n,r{rrr';rl'areas was interpreted to mean that universal residential solidarity or
d \urs(' of community would develop because these areas were a grassroots
phcrrorrrcnon based on differences such as income and ethnicity, rather than
tlrr' ,u'rrficial creation of administrators. Suttles (1972: 14-15) writes: 'All these
clrrrrlrrts were in tune with one another and seemed to conjure up an almost

ltrtvrtrrble reality in which sentiment, nature, primordialism, universality and
tttrlrl,rrrrred clannishness combined in a particular social configuration which
wc rorrld scarcely doubt ever existed.'

'l'lr,' work of CSHE promoted a belief that communities were homogeneous
drrrl strrble, albeit punctuated by periods of invasion and succession; and for a
Ionli tirr.re it inspired many empirical studies to locate, map and measure the
uolrt'sir>r"r of neighbourhood communities (see section 4.3). Indeed, Peter Jackson
(l()s4) claims that the methodology of participant observation can be linked to
tlrc tt'clrniques practised by Park and his students.

t Summary
.

'

:

'l hc CSHE used an analogy with plant communities to interpret the

rt'sidential patterns of Chicago and to develop a rheory of how 'natural
eornmunities' emerge within cities.

o

'l'his theory wasrunderpinned by three key concepts derived from the
irrrrlogy with plantsr oowpetitian, acalagical domi.naE$se *nd inuasion

trrd succession.

I

'l'lre work of the CSHE has been criricized on empirical grounds because
rt'scarch in other cities has not always replicared the CSHE model; and
on theoretical grounds, as conceptlrally flawed.

r

Ihc legacy of the CSHE was to inspire geographers and urban
sociologists to locate, map and measure the cohesion of neighbourhood
,.ornmunities,

a.3 Neighbourhood community
1'lrl notion of community as a positive social relationship embracing a sense of shared
Irl,'r't'tv and mutually caring social relationships dates, according to Yeo and Yeo
(f (tHS: 231), back to the Latin ternr communitatem (fellowship) and has been in popffl,rr rrsc in this way since the sixteenth century. Selznick (1992:36I-4, quoted in
brrrrtlr 1999:.21) suggests that a fully realized community should include historicity
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(interpersonal bonds developed through a shared history and culture), identity (evident through loyalty), mutwality (interdependence and reciprocity between members),
plurality (members taking part in intermediate associations or group attachments),
autonomy (the flourishing of unique and responsible persons), participation (in different roles and aspects of society) and integration (via political, legal and cultural

institutions).
Geographers have tended to add a spatial dimension to these sorts of definition.
According to the Dictionary of Hwman Geography, community is 'a social network
of interacting individuals, usually concentrated in a defined territory' (Johnston
et a\.2000:101). The scale at which this definition is evoked to represent sociospatial relations ranges from the neighbourhood to the nation and even the globc
(see Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9). Following the CSHE, it is at the scale
the locality that most geographical work on community has taken place. Indeed,
'community' is often used interchangeably with the term 'neighbourhood'. This stregl
on neighbourhood is in part due to Robert Park's theory of 'natural' areas in cities,
in which solidarity is regarded as a function of living in the same place, a product
of a given social-ecological system (see section 4.2).
John Cater and Trevor Jones (1989: 169) define neighbourhood community
a socially interactive space inhabited by a close-knit network of households,
of whom are known to one another and who, to a high degree, participate in co
mon social activities, exchange information, engage in mutual aid and support
are conscious of a common identity, a belonging together' (see Plate 4.1). Four
tors are identified which contribute to the emergence of neighbourhood
ies. These resonate with the CSHE's claim that communities are 'natural areas':

.

Proximity: Individuals' face-to-face social networks are assumed to be
strongest in their immediate neighbourhood and to decay with distance. In
other words, shared activities, relationships and support 'naturally' emerge
through the accident of proximity. Research on motherhood, for example, hac
shown the importance of the neighbourhood social networks which women
develop through their children, and the role of these social relationships in
shaping their understanding of childcare (Dyck 1990, Holloway 1,998). Wherc
neighbourhood social relations do not emerge 'naturally', attempts are often
made to foster them artificially - an obvious example being neighbourhood
watch schemes (see Chapter 5).

.

Territory: Humans are territorial, drawing a sense of security, comfort
and identity from their immediate locality. As a result, common-sense
understandings of shared space and mutual identity often emerge, which are
not connected to administrative boundaries. A number of geographical studi
have sought to identify and map these territorial definitions of space and to
measure community cohesion. Researchers have debated how these solidari
should be gauged. Pacione (1983), for example, has identified six factors:
personal attachment to the neighbourhood, friendships, participation in
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ilr'rlilrlrourhood organizations, residential commitment, use of neighbourhood
fnrrlitics, and resident satisfaction. Community solidarity is usually most
\X/illmott 1962).
Itr or()unced in 'working-class' neighbourhoods (Young and
fi s,'rrsc of shared territory often only becomes evident when the immediate
hrr,rlity appears to be threatened. For example, plans to locate roads or
urrrr,.rrrtcd facilities (secure units, waste disposal sites, and so on) in particular
Irx,rtr,rrrs often mobilize a sense of community expressed through Not-In-Myll,r, I Yard (NIMBY) local actions (see section 4.6.3.1).
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Box 4.t:'Working-class' community
Murton, a mining community in north-east England, as described by the journalist
John Pilger (1993):

'lt was here I first heard the word marra ffriend] and crack meaning everything from
comradely talk to gossip. They are a remarkable people, preserving and expressing
vividly that sense of community that is often spoken of as this society's most abiding strength.'

het
t,t

, lli

llltl
lY,

'lt

[Murton] was the archetypal pit village with its Democratic Club, Colliery lnn,
ribbons of allotments producing champion leeks and pigeons. Everybody knew
everybody in an easy freemasonry. . . Long before governments thought seriously
about providing social welfare the miners of Murton were looking after their most

vulnerable.'

Hnrt

( ir

I

fttttttr

fitilt€

they

Social homogeneity: A sense of mutual interest or common experience can
be important in the development of community. A number of famous studies
(e.g. Hoggart 1.957, Young and'Willmott 1,962\ have shown how a shared
class identity (including culture, values, language, morality, and so on), and a
desire to maintain a particular way of life can underpin a sense of workingclass community. These studies implicitly describe working-class community
as constructed through a shared sense of male camaraderie which is derived
from sharing hard and often dangerous physical work (in the mines or steel
mills) and fostered through male-oriented community spaces such as the pub,

*llre

the working men's club or political parties (in the UK through Labour Party
politics). Here, a sense of belonging is fostered by a perceived sense of shared
hardship and a pride in the ability of the community to look after its own
(Dennis et al. 1,956).In Box 4.1 the journalist John Pilger describes his
impressions of Murton, a working-class mining community in north-east
England. Likewise, in a study of an English town given the pseudonym
Thamestown, Paul Watt (1,998, see also'Sfatt and Stenson 1998) found a
strong sense of neighbourhood loyalty and belonging among young Asian
men living in an area called Streetville, which he suggested was, in part, a
defensive response to the racism they encountered in other neighbourhoods
of the town.

frmtillt

Time: Social solidarity or mutual affinity is something which congeals over
time. This is most famously illustrated by Young and \il/illmott's (1.962)
three-year study of a working-class district in Bethnal Green, London. They
found that, despite the fact that housing conditions in this area were often
appalling - with no proper bathrooms or heating - there was a strong sense of
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'cornmunity' identity based on kinship in this East End district. The area was
clrrrracterized by families of three generations held together by a powerful
'Sfhen
daughters got married the newlyweds would live
rrrother-daughter bond.
with her parents or nearby, so that the husbands were absorbed into the wives'
rvicler families. The families met informally in the street and would spend
wcekends together. This close bonding gave them a sense of community in two
ways. First, it provided a safety net in that their network of friends and family
1i:rve mutual practical support and help to each other (e.g. baby-sitting, lending
nroney, and so on). Second, it gave them a sense of a collective identity.
I lowever, the late 1950s and 1960s were a time of large-scale slum clearance and
lt'tlt'velopment schemes in which people were being moved out of terraced housing
ur rhe East End districts of London, such as Bethnal Green, into new estates in the
'Willmott (1962)
rrt'iglrbor-rring coLrnty of Essex. Young and
followed some of the
Itt'thnal Green residents to new homes in a town given the pseudonym Greenleigh.
I lrcy found that, despite the fact that these people had been rehoused in an immacul.rrc cstate with impressive facilities compared to those in their former neighbourlrrocl, they felt that their quality of life had actually deteriorated because they had
n() scnse of community in the new place. In contrast to Bethnal Green, which had
l'.'t'rr a community that had developed over many generations, the community in
( ilccnleigh had been artificially created and had not had tirne to jell.

m
I

4.3.1 The decline of neighbourhood community?

lrcre is a long history

of theorizing the decline of neighbourhood community

wrtl-rin the social sciences. Barry Wellman (1979) has characterized debates about
rrs continued existence as community 'lost','saued' or 'liberated'.

.

Oonununity lost: A number of famous writers have argued that social bonds
of mutuality have disappeared as result of the transition from feudalism to
capitalism, from religion to scientific rationalism and from traditional to legal
rruthority (Cater and Jones 1989). Such arguments are captured in Tonnies'
(1967 11,8871) distinction between gemeinscbaft (community) and gesellschaft
(mass society) relationships. He defines gemeinschaft as a situation where
community relationships are tied to social status, public arenas and bounded
local territory, based on close contact and emotional ties. This is epitomized
by the traditiorlal village community (see Chapter B). In contrast, gesellscbaft
cxists where community relationships are individualistic, impersonal, more
rational or contractual, private and based on like-minded individuals.
According to Tonnies (1967), social relations were moving (have now moved)
irom gemeinschaft to gesellschafi relationships as a result of industrialization,
urbanization and mass communication. He lamented what he regarded as a
passing of a 'golden age' of community. For Tonnies and other 'community
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lost' writers such as Wirth (1938: 12), urban residents now have weak,
loose-knit social relationships, which are 'impersonal, transitory and
segmental', in place of social relations based on solidarity and territorial
cohesiveness (see also section 4.5). They see this as contributing to individuals'
sense

of alienation in the city and to urban social problems

(see Chapter 7).

Rural communities have therefore been celebrated as the ideal against which
urban societies should be compared (see Chapter 8). However, later studies
have shown that urban areas may also have positive features which rural areas
lack (Frankenberg 1,966), and that the presence or absence of 'community' is
also contested within rural spaces.

o

Community saued: In contrast to those who regard community as lost, other
commentators have argued that neighbourhood communities have survived and
prospered in contemporary industrial societies. The proponents of 'community
saved' arguments claim that communities persist because they remain an
important source of support and sociability. Examples include Gerald Suttles'
(1,972) research, which found evidence of strong networks mainly among poor
and ethnic minority groups, and Gans's (1962) famous study of an 'urban
village'. These writers have praised the persistence of solidarity, communion
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and territorial cohesiveness.

c

Community liberated: Barry Wellman (.1,979) criticized the 'community saved'
studies for their narrow focus on the neighbourhood community, arguing that
they have only concentrated on communal solidarities in neighbourhoods
and through kinship systems. \X/ider social linkages have either been ignored
or have been conceptualized as radiating outwards from the neighbourhood.
Those in the 'community liberated' camp reject the local area or neighbourhood
as the basis for examining community. Wellman (1979) argues that 'community
liberated' starts from the basis that: (a) the separation of home, work and
wider kinship networks means that urban dwellers have multiple social
networks with weak solidary attachmenrs; (b) high rates of residential
mobility weaken community ties and hamper the development of new ones;
(c) the development of transport and communications has made it easier for
individuals to maintain wider primary ties; (d) the scale, density and diversity
of the city and nation state increase the possibilities for individuals to develop
multiple loosely bound networks; (e) this heterogeneity of the city and the
spatial dispersal mean that it is less likely that individuals with whom an urban
resident is linked will themselves be part of close-knit communities. As a result
the 'community liberated' argument suggests that primary ties are often
spatially dispersed among multiple sparsely knit social networks.
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In a study of residents of East New York in Toronto, Canada, Wellman (1979)
concludes that, where kin and neighbours have been lost as the basis of strong intimate social ties, they have been replaced by friends and co-workers. These people often
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\fhile some
seen socially, others provide a broader range of support
;rrrtl help; some close relations can be counted on in emergency and others cannot;
irrrcl different contacts are seen over a wide range of time intervals. In other words,
Irc rrrgues that 'East Yorkers tend to organise their intimate relationships as differ('f rriated networks and not as solidarities' (lfellman 1,979: 1.225). I7ellman (1979)
hcing kept both through face-to-face meetings and also by telephone.

ol these friends are only

r'l;rims that, because researchers focus on neighbourhoods, they appear to find
tlcrrsely knit networks that are assumed to be characterized by communal solidariry, yet he suggests that, if researchers step back and also include all those with whom
lcsidents are in touch, then the apparent neighbourhood communities may be seen
orrly as clusters of relations in much more complex, sparsely knit and loosely bound
rrctworks. He goes on to argue that, as a result of not being an unambiguous memlrt'r of one solidary community, but rather a member of multiple networks, indivrtluals can experience a disorienting loss of identity: a sense that it is no longer clear
to which group they belong. This, he argues, may account for why some studies appear
ro show that people have lost a sense of community.

W

Summary

There is a long history of theorizing the decline of neighbourhood
community within the social sciences.

Different authors have argued that social bonds of mutu*lity have
disappeared as a resulr of transifions from feudalism to capitalism, fiom
religion to Ecientific rationalism and from raditional to legal authority.
Other conunentator$ have argued that neighbourhood communities have
survived and prospered in contemporary industrial socieries.
Others still reject the neighbourhood as the basis for examining

community, conceptualizing it instead in term$ of wider socio'spatial
linkages,

W 4.4 A meaningless

concept?

l-he complexity and contradictory nature
-+.3.1), about the continued existence

of debates such as those above (section

of 'neighbourhood community', have provoked
other writers to question whether it actually has any meaning as a concept at all. It
is argued that communities can exist without a territorial base or that neighbourhoods
crrn have no sense of communal ties or cohesion; that community has no analytical
value because it means so many different things to different people and that it is
probably only a romanticized concept anyway.
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4.4.1 Communities without propinquity

*llrrcd

congr

,r local to

Academics have criticized the notion that neighbourhood necessarily equates with
community and the assumption that when community is not found in a neighbourhood
it does not exist at all, arguing that 'neighbourhood community' implies a spatial
determinism or casual relationship between spatial proximity and social ties or social
cohesion ('Wellman and Leighton 1979). These writers point out that there are many
examples of 'communities'- defined as mutually interactive and supportive groups
of people - which have no residential base. Personal mobility and the development
of modern forms of communication such as mobile phones, faxes and the Internet
mean that people can develop social networks beyond their immediate locality and
are more easily able than in the past to maintain these relationships (which are not
necessarily face-to-face) over greater distances (Davies and Herbert 1993).
'Webber
Communities which are not predicated on space have been termed by
(1953:23) 'communities without propinquity', while John Silk (1999:8) labels them
'place-free' or 'stretched-out' communities. These forms of social relations which are
based on shared activities, interests or beliefs and are the product of the intentional
choices of their members rather than the accident of place, are seen by some feminist critics as less oppressive to women than traditional neighbourhood communities
because they enable women to escape the restrictions of family and place which often
define and limit women's lives. Such communities may well develop some form of
non-residential spatial expression too. For example, in many towns and small cities
there is no residential base for lesbian and gay social networks, yet these 'stretchedout communities' often develop some form of territorial base - albeit an 'invisible',
transient or temporary one - in the form of bars or social venues (see Chapter 7).
So-called 'virtual communities' are one example of new forms of social relations being created by new technologies that are free of the limitations of place.
Cyberenthusiasts argue that information and communication technologies (ICTs) enable
users to meet those who share their ideas and interests regardless of geographical
barriers of distance and time zones. They are predicted to be an antidote to loneliness and to offer '[nlew liquid and multiple associations between people . . . new

modes and levels of truly interpersonal communication' (Benedrkt 1.991.: 1.23).
Because the social relationships formed in this way are a product of choice rather
than luck or spatial proximity, cyberenthusiasts claim that they escape the difficulties of earlier restrictive or repressive forms of community (Willson 1,997) and
that participants have a stronger sense of social cohesion and commitment than
people in face-to-face off-line communities. As Clifford (1988: 13) has commented,
'Difference is encountered in the adjoining neighbourhoods, the familiar turns up
at the end of the earth' (Clifford 1988: 13). Indeed, on-line communities of interest
can use e-mail campaigns and list servers to mobilize geographically dispersed
groups or 'global communities' to pursue common political aims (Riberio 1998) (see
Chapter 9). Sherry Turkle (1996) describes them as an attempt to re-tribalize in a
new space, while Howard Rheingold (1,9931imagines a 'global civil society' with a
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rlr,rlltl consciousness. In other words, ICT is claimed to be turning community from
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ndsocial ties or social
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d lrxirl to a global concept (Kitchin 1998).
( )rrc of the most prominent advocates of these new forms of 'community' is Howard

A member of the ITELL ('S7hole Earth 'Lectronic Link) bulletin
which
has
thousand participants (see Box 4.2), he claims that the
several
lrrlrr.l
Rlrcirrg<rld 11993).

Lnd supPortive groups

Box 4.2: Virtual community: some biographies of WELL users

and the develoPment
faxes and the Internet
mmediate localitY and
rnships (which are not

I am a self employed produdivity consultant. I live out in the country overlooking
the ocean near Bodega bay. The phone, fax and e-mail let me work here, and still
be in the business community.

Ierbert 1993\.

I reside in Seoul, Korea where I practice public relations for the U.S. government.

,en termed bY \Tebber

k (1999:8) labels them
cial relations which are
rduct of the intentional
re seen bY some feminbourhood communities
v and place which often
id.u"lop some form of
/ towns and small cities
lkr. u., these'stretched;e - albeit an 'invisible',
renues (see ChaPter 7)'

I ,rm a physician, specialising in women's health, including contraception, abortion,
and oestrogen replacement therapy after menopause. I am the medical director of
arr abortion clinic. I was a member of the Mid-Peninsula Free University in the 70's
,rrrd organised concerts, including the Dead, Big Brother, Quickilver, Jefferson Airplane,
r.tc. I'm interested in philosophical/ethical issues surrounding the beginning of life

w forms of social rela'
:he limitations of Place'

I am a student from Prague, Czechoslovakia, studying in San Francisco's Center for
llectronic Art computer graphic and design program.

echnologies (ICTs) enable

I am a lawyer, working as a law clerk to 3 state judges in Duluth. I am 3l and single. I graduated from the Naval Academy in 1982, and the University of Minnesota
I .rw School in 1990 . . .

of geograPhical
i'," an antidote to loneli'
betweenPeoPle"'new
' (Benedikt 1991 123\'
oroduct of choice rather
,'". th.v escape the diffi'
rnity (Willson t997) and
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eardless

988: 13) has commented,
rds, the familiar turns uP
re communities of in
geograPhicallY disPerr
(
rl aims (Riberio 1998)

.ttempt to re-tribalize in

global civil societY' with

orrd the end

of life and the functional value of rituals and traditions.

I am a l9 year old college student struggling to find myself. I enjoy sitting in a field
of dandelions with no socks. I spend too much time playing on my computer. I am
,rrr advertising/business major so I will be here for five years or more. I am trying
lo find the meaning of life. . .

I am a born-again phreak, at age 35. My modem is my lifel OK, the weightlifting,
the fast car, they are all fun, but the modem is the biggie! As a matter of fact,
I met my husband on bbs!
I am a Japanese writer who are [srd very much interested in ecology and the electronic democracy. I am going to spend two years with studying (joining?) ecological
rnovement and sharing network as a tool for making the new world here in Berkeley.

I work at the only hospital dedicated to the cure and eradication of leprosy in
the United States. I also spent 6 months in Romania after the December, 1989,
Rcvolution.

Rheingold 1993: 54-5
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emergence of virtual communities like his own can be explained by the erosion of
informal public spaces and a sense of 'community' from our offline worlds (see Chapter
6). For Rheingold (1993:3), on-line social relations offer the opportunity to enjoy
many of facets of 'real' social relations which are disappearing from off-line public spaces:

lor

'Our sales pitch was thr
rFlil (rn community llvlnl
arrrl lots of people wrr,
people don,t want to lr
entl up like this, thcn I I

People in virtual communities use words on screens to exchange pleasantries and
argue, engage in intellectual discourse, conduct commerce, exchange knowledge, share
emotional support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and
lose them, play games, flirt, create a little high art and a lot of idle talk. People in
virtual communities do just about everything people do in real life, but we leave our
bodies behind. You can't kiss anybody and no-body can punch you in the nose, but a
lot can happen within those boundaries. To the millions who have been drawn into it,
the richness and vitality of computer-linked cultures is attractive, even addictive.

e Neighbourhood Watch
fpllt r rs the attitude rrou

'Everything is new hcrc r
lly rrctworks and thcrc ur

Perhaps somewhat ironically, however, those members of \[ELL who live in driving
distance of the San Francisco Bay area have consummated their on-line community
by holding face-to-face meetings in the form of picnics and parties.

tht grandparents around
frriles ,rway. people are

community. They point out that on-line participants are very transitory and that,
because communication is disembodied, participants cannot know'who' they are
talking to. Indeed, on-line users may 'cycle through' different identities (see Chapter 2). Text-based communications are also condemned as superficial and as at best
'pseudo-communities' (Mclaughlin et al. L995) and their participants as potentially
apathetic and disengaged from the politics of off-line life (\X/illson 1997). Only faceto-face meetings are regarded as being able to produce truly intimate friendships,

According to cybercritics, there is no sense of social responsibility or accountabil.
ity on-line - if people do not like what is being said or who is participating it is
to log on and then off. Flaming and dissing (insults and abuse) on-line are also
mon. These criticisms are summed up by Sardar (1995 787-8 cited in Kitchin 1
88), who writes:
A cyberspace community is self-selecting, exactly what a real community is not; it is
contingent and transient. In essence a real community is where . . . you have to worry
about other people because they will always be there. In cyberspace you can shut
out at a click of a button and go elsewhere. One therefore has no responsibility of any
kind. . . Cyberspace is to community what Rubber Rita is to woman.

ft

lhlrrg obout it they have
llltlr, tr be positive aboul

nflhile Rheingold's (1993) study focused on a small Californian Bulletin Board
service, other writers have portrayed different forms of cyberspace as communities
including Usenet groups (Baym L995), Geocities (Bassett and \il/ilbert 1999, see also
Chapter 7) and immersive textual environments such as MUDS and MOOS (Reid
1995, Turkle 1,996). As Sherry Turkle (1996: 244) notes; ''Women and men tell me
that the rooms and mazes on MUDS are safer than city streets, virtual sex is safer
than sex anywhere, MUD friendships are more intense than real ones, and when
things don't work out you can always leave.'
In contrast to these cyberenthusiasts, cybercritics dismiss the notion of 'virtual
community', warning against the dangers of assuming that communication equals
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A meaningless concept?

Propinquity without community

'Our sales pitch was that Bradley Stoke was going to be a new town, a new con(el)t on community living. lt was going to be like a town you see in the soap operas,
nrrd lots of people were taken in by this. But there's no community spirit here,
pcople don't want to know their neighbours. lf I had known that it was going to
errd up like this, then I wouldn't have bothered moving here. . . I tried to organise
,r Neighbourhood Watch scheme for my road but nobody could be bothered. That
roflects the attitude around here.'
'Everything is new here and everyone is from somewhere else . . . There are no family networks and there are no bonds between people. You can't leave the kids with
lhe grandparents around the corner because the grandparents are probably living
rniles away. People are lonely and isolated in Bradley Stoke. Rather than do any-

it they have become apathetic and inward looking . . . There's very
little to be positive about apart from the fact that it's close to the motonryay and
you can get in and out of the area quite easily.'
Chaudhary 1995, The Cuardian, l0 June
lhing about

I

4.4.2 Propinquity without community

llrt' notion that neighbourhood
,rrrrlrors

equals community has also been criticized by
who argue that propinqwity without community is common in contem-

l)()r'irry'Western societies. Although'neighbourhood offers a potential territorial base
rt is neither sufficient nor necessary to ensure common goals, common action and
,r rornmon identity' (Cater and Jones 1,989: 168).Indeed, people who work fogether
more time in close proximity to each other than those who live in the same
'l,end
\rrcet (Etzioni 1995). Box 4.3 highlights the example of Bradley Stoke, a new town
rrt''rr Bristol in the UK. Here, despite the fact that the houses have been designed and
l,rid out in neat cul-de-sacs to foster a sense of togetherness, residents complain about
thc lack of community. This, in turn, can contribute to the residents perceiving a
l.rck of informal contr<ll within the neighbourhood, which can heighten their sense
,rf vulnerability and fear of both personal and property crime (Valentine 1989).
The very developments in communication and transport which are credited with
creating the possibilities for the emergence of communities without propinquity have
,rlso been criticized for the prevalence of propinquity without community. For ex,rrnple, some commentators have suggested that ICTs contribute fo the loss of com-

rnunity, rather than being the solution to the problem. By encouraging people to
hccome more home-centred, using ICTs to communicate with friends, go shopping,
rrnd so on, new technologies are keeping people off the streets. This, in turn, leads to
tbe abandonment and demise of 'public' space and the creation of a more polarized
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society (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). As McCellan (1'994:10) cited in Kitchin (19982

lrx t,tl

90) puts it:

Ittt

rather than providing a replacement for the crumbling public realm, virtual communities.
are actually contributing to its decline. They're another thing keeping people indoors
and off the streets. Just as TV produces couch potatoes, so on-line culture creates
mouse potatoes, people who hide from real life and spend their whole life goofing off

in cyberspace.
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4.4.3 Analytical value?

foung
fer

Other critics have claimed that 'community' is a meaningless uord because it
describes so many different things: a sense of belonging that may or may not be attached

Ferir

llr

to territory, prisons,

schools and other total institutions (see Chapter 5), nonworkplace relationships,face-to-face relationships, and so on (Stacey 1969). Hillery
(1955) found94 different definitions in the academic literature. As Buttimer (19771
points out, 'there are few concepts in the sociological literature which have been so
variably and ambiguously defined'. As a result, Cater and Jones (1989: 170) suggest
that 'it is a verbal ragbag which can mean anything to anyone and therefore has
very little descriptive, still less analytical value'.

ffi 4.4.4 Romanticized

vision
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It is difficult to develop theoretical generalizations about community from particular studies of individual neighbourhoods because they are non-comparable and they
often represent romanticized portraits of social relationships (Bell and Newby 1971,
Rose 1990). The emotive power and warmth of community relations is commonly
held up as a social ideal and a resource (e.g. Hoggart1957), especially in relation
to working-class communities (see section 4.3). Yet, as Cater and Jones (1989) point
out, these neighbourhoods were not necessarily stable. They write, 'Historically, the
stereotype is one of a lost Golden Age of settled working-class communities undisturbed for generations until the post-war onslaught of urban renewal, suburbani'!7hile
sation and mass culture.
. . . it is unarguable that community was a highly
valuable working-class resource, it is also true that the nineteenth and early fwentieth centuries were times of great upheaval for much of the working class' (Cater
and Jones 1989: 174). At this time commercial and industrial expansion into traditional working-class neighbourhoods in the UK meant that the poor were commonly evicted, while other households who were unable to pay the rent would 'shoot
the moon' (move furniture from apartments under the cover of darkness before the
landlord collected the rent). This instability in the local population must have had
a disruptive impact on community formation (Stedman Jones 1983).

There is also some evidence that, contrary to the sentimentalized imagery of
working-class mutual aid, these social relationships were not always fraternal and
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gtpt'r'it'rrccs and contribution of women (a notable exception being the work of Young

ntrrl Willrrrott1962). Meg Luxton's (1980) research on women in a Canadian aluntf nrrn smelting town and Kathie Gibson's (1991) work on gender relations in an
Arrrtr':rlirrn mining community go some way to redressing this wrong, however.
( ,rrlrrwall (1984) argues that so-called classic community studies, such as that by
\'r,rrn1i rrnd Willmott (1,962), represent communities in a harmonious way because
llrc rt'spondents interviewed in the research had a vested interest in describing their
€orrrrrrrrrrity in glowing terms. She points out that these people were experiencing

it pt'r'iorl of rapid social change, with all the uncertainty and anxiety which that
it is not surprising that they should hanker after their
Lrrt rv:ry of life and recall it with nostalgia in terms of stability, security and harrrrrrrv (O<rrnwall 1984).In contrast, in Cornwall's (1984) own research in the East

Fnt,rrls, therefore, she argues,

l;rrtl

l.ondon, respondents recalled a past of economic struggle and of brutal social

little resemblrrr(r'l() the irnages of warmth and sympathy that are represented in Young and

Wrllrrrrrrr's (1.962) study.
l'lrt'rc is also little indication in the so-called classic studies of the extent to which
'1 rrrr rrrru rr ity' might have had different meanings for different members and the extent
1n n'lrir'h the meaning of community may have been negotiated, contested and reworked
lry ;',rrticular groups in different times and places. Rose (1990), for example, observes
llt,rt t'vcn though the 1920s working-class community of Poplar, London, was chardr r('r rz('d by neighbourliness and mutual aid, the elderly were often isolated and conflicts
wlr,' still colnmon between different streets and between children/youth and adults.
lrr tlrc face of these criticisms and those cited in sections 4.3.1,4.4.'1,,4.4.2 and
4.,1 . i :r bove, there would appear to be some evidence to suggest that 'The local urban
lrrrrrrrrrrrrity is a romantic uision which, if it ever existed at all, is now well down
llrr' 1r;rtlr towards oblivion' (Cater and Jones 1,989:1.70).

t

Sumrnary
l)ebates atrout the continued existence of 'neighhourhood community'
(in 4.3.1) have provoked the question of whether it has any meaning as a
concept at all.
(.ritics of 'neighbourhood community' point out that communities can
exist without a territorial base and that neighbourhoods can have no
sense of communal ties,

ion into trawould'shoot
:ss
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fel,rtr,rrrs (especially men's treatment of women). Their accounts bear
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rl,r,rl brrt could rather be characterized by various forms of oppression and structrrr,rl rrrcr;ualities in terms of class, patriarchy, etc, which cor-rstrained individuals'
fights to choose their own way of life. Indeed, studies of working-class commultitrcs lrrrvc tended to romanticize male camaraderie (section 4.3) and to obscure the

class' (Cater

before thc
ust have had

a

.

Others argne that 'comrnunity'has no analytical value because
so many.different things and that it is over-romanticieed.

it

means
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4.5 lmagined community

netg,lrl'orrrlirrcrr

In the late 1980s and 1990s the concept of 'community' began to be retheorized.
In his book Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson (1983) argued that communities are not based on fact or territory but are mental constructs. Focusing
on the national, rather than a local scale, Anderson proposed that all nations are
'imagined communities' (see Chapter 9), '[i]magined because the members of even
the smallest nation will never know their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear
of them, yet in the minds of each they carry the image of their communion'
(Anderson 1983: 15) and imagined because people within a nation often have a deep
sense of comradeship or identity with others even though, in reality, there may be
exploitation and inequality between fellow citizens. Although Anderson (1983)
conceptualizes communities in terms of structures of meaning, he is quick to point
out that these have very real and material consequences, noting, for example, that
the emotional pull of 'the nation' is so strong that people will fight and die for these
'imagined communities'.
Conceptualizing 'community' not as a social structure, but as a structure of meaning, which can be problematized in terms of who defines it, how and why, is, Gillian
Rose (1990) argues, also a useful way of thinking about social relations at scales
other than the nation. She points out that, although 'communities' may be imagined, at the same time it is important to remember that they are not idealist because
imaginings are grounded in specific social, economic and political circumstances. She
therefore defines imagined communities as 'a group of people bound together by
some kind of belief stemming from particular historical and geographical circumstances in their own solidarity'(Rose 19902 426). This argument is best illustrated
through Gillian Rose's (1990) own study of Poplar in the East End of London in
the 1920s and Claire Dwyer's (1999a) work which demonstrates how ethnocultural
diasporas represent another form of imagined community made up of interlinked
place-based communities which cross-cut national boundaries.

m

4.5.1 lmagining working-class community in Poplar, London,

In interviews recalling the

UK

1,920s, residents represented Poplar in East London to
(1990)
Gillian Rose
as resembling a large social and convivial village, recalling that
everyone knew everyone else and that people helped each other out and sha
resources. There were strong family networks amongst women and a wellinformal economy. This neighbourliness had a moral basis too - church attenda
was high. However, interviewees also recalled social distinctions between di
streets, the isolation of the elderly and that inter-neighbourhood conflicts, pa
larly between children/youth, were common.
The Poplar Labour Party at the time placed great emphasis on its local roots, e
ing that its candidates were all local residents, while its policies reflected the
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all but six of its councillors were jailed

ftrr spending the rates (a form of tax) on local poor relief. Most of the residents of
l)oplar strongly supported their action, which furthered a local sense of communion,
pride and shared identity. Rose (1990) therefore argues that Poplar in the 1920s
wrls an imagined community. She writes that'its collective imagining was based upon
spccific, materially grounded cultural and political discourses: inter war workinge lrrss mutual aid, the localism of neighbourliness, a certain form of political organisrrtion, and the democratic socialism of the Independent Labour Party . . . These
(;lrne together in a political act the very essence of which was its civic loyalty, and
tlrtrs was neighbourhood loyalty overlaid with a borough-based identity and Poplar
lrrrr<rugh imagined as a community'(Rose 1990:433).It is important to recognize,
lrowever, that this was a process that was not inevitable and, indeed, neither was
it permanent. The death or removal of many of the politicians in the late 1920s
rrrrd the increasing control of the state over local government saw a waning of this
rcrrsc of unity.

t

4.5.2 lmagining the British Asian Muslim community

Dwyer (1999a) suggests that 'community' is at the heart of the politics of
rrrrrlti-culturalism (i.e. minority communities are seen as having shared customs, place
ol origin, and so on, which are defined in opposition to a hegemonic national comnrrrnity which is often seen as homogeneous). It is also central to anti-racism (i.e. it
n rrscd to define collectivities on the basis of shared experiences of racism). Nevertlrclcss, Dwyer points out that'ethnic communities cannot be imagined as existing
rrr :rn organic wholeness with self-evident boundaries' (Dwyer 1999at 54). Rather,
rlr,' cxplains, they are better understood as imagined communities whose very
lrorrndaries and norms are in an ongoing process of negotiation and contestation.
l)rawing on the experiences of young Muslim women from a small town in southlr rr l')ngland, Dwyer explores how discourses of 'community' are negotiated by young
Itr rtish Muslim women in the construction of their identities. All of the girls in her
rr rrtly described themselves as part of a local 'Asian community' - which they imagrrrctl in opposition to British society, on the basis of its different religious practices
,ur(l cultural values, although they also considered themselves British (see Dwyer 1997,
rln(l lJox 4.4). This gave them a sense of security and freedom from racism in contr',rst to their imaginings (and indeed experiences) of other places as white, which
tlrt'v regard as hostile and where they feel 'out of place'. Yet this imagined comttrrrnity also had drawbacks in that the girls felt under constant surveillance to ensure
th.rt they behaved in an appropriately gendered way within its spatialized boundrrr r,'s. Paradoxically, then, this community is imagined as a place of both safety and
( llrrire

opprcssion.
I hc girls also sought to connect themselves

to a wider globalized Muslim idenlrtr (often in opposition to narrow constraints of the local Pakistani community) by
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Box 4.4: Discourses of community

ltrrc l'
lll€i
nllrg

Habibo:'Well within the Asian communiry Hertfield does cater for it. And the dif-

dr

dt

p(llir

ferent religions such as Hinduism, Sikhism and all things like that, there are things
like halal meat shops. You know like normal everyday foods that we need, that we
eat, that shall I say British society doesn't. . .you know it doesn't really cater for us.
But within the community, with the shops around it, we're really helping ourselves.
I think in a way, by producing things that help us and encourage us.'

ln
ftnr

Nozreen:'But when we got out of Hertfield, right, all these people, right, they look'

sh

Iaughs].

qTfi

Zhora:'They stare at you really badly.'
Husbono: They just generally see you in Asian clothes or a scarf on your head,
or you know, your colour, I suppose. And you feel out of place, well I feel out of

ffi

rdl

wh

place.'

Thf;r

Alio: 'lf we go out you know someone always sees you and "Oh God look at her
she's out there on the street, let's go and tell her parents." [agreement] And you
get home, and before you get home, the gossip is around the whole town you
know. . . I mean even if you're not doing anything wrong. . . People are just look-

lnlp

ing for an excuse to wag their tongues about.'

l.a

Rozino: 'Yeah if you just walk down the street and you've got trousers on, and one
lady said, "l saw you", and she said, "l saw S's daughter and she was wearing trousers",
and that's all they do, they gossip.'

rrd[/

Dwyer 1999a:58-9

Anito lSri Lankan Buddhist and Trinidadian Muslim parents, doesn't fit in with 'Asian'
or'White' oppositional communities at school even though she is a Muslim]: 'l don't
belong anywhere. I'm just by myself. ln our class there are white people, and there
are Asian people and then there is me.'
Dwyer 1999a:61
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using their knowledge from reading and studying Islam to challenge some of their
parents' restrictions on their behaviour. Yet within these imaginings of community
there were also considerable differences between the girls. \X/hile they all identified
as Muslims, the religion varied in its meaning and significance to them. Some were
devout and practised their faith, others did not. Two of the girls, one from a Sri
Lankan Buddhist and Trinidadian Muslim background, and another, whose father
was Pakistani and mother an Afro-Caribbean convert to Islam, felt that they did
not fit into this imagining of community because it was predicated on an assumed
opposition between Asian and white, Muslim and non-Muslim.
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two different examples (4.-5.1 and 4.5.2) both demonstrate that comlltlrrtics rrre imagined through debate and dialogue. Although these structures of
fierrrrrng are fluid and contested, they are important to their 'members' and have
$itlcr political meaning.
lrcst'

I
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e things

that we
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rr for us.
urselves.

ney look'

Summary

r

'l'hc concept of
'community' has been retheorized as a mental consffuct
or imagining.

r

(lornmunities are imagined because members carry an image of
cornmunion even though they will never know all rheir fellow mernbers,
,rrrd because they have a sense of comradeship despite unequal and
cxploitative relationships befiyeen them.

r

'l'hcse structures of meaning are fluid and confested but are still
irnportant to their'members'and have wider political meanings-
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99a: 58-9

4-6 Community politics

'l lr.'
positive connotations associated with the term'community'- such as com"',rrry
solidarity,
mutual support, and so on - mean that it is a concept which
forl'.,lri1r,
lrct'rr
rr-robilized
in
different forms by political parties, social movements and indifrss
gr<lups
of citizens, to achieve different ends at various mornents in time.
vlrll,rl

ryith'Asian'

m]l'l don't
, and there

1999a:61

t

4.6.1 From mutuality to community 'service' and the state

l

I ,,rturtunity

some of

rf commun
r all identi
rn. Some
rne

from

Yeo (1988) have traced the use of the term'community'within the UK.
r,lcntify three key distinctions in the way that the concept has been mobilized:
rtttttity as mwtwality; community as seruice and contmunity as state.

fr,,,rntl

a

, whose fa
that they
)n an ass

UK in the mid-nineteenth century
to represent a vision of supportive mutual social relations. 'In
tlrc socialist community, the family principle was to be extended beyond blood
trls'(Yeo and Yeo 1988:233). This vision of a different social order involved
trrl.rrging the home to create single communities with shared interests rather
tlr,rrr individual family units with separate or competing interests (Yeo and Yeo
l,)titi).
as mwtuality: Socialists in the

rr.t'.1 community

I rttrtnunity

as seruice: Also in the mid- to late nineteenth century, the British
classes
began to develop a different version of community - as service.
rrrrtltlle
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Yeo and Yeo (1988) argue that community service was particularly important
to professionals such as doctors and lawyers, while middle-class women used
public work or 'community service' as a way of escaping the home (see also
Chapter 3). This notion of community as a service provided by middle-class
philanthropists to the poor began to displace the dominant understanding of
community as mutuality. It was a view of community imposed from above,
that was based on unequal social structures, as opposed to the community as
mutuality created within a framework of more ethical relationships. A different
example of women's community work, what it means to those involved, and
the possibilities it offers for retheorizing public/private, home/work dualisms
is found in Moore Milroy and'$Tisner's (1,994) study of Kitchener-\Taterloo,
Ontario, Canada between 1900 and 1980.

t

Community as state in part emerged to displace the dominant understanding
of community as service. Yeo and Yeo (1988: 246) explain that 'In an age
of majority democracy (from 1867 but particularly after 1918 when all men
over the age of 21, and some women over 30 had the vote) the community
could mean much more than simply the state and its inhabitants. Now the
community could be seen as the citizenry, possessing, determining and licensing
the legitimate interests of the nation.' The term 'community', which resonates
with warmth and mutuality, has often been appropriated and attached to state
projects which are compulsory and punitive like the community tax,
community schools, community care, community development proiects,
community policing, and so on (see also Chapter 6). A more positive example
is found in the work of Jeremy Seabrook (1984), however. He traced an
'S7est
Midlands,
imaginative initiative taken by the local authority in lfalsall,
UK, to tackle its housing problems and local alienation by decentralizing its
neighbourhood policy in order to give tenants living in local authority housing
estates control over the places in which they lived. The boundaries of the
neighbourhood communities within which these Neighbourhood Offices
were located were defined by the people who lived there, rather than being
established according to existing administrative divisions. In this way, the local
state attempted to mobilize an ideal of community for social and political ends.

ffi 4.6.2 Communitarianism
Communitarianism is a social movement which

sees

community as a resource th

can be used to create a more balanced and democratic society. In the eyes of
munitarians, 'community' has been undermined and weakened in contempo
l7estern societies by liberalism, which is understood to have promoted individ
ism and self-determination at the expense of social obligations and the general '
of society'. In other words, people are characterized as selfishly pursuing their

ltt(,n,\rs and being obsessed with their
owr

rhrlrrics and obligations ro others.
As a rc
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'l'hc breakdown
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farr, dependency, cultural .orrfli.tsr-ecoru
iu;rl irpathy are all attributed to
ttre facii
It'irrg corrupted by the rise of individuali
( lrrnmunitarians
regard community
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lrivt'rl' problems in contemporary Wert

rrrrrrrrr.unities are imagined to draw
on s(rc
rlr,rrt.d values such as .not littering
the eti

hy

.rrr.nitoring each other's
".rir;-;;j;
of behaviour (Etzioni 1993).
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Irt('rcsts and being obsessed with their own rights rather than recognizing their responsibilirics and obligations to others. As a result, communitarians argue that the moral
fnhlic <rf communities in contemporary Western societies is coming apart at the seams.
'l'lrc breakdown of traditional nuclear families, a rise in criminality, drug-taking, wel-

frtrc rlependency, cultural conflicts, economic insecurity, social disorder, and politicitl rrpathy are all attributed to the fact that institutions and political processes are
h'irrg corrupted by the rise of individualism (Etzioni 1993, Bowring 1997).
( lornmunitarians regard community as the solution to a range of 'real' and 'per'$Testern
societies (Low 1999). For example,
ct'ivcrl' problems in contemporary
r,orrununities are imagined to draw on social ties to encourage members to abide by
rlt,rrcd values such as'not littering the street with trash'and to'police'themselves
hy rrronitoring each other's actions and chastising those who violate these shared
urrtlcs of behaviour (Etzioni 1993).In these ways, they are assumed to produce their
rrwrr moral order (see also Chapter 6), and to have a moral voice (i.e. individuals
will fcel guilty and ashamed if told off by other members of the community), so that
tlrcy only need to resort to the state, in the form of the police and judicial system,

wlrcrr all else fails (Smith 1,999). Etzioni (1,993: 248, cited in Low 1999: 90)
lrlrlains that communities are'the webs that bind individuals, who would otherrvrsc be on their own, into groups of people who care for one another and who help
rrr;rirrtain a civic, social and moral order'. In other words, they offer a warm secure
.rltt'rrrative to the anonymity of modern society (Sayer and Storper 1,997).
( lommunitarianism is therefore a social movement which aims, firstly, to shore
r p (j1;mrnmlties in the face of their perceived decline, and secondly, to change politrt rr I representation to enable the voices of communities to be heard and to let them
rlctcrmine policy (Low 1,999). Community in these terms is identified at a range of
sr':rlcs from families, neighbourhoods and regions up to the level of the nation state.
It is a vision of a 'community of communities' (Etzioni 1995:31).Its proponents,
as Etzioni (1.993) believe that decision making and managing problems should
'uclr
I't' clone in communities at the smallest possible scale, and that the state should only
nrlcrvene when communities cannot sort out their own problems. This has some re.'()nance across the political spectrum. Both Bill Clinton, when he was president of
tlrc USA, and the British prime minister, Tony Blair, have talked about the import.rrrce of communities rather than individuals or class, while communitarian ideals
,rlso appeal to right-wing politicians in the USA, like Ross Perot and Pat Buchanan,
I't'cause of the focus on 'taking back Government' (Low 1,999).
Yet, Etzioni's (1995) idea of a'community of communities'envisages not only
slrcngthening small-scale communities, but also ensuring that they feel part of the
supracommunity at the national scale. In this respect, he believes that the over,rrching community must have a set of shared values such as democracy, individual
rights and mutual respect. In other words, there must be mutual acknowledgement,
.'cluality and a recognition of differences within and between communities at the
rrrrtional scale. This conceptualization partially reflects Doreen Massey's (1,991,)
vision of a less defensive, more outward-looking 'global sense of place', in which

tlg
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she shows that place-based communities are not static and fixed but rather are

duced and remade through globalized webs of connection, which link the local a
global (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 9).
One way forward communitarians suggest is to identify communities which exi
and to try to strengthen them, for example through voluntary work. Etzioni (1991
imagines this in some form of national domestic service akin to the American
Corps or the British Voluntary Service Overseas (Silk 1999). In addition, co
itarians promote a range of policies such as giving more family leave, providing gra
for voluntary groups and even decentralizing government policy to communi

organizations.

Etzioni has, however, been criticized for holding a rather romantic, nostalgic a
idealized view of communities (see section 4.4.4) which naively contains an implici
assumption that they are all homogeneous and have a moral voice. Indeed, his
ception of community is very slippery. Murray Low (1,999) observes that famil
are referred to as communities when he is discussing divorce, neighbourhoods ag
communities in relation to drugs, companies as communities when labour issues arise,
and the nation as a community in terms of free speech. \fhile Etzioni wants to form,
communities of communities at larger scales, composed of countless face-to-face dis.
cussions, he offers no clear mechanisms for how his vision should be put into practice (Low 1999). Etzioni's vision is very anti-statist (the state always being seen as
a last resort), yet it is not clear why he thinks that it is such an unsatisfactory form'
of regulating social life (Low 1999).Low (1999) points out, for example, that cent.
ral political issues such as resource distribution and family or social policy cannot
really be handled on a small scale by poorly defined communities, and that, given
that it is hard to get consensus at local level, it is difficult to imagine what mechan.
isms could be used to get at larger-scale core values.

ffi

4.6.3 Community-based activism

Community-based activism takes many different forms, including that which ie
neighbourhood-based and that which is based around the shared interests of
'stretched-out communities' (Silk 1999 8). The urban sociologist Manuel Castells
(1983) has used the term urban social movements to describe the range of city-based
social and political community groups that are involved in struggles to achieve resources, service and social change. \7hi1e urban social movements have traditionally
been regarded as progressive, they can also be defensive, reactionary and exclusionary
(see also section 4.7).

W

4.6.3.1 NIMBYISM

Urban and rural spaces are full of competing and colliding interests and activities. As
a result, conflicts often arise between them over the use, occupation and control of
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tp,rr c by different groups or organizations (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). When neigh-

lr,,ods are faced with actions or decisions over which local people feel they have
nr r()ntrol, or which they believe will impact negatively on their homes and lives,
llrrrrrrrrnity activist groups often emerge to fight the perceived external threat (see
ftl,rr, .1.2). These threats may be'physical', such as new roads, or industrial com;r['r,'s, which may affect property prices, personal health and safety or the quality
Irnrrr

Irl tlrt cnvironment more generally (e.g. Allison 1986); or'sociAl', in which the threat
lr p,'r'tcived to come from a feared or'othered'group (see Chapter 2). For example,
;rl,rr,. ro site mosques, mental health facilities, sex offender units, sites for: travellers,
trr rr'.1 light districts within residential areas are common catalysts for activist groups
frr lrrrrrr (e.g. Hubbard 1999). Hostility towards such proposals can produce covert
lr'{r\'('rt prejudice, with'communities'seeking to exclude undesirable'others'and
to rrr.rirrrain the boundaries or purity of their space (see Chapter 6). These issues
f t'r' rro lcss pressing in rural than in urban areas (Dalby and McKenzie 1997).Indeed,
lllrrr)l tlisputes in built-up environments often result in developments being dis( (l t() rural or remote areas
- where they are iust as vociferously opposed (see
Pl,r(
{ih,rpt1'1 3;.
li,th physical and social threats become symbols of a common purpose and thererrt'rl commonality or community identity. In the process, powerful discourses of

l3;
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the place or neighbourhood as 'home' are mobilized (Routledge 1996). For this
reason, neighbourhood community activism which is aimed at resisting an external
threat is often dubbed NIMBYISM (Not-In-My-Back-Yard). Sometimes these protests are based on progressive ideals, at other times they are fought to protect narrow
or dominant class interests ('Watson 1,999).lVhile these actions are often credited
with reviving 'community spirit', the outward expression of commonality can also
conceal or silence other differences between community 'members'. These points
can be illustrated through the research of Dalby and McKenzie (1997) and Peter

rowds and noise which would potentidll:
wt.rc used as further justifications for Ni

r

lrrssirrg their social fears, some commun
dlrout'white' neighbourhoods being,cont
lircilirics. In some cases, the resideits wc
hy irrvoking particular planning norms;
to rlrc proposed buildings (Murphy and

Murphy and Sophie'STatson (1997).
In 1989 a local corporation proposed to quarry granite from the Kluskap mountain near St Ann's Bay in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada, for use as gravel in
road construction projects in the USA. In doing so, it gave a focus to local concerns
about the future of the 'community' and how traditional cultural practices could be
preserved. Both the Eskasoni First Nation - Mi'kmaq (Sacred Mountain Society) and the non-First Nation settlements - Save Kelly's Mountain Society - (SKMS)
mounted opposition to the plans. The Mi'kmaq campaigned around the spiritual
and cultural significance of the Kluskap as the sacred abode of the Mi'kmaq god.
The SKMS challenged the sustainability of the proposals, which they regarded as
a threat to the environment and wildlife. Their joint efforts were successful, and in
1992 the corporation abandoned its plans. The Mi'kmaq have since followed this
victory by fighting (with the First Nations Environmental Network) to have the Kluskap
designated as a Protected Area by the Department of National Resources (Dalby
I
and McKenzie 1.997).
This example illustrates how a shared concern over the potential destruction of
the local environment by global economic processes mobilized a sense of commonality and shared identity among a community under threat, and encouraged them
to search for alternative economically and culturally sustainable forms of local economic development. However, this apparent unity also concealed axes of difference,
both between Mi'kmaq and the white residents, and within each of these two
respective groups. The Mi'kmaq were split by several fissures of difference between
those who held allegiance to the Grand Council, and others with an allegiance to
a system of band chiefs and councils, between traditionalists and Catholics, and
between different traditionalists. The white community was likewise divided, in this
case between those who supported the quarry plans in an area of high unemploynrent and those who opposed them (Dalby and Mackenzie 1997).
Whereas the Mi'kmaq and the SKMS mobilized to fight a physical threat to their
environment, in Sydney, Australia, communities have been galvanized by efforts to
resist plans to construct mosques and temples in the suburbs. Community opposition to the site selection process was mobilized around both perceived physical
and perceived social threats. Residents argued that the visual intrusion of distinct.
ive temple and mosque buildings would sit awkwardly in a space where so-called
'Christian' architecture was the 'norm'. A lack of car parking, and the congestion,

I
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trowrls and noise which would potentially be generated by these social meeting places
Welc rrsed as further justifications for NIMBY objections to the siting plans. In dispttrrrirrg their social fears, some community activists made openly racist comments
lhorrt 'white' neighbourhoods being 'contaminated' by Vietnamese people using their
fnt'ilitics. In some cases, the residents were actually able to legitimate their'racism'

hy irrvoking particular planning norms and regulations to enforce their objections
Irr tlr,' proposed buildings (Murphy and \fatson 1,997).

,1.6.3.2 Shared interests

I

of 'stretched-out communities'

tirrrrrrrLrnity activism which is not neighbourhood-based can also develop as a result

Itl th.'marginalization or exclusion of the

interests of particular social groups.
fight discrimination, to campaign for
often
emerge
to
'Itlct.hcd-out'communities
srrcial
political
protect
gain
or
rights,
or
to
or
access to public services. In other
uivtl,

mobilizedby a desire for social justice.
I lris form of community activism is usually autonomous in that the activists are
lt.rt ,r\sociated with specific political parties (although they may sometimes form stratepr, ,rlliances, especially to gain funding), and they operate across a range of spatial
!urlt's, some even mobilizing on a global scale via the Internet (see, for example,
t,lt,rlrtcr 9, Box 9.7). Many - though not all - have a collective style of leadership,
Ftl;rlr.rsizing mutual co-operation and the sharing of responsibilities for organizing
fryrrrtls, they are often

attrl tlt'cision making.
( )rrt' cxample is the British 'W'omen's Aid Movement, which emerged in the
Itl ,'0s irr response to a growing awareness of the problem of domestic violence (see
[,h,r1'ter 3). At this time it was less common for women to be in full-time paid em-

phrrrrrcnt and therefore they were both more economically and more psychologiclllv .lcpendent on male partners than perhaps they are today. This problem was
1-urrr1',rrrnded by the way local authorities allocated housing to homeless people. At
llrtr trrrrc the authorities were generally not very sympathetic to homeless women
ler,l.rrrg accommodation, regarding families with a male and a female partner as
lttorc tlcserving of public housing than other household forms. This made it very
dlllr. ,rlt for women experiencing domestic violence to leave abusive relationships. In
ferporrsc to this social problem, a group of women in Chiswick, London, established
tclrrgc as a place of safety for women who had experienced domestic violence
rst' 1978).

)rrc woman in particular, Erin Przzey, took the initiative to mobilize other
of women round the country to follow suit by writing a book and appearrn the media. Public demonstrations and graffiti campaigns were also used to
w rhe attention of the public to male violence (see Plate 4.3). Eventually, a nationl.' lcderation of refuges was established, including specialist refuges for women
rrr t'thnic and cultural minority communities, and what became known as the
(

rrr1,s
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Aid Movement developed (Rose

1.978, Hague 1998).

In

other

the Chiswick activists mobilized a distinct social group, women, to challenge
provision of a public service, namely housing for those experiencing d
violence, by taking direct action to achieve change. This organization operated in
pendently of the formal political party system and was non-hierarchical in
ture, establishing a strong base at grassroots level, with each refuge having a
degree of autonomy.
!(hile the enthusiasm of key actors is a strength of this form of community acti
the reliance on the commitment of particular individuals means that if they su

burnout or 'campaign fatigue', the movement may falter. Likewise, the i
around which these 'stretched-out' communities are mobilized are often tri
by a particular event which sparks the momentum of activists. For example,
the British Conservative government announced its intention to include a
in the Local Gouernment Act of 1988 banning the promotion of homose
from schools, the lesbian and gay'community' mobilized nationally (and indeed
internationally, drawing on the support of activists around the world) to fight
imposition by organizing protest marches, petitions, direct action, and so on. A:
the Act was passed and the issue faded from public attention, this solidarity
momentum dissipated. These forms of community activism often wax and wane
different issues emerge as important at different times.
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Summary
ocommunify' mean that it has been
Thc positive connotations of the term
mobilized in different forms, to,achieve different ends af various moments
irr time by polirical par,tie$, social mov-ements and individual groups of
cit izcns.

(irrnmuhitarianisrn is a contemporary social moveffrsnt which sees
cornmunity as a resource that can be used to create a more balanced and
rlcnrocratic sociery.

(bmmunitarian visions have been criticized for idealizing communities,
rraively assuming they are homogeneoue and have a rnoral vnice, and for
not specifying the mechanisms necessary to put their visions into practice.
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l'riuileges the ideal wnity ouer difference: While it is understandably an
,rclmirable goal to want social relationships to be based on mutual
itlcntification, closeness and comfort, Young argues that the result of
privileging unity is often to encourage people to suppress other differences.
ln other words, 'communities' are often predicated on one identity, e.g. class,
gender, sexuality or race, which becomes a single rallying point. Yet, 'we have
rr-rultiple and sometimes contradictory subject positions and are sometimes torn
between identifications, often moving between identifications in different
situations and places' (Pratt 1998: 25). Individuals can thus paradoxically feel
both 'inside' and 'outside' a community (see Rose 1993), sometimes regarding
it as a positive experience, at other times as stifling or oppressive (see the
discussion of paradoxical space in Chapter 1 and Chapter 8).
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4.7 Community: a desirable ideal?

A r,r.'lical challenge to the notion that community is a desirable ideal has come from
tlrt' lt'rninist writer Iris Marion Young (1,990c). She criticizes the concept of comrrrrrrrity for three main reasons: it priuileges unity ouer difference, it generates exclu-

raving a high

if

(,ommunity-based activism takes different forms, for example
NIMBYISM, and actions based on the shared intere$ts of ostretched-out
eommunities'.

c

Generates exclusions: Ironically, the effect of attempting to secure unity and
regulate differences in order to consolidate a sense of sameness or oneness
is often to produce the counter-effect of fragmentation and dispersion.
Community politics necessarily involves drawing boundaries between insiders
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those who are part of the community - and outsiders - those who are not.
These understandings of sameness and difference are often constructed around
bodily differences (see Chapter 2). Indeed, a desire to be with people like
ourselves or with whom we identify, and a fear or dislike of those who are
different from ourselves are often the basis of political sectarianism, bigotry,
hatred and discrimination. As Cornwall (1,984:53) observes: 'There is a strong
sense of community in Bethnal Green [UK], but it should be noted that where
there is belonging, there is also not belonging, and where there is in-clusion,
there is also ex-clusion. In East London, the dark side of community is
apparent in a dislike of what is different, which finds its clearest (but no
means its sole) outlet in racial prejudice.' Intolerance and parochialism are an
oppressive feature of some communities. As Etzioni (1995: 1,46, cited in Smith
1999:27) suggests, 'one of the gravest dangers in rebuilding communities is
that they will tend to become insular and indifferent to the fate of outsiders'.
An example of how 'community-building' can generate exclusions is evident in
the attempt of lesbians in Sydney, Australia, to purchase a space in the inner
city which could become the focal point for their 'community'. The desire of
lesbian-identified transsexuals to participate in the'Lesbian Space Project'
provoked some women to argue that transsexuals should be excluded on the
grounds that they were not 'real' lesbians. Rather than securing the boundaries
of the lesbian community, these attempts at exclusion triggered hostilities
between community members, political re-alignments and ultimately its
fragmentation (Taylor 1998).

-

.

Unrealistic uision: Visions of organizing society based on small face-to-face
decentralized community groups are unrealistic and will never transform
contemporary politics (see section 4.6.2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 8) - not least
because there is never one universal shared concept of 'community' anyway.
Most individuals' identities cut across several different communities (see first
bullet point above). Different individual members of so-called communities
therefore will always perceive and experience the community differently.
Their conceptions of community may overlap but they may also contradict
or sit oddly with each other (see Box 4.5).

Having criticized the concept of community, Young ( 1990c) then goes on to argue
that instead of trying to celebrate 'sameness' we should be celebrating difference.
She points out that city life is all about being together with strangers who are different from ourselves. An unoppressive city should therefore be defined by its openness to what she describes as'unassimilated otherness'. In other words, people should
be able to move between neighbourhoods without being aware of where boundaries
lie. Young (1990c) ends by calling for a politics of difference which celebrates the
distinctive cultures and characteristics of different groups, rather than a politics of
community which artificially attempts to establish unity and homogeneity between
group identities.
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Different experiences of a lesbian 'community'
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'There's a very strong sense of community I suppose because there's only a few of
ur we stick together whether we like each other or not sometimes. I mean I often
tmile 'cos like we're less choosy who we mix with because we're a small community. So I find I invite people to parties. . . simply because they're there and I
haven't got the heart to leave them out.'

'l lr,rve {ound it quite difficult because part of the circle I mix with are child-free
women who have made that decision for themselves and are quite definite that
thot's what they've always wanted and just occasionally l've felt their sort of
lnlolerance of children and their lack of understanding of what it means to be a
fiollrer.'

'llrlre were very different groups, there was a group of young women, all or some
ol whom had been in care or in trouble with the law. There was a political group
arrrl all these little factions that knew each other. I didn't realise at first that you
werc supposed to show allegiance to one particular group. And I got tarred with
krlr of different brushes, because I just spoke to everybody. Because I had a leather
farkct and spiky hair lwas labelled a rough dyke but at differenttimes lwas called
a nrdical feminist. I mean all these labels, it was hopeless because some of them
furl wouldn't talk to me, especially some of the politicos who'd written me off.'
'l rncan we used to go to gay venues and things and I did used to get looks - "Oh

Lll face-to-face

r transform
- not least
runity'anyway'

rter 8)

dr.,rr, what's she come as, she's come in drag." And I had one woman say to me
orrr r. when I was all dressed up. She was being very sarcastic and it did quite get

Iu rrre at the time. And I thought shall I change my image? Shall I have my hair
rrrt/ Should ldo this, should ldo thatto fit in with them?'
Valentine 1995:104-5
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Further Reading
The work of the Chicago School of Human Ecology and its critics is
summarized in most social geography textbooks but it is worth reading the
original publications (most of which are still available through libraries) and i
early critics, as well as contemporary ones: Park, R., Burgess, E. and McKenzi
R. (1967) 11,9251The City,4th edn. University of Chicago Press, Chicago;
Cortese, A. (1995) 'The rise, hegemony and decline of the Chicago School of
Sociology in the 1920s and 30s', Sociological Reuielu,44,474-94; Firey,'W.
(1945)'Sentiment and symbolism as ecological variables', American Sociologi
Reuietu,10, 140-8; Jackson, P. (1984) 'Social disorganisation and moral
in the city', Transactions of tbe Institute of Britisb Geograpbers,9,'168-80,
and Sjoberg, G. (1950) The Pre-Industrial City, Past and Present, The Free
Press, New York.

The most classic study of neighbourhood community is Young, M. and
Willmott, P. (1952) [1957] Family and Kinship in East London, Penguin,
Harmondsworth. Davies and Herbert, and Wellman provide good overviews
of many of the debates about the decline of neighbourhood community: Davi
'$f.K.D.
and Herbert, D. (1993) Communities'Within Cities: An Urban Soci'
Geography, Belhaven Press, London; Wellman, B. (1987) The Community
Question Re-eualuated, University of Toronto, Toronto and Weilman, B.
(1,979)'The community question: the intimate networks of East Yorkers',
American Journal of Sociology,84,1.20l-31. Rheingold,H. (1993) Tbe
Virtual Community: Homesteading on the Electronic Frontier, Addison
Wesley, Reading, MA is an important advocate of virtual communities.
Anderson, B. (1983) Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and
Spread of Nationalism,Yerso, London is the book that has been most
influential in the retheorization of community. Recent key papers on imagi
community and communitarianism are included in a special issue of
Enuironment and Planning A, 1999, vol. 31.

Finally it is important to be aware of Iris Marion Young's critique of the
concept of community as a desirable ideal: Young, I.M. (1990c) 'The ideal
of community and the politics of difference', in Nicholson L.J. (ed.)
FeminismlP ostmodernism, Routledge, London.
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The workplace

5.5

The asylum

The prison

t 5.t lnstitutions
Itrrtrtrrtions, which to a certain extent both stand in for, but also stand apart from

little explicit attention from geographers, despite
tlrr. l;rct that they'constitute an intriguing type of social afena'(Mennell, Murcott
drrrl vru.r Otterloo 1,992: 1,1,2). \il/ith the exception of Robin Flowerdew's (1982)
tlrr, lrorne, have received relatively

Itt:ttttrtkms and Geographical Panerns and the recent special issue of Geoforwm (2000)'
lrrrtrttrtions have been, to borrow a phrase from Chris Shilling (1993:9), an'absent

within the discipline. Present in that geographers have studied spaces
or the asylum, but absent in the sense that they have rarely
reflected
on
what Chris Philo and Hester Parr (2000) term the'instior
Itllrrrilied
llr'('\('nce'

1rt lr rrs the workplace

dimension' of these environments.
I rirclitionally, institutions have been thought of in terms of bricks and mortar,
rtt rrutcrial built environments, such as prisons, asylums or workhouses, which are
rlt,srlirrcd to control and improve bodies and minds (Philo and Parr forthcoming).
lrlrrl,r rrnd Parr divide this sort of geographical work into two different strands. First
ls tln' ,qeography of institwtions, where the focus has been on understanding and explorfu11 what are effectively geographical patterns of social and spatial separation. This
fr,rt.,rlch has focused on why and how institutions such as prisons and asylums have
ht,t,n l<rcated away from mainstream society. Second, work in geography in institwl,ul.s, work has examined the internal layout of these spaces and has highlighted
llrr. ways in which they are designed with the intention of achieving social control
ovt'r' the occupants or particular therapeutic outcomes.

Irrt rorrrrl
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However, Philo and Parr (2000) go on to argue that these two ways of looki
at institutions are now being rethought. They suggest that 'institution' is a very s
pery term, which is difficult to define. Flowerdew's (1982) edited collection on i
tutions tended to identify them as largish collectivities, that have internal structu
rules and procedures in which there are tensions between the structures or
systems of the institutions and the agency of participants within them. \X/hile thc
institutions in Flowerdew's (1982) collection were largely taken as pre-given, 'theit
own coherence, roles and rules [were] in effect taken as largely formulated in
advance' (Philo and Parr 2000), some of the papers in the Geoforum (2000) special
issue complicate this understanding by thinking about how institutions come into
being, are sustained and transformed. In this sense, institutions are regarded not as
stable or fixed entities but as things which emerge in practice and which, instead of
being thought of as impacting on people, places or situations in set ways, are under.
stood to both transform and be transformed by them. In these terms, institutions
are being redefined, not as fixed structures - indeed, they may not even be located
in material buildings, but may instead take the form of dispersed networks of
resources, knowledge and power - but rather as dynamic, fluid and precarious achievements (Philo and Parr 2000).
Although geographers are beginning to study a wide range of institutions, such
as the BBC, building societies, hospitals, or local authorities, this chapter focuses
on just four examples of institutions: school, workplace, prison and asylum. The
school and workplace are partial institutions, where people spend only part of their
day (with the exception of boarding schools). The asylum and the prison have traditionally been defined as total institutions or carceral landscapes where undesirable
others are exiled (Gleeson 1998), although deinstitutionalization means that asylums
at least, are now being reconfigured through a range of different agencies and policy frameworks. All four institutions seek to 'place' the body geographically and temporally (Parr 1999: 196) and to discipline it. Michel Foucault's (1977) work on
discipline and surveillance (see Chapter 2), in which he uses Bentham's model of an
ideal prison, the 'Panopticon', to illustrate his ideas, is a recurring theme in each of
the four sections which make up the rest of this chapter (see Driver 1985). Although
the institutions discussed here represent spaces or power structures which are
designed to achieve particular ends, the four sections each demonstrate that the school,
workplace, prison and asylum are not pre-given or stable entities. Rather, each section emphasizes the dynamic, negotiated and fragile nature of these institutions.

ffi

s.2 Schools

Two worlds make up the school. First, there is the world of the institution. This is
the adult-controlled formal school world of official structures: of timetables, and lessons
organized on a principle of spatial segregation by age. Then there is the informal
world of the children themselves: of social networks and peer group cultures.
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5.2.1 The adult world

leh,',rls are places where children are not only cared for but also contained. The
prrrrtiple of universal education emerged in the UK during the nineteenth century.
Irrtlustrial capitalism at this time was characterized by the brutal exploitation of
r'hrlr'l labour in factories. This began to concern middle-class reformers and philanthlopists. They regarded children as a natural resource to be nurtured and protected,
drrtl were worried that their brutalization was both dehumanizing and would lead
Io rrrrrral and social instability (Valentine 1996c). At the time, working-class chilrllt'rr were likened to packs of 'ownerless dogs' (May 1973t 7) roaming the streets,
rtcrrlirrg, behaving immorally and making a nuisance of themselves (see also cont(,nrlx)rary debates in Chapter 6). Education was perceived by the philanthropists
rl\ ir way of instilling discipline, respect for order, and punctuality in working-class
r'lultlrcn before they assimilated the deviant ways of their parents. Schools were therelolc conceived of as 'moral hospitals' (May 1,973:12). Not only were they intended
1rr irrrpose middle-class values on the population as a whole, but they also had the
,r.l..lccl benefit of helping middle-class parents to control their own children.
l)uring this same period the first statutory distinctions were made between adults
,rrr.l children in the form of legislation recognizing juvenile delinquency, and reformatoll schools were introduced as a way of instilling moral values in delinquent youths
(l'loszajska 1994). These reformatory institutions were developed on the principle that
tlrt' social and physical environment could influence behaviour. Boys' reformatories
rvt'rc located in the countryside away from the corrupting environment of the city;
lvlrcreas, because girls were expected to aspire to domesticity, institutions for them
rvcle established in the suburbs. The design and layout of these schools were also
rntcrrded to facilitate the discipline and surveillance of the children (Ploszajska t994).
Similar concerns about the need to educate working-class children in the normative
rt'gimes of polite society in order to protect the middle classes and their offspring
rvcre also evident in the USA in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Along.itlc the development of education and reformatory schools, the Playground Associ,rtion of Arnerica was established, with the aim of keeping children off the streets
,rrrcl of transforming 'street urchins' into respectable adults-to-be (Gagen 2000).
'fhe compartmentalization of children into the compulsory institutional setting
,,l the school, where their use of both time and space is controiled by teachers, has
t ontributed to the development of a contemporary understanding of children as in
ir process of 'becoming', as physically vulnerable and passive dependants in need of
( irre by adults and protection from the adult world, and as differentiated from adults
irr rr deferential and hierarchical way (Valentine 1.996c, Smith and Barker 2000). This
l)rocess has also been exacerbated by the fact that, as a result of the increase in the
rrumber of women in the paid labour market and the corresponding expansion of
out-of-school childcare services, today's children are spending increasing amounts
,rf time in institutionalized settings (which can be both liberating and oppressive for
them) (Smith and Barker 2000).
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Compulsory schooling is, or at different times has been, the basis for the deli

of welfare services such as inoculation against common illnesses or the
of nutritionally balanced meals; and is a place where individual children can
monitored for signs of neglect or abuse (Valentine 2000). Beyond this social
and the academic goal of achieving exam passes, schools are also spaces where
dren are acculturated into adult norms and expectations about what it means
be a 'good' citizen. Children are expected to learn to conform to authority and,
doing so, to become compliant and productive workers of the future (Rivlin
Wolfe 1985, Aitken 1994).This is a process through which gender, class and raciali

roles and identities are also (re)produced (e.g. see \llllis 1977, Krenichyn 1
McDowell 2000a,2000b) but it is also one through which schools can cha
young people's racism and explore the meaning of whiteness in young people's li
through anti-racist education (see Nayak L999a,1999b).
ln Learning to Labour, a classic ethnographic study of British working-class 'lads'
from an industrial area, Willis (1,977) explores young people's opposition to and
subversion of the school system ('dossing', 'blagging', 'wagging', 'having alaff' and
so on). In cataloguing their counter-school culture, ITillis argues that the 'lads' limit
their own opportunities for social mobility, and so reproduce their own class position. In this way, the 'lads' serve the interests of capital by perpetuating an unskilled
labour force. \Willis (1,977: 3 ) write s: 'it is their own culture which most effectively
prepares some working class lads for the manual giving of their labour power; we
may say there is an element of self damnation in the taking on of subordinate roles
in'Western capitalism' (see also McDowell 2000a,2000b).
Education is a process which involves not only shaping children's minds but also
their bodies. The body is embedded in a whole range of practices through which
schools ensure children's integration into the dominant culture. For example, teachers
'civilize' children, promoting particular forms of bodily control and comportment
(to dress properly, to sit still, to be quiet, to have table manners, to be polite, to be
punctual, to respect traditions such as saluting the flag, etc) to enable them eventually to be admitted into adult society (Elias 1978, see Chapter 2). Educational institutions are therefore a hotbed of moral geographies - of moral codes about how
and where children ought to learn and behave (Fielding 2000:231) (see also the section on home rules in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6).
Fielding (2000) argues that teaching, learning and managemenr in UK schools are
constructed 'through the moral beliefs and practices of the governors, headteachers,
teachers, learning support assistants, the Local Education Authority (LEA), the Office
for Standards in Education (Ofsted) and central government'. Through this moral
framework messages are sent out to school staff about what it means to be a 'good'
teacher and to children about what behaviour is expected from them. F{owever, these
messages may be interpreted differently: by particular schools, which each evolve their

own specific educational ethos, by individual teachers through the exercise of their
professional autonomy, and through the individual agency of children in responding
to them. In particular, children are not passively moulded by unidirectional processes
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ol roeirrlization but actively contest and rework adult frameworks (although there
lrc lirrrits to this, hence the number of children who are suspended and expelled from
ffltrrols).

l)r;rwing on empirical work in primary schools, Shaun Fielding (2000) demontlrirtcs how members of staff with contrasting teaching styles manage the space of
tlrcir classrooms differently to create different geographies (in terms of the design
nf tlrc classroom, the spacing of desks and the spatial freedoms allowed to the chilrlrcn) and through the response of the children to them, different moral orders (see
nlro l(ivlin and Wolfe 1985 and Valentine 2000). In this way, although schools
dr irrstitutions represent spaces or power structures which are designed to achieve
ltirrticular ends, they are not fixed, uniform or stable entities. Rather, through the
6rLrption of different teaching practices and styles, teachers can be active agents in
lirrrrring pupils' relationships with the school. Schools are thus, as Philo and Parr
("1{XX))

I

argue, best understood as dynamic and precarious achievements.

5.2.2 children's cultures

It is within the context of peer group culture - or structures of meaning - that young
pr,ople learn how to mark themselves out as same or different from others and to
nriurage tensions between conformity and individuality (James 1993). To be socially
t,rnpetent is to be acknowledged as 'one of the crowd', rather than being the anonym( )ils one among the crowd, yet also to not express inappropriate individuality and therelr rlt' be excluded as an outsider (James 1,993).In this way, young people's identities are

withinclude
or
to
is
central
children's
cultures.
to
exclude
to
school
Allison James (1,993) argues that a ruthlessly patterned hierarchy characterizes
t'lrildren's worlds. While there is no necessary relation between physical difference
,'rrrbedded in complex networks of relations in which the power to permit or

,lr',rw friendship

,rrril marginality or outsiderhood, different bodily forms are given significance in terms

,,l social identity by other children. She picks out height, shape, appearance, gender
,nvJ performance (see Chapter 2) as marking out the boundaries of normality.
( .hildren who deviate from the 'norm' are immediately labelled 'different' by their
pcers, though the consequences for their individual identities of the social meanings
tlrat are ascribed to this'difference'vary (see Figure 5.1).
While physical development or sizelage is the most institutionalized principle for
1ir-ouping children at school, amongst the children themselves gender is perhaps the
rrrost important basis for constituting social groups. lifithin schools there is often
rr strong sense of gender opposition (boys a girls) in which children mark out and
litualize gender boundaries (Thorne 19941. This is evident in the way pupils take
rrp and contest different spaces within school grounds at break and lunch times
( l(renichyn 1999, Y alentine 2000).
Kris Krenichyn's (1999) study of a New York high school, for example, found that
the boys dominate the basketball court, and that girls are made to feel unwelcome
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there. Instead, most of the girls take up spaces on the stairwells, fearful that if they
gain access to alternative privileged spaces such as the 'games room', the boys will
overrun them. Other studies of British schools have suggested that different girls'
friendship groups cluster in different'desired places' (such as the toilets or behind
outbuildings) and that these relationships and attachments are critical to girls' identity formation and sense of self-worth (Gilligan 1982).

Contemporary adult understandings of childhood as a time of innocence'
and 'vulnerability' (see Chapter 2) mean that schools are often imagined to be
desexualized institutions (Epstein and Johnston 1994). Yet sex and sexuirlity are
important in a whole repertoire of child-child and even pupil-teacher interactions,
including name calling, flirdng, harassment, homophobic abuse, playground conversation, graffiti, dress codes, and so on (Haywood and Mac an Ghaill 199-5). Adult
heterosexual cultures are refracted through children's peer cultures. In particular, a
number of studies have der-nonstrated that girls are under pressure to construct their
material bodies into particular models of femininity, that they are judged more harshly
on their bodies than boys, and that this, in turn, has an effect on their self-esteem,
self-confidence and self-identities (Holland et al. 1.998).
Gordon et al. (1998) highlight the desire of girls to be seen as 'typical' or
'normal'. They argue that girls must manage their bodies to stay on the right side
of the slippery boundary between being acceptably attractive (not fat, no spots, no
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hair, fashionable, etc) without being overly sexualized (for example, by being
a'tart'- terms that imply sexual promiscuity). In this way, 'norlil,rlrtv'is understood through its opposite'the place not to be, or more accurately

rrrr 1'lrrs
f
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,, . tlrt'girl not to be' (Hey 1.997:1.35).
\\1hilc for girls it is bodily appearance

and shape that are most important to their
dlrlrty to produce the successful heterosexual feminine identity, for boys it is bodllr ;'..r'formance that is crucial to their ability to maintain a hegemonic masculine
lrllrrtity (Mac an Ghaill 1.996,see Box 5.1). Coakley and \(hite (1'992) argue that
Irlr r ,rssociate sporting prowess with being a 'successful' male, and gain kudos from
p,ltr!iprrting in competitive and aggressive leisure activities. In particular, boys are
F\l)('(tcd to be tough, and be able to'handle'themselves physically or to be able
lr {)((upy and take up space through a verbal or intellectual performance (see also
( lr.rptl'1 f ;.
( rrrrrpulsory heterosexuality, misogyny and homophobia play an important role
fur 1'olicing and legitimizing such hegemonic male heterosexual identities. Like girls,
lroys suffer pressure to conform to what is a narrow and constraining conception
ol rcruality. Haywood and Mac an Ghaill (1995) argue that it is dis-identification
lvrtlr other male students - to be'a poof'or'a Paki', for example, is also to be a
lton l)roper boy - that enables heterosexual males to produce their own identity.
'l hr,,rrgh such peer group relations masculine identities are therefore differentiated
Io pr r v.lu.. a hegemonic masculinity in relation to subordinated and racialized mas5rrlrrrities as well as femininities.
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Box 5.1: School days

ffi;1gj"

Breaktime
Cirl 2: Like the year 9s they sort of have their own territories, like Y9 girls have the
toilets - we can't go in [giggling] and Y9 boys have like the corners in the playground or down in the shrubberies.
Cirl l:We normally go to the same place now. I can remember when I first came
we always used to stay up here underneath the bridge because we were scared
to go down into the football [pitch], or into the basketball courts - we were always
scared to go down there, so we always used to stay near the car park [i.e. near

Ttrf

teachers].

(Lower school pupils)

Girl

l: At break times it's just

really honible.
Girl 2:Yeah. You get squashed, you can't get out.
Girl l:Especially when you're the smallest people in the school. lt's really awful.
lnterviewer: What happens then?
Girl l: All the bigger ones push in. They usually get banned from coming to the
tuckshop if they push in, so it stopped that problem, but I don't usually go, I usually
pay someone else to go for me.
(Year 7 girls)

Embodied femininities and masculinities
Cirl: Lots of girls, they just say 'Oh I can't eat any more chocolates. They give me
spots', or something. 'l can't have fizzy drinks', or something. 'Oh I've got a pot
belly', or something. They go on and on sometimes - they want to eat it and then
they'll say, 'No I can't, I can't eat it.' And then half of them aren't even fat or anything or overweight who'll complain about their stomach.
(Year l0 girl)
Boy
Boy

l: You have to show that you can take it.
2: lt's like you've got to sink a few tinnies [cans of alcoholic drink].

l: We go up the offy [off-licence] at break for 'em.
lnterviewer: What about the girls - do they join in too?
Boy l: lt's only the lads that have got to drink.
Boy 2: lt's only us that do it, girls are too busy worrying about their figure 'n that.
(Year l0 boys)

Boy
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Masculinities and femininities in the classroom are played out through normative
of heterosexuality. (O Jacky Fleming)
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I lrt' lrighly gendered character of school cultures described above can have
ililp,,r t,rrrt consequences for both girls' and boys' educational outcomes. Melissa Hyams

(:ll{}( )) ru'gues that for young Latina women in Los Angeles, completing high school
= tlttlr rrll that this achievement represents in terms of future employment opporlltttrtr. s - is dependent on the way that the girls negotiate their gender identities

| ,,t'rrral morality. In

exploring the way they talk about their experiences of

,rrn)irrg high school students, she suggests that for the young Latina women'There

rrtcgral relationship between their gender and sexual identities conceived in
nrt of "victimisation" and "loss of control" and their historically low academic

'ur

Holloway et al. (2000) suggest that the
tr,'scxual economy of the classroom may shape young peoples' technological
nlx'tcrlce and have repercussions for their future employment prospects. This
r' , i British children's use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
rrvs rhat the different attitudes of male and female pupils towards computers
I lrirtterns of ICT use (which generally favour males over females) are negotiated
,rr1',lr competing masculinities and femininities which are played out within the
Ir,','l through normative understandings of heterosexuality (see Plate 5.1).
Irr,'r'r.'rrrent and attainment.' Likewise,

reir figure 'n that.
(Year 1o boYs)

I
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Universal education was esrablished in order to keep children off the
to transform working-class 'street urchins' into respectable
adults-to-be.
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At school children are acculrurated into adult expecrarions of whar it
meanstobea,good'citizen,Schoolsarethusahotbed.ofmora1
Although schools are designed to achieve particular ends, they are not r,.r'.
fixed, uniform or stable entities. Rather, through differenr teaching
practices, staff can be active agents in forming pupils' relationships with

Schools are often imagined to be desexualized institurions,
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5.r The workplace

Like schools, organizations are institutions which aftempt to shape the bodies
identities of those who work in them, and which develop specific gendered and
alized cultures.
In the 1980s feminists argued that 'Our whole world is gendered, from sha
and tissues and watches to environments as local as the "ladies toilet" and as
as a North Sea oil rig. Things are gendered materially (sized or coloured diffe
and also ideologically' (Cockburn 1985). This process, it was argued, was e
not only to work tools (e.g. the typewriter is feminine and the crowbar mascu
but also to occupations themselves. Such is the association made between
and sexuality, some writers have argued, that the heterosexuality of a person
ceived to be in the 'wrong' gendered job would automatically be questioned.
example, nursing is gendered as a female job and, as a consequence, male
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gay. This carry-over of

'rlscx-based expectations in the workplace is what Nieva and Gutek (1981: 59)
'scx role spillover'. In other words, the gendered characteristics of workers
ot. rrPrltions are mutually constituted.
Itt .r r'lassic study of the printing industry Cynthia Cockburn (1985) shows how
t'sscrttialist (see Chapter 2) and moral explanations were used to justify men's
thrrt women were unsuited to the skilled and relatively well-paid work of print
rsrtion, although the men showed no concern about women doing less remurttrvt' jobs that involved similar skills but to which men had no claim. These essenlrrstifications included assertions such as that women had weaker spines than men
s,, would not be able to stand up for long periods of time; that women were too
itrrtl rrfraid of getting hurt to do what is a potentially dangerous job; that women
' tr rr r irration al for an occupation that required logical and problem-solving abil-

tlrilt women had an innate aversion to machinery. The social and moral justi,,ns rcsted on assumptions that it was logical and proper for the male head of the

icular ends, theY are not
eh different teaching
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to be effeminate and therefore

I

i ;;';i;ti on'hi p"' *ith

:mselves out a$ the sam-e
rns between confotmitY
ded in complex nstwork$

ly to be the breadwinner and so well-paid jobs should be the preserve of men; and
\\/()nren would be coarsened by working alongside men because they would be
'( r to swearing and the general sexist abuse and so would lose their femininity.
I rrrrisc.fohnson (1989) found evidence of similar arguments in her study of the
r';rlirrlr textile industry. Here

skill was differentiated by sex and connected to

,rl lroclies. In the mending room speed and nimbleness, combined with dexterity
I ,r .krmestic skill, produced a highly specialized and supposedly feminine task.
Ftt, l, ,, skill, although developed on the job, was never seen as such, but was seen

I institutions'
Yet , ,i ,
-t
play an imPortant role Ifl
,

lentities.

lr,rr innate part of being a woman. In contrast, men's skills were understood as
frrprrllrl through conscious effort and training which enhanced their innate capatlr srrch as technical competence and mechanical affinity. Johnson 11989: 137)
trlrrtled that men's and women's bodies were characterized in different ways to
I't'ncfit of men over women and thus that 'an awareness of the sexed body in
,', cspecially as it is lived and historically constituted is . . . a vital addition to
rrrrlcrstanding of the workplace'.
Irr .rrrother study of the textile industry, this time in Bradford, UK, Peter Jackson
l')'t.') highlighted how the specific division of labour here represented constructions
r1 ,rrly of gender but also of race. In these workplaces employers alleged that the
rrrr,rl clexterity (smaller hands and nimble fingers) of Pakistani immigrants made
rr l)ilrticularly suited to textile work. In most cases employers also used blatantly
r\r stcreotypes to claim that 'immigrants' [slc] were more easily able to endure
r
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velop specific gendered and
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tt'tlium of certain kinds of work than white employees and to justify their

r'lirrti<rn on the night shift. Jackson (1992) also pointed out, however, that ethnic
rl., r's, who recruited workers through formal migrant associations in Pakistan and

'tlrl

rrs interpreters

in Britain, played a role in perpetuating these stereotypes

be-

rrc il'the management wanted 'hard-working', 'docile', 'nimble-fingered' workers
r rr was in their interests to provide them - even to the point of internalizing and

'rlirit'rating

the racist stereotypes of their employers.
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The gendering of work can be resisted over time. (O Jacky Fleming)
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Both studies of gender segregation and of the racialization of the labour
within workplaces share a recognition that these processes are not stable or
sistent. Rather, there have been/are very different constructions of gender or raci
each historically specific, and articulated in different ways within the societies in
tl"rey appear (see Figure 5.2). As Halford and Savage (1998) observe, social
tices within organizations can also reassert or challenge the gendering/rucializat

of work over time.
The postindustrial service economy which has emerged in the late twentieth
early twenty-first centuries has brought new ways of working. The recognition
the studies of traditional industries (above) that gendered and racialized char
istics of workers and occupations are mutually constituted 'has been extended
the very structure of employees' bodies' (McDowell 1997l. 120\.'S(ithin
porary 'V7estern economies aesthetic and emotional components of labour
increasingly have more value than their technological capabilities (Lash and U
1994).Indeed, in relation to interactive service work Robyn Leidner (1,991:15
argues that: 'Workers' identities are not incidental to the work but are an in
part of it. Interactive jobs make use of their workers' looks, personalities, and
tions, as well as their physical and intellectual capacities, sometimes forcing
to manipulate their identities more self consciously than do workers in other jo
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Panoptic management

'You come in some days thinking, "Oh God I wish I wasn't here, I just feel so awful"
nnd everyone around you seems so confident and they're looking really good and
you just think to yourself, "What am I doing here? How can I do this?". . . lt can
really make a difference to how you feel about yourself and your work.' ffemale

llight attendantl

I

lt's just us.. . Of course it's because we're women . . .
the male crew are weighed but if they're a pound or two over, they don't take it
as seriously as they do with us . . . they weigh us more frequently and take it more
reriously if we're over.' ffemale flight attendantl
'The pilots aren't weighed

'?
J

W

...

'Ihis happens all of the time. Many of the girls are very attractive, but very young
in<l so we have to make sure that they can handle it. On night flights . . . some
hrrsiness passengers can tend to drink a lot and you have to know how to handle

ffi\,
=*n3
H

llrcm. You should always humour them. After all they are the passengers, and they
arr, paying our wages'. female recruitment interviewerllight attendant]
Tyler and Abbott 1998:442,443,446
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ll,rving control over workers'corporeal capacities, and intervening in their lives
of their identities as an occupational resource, have therefore become
rt ,rrrrl parcel of many organizations' strategies (e.g. Tyler and Abbott 1998). Bodily
rrrrs' rrnd standards - in which being slim, attractive and able-bodied are seen
rrlrtlretic ideals for both women and men and as the physical embodiment of
rrlrr, tivity and success - are an aspect of many organizations' recruitment criteria
llrrwcll 1995).In this culture it is not surprising that numerous studies reveal
tlrst lirninatory practices against disabled people are commonplace (Morrell 1990,
rl.'r','lo1'r aspects

11

1,re9).

llrr,,rrgh employee dress codes, appraisals, performance reviews, counselling
\tr'('ss rranagement employees are also being encouraged, or forced, to be selfc (l.ash and Urry 1994). The assumption is that workers must manipulate
lx,tlily performances to'embody'the organizations in order to become and remain
r\','t's <rf particular companies (McDowell 1997).In a study of women with mulrr. lt'r<rsis Dyck (1999) found that some went to great lengths to manage their
'\ ;rt work in order to conceal their deteriorating physical capacity.
1'lrn is cpitomized by Tyler and Abbott's (1998) study of the recruitment, traindn(l work of flight attendants at two airlines (see Box 5.2). They found that the
ry,'cs' bodies were considered by these organizations to be a material signifier
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of the personality of the airlines themselves. Flight attendants were expected to main.

tain the airline look (to have poise, be elegant, and so on). At recruitment sessiong
Tyler and Abbott (1998) observed applicants being rejected for being too old,
having messy hair, bad skin, poor posture, bitten finger nails, prominent teeth
and so on. Bodily norms were aiso evident in training programmes, r"rniforms and
grooming regulations that covered weight to height ratio, clothes, shoes, hair and
make-up. These were maintained through what they term 'panoptic management'
(see Chapter 2) which they define as forms of 'managerial control through which
employees internalise beliefs which generate behavioural conformity' (Tyler and Abbott
1998: 440). Such forms of control included regular weight checks, on the basis of
which attendants could be disciplined and even sacked if they persistently failed
conform to the airlines' height/weight regulations. These were also subtly rei
by informal peer pressure.
In a similar study, this time of merchant banks in the City of London,
McDowell (1995 andMcDowell and Court 1994) found that both women and younget
male employees spend time and money on 'body work' and that consequently they
were remarkably uniform in their appearance. However, the effort and resourcel
which are devoted to maintaining a particular state of embodiment are not
recognized as part of the labour process and so are not remunerated as 'waged la
(Shilline 1993\.
The purpose of bodily discipline and a controlled presentation of the self in in
active service work is to create a positive interaction with clients in order to bri
transactions to a successful conclusion. Abbott and Tyler (1998) observe
female flight attendants are expected to flirt with business class passengers,
maintaining what in the industry is defined as an 'intimate distance'. In this
their sexuality is commodified and exchanged as part of the service the airline

to its custoners. It is not only heterosexuality but also homosexuality that
commodified in this way. In a wonderful ethnographic account of working in

can

a

ant, Phil Crang (7994:691) remarks upon how waiting staff are recruited on
basis of their performative personalities (i.e. for being extroverts, chatty, witty,
noting that suitably camp gay men are often employed to provide what he terms
bit of homosexual frisson'.
In some institutions nothing is left to chance and interactions are c
scripted for employees in order to routinize and standardize their contacts with c
These routines, such as the Combined Insurance script in Box 5.3, teach workers
stand, move or use eye contact in particular ways, etc. In doing so they bring
play workers' emotions, attitudes and sexuality (Leidner 1993). An extreme
ample of this form of routinization is the US company Amway Corporation.
(7993) claims that this institution tries to mould its employees' lives by shaping
family life, political convictions, religious beliefs and even friends in a process
it terms 'duplicating' (see also Chapter 3). The (hetero)sexuality of most organi
tions means that such institutional practices can exclude or alienate lesbian and
employees (Hearn et a\.1989, Valentine 1993).

Box

5.I: Routinization
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Ihe Combined lnsurance Company script for employees
Alter ringing the doorbell wait for them to answer with your side to the front of
llre door. Do a half turn when they open it. lt's almost as though they catch you
by surprise - non confrontational - be casual.
Leon back a little when they open the door. Give them space. Attitude

-

be a loose

8oose.

To get inside use the Combined Shuffle:

l. Say'Hi, I'm John Doe with Combined lnsurance Company. May lcome in?'
ll,rndshake is optional. Break eye contact when you say'May I come in?'
/. Wipe your feet. This makes you seem considerate and also gives the impression
lh.rt you don't doubt that you'll be coming in.
1. START WALKING. Don't wait for them to say yes. Walk right in - BUT - be very
qcrrsitive to someone who doesn't seem to want you to come in. ln general act
likc a friend.
Leidner 1993

lrr tlrcse ways institutions seek'to gain a pervasive influence in every area of the
pltlrlrrycc's life' (Casey 1995: 197). Surveillance - the open-plan design of worklltrrr t's, clectronically mediated panopticism such as the use of closed-circuit televillorr ol clectronic tills, and bodily screening through drug and alcohol testing - is
1lrrrl t,r cnforce or encourage compliance. In this sense the body has become an importlnt r('llrlatory issue in the contemporary workplace (Casey 1995).
I rrrpklyees' bodies are not, therefore, merely reflections of wider social relations
btrl .',.'rr product of organizational dynamics and the abiiity of these institutions to
$irhl power and construct meanings. However, it is worth remembering, as Susan
]hll,,rr'l ar-rd Mike Savage (1995) point out, that employees also take direct and covert
fttt rrr,,rf action to resist their employers.

5.3, teach workers
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Workplace culture
torriunction with the contemporary focus on employees' embodied performthere has also been a rise in corporate identification and sociality: being
oi the 'team' or 'family' (Casey 1,995). Paul Du Gay (1996) points out that
,r\virreness of the potential value of workplace cultr"rre dates back to the 1930s
'rr it was argued that managerial elites should attempt to foster a strong sense
woll< group identification in order to fulfil their employees' desire for a sense of

vly
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Irel,rrrHirrti .nr(l t() (()untcr the alienation of modern industrial life. Other writers ha

rl,rirrr,.,l rlr,rr rrlorrrrirl activities in the workplace forge a work culture by dra
lnp orl rrutsirle ir)tcrests and relations in which work, home and leisure are el
(ltrrv l()/ l). According to Du Gay (1996:41), in the contemporary workplace,
rur'('rs inll)ortant because it is'seen to structure the way people think, feel and
in orgltrtisations'.
Workplace meals and social events (e.g. Christmas meals, annual dinner-danceq
work picnics or sports days) are examples of the sorts of activity that are used by
employers to align workers' identities and bodies with the organization's goals and
to foster a sense of belonging. Michael Rosen (1988) argues that the intention behind
such events is to establish a model of the workplace as a moral caring place where
employees not only work but are 'loved'.
While work meals and parties are 'social' events they are also organizational eventg
or activities, so that, although workers are invited 'to party and have fun', these experiences are at the same time institutionalized. The choice of an expensive hotel as
the venue is often used to signal the success of the business and the 'identity' to which
employees should aspire (Rosen 1985). The events themselves have both explicit and
implicit functions in (re)producing the shared meaning systems of an organization's
culture (Rosen 1988). Speeches and award ceremonies are often an important part
of these ritual meals. The public rewarding of staff (for example, for productivity,
sales figures or loyalty) signifies the employer's values, acknowledges that individual employees have internalized the organizational culture and so have been
successful, while also offering the prospect of similar rewards to the other staff if
they too embrace the goals of the institution. These sorts of events do not necessarily work by directly motivating employees to rush back to the office to work harder
but have a more subtle effect by shaping the way the workforce think and feel about
the organization (Rosen 1988).
Seating arrangements at such events can be used to serve institutional ends. Social

divisions may be reproduced and therefore reinforced by setting the tables according to workplace hierarchies or these can be arranged to level social relations in order
to relax or diffuse tensions between staff and managers. Likewise, alcohol, by relaxing employees and making conversation flow, can be used to unite colleagues and
create a temporary intimacy or sense of belonging. It allows workplace tensions to
be diluted, permitting everyday antagonisms and uncertainties to be recognized and
acknowledged without challenging the status quo, while also serving as a convenient
excuse if any 'social norms' are transgressed (Rohlen t974).
Shared social activities and events can also be important in producing wider
employee-employee relationships as well as employee-employer relationships. Work
and non-work (home life, leisure activities, etc) are intimately related (see also Chapter 3). Lunch together, a drink in the pub at the end of the day, an office sweepstake, informal outings to clubs and sports events, even workplace banter, jokes
and larking around can define the identities of employees and the relationships between them. More insidiously, by blurring the distinction between social identities/
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ftlurrlslrips and work identities/relationships, these informal workplace cultures can
irrt' particular jobs as 'masculine', 'feminine' or heterosexual. As a consequence,
rr,c whose social identities do not fit in within the dominant workplace culture
rrr,rrl<ed out as not belonging within the institution or occupation (Valentine 2000).
ht'r study of merchant banks in the City of London, Linda McDowell (1995) demonItrrrlt's lrow a workplace culture predicated on the use of highly sexualized language,
prrrr'ticrrl jokes, and even actual sexual harassment produces these institutions as
heln ( )scxual masculine environments in which women are positioned as an inferior
attrl t'rrrbodied sexualized 'other'. In particular, the heterosexuality of many workplrret's rrreans that lesbians and gay men often chose to conceal their sexual identity
ht tlr,'rc cnvironments (Valentine 1993).
5tlcss management courses, for example, aim to dissipate workers' frustrations,
illtltr',,vc their performances and produce employees who are committed to work and
lfr lt'ss likely to express grievances (Newton 1995). Employers often look favouralrly orr those who participate in stress management-style courses, indeed promotitrrr rrrrry be dependent on a willingness to participate in these sorts of programme.
ltt tlris way,'cultures of excellence'are transferred onto bodies of subjects (Du Gay
I
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Summary

'fhe gender $egregation or racialiuation of labour forees are not stable or
consistent processes. Rather, each is historically specific and articulated
in different ways. Social practices reassert or challenge the gendering/

erve institutional ends.
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'ifithin confemporary ltrestern economies aesthetic and emational
compoilents of labour'now have more value than their technological
capabilities.
Organizational strategies can involve control over workers' corporeal
capacities, and intervenrions in their lives to develop aspects of their
identities as a resource, However, these practices are also contested and
resisted.

Social acriviries are important in producing relationships between
organizations and their employees, and between employees,
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5.4 The prison

The prison is a highly regimented environment. Inmates, especially those on
remand, spend a large amount of their time literally locked up in a cell. All inmates
receive a basic daily monetary allowance paid through a credit system (no cash changes
hands). There are also opportunities for work in a range of different occupations
for which they are paid and/or receive other privileges. The kitchen is one of most
valued places to work because it brings privileges in terms of food, as well as money.
The income inmates receive or earn enables them to purchase 'luxury' items, such
as toiletries, confectionery, some foodstuffs and fruit, from a prison 'shop'.
Loss of autonomy and the ability to make choices about things like what and
when to eat serve as a constant reminder of the inmates' distance from 'home'. The
commodities available in the prison shop therefore become important connections
with the outside world - a way of imagining or remembering home - and of linking inmates with other people across space and time. They also provide opportunities for them to resist the institutional regime by enjoying food outside the confines
of the institutions' set meal times, which are commonly much earlier than most
people would eat on the 'outside'. A gnp of up to sixteen hours or more between
the evening meal and breakfast is not uncommon (Valentine and Longstaff 1,998).
As a total institution the prison can literally be inscribed upon inmates' bodies
(see Chapter 2). A lack of exercise, being indoors, an institutional diet, depression,
can all have bodily manifestations such as weight gain, weight loss, changes in
pallor or skin condition, diarrhoea or constipation. Downes (1988) coined the term
'depth of imprisonment' to describe the extent to which inmates experience a sense
of invasion by the institution as a result of their material conditions. However, these
bodily inflections of the prison are also resisted through the purchase of skincare
products and foodstuffs from the shop, and use of the prison gym during 'association time' when inmates are free to exercise, make phone calls or to hang out on
the landings.
The limited access inmates have to money or material artefacts means that within
this institution other goods become meaningful or useful commodities that have
exchange value. A number of studies have shown that goods are not necessarily
used up in one act of consumption but can have long and complicated biographies in
which their meanings are transient and products have different meanings for different
owners (Miller 1987). This is also true of certain items within the prison. For example,
fruit can be turned illicitly into alcohol and the silver foil on some confectionery is
used for taking drugs. Other items have more obvious uses and value. Phone cards,
protein-rich foods and dietary supplements, tobacco and drugs are all precious commodities within the black economy of prisons. Both phone cards and tobacco can
be bought from 'the shop', although the amount that each individual is allowed to
purchase each month is restricted. As a result, some inmates will buy fruit and chocolate and trade them for phone cards to build up a collection. Then, at the end of
the month, when other inmates have used up their allowances for these goods, those
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wlr,r lrrrve stockpiles of what are now scarce commodities are able to double or
It'r'hlt' their value and trade them back for other more valuable goods, such as
tlt'rrgt. ln this way, what are known as card barons, baccy barons and drug barons
nt'r' r'striblished on different prison wings (see Box 5.4).
I hcse trirding networks are based on a restricted sphere of exchange because
tlrc hrrrons can set up monopolistic barriers by refusing to accept payment for transdr'tiorrs cxcept in particular forms; they have a steady clientele who have no way
rtl tr';rrrsacting with others outside this system and no other means of investing their
wt,;rlth. This black economy is protected and reproduced by the barons. For exrrrrrl'lt', they n-ray deliberately lure inmates working in the kitchens into debt and

tltcrr rrse this

to blackmail them to steal food from the stores (Valentine

and

l,rrngstaff 1998).
Violcnce and bullying between inmates is endemic. Figures for the UK suggest
llr,rt rr third of inmates have had possessions stolen or damaged; one in eight has
It't'n physically assaulted and one in fifteen sexually assaulted (King and McDermott
l',')5). These conflicts can be a product of relationships inside the prison but they
rirr irlso be a product of trouble - such as debts - started outside, or of racial or
'H,urg' tensions on the street. Racism is rife both on the part of prison staff (who
in tlrc UK are invariably white), in terms of verbal abuse, the allocation of work,
rlr .rrrcl on the part of some white inmates.
Association time, particularly meal breaks, provides potential flashpoints within
r\(
lil )ns because a large number of inmates come together at the same time and because
torrllict can occur as a result of the meanings and value of some food items within
tlrc blrrck economy of the prison. The ability of prison officers to exercise their authorit\',rt rneal times is fundamental to their ability to maintain order in the prison as
rr rvlr<rle (Valentine and Longstaff 1998\.
()tficers and inmates are often assumed to be located in a fixed relationship in
wlrrth power is regarded as the property of the officers, who rule the prison in a
rorrtrnuous and permanent way. Yet, this limited conception of power as an instiIutrorral phenomenon does not explain the range of power relations which pernl{'.rtc institutions such as prisons. It is Foucault (see also Chapter 2) whose work
lr,rs t ontributed most to developing contemporary understandings of power. His work
rprt'stions a focus on institutionalized centres of power in which power is seen as a
h'r.c which operates in a unidirectional way. Rather, he conceptualizes power as a
rlrllrrsc force which permeates all levels of society and which is (re)produced in an
Irrtlilcct and often erratic fashion via multiple mediatory networks (McNay 1,994).
l'orrr'rrult (1980: 98) describes it thus:
l'()wer mllst be analysed as something which circulates, or rather as something which
lrrnctions in the form of a chain. It is never localised here or there, never in anybody's
lr,rnds, never appropriated as a commodity or piece of wealth. Power is employed and
, .crcised through a net-like organisation. And not only do individuals circulate between
rtt threads; they are always in the position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising
tlris power.
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Box 5.4: Prison life

Whcn the inmates are allt
tlrnc rhe officers use a rang€

Trading networks
Gront:'There's a big thing on thieving down the kitchen - what a lot of people
do, they get like, say, a lump of cheese and then get like a phone card - or half

thrrr

Itrlvcillance over the inmatee,

rlrop,rllow officers to observr

an ounce of tobacco or whatever.'

Colin: 'You can sell a KitKat [a chocolate bar] wrapper on some wings for
they've got heroin and nothing to chase it on

. . . What

ol different groups or in

lntrr;rles may be dealing

f5. lf

in

pa

hdr,,"r (Valentine and Longr

I used to do is to get a KitKat

lrorrcault's work suggests

you know, on exercise on C wing, near a window, open a KitKat right careful and
I could see them all watching me, all drug addicts, they'd all be watching me and
I'd throw it, you know, the wrapper and the foil and they used to go like that the bloke was after the paper before you'd got it out.'

rt

fdr'r' ,rf the covert and unwctc

Itfliccrs' surveillance is overt.
gells - rather than covert.

Iorrrt' individuals

will

It

ic

deliberu

ttlli. crs.

The black economy
Prison Officer: 'Well you'll always have baccy barons, now it's drugs barons - they'll
get all the drugs they'll have it back in and people go and put their interest rates
up extortionately, like loo per cent interest rates and people get so far in debtthey
cannot pay it back, so it comes down to paying in other ways, and one of the ways
if they work in the kitchens is: "Well you get me this, or you get me that" - whether
it be meat, chickens, milk powder so then they get into trouble - if we catch them
they'll either be nicked or sacked out the kitchen. But then they're in the unfortunate position they go back to the wing where the person will readily get at them.'

Flashpoints
Prison Officer: 'The biggest flash point in any prison is down to the food. lf the
food is total crap you have got trouble. You can usually tell, most prisons that go,
it's down to the food. lf you can serve decent quality with a substantial portion,
the lid'll stay on.'

Eating ln
Don: 'l couldn't do with eating in a dining room, it's tension and it's horrible. Oh
no.'

Interuiewer: 'Why?'
Don: 'l've done it both ways, you know, where you eat with a grouP of people - not
like in a restaurant, that's different - but with prisoners. I wouldn't like to eat me
meal with a load of different prisoners... I like to be in me cell, l'm on me own,
I can just pick and eat what I want. People talking to you and looking at other
people and little things wind you up. Little things like that wind me up. People get
set on.'
Valentine and Longstaff 1998: l4l, "143, 145, 147
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lltnr;rtt's and between inmates and officers.
Wlrcn the inmates are allowed out of their cells for meal breaks and association
tlnrc tlrc officers use a range of spatial strategies (such as the ordering and segregatfurrr of different groups or individuals when food is collected or eaten) to maintain
turvcillance over the inmates. Likewise, the credit transactions operated in the prison
tlrop irllow officers to observe who is buying what and therefore to anticipate which
lntrrrrtts may be dealing in particular commodities and which may be in debt to the
hnr',,"* (Valentine and Longstaff 1998).
lrorrcault's work suggests a rather depressing picture of inmates as helpless in the
fncc of the covert and unwelcome gaze of the staff (Sibley 1995a). Yet, much of the
oflitt'rs' surveillance is overt - with officers patrolling the landings and looking into
€ells - rather than covert. It is also not necessarily unwelcome. Inmate violence means
trrrrc individuals will deliberately seek out the protection of the watchful eye of the
ttl I iecrs.
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llowever, officers do not always intervene, despite the fact that they are aware
ol rllt'gal trading activities or bullying. Some may condone or collude in trading netwnll<s in return for kickbacks or because they receive overtime payments if they have
to (ilrry out extra duties that result from illegal activities. These are just some of
tltc rnrrny connections that form webs of power which link officers and inmates in
I rllit:s of complicated alliances and collusions.
'l lrc official view is that prison gangs should be stamped out, yet officers often
lrrkt' rr more pragmatic view, arguing that they may have little negative effect on
lln\ons as a whole but may have a positive effect because the barons also keep a
w'rrtlriul eye on each other (Hunt et al. 1,993).If one tries to advance their sphere
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httw,'cn individual inmates and groups of inmates can therefore benefit prison
nlli..t'rs by enhancing their ability to keep order in the prison.
lrrtlced, studies of prisons suggest that social relations within them have to be
orrt'rrtcd towards compromise and accommodation because officers have to secure
llrc tl;ry-to-day co-operation of inmates in the routine functioning of the prison, yet
It,rv,' icw resources to reward or punish those who are akeady behind bars (Sparks
dn(l liottoms 1995). Sykes (1958) argues that officers have to practise what he calls
'pcn.rlogical realpolitik' or jail-craft to win the co-operation of inmates, and although
Irtlrt'r writers disagree with this analysis of the prison system they do recognize
tltirt inmates are bound together in intimate alliances which involve daily comnlornise and negotiation (Irwin 1980). For example, officers are sometimes wary of
tfrrt liing down on everyday 'illegal' activities because repressive measures may prove
ulllrrterproductive, causing inmates to be resentful and unco-operative, and threat€trirrg the delicately balanced and precarious social system within the institution.
Inrlividual officers can also be intimidated by the barons and gangs whose power
Itrsitlc the institution may stretch beyond its porous walls, placing officers' families
r

isk.
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In this myriad of ways, inmates and staff are therefore locked in
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alliances, conflicts and collusions based on compromise and negotiation. In particular, the food systern of the prison appears to represent an endless play of dominations in which the distribution of power between officers and inmates and between
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individuals and groups of inmates is dynamic, relational and constantly open to
modification.
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Trading networks create a black economy within prisons which are
dominated by powerful inmates: 'the barons'.
Officers and inmates are often assumed to be located in a fixed
relationship in which power is regar ed as the ptoperty of the officers.
Yet, this concepfion of power does not explain the range of relations

which permeate prisons.
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Rather, the black economy creates continuous and multiple networks of
relations between inmates and between inmates and officers, which lock
them in intimate alliances and collusions based on compromise and
negotiation.
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Rather than being a smble and fixed social system, the prison is perhaps
better, understood as a delicately balanced and fragile institution.
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In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries those with mental ill-health were
confined and contained in remote, isolated asylurns. Indeed, higher-class private
asylums were often situated in the countryside. Though ostensibly located in a

,h'lttrlltt

therapeutic landscape, these rural retreats effectively hid their residents'existence
from the world both by spatially separating them from urban centres of population
and by concealing their presence behind the facade of the idyllic rural (Parr and Philo
1995). This meant they were also a convenient place for Victorian husbands and
fathers to wrongfully confine troublesome wives and daughters.
These big old hospitals have come to symbolize a geography of stigmatization.
'It is in the segregation of individuals with MIH [mental ill-health] within these "sites
of insanity", that it is possible to see the laying of a foundation for not only their
spatial, but also their social exclusion from mainstream society' (Milligan 1999:2221,
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r\ sense of abandonment or entombment is notably evident in some historical
rrccounts of asylums (Parr and Philo 1995).
Indeed, asylums are places where, as Hester Parr and Chris Philo (1995) argue,
patients are taught to accept medical definitions of their experiences, in other words
to'learn'to be ill. They quote Chamberlain's (1988:120, cited in Parr and Philo
1995 203) account of his treatment in which he explains:
For six months I was in and out of hospital (several rimes involuntarily), was given
large doses of 'tranquillising' drugs, and was generally made into a mental patient. I
was told, and I believed, that my feelings of unhappiness were indications of mental
illness. At one point, a hospital psychiatrist told me that I would never be able to live
outside a mental institution . . .'When l was defined as 'ill', I felt 'ill', and l remained
'i11' for years, convinced of my own helplessness.

These institutions were not only designed to contain madness but also to cure it.
l'he medical and psychiatric professions have tended to adopt essentialist explanati<rns (see Chapter 2) for the origins of mental ill-health, regarding it as the product
of the physical or chemical malfunctioning of the body/mind. Treatments have ranged
trom blood-letting and herbs in the nineteenth century to powerful drug therapy in
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Asylums, like other institutions, seek to

rliscipline their patients to produce 'docile bodies'. This is done in two ways. 'The
rnind and body in ward settings is manipulated and regimented, not only with biochemical treatments which alter the very chemical constitution of the body, but also
by a ward routine which continually seeks to "place" the body, geographically and

rcmporally' (Parr 1999: 196).
Through the control of patients' use of space and their activities (such as set ward
nreal times) their agency is diminislied. However, hospitals are made up not only of
public spaces of surveillance where individuals' identities are moulded to conform
with institutional models, but also of free spaces where patients can retain some sense
of individuality by transgressing rules about behaviour, pastimes, etc (Goffman 1961).
I lester Parr (1999) ilh-rstrates the fact that patients are not helpless subjects in the
lrrce of medical control and surveillance by pointing to examples where individuals
tlemonstrate agency by demanding food outside meal times or refusing to wash. She
rrrgues that, in these small ways, individuals can resist the disciplining of mindsi
bodies

within asylums and challenge medical categorizations and the practicalities

of the ward routines. These gestures also point to the fact that patients are capable
of exercising advocacy for others and taking wider political action (Parr 1999).
Asylums were the main sites of care for those with mental ill-health from the ninetcenth century through to the mid-twentieth century. However, the development of
psychotropic drugs in the mid-1950s and criticisms of the asylum as a repressive
rrrstitution in the 1960s (e.g. Goffman 1961.) resulted in a policy of deinstitutionirlization. As a result, the spatial and social segregation of the institution has been
replaced by a model of community care (see also Chapter 3), in which support for
those with mental ill-health is provided through a range of smaller facilities such as
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day care centres, drop-in clinics, night shelters and soup kitchens, perhaps punctuated by short stays in hospitals.
Chris Philo and Hester Parr (2000) argue that 'the dispersal of the asylum has
simply resulted in the opening of smaller but equally isolating places to inhabit for
the mental patient (the drop-in, the shelter, the clinic); a fractured web of deinstitutionalised but in many respects still "institutional" geographies'. Flere, the institution is reconfigured through a range of different medical, social and legal agencies
and policy frameworks.
In these new institutional spaces of care '[t]he politics of appearance and the locating of services are large concerns of both service providers and users' (Parr and Philo
1995 214). Buildings are chosen to be accessible but also anonymous in terms of
their physical appearance. The aim is to integrate patients into the 'community' in
order to lessen the stigmatization of 'madness' (Philo and Parr 2000). Here, the term
'mad'is reappropriated by critical geographers (e.g. Parr and Philo 1995,Parr 19991
- in the same way that 'queer' has been reappropriated by the lesbian and gay community - as an alternative to 'mentally ill', which is too closely associated with the
medical-psychiatric pathologization of alternative mental states. The use of 'mad'
also acknowledges the fact that people with different mind/body experiences may
not conceptualize themselves as ill (Parr 1999).
The 'consumer'-oriented nature of the contemporary health service is enabling
the users of mental health care services to have a greater say in their planning and
delivery (Parc 1997,1999).In this way, while these institutions are still places where
an individual 'is assumed to have a clear identity as a patient, a user, an ex-user
or staff - and they are specific places of treatment that comprise for some people
who access them a difficult and challenging arena in which to find and to express
individual identities . . . [they] also serve as sites for collective reworking of the
status and identity of the users of psychiatric services' (Parr and Phllo 1.995: 2L6).
Paradoxically, however, by entering into dialogue with powerful agencies in order
to promote their rights, demonstrate the heterogeneity of users' experiences and make
services more 'user-friendly', consumer-citizens (see Chapter 9) are also absorbed
into the medical-psychiatric institutional establishment (Parr and Philo I995).
It is also worth highlighting the fact that although these new institutional spaces
of care are intended to promote the inclusion of the 'mad' within the wider community, new forms of spatial exclusion still emerge. For example, neighbourhood
NIMBY groups often resist the siting of mental health care facilities in residential
areas (see Chapter 4). Those with mental ill-health are also frequently subject to violence from the public and are arrested or detained because of their behaviour on the
streets (see Chapter 6). In the drive to close large-scale, oppressive institutions, governments have overlooked the lack of understanding and poor levels of support which
are available within 'the community'. This lack of care is felt most keenly by those
people who had internalized their identities as patients and for whom the asylum
represented'home' (Parr and Philo 1995). Not surprisingly, some 'mad' people would
prefer to live in institutional environments. This is not a call for a return to the
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l:urther Reading
lrvo of the most important geographical works on institutions are R.
f lowerdew's (L982) Institutions and Geographical Patterns (Croom Helm,
l .rrclon) and the recent special issue - especially the introduction by Philo and

l',rrr - of Geoforum (2000). More broadly, Foucault's work on discipline and
rrrrvcillance underpins much of the theorization of institutions. See Foucault,
nrl. (1977) Discipline and Punish: Tbe Birth of the Prison, Allen Lane, London.
llrs work is assessed in Driver, F. (1985) 'Power, space and the body: a critical
if \\('ssment of Foucault's Discipline and Punish', Enuironment and Planning D,
fi,t icty and Space,3, 425-46.

(,rrrd starting points to read about schools are: Thorne,B. (L994) Gender
l'l,rv, Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, NJ; James, A. (1993)
l .l,tltlhood ldentities: Self and Social Relationsbips in the Experience of tbe
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Child,Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh; Holloway, S.L. and Valentine,
G. (eds) (2000) Children's Geographies: Liuing, Playing, Learning, Routledge,
London (especially the chapters by Gagen, Fielding and Smith and Barker). A
classic study of how working-class young men reproduce their class position
through the schooling system is Willis, P' (1'977) Learning to Labour: How
Working Class Kids Get'Vlorking Class /obs, Saxon House,'lfestmead.
Gender and heterosexuality in relation to children and young people's cultures
are the focus of Holland, J., Ramazanoglu, C', Sharpe, S. and Thomson, R.
(1998) The Male in the Head: Young People, Heterosexuality and Power,
Tufnell Press, London, and Haywood, C. and Mac An Ghaill, M' (1995) 'The
sexual politics of the curriculum: contesting values', International Studies in
Sociology of Education,5,221'-36; and they are also featured in papers in a
special issue about children and institutions in volume 32 of Enuironment and
Planning

A (2000).

Cynthia Cockburn's work on the print industry remains a classic study of the
gendering of an occupation: Cockburn, C. (1985) Machinery of Dominance,
Pluto Press, London. In terms of interactive service work, key sources include
Leidner, R. (1993) Fast Food, Fast Talk: The Routinisation of Eueryday Life,
University of California Press, Berkeley, CA, and McDoweII,L. (1997) Capi
Cwltwre: Gender at.Work in the City, Blackwell, Oxford' Both Du Gay, P.
(1,996) Consumption and ldentity at Work, Sage, London, and Halford, S.
and Savage, M. (1998) 'Rethinking restructuring: embodiment' agency and
identity in organisational change', in Lee, R. and'Sfills, J. @ds) Geographies
Economies, Arnold, London, offer perspectives on organizational cultures and
change. A good, more general source is Lee, R. and \(ills'J. (eds) (1998)
Geographies of Economies, Arnold' London, which includes chapters on
the issues discussed here as part of a broader take on economic geography.
Among the journals where research on the social relations and culture of the
workplace is published are Economic Geography, Enuironment and Planning
A, and Enuironment and Planning D: Society and Space.
The prison and the asylum have received less attention within geograplry
rhe school or the workplace. Useful case studies include: Valentine, G. and
Longstaff, B. (1998) 'Doing porridge: food and social relations in a male
prison', Journal of Material Cuhure,3, 131-52; Parr, H. and Philo, C' (1
'Mapping "mad" identities', in Pile, S. and Thrift, N. (eds) Mapping tbe
Subiect: Geographies of Cufuwral Transformatioa, Routledge, London, and
Parr, H. (1999)'Bodies and psychiatric medicine: interpreting different
geographies of mental health', in Butler' R. and Parr, H. \eds) Mind and B
Spaces: Geographies of lllttess, Impairment and Disabilily, Routledge'
The classic work on asylums, however, is a sociological study: Goffman, E.
(1,961) Asylwms: Essays on the Social Sitwation of Mental Patients and
Inmates, Penguin, Harmondsworth.
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6.1 The street
6.2 The democratic street?
6,3 Streets of fear
6,4 The moral order of the suburban streeB
6.5 Dangerous 'others'
5.6 The policing af the street
6.7 The contested street: the end of 'publiC space?

I 5.t The street
'l lrc strcet'symbolise[s]

public life, with all its human contact, conflict and toler(lloddy
1992:123).
As a result, it has been romanticized and celebrated as a
6trtr"
ol
action,
an
environment for unmediated encounters with strangers,
llll ;lolitical
place
,r
inclusiveness.
Indeed, it has been argued that, by claiming space in
of
;ltl
prrlrlrc, rnarginalized social groups themselves become part of the public and that in
thrr st'rrse spaces such as the street are essential to democratic politics. However,
prtlrrrr contemporary'Sfestern societies the white middle classes are increasingly apprehrr,t,ur.' about the proximity of demonized 'others' (such as youth, the homeless, those

Witlr rrrcntal ill-health) in public space and the dangers of encountering them on the
llllt'ts. Their desire to be insulated from'otherness'is, some writers claim, leading
tlr,'ir withdrawal from public life and this, in turn, is contributing to the degentrorr of public space.
Irr lcsponse, cities are embarking on a range of measures which are aimed athalttlris perceived decay and which are designed to create safe and ordered'public'
l()nlnents. These include the widespread introduction of private security forces
('lcctronic surveillance in everyday places and urban renewal schemes which involve

iv,rtizing and commodifying 'public' space.
l\'ssimists complain that these measures are killing the democratic mix and vitalol tlre streets and that these transformations signal the end of truly'public'space.
,y oppose the privileging of white middle-class lifestyles in defining the nature of
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'public' space. For these writers, genuinely open-minded space should be gritty and
disturbing, not safe and ordered, because for a space such as the street to be 'public' it must, by definition, involve encounters between strangers that will produce
conflict and dissonance.
Other writers, however, have sounded a note of caution in the face of this debate
between what appear to be two oppositional and irreconcilable visions of public space.
They observe that geographers are in danger of thinking of spaces such as the street
either as spaces of political expression and celebration, or as sites of repression and
control, and that to do so is to overemphasize the extent to which public space is
being 'controlled' and to underemphasize its contestation.
All these points are explored in this chapter, which begins by examining the history of the street as a democratic space. It then goes on to consider citizens' fear of,
crime and disorder. The following sections examine both the construction of a moral
order on suburban streets and the way that particular social groups are defined as
'dangerous others'. Attention is then turned to the policing of the street by the police
force and private security industry, and through electronic surveillance and community
initiatives. The final section of the chapter evaluates the conflicting visions of public space evident in contemporary debates about fear of crime and policing.

ffi

6.2 The democratic street?

The notion of public space can be traced back to the Greek agora. This was 'the
place of citizenship, an open space where public affairs and legal disputes were conducted . . . it was also a marketplace, a place of pleasurable jostling, where citizens'
bodies, words, actions, and produce were all literally on mutual display, and where
judgements, decisions and bargains were made (Hardey 1992: 29-30, cited in
Mitchell 1,995:1,1,6). The agora was also a place of exclusion, however. Only those
of power, standing and respectability were free to participate in this public sphere.

all denied citizenship.
public
The history of
space in North America and Britain is also one of meetings, display and politics, and one of exclusion and struggle (Marston 1990).
Historically, women, non-white men and sexual dissidents have been denied access
to public space and have had to fight their way (e.g. through the campaigns of
the suffragettes, civil rights movement, lesbian, gay and bisexual activists) into the
public sphere and to win the right to representation as part of the political public
(Mitchell 1995).
In the process these excluded groups have taken to the streets in order to press
their claims for their rights. The street has therefore become an important organizing ground and space where different causes can be seen and heard by others
(Mitchell 1996). Mitchell (1996) argues that this public visibility was particularly
important in the nineteenth century for organizations such as Industrial'Workers
of the \X/orld (a radical union and social movement) because the US press did not
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rr'polr their strikes or demands, either ignoring their actions altogether or reportlng thcm from the perspective of employers. The street was therefore an important
folrrrrr in which these sorts of organizations could communicate their arguments to
llrc wicler public. The success of some of these struggles in turn showed other margtrr,rl groups the importance of taking up the space of the street in order to stake a
ll;rirrr for their rights. Doing so transformed the street into a space /or representaItrrrr

(

Mitchell 1996).

)vcr time these sorts of struggles have expanded understandings of the 'public'
Io t'rrrl'rrace a wider social spectrum of the population. Public space is now commonly
Irtrrlcrstood as a popular space to which we all have access, a space where we meet
rtf',urgcrs (Sennett 1993), a space where we encounter 'difference' (Young 1990b),
d \lr:rcc of unmediated interactions where people can just go and 'be' (Mitchell 19961.
5lr,rr,rn Zrkin (1995t 262) summarizes 'the defining characteristics of urban public
rl);rrc las] proximity, diversity and accessibility', claiming that 'The question of who
r,rr occupy public space, and so define an image of the city, is open-ended'(Zukin
(

l',')5: l1).
l'ulrlic spaces like the street are often romanticized and celebrated as a site of authen-

Irr political action, as a place of inclusiveness where people can come together and
tlrt'rt'lrrre as inherently democratic spaces (Sorkin 1992). Don Mitchell (1995: 115)
rllin('s:'By claiming space in public, by creating public spaces, social groups themrllvt's become public . . . Insofar as homeless people or other marginalised groups
rlrrr,rirr invisible to society, they fail to be counted as legitimate members of the polity.
Artl in this sense, public spaces are absoiuteiy essential to the functioning of demor r,rtic politics.'Indeed, because public spaces such as the streets are constantly being
r\( (1, invested in or claimed by different groups, the street is constantly changing
(( rrrlrccn 1998).In this sense, the dynamism and diversity of the streets and public
, rrlrrrrc of the city are often contrasted with the sterility and homogeneity of the subrrrlrs. However, in celebrating the democratic nafure of the street it is also import{rrl (() remember that the courts, the law, the actions of the police, the claims of
rr lrlr social groups and even vigilantes can all restrict the rights of individuals or

to occupy the streets.
Within geography there are nLlmerous examples of different groups claiming
contesting the public space of the street. Just two examples are the Notting Hill
'lrrtl
( ,rrrrival in London (Jackson 19BB), and the attempts of iesbian and gay activists
to rrrrrrch in the St Patrick's Day Parade, in South Boston, USA (Davis 1995) (see
l'l.rrr'6.1).
llre Notting Hill Carnival was initiated in the 1950s with the aim of trying
tr) r'('verse the decline of the neighbourhood. This had become associated with bad
Itor15111*, prostitution, and, in the late 1950s, with racial conflict. In the 1950s the
( ,rrrrival became a way for the local working-class residents to protest and organize
rrli,rirrst their poor housing and social conditions, and was also used to mobilize
rt'rrtlcuts against the construction of a motorway (M40) flyover through the area
(l,rrlison 1988). In the 1960s and 1970s a large number of Afro-Caribbean people
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settled in the neighbourhood and the Carnival began to develop a clear Trinid
identity (Jackson 1988).
This was a time of rising unemployment and of social polarization and tensi
between blacks and whites. In the iate 1,970s many second-generation, BritishAfro-Caribbean young people began to feel extremely alienated and disillusioned

British society. In 1976 the Carnival erupted into violent riots and was to
associated with some of the key events in the politicization of 'race' within the
Vfhile prior to this trouble the policing of black communities had not been
as a problem and the Carnival had been regarded as a harmonious event, Paul
(1,987) argues that the violence - dubbed a'race riot' by the press - marked a
ing point, with black people as a whole being criminalized and institutionalized

exposed. Subsequent reporting

of the event, for example, was explicitly

focusing on the lawlessness and violence of black youths, the instability of
families and immigration (Jackson 1988).
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lrr tlrc following year the police argued for the Carnival to be taken off the streets

I lrclrl in a stadium where they claimed it could be 'contained' and 'controlled'.
wcre unsuccessful, however, and the Carnival continues to be a neighbourrrl t'vcnt. Following the events of 1,976, there was an ideological battle for control
llrt' (lrrrnival between two rival organizations. One group regarded it as a political
which could be used to press for social and economic reforms. The other regarded
,r
d'r clcative event that would be destroyed by blatant attempts to use it in these

r, rrrguing that by remaining overtly'non-political'it could still be politically
l.rrlturally effective (Jackson 19BB). The Carnival retains at its heart a paradox.
ir lrotlr socially integrative, bringing hundreds of thousands of black and white
rlrlt' onto the streets together, while also serving as a vehicle for the expression
pr'()lcst and resistance in which the freedom and mobility of the street is central
tlrt'rrsc of music and masquerade to suspend the dominant cultural order and to
tr' ;r symbolic space 'beyond the reach of racism' (Gilroy 1987: 73).
ln tlrc early 1990s Irish lesbian, gay and bisexual residents of South Boston (GLIB)
Ittllilrt to participate in the annual St Patrick's Day Parade. Ethnic street parades
lt'r, ,rrr important means for social groups to spatially articulate their identity and
ftt rvrrrbolically define the social and cultural character of particular neighbourhoods.
Fur (il.lB, the street parade was an important space in which to assert the visibilol scxual dissidents within the Irish community. This was a time when queer
pnlitics was emerging in North America and Europe, advocating the use of performllrr'(' :rcts such as kiss-ins, mock weddings and queer shopping outings to subvert
Itrrl , lrrrllenge heterosexist assumptions about the straightness of the streets (see also
l|r'll .rrrtl Valentine 1995a, Valentine 1996a).
I lrt' desire of GLIB to be included in the street parade was read by South Boston
fs:,rrk'rrts as both a threat to local understandings of what it meant to be Irish and
to t I r,' rcighbourhood itself. GLIB were eventually allowed to join the march - although
fltn' t'rrcountered a barrage of hostility and abuse - because the courts ruled that
lltr' 1',rrrrde was a public event. By very visibly participating in the march, gay men,
le.l',.r'rs and bisexuals inserted themselves into a heterosexist space in order to claim
r

r a clear Trin

'ization and te
eration, Britishdisillusioned
; and was to bec
'race' within the
Lnd

ad not been rega
)us event, Paul Gi

-
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rstitutionalized

ress
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:ability of \(est

tltl rrliht to be seen,

heard and included within the Irish community. In doing so,
for the moment, but in general, by bringing new
and
debates
to
the
discourse
of Irish and Irish-American identity' (Davis
ltrr',rrrrng

lltll

rcclefined the space,'not just

lrJr)\:297).

l rrunples such as this highlight the use of the street as a democratic space for
rrlrrting difference and for legitimating the rights of particular social groups
lrt' part of the 'public'. Yet, at the same time, within contemporary 'Western
rrt('rics there are increasing concerns about the (in)civility of encounters between
t',url',crs and the proximity of demonized 'others' on the streets. These are throwrrp cluestions about who has the right to use and occupy public space and how
slrcets should be policed and controlled. The next sections explore these
rt

{rlr.r tt's.
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The defining characteristics of public $pace ale now understood to be
proximity, diversity and accessibility. As such it is celebrated as inclusive
and inherently democratic.
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Amer'
street violence is regarded as an increasingly common problem in most North
most
experience
who
men
young
it
is
ican and European cities. Although statistically
most
group
at
the
as
regarded
interpersonal uiolence (uRL 6), it is women who are
Stat'
by
strangers.
risk. The crimes women fear most are sexual violence or assault
istically, such incidents are relatively rare (especially in comparison with figures for
women
domestic violence: see Chapter 3), although at some point in their lives most
encounter more minor forms of sexual harassment in public space, such as verbal
Thesc
abuse, wolf-whistling or flashing (see Chapter 2) (Y/ise and Stanley 1987)'
and
of
violence
forms
extreme
with
continuum
'everyday' incidents are linked on a
abuse'
of
forms
serious
more
to
precursor
therefore are often regarded as a potential
In other words, an 'everyday' awareness of the possibilities of harassment can con'

tribute to some women's perceptions of insecurity on the street (Valentine 1989)'
to
These anxieties are compounded for those who believe themselves to be unable
tO
defend themselves against a male assailant. Some individuals consider themselves
impairment
be unable to do so, perhaps because they are elderly, ill or have a physical
would
women
all
that
imagine
Others
strength.
of
mobility
which restricts their vision,
larger
as
men
all
regard
they
because
man
a
against
be unable to defend themselves
overlooks
also
and
the
case
not
is
(even
this
though
and stronger than all women
the fact that self-defence techniques do not necessarily require bodily strength)'
The media play a part in exaggerating the extent of violent crimes such as rape
angle
and murder (Smith tgg+).Crimestories are easy to obtain, the human interest
of
reporting
sells newspapers and they are also a useful editing device. The selective
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violcnt incidents also generates images about where and when women are at risk
(Vrrlentine 1,992). By disproportionately publicizing attacks which occur in publit space, the media help to create a perception that the street is a dangerous place,
rlcspite the fact that statistically women are more at risk from domestic violence
(scc Chapter 3). This maps onto the historical public-private dualism in which
wonren have been associated with the private space of the home and men with the
grrrblic world of the street (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 3). This dualism has been
rrscd to draw a distinction between 'respectable' women and 'less deserving' women
;ur(l between 'sensible' women and 'reckless' women. For example, in cases where
w()rnen have been attacked in public space at night the police and the media have
s()rnetimes implied that they are, to a certain degree, responsible for their own fate,
;rrrcl have warned other women to avoid putting themselves in similar situations of
vrrlnerability (Valentine 1989).
$fomen's perceptions of fear on the street are closely associated with their perecptions of who occupies and controls the space (see Box 6.1). Fear is closely asso.irrted with disorder. Graffiti (see Cresswell 1992 and Ley and Cybriwsky 1974),
litter, groups of young people or the homeless on the street are often read as a sign
rhat the space is not looked after or controlled, either formally by the police or privilte security forces, or informally by local residents, passers-by, store keepers, and
so on. This, in turn, erodes women's confidence that anyone would notice or intervcne to help if they were attacked (Valentine 1989). Some commentators argue that
rrcighbourhood community is in decline (see Chapter 4) and that this is also conrributing to people's perceptions of vulnerability in public space. Consequently,
initiatives such as Neighbourhood lVatch (section 6.6.4) are being launched to try
to generate this sort of informal social control artificially.
Fear of crime increases at night because the use of the street changes so that that
this space is produced in a different way. During the daytime the street is usually
occupied by people from all walks of life going to school, work, shopping, and so
on. However, at night, not only does darkness reduce visibility and increase the feeling that potential attackers might be able to strike unobserved, but there are also
fewer people on the streets and they are usually dominated by the group women
most fear: unknr>wn men.
As a resulr, many women adopt precautionary strategies to keep themselves safe
at night. These might be time-space auoidance strategies to distance themselves in
space and time from perceived danger (for example, by avoiding going out at night
after a particutar time, or by using a car or taxis to avoid walking in public space
after dark), or enuironmental response strategies adopted by women when they are
in public space (such as walking confidently, carrying a rape alarm or knife, etc).
\fhile most women might use a combination of strategies to keep themselves safe,
rrot all women have the same ability to adopt particular trlrecirutions. For example,
those who work shifts may be r-rnable to avoid pr,rblic space at night, tl-rose on a low
income do not necessarily have the option of using private transport or taxis. As a
result, some women's fear structures their use of space more than others. Indeed,
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Box 6.1: Fear of violence
'Occasionally I go into town in the day and I park in the Renault multi-storey. When

I'm going up there I think "ooh", and if there's anybody waiting on the steps,

I

mean it's not darh there are lights but it's lonely. Occasionally I run up, I think anybody could iump out on you, but I just push it out of my mind and hurry up.'
Reading, U( young woman

'When there's no houses or people or anything. Where I know l'm so vulnerable
and that I havent got a chance, that really scares me. Subways for example. I just
don't walk under them not even in the day. The amount of times l've gone to walk
under them and there have been people down there smoking or whatever, and
that's awful because once you've committed yourself to walking down there then
you've got to carry on.'
Reading, UK, young woman

'l

never go into town at night. if I go anywhere, or do anything it's always in the
morning, or early afternoon, if it's anything else we do it as a family.'
Reading, U( manied woman

- ifs just that most normal people are in by that time
and there's little activity around apart from gangs and men going to the pub.'
Reading, UK, single woman

'Darkness doesn't bother me

'l mean I like jogging. As soon as it starts getting dark you can't do that on your
own. You can't jog in a park for fear of being jeered at, or that one particular bloke
will do something. lt's wrong, we should be able to go out at night, we're human
beings as well.'
Reading, UK, young woman
Cited in Valentine'199O: 29O, 299, 3OO, 3O1
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although women may be frightened by an awareness of potential violence on the
street, many regard it as important to control these emotions so as not to let these
fears restrict their use of public space, and to resist discourses which construct
women's place as in the private sphere (Mehta and Bondi 1999).
Recent research suggests that it is not only women who are fearful of violence
on the street. There are also growing concerns in North America and Europe about
children's safety in public space (Valentine 1996b) and about the impact of fear of
'S7ell-publicized
crime on the elderly (Pain 1999).
cases of murders and violent assaults
which have been motivated by racism (Plate 6.2) and homophobia have also drawn
attention to an escalation in 'hate crimes' (Herek and Berrill 1,992,Yalentine 1993).
In 1997 the F-ederal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recorded 9861hate crime offences
in the USA (URL 7).
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lrr ;r study of young people's leisure activities in a British town, given the
prlrrrlrrrrym Thamestown, Paul Watt (1998, see also Watt and Stenson 1998) found
rt rorrs dsglss of localism amongst Asian young men who spent much of their time
flt \tr,'t'tville, the neighbourhood where they lived. In contrast, the white middler vouth (see also Nayak 1999b's discussion of skinhead style, whiteness and
rr rrlirrity) who participated in the research hung out in the town cenrre and
rrl town-venues. \(att (1998) attributed this difference not just to the fact that
r\sirrn
young people had a strong sense of loyalty and belonging to where they
'
(sce
crl
Chapter 4), but also to the fact that this was a place where they felt safe
rtrr tlrc sort of racist aggression and harassment which they encountered in
'r p:rrts of the town. Indeed, the research also found some evidence that the
run('stown white youths actively used violence to exclude other ethnic groups from
r nt'ighbourhood streets (Watt and Stenson 1998), although it did not uncover
itc tlre same degree of territorialism - termed by'$Tebster (1996:26) 'ethnic
'tlrt'id'- that has been evident in studies of other English towns and cities (e.g.
srcr 1.996, Keith 1995).
lrr ,r similar vein, a fear of queer-bashing deters many lesbians and gay men from
trrrl;rting their sexuality in everyday public spaces and so contributes to produtlrc street as a heterosexual space (Valentine 1993,Yalentine 1996a).
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lndeed, surveys suggest that fear of crime is becoming a more general anxiety acrosl

all sectors of the population. Describing people's experiences of the streets of
York, USA, Siegel (1993: 3) writes: 'They view the streets, sidewalks, parks,
and subways of New York as an arena of combat rather than civility' where
goal is survival rather than enjoyment. Many said the distress of their daily rou
could be measured by the number of times they were hassled between home a
work.'
One consequence of such fears, Lyn Lofland (1'973) argues, is that urban
ents increasingly try to avoid the public realm by creating a private symbolic shi
around themselves in public space. They minimize expressivity or body contact
other people, choose seats in public places or position themselves to signal that
have no intention of interacting with anyone else, they minimize eye contact
strangers, and at the slightest sign of trouble they flee. As a result, she argues,
has been a deterioration in the quality of encounters on the streets; in turn,
are choosing to lead more home-centred lives (see Chapter 3) or are avoiding p
lic space, for example preferring to use private rather than public transport or
shop in malls policed by closed-circuit television and security guards rather than
the street. This is leading to a change in the way public space is produced. As a
the streets are seen as less controlled and so more dangerous and so a spiral of
ance, decline and abandonment is setting in.
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ability to keep the dangers imagined in public space at bay (Goheen 1'998).The
cept of 'defensible space' (Newman 1973, Coleman 1990) - which is predicated
a belief that the design and layout of buildings and neighbourhoods can foster s
veillance and informal control - has been developed by architects in an attempt
reduce residential crime (although it is heavily criticized for being envlro
determinist). The next section looks at how fears about the.dangers on the
are played out in suburban neighbourhoods.
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thc centre of cities lie numerous smaller communities collectively known as
hi;r. More people live in these environments in North America and the UK than
rt'n'clse and those who do tend to be disproportionately drawn from the ranks
lhe wc,rlthy and the powerful (Baumgartner 1988). The 'suburbs' have been the
tr rtsiclence of the respectable middle classes in the UK since the Vicrorian era,
ttrg,lr the shift in the US population from central cities and rural districts to the
rlr5 tlicl not occur en masse until the 1970s and 1980s (Baumgartner 1988).
'l'ltc nrrrin role of the suburbs from the Victorian era onwards has been one of
I st'gregation. In nineteenth-century Britain the suburbs provided a refuge

tlrc rriddle classes from the dirt and the disorder of industrial cities and their
irli e l:tss inhabitants. Likewise, contemporary suburban dwellers are also looking
Frr,,r;x'urban problems such as crime, congestion, and undesirable'others'. Siegel
l) srrggests that the white middle classes are increasingly fearful of 'difference'.
wnt('s, 'The modern world is full of people who are terrified of other people,
,i'tllv, sexually, or politically different from themselves.'While the city is a space
Iir( r('r'ized by heterogeneity and disorder (see Chapter 7), homogeneity, stability
pt'rrccfr.rlness are usually regarded as the defining qualities of the subr,rrbs
rrrlili it is important to recognize that, in practice, the suburbs, like other spaces,
rrrrrrlrlexly differentiated: see Chapter 7).In many respects they draw on 'imal' , rr iclealized notions of community which are associated with English 'village'
(rt't' Ohapter 4 and Chapter 8).
Il ,r study of 'Hampton', a pseudonym for a quiet residential suburb of 15 000

rpll situated between New York City and an unidentified smaller city on the eastr,,rl'oitrd of the USA, M.P. Baumgartner (1988) argues that the suburbs have a
ttrtrrl:rr moral order based on an overwhelmingly powerful and widely underrtl 1r;111s1n of restraint and non-confrontation. She argues that this moral order
|ossible in Hampton because it is socially homogeneous. Its white middle-class
['rrts ftave established 'norms' or appropriate ways of behaving towards each
Ircr ,rrrd have little contact with 'other' groups who are regarded as unpredictable
I
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(,rnrpared with cities, suburbs such as Flampton have few prrblic places which
rtrr' pcople onto the streets where they might encounter strangers (for example,
Ir,r' only one cinema, one bowling alley, a handful of restaurants and sl-rops).
It'rrts are very home-centred and prefer to use cars rather than to walk or use
rlr,' transport. As a result, the streets are usually quiet (Baumgartner 1988). Residents
't t those in public places to behave in unobtrusive and restrained ways, while

y illso liave high standards of

cleanliness and aesthetics in relation to the
tilt t'nvironment. Despite very low levels of predatory behaviour by strangers,
nrllilrtner (1988: 104) observes that the citizens of Hampton are 'greatly conrrr'tl rrbout crime and wary of people who seem out of place. They see strangers
potcntially dangerous and anyone who is too conspicuous as alarming'.
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Although there is minimal contact between residents, who tend to keep themselveg
to themselves, most know each other by sight, or from their embodied identities
are clearly recognizable as 'belonging' in Hampton. Strangers are understood to bc
easily visible because they do not fit in with the homogeneity of the suburb.
The value placed on non-confrontation and restraint within Hampton means that
residents frequently draw on the police for help rather than personally exercising
informal social control over the streets. On average, they make about the same num'
ber of phone calls to the police for'assistance'per head of the population as do the
residents of the city of Chicago (just under two calls per day per 1000 people). Most
of these calls, however, arenot to report violence or crime but are for what is termed
non-legal assistance in that they are reporting the presence of strangers in the neighbourhood and requesting police surveillance (Baumgartner 1988). Such tactics represent what David Sibley (1988) has termed in another context'the purification of
space', which he defines as 'the rejection of difference and the securing of boundaries to maintain homogeneity'. Through using the police in this way, residents are
able to exclude undesirable others who are regarded as polluting their environment
and so maintain the moral order of the suburbs.
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$ulurban residents commonli dse the pCIlice to exclude undesirable
others and so maintain the homogeneity and boundaries of their
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6.5 Dangelous'others'
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Sections 6.3 and 6.4 have both hinted at the fact that, at different times and in different spaces, particular groups have become demonized as 'dangerous'and as a threat
to other citizens and to the moral order of the street. These dangerous 'others' include
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children and youth, black people, those with mental ill-health and so on. This
section explores some of the processes through which some of these groups become
defined as a 'problem'.

W

6.5.1 Children and youth

The notion of a 'moral panic' -'invented' by the sociologist Stanley Cohen to explain
the public outcry caused by the clashes between 'mods' and 'rockers' in England in
the mid-1960s - is a useful concept for thinking about how various youth cultures
and young people's behaviour in general is often viewed by adultist society as 'criminal' or 'deviant'. Cohen (1972:9) defines a moral panic thus:
A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as a threat
to societal values and interests; its nature presented in a stylized and stereotypical
fashion by the mass media, the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops,
politicians and other right-thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their
diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved or (more often) resorted to; the
condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates and becomes more visible.

The media piay a pivotal role in moral panics by representing a deviant group
or event and their effects in an exaggerated way. They begin with warnings of an
approaching social catastrophe. \fhen an appropriate event happens which symbolizes
that this catastrophe has occurred, the media paint what is often a sensational and
distorted picture of what has happened in which certain details are given symbolic
meanings. In turn the media then provide a forum for the reaction to, and interpretation of, what has taken place. The public then become more sensitive to the
issue raised, which means that similar'deviations', which might otherwise have passed
unnoticed, also receive a lot of publicity. This spiral of anxiety can eventually lead
to punitive action being taken against the 'deviant' group or event by relevant authorities. Angela McRobbie (1994) suggests that, in this sense, moral panics are about
instilling fear into people - either fear to encourage them to turn away from complex social problems or, more commonly, fear in order to orchestrate consent for
'something to be done' by the dominant social order.
Moral panics are related to conflicts of interest and discourses of power and
are often associated with particular 'symbolic locations', such as the street. These
panics are frequently mobilized in relation to particular groups of young people, such
as mods and rockers, when they appear to be taking over the streets or threatening the moral order of the suburbs. In this respect, McRobbie (L994) argues, moral
panics are increasingly less about social control and more about a fear of being out
of control and an attempt to discipline the young. This process often involves a
nostalgia for a mythical 'golden age' where social stability and strong moral discipline were a deterrent to disorder and delinquency. Indeed, Ulf Boethius (1995) even
goes so far as to suggest that, by criticizing the young and their lifestyle, adults
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defend their own more disciplined way of living and try to convince themselves
that they have not lost anything by becoming adults. Such moral panics have been
evident in both the USA and the UK at the end of the twentieth and the beginning
of the twenty-first centuries.
Across the USA, young people are currently the subject of popular suspicion and

and is exp

anxiety. One of the key triggers of this contemporary concern is the perceived omnipresence of youth gangs on the street, in which 'gang' has become a codeword for 'race'
and a symbol too of drugs, guns, graffiti, gangsta rap and violence (Lucas 1998).
The media have played a key role here in exaggerating the number of gangs and in
distorting their activities through racialized constructions of youth violence. \Xlhile
violence is presented as a black problern 'one of the terrifying visions of white suburbanites is that of the migration of drive-by-shooting gang bangers . . . to the more
prosperous (white) peripheral neighbourhoods' (Dumm 7994:185) (see Figure 6.1).
In this sense, moral panics about youth gangs are indicative of more general processes of social polarization. The issue has become increasingly politicized, resulting in the inclusion of measures to prosecute gang members and treat juveniles as
adults in the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (Lucas L998).
Over 1000 US cities and smaller communities have introduced curfews on
teenagers which require young people aged under 1.7 years old to l're off the streets
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10-11 pm. In the first two months following the imposition of a curfew in

()r'lcans, 1600 teenagers were picked up and detained until they could be colI lry their parents. The Mayor of New Orleans justified this action in a radio
rit'w, sayingr 'It keeps teenagers off the streets. They need it, there's too many
git'rs hanging around the streets.' It is not a view shared by the American Civil
ir's Union, who condemned the measure for targeting a powerless group of
rph' wlro do not vote in order to enable politicians to claim that they are doing
hirrg about crime. They challenged the legality of curfews but lost when the
rrrc Court ruled that the first amendment does not give teenagers a generalized
ol' rrssociation that permits them to be out after hours and that official disirr;rtion on the basis of age is possible.
Milit' Davis (1990) suggests that in southern California residential curfews
rlt,pkryed selectively against black and Chicano youth. He writes: 'As a result of
w,rr on drugs every non-Anglo teenager. . . is now a prisoner of gang paranoia
| .rssociated demonology. Vast stretches of the region's sumptuous playgrounds,

lr,'s rrnd entertainment centers have become virtual no-go areas for young
r rr Chicanos' (Davis 1,990: 284) . He cites several examples to make his point.
tlrt'lirst, an off-duty black police officer, DonJackson, took some'ghetto kids'
o ,rrr t'xclusive white area. Here, despite carefully obeying the law, the group were
rpt'tl :rnd frisked, and Jackson was arrested for disturbing the peace. In the
lrrtl cxample, a group of well-dressed black members of Youth for Christ were
,r visit to the Magic Mountains amusement park when, with no justification, they
*rrl srrrrounded by security guards and searched for'drugs and weapons'.
Wlrt'rcas in the USA this moral panic about young people is focused on gangs
llrrl rs t'xplicitly racialized, in the UK there has been a more general anxiety about
lvh,rr :r lJritish television documentary dubbed'the end of childhood'. It began in
tltl rrrirl- 1990s with the murder of a two-year-old, Jamie Bulger, by ten-year-old boys.
lltlr,'rrgh extremely unusual, this murder was not completely unprecedented and
qutr l. lv became a reference point for other cases of violence committed by children.
lftlr,'r cvidence, from statistics on bullying, ioy-riding and reports of the mugging of
tltr' ,r, lrcss Elizabeth Hurley by a group of teenage girls, was mobilized by the media to
ftrr,l 1', ,lrular anxieties about the unruliness of young people (Valentine 7996c). Comllrlrrrrs on this phenomenon, newspaper columnists and writers made claims such as:
l. s
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llr, clrild has never been seen as such a menacing enemy as today. Never before have
rlrrltiren been saturated with all the power of projected monstrousness to excite
rr'1r11lsfsn

and even terror ('Warner 1994 43).

llrt rc is a growing uncertainty about the parameters of childhood and a mounting
l.r of the anarchy and uncontrollability of unfettered youth (Pilkington 1994: 18).

tlr

\\'lrilc children have been labelled as the problem in this UK moral panic, the blame
rlrt'il behaviour has been laid at the door of parents, schooling and the state.
tlrrce stand accused of having made children ungovernable by eroding the
.u'chical relationship between adults and children. It is argued that parents have
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traditionally had 'natural' authority over their offspring as a result of their superior
size, strength, age and command of material resources. This authority was sustained
by the law and religion but also by everyday 'norms' about the appropriate behaviour
of adults and children (Jamieson and Toynbee 1989). However, towards the end of
the twentieth century understandings about what it means to be a parent are alleged
to have changed, with adults voluntarily giving up some of their 'natural' authority
in favour of closer and more equal relationships with their offspring. This has been
accompanied by a general shift in both legal and popular attitudes to young people,
away from an 'adults know best' approach towards an emphasis on the personhood
of the child, and children's rights. In addition, the more liberal line adopted by the
state towards the physical punishment of children has also removed this tool, which

adults could previously use to enforce their authority.
This moral panic about both child violence and the ungovernability of children
is being used to justify adults' perceptions that contemporary young people particularly teenagers * are a threat to their hegemony on the street. Teenagers value
the street as the only autonomous space they are able to carve out for themselves
away from the surveillant gaze of parents and teachers (Valentine 1996b). Hanging around on street corners, underage drinking, petty vandalism, graffiti (Cresswell
1992) and larking about are some of the ways that young people can deliberately
or unintentionally resist adult power and disrupt the adult order of the streets and
the suburbs. These uses of space are read by adults as a threat to their property and
the safety of children and the elderly, but at the same time they believe that they no
longer have the authority to regulate or control teenagers' behaviour. As a result,
this moral panic is being used to mobilize a consensus which (as in the USA) is being
used to justify various strategies to restrict young people's access to, and freedoms
in, 'public' space (Valentine 1996b, 1996c), although these measures have not yet
extended as far as the US-style curfews described above.
'sfhile
these moral panics in the USA and the UK appear to be a contemporary
phenomenon, it is worth noting that adults' fears of, and hostility towards the younger
generation have been extremely widespread over the centuries. Pearson (1983)
observes that there have been complaints about young people's moral degeneracy
and criminality for over 150 years. He cites examples of scares about 'cosh boys'
and 'Blitz kids' during the Second World 'War as well as a string of moral panics
about young people's misuse of leisure time in the inter-war years.

ffi

6.5.2 The black body

In'1.991 a black American, Rodney King, was brutally beaten in the street by white
police officers in Los Angeles, USA. The event was captured on video and was used
in evidence in the trial of the policemen the following year. Despite this visual record
of their vicious and violent actions, the officers were acquitted by a white jury, which
sparked widespread rioting in Los Angeles.
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tlvi'rg to understand why the video was read against visible racism Judith Butler

llr) rrrgues that King was regarded by the jurors as threatening and dangerous
tltr lrrlice, despite the actual video evidence of what happened, because the black
rr t ircumscribed as dangerous prior to any gesture such as the raising of a hand
grrrr (scc also Chapter 2). The police were therefore understood to be structurally
'nl to protect whiteness against violence, where violence was understood to be
irrrrnirrcnt action of the black male body. In these terms the actions of the police
clr e r ruld be read by the white jurors as not violence because, in their eyes, the

I

lr,rtly was a site and source of danger and so the police were right to subdue
lntly cven before it had done anything. In other words, the white jurors' belief
tlrc irrlrerent danger of blackness - even though black people have far more to
Ilorrr white people than the other way round - allowed them to rearrange the
rlr\trllrces to fit their own conclusions.
'l lrc l{odney King case is a notorious example of the criminalization and demontorr ,,f the black body, but similar racist constructions of the allegedly inherent
rr,rlity of ethnic minority groups structure everyday encounters on the street
tvr'('n the police and minority communities in cities across North America and

lrrr lrurope. PeterJackson (1994) cites the example of Toronto, Canada,where the
y'r rt'putation for tolerance and safety was damaged in the early 1990s by a series
polrtt'shootings of black suspects which led to a rapid deterioration in relations
wlt'rr the force and members of the city's black (West Indian) communities.
A t,rsl< force was set up to investigate police-community relations across Ontario;
r rrrvitcd submissions from groups and individuals. These, and newspapers and
,t r'()lnmentaries of the time, exposed the extent of popular constructions of the
r[ lrt'lwcen'race'and crime and the associations made connecting'black crime'
I p,uricLrlar neighbourhoods and streets within the city.
llr,'sc constructions were, in turn, challenged by sections of the black comrv. lror example, an editorial in the black newspaper Contrast (17 August 1988)
t,,I:

llrs

rrrurder [the police shooting of Lester Donaldson] is a continuing story of
Ir,lr((nlen who are not trained to be sympathetic or to negotiate with brains and not
I'r,rrvrr. It's the story of policemen who carry the racist myths around that blacks are
r,r\,ri',cs, incapable of reasoning and therefore must be dealt with in a savage manner
(t rtctl in.|ackson 1994:227).
t'rvisc, the Jamaican-Canadian Association made the point in In Focws (1990) that:

raten in the street bY
red on video and was
:. Despite this visual

tted by a white iury,

Wl rcsent the implication that because we are black we are inherently more criminal,
tlr, r't'hrre we must be policed differently - with guns drawn and the emergency task
lrrrtt rrt the ready. . . Black men have died under very questionable circumstances rlr.t r,vhile eating supper, half crippled in a very small room, shot for speeding, shot
l,'r ,lriving a stolen car (cited in Jackson 1994:225).
I

lrt'Task Force concluded by making a number of recommendations which included
.rsirrg police training, the recruitment of more officers from ethnic minority groups
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and setting up an independent civilian-run police complaints procedure. \X/hile
was some grudging acknowledgement that individual officers may have been raci

Box 6.2: Transgressln3

the police were unwilling to acknowledge the existence of institutional raci
within the police force, or to recognize that constructions of black criminali
needed to be understood within the framework of wider social relations that
characterized by real inequalities of power between black and white

'The thing is in crisis, it,s just
honest all I have said to you I
of course you have laws againrt

(Jackson 1994).

n

r

y' know, they say this is a ficc
arrested, but then I don,t catc
saying my thinking is a bit wrr
rnental hospital, so I try to stty

6.5.3 People with mental ill-health

'One mentally ill, all mentally
ill

From the Victorian era to the late twentieth century people with mental ill-hea
were commonly segregated in asylums and hospitals (see Chapter 5). These
intended to be places for the treatment or 'normalization' of 'patients' while at
same time protecting the public from the 'mad' by socially and spatially containi
and isolating them from the rest of society (Parr and Philo 1996).

From the 1960s onwards policies of de-institutionalization were a
throughout Western societies. As a result, the spatial and social segregation
the asylum has been replaced by a model of community care. On the one ha
this can be seen as a positive way of improving care for the those with mental i
health. On the other hand, the failure to provide adequate support in the
munity means that ex-psychiatric patients somefimes struggle to cope when leavi
institutions. This has created new forms of marginalization in terms of poverty, ho
Iessness (see Chapter 3), which has meant that many people with mentai ill-hea
end up isolated and living in hostels or on the street. Here they face stigmatizati
and exclusion.
Understandings of what is and what is not acceptable behaviour in 'public' s
are socially constructed. Powerful agencies such as the police, private secu
forces, and even gangs govern behavioural codings of the streets. For the
socially legitimated private space does not exist. 'For those who are always in
public, private activities must necessarily be carried out in public . . . public pa
and streets begin to take on aspects of the home; they become places to go to
bathroom, sleep, drink, or make love - all socially legitirnate activities when
in private, but seemingly illegitimate when carried out in public' (Mitchell 1995:11
The social exciusion experienced by those who are homeless is compounded
those who also suffer from mental ill-health. Discourses of impurity, difference
disorder mean that those with mental ill-health are not permitted to occupy pu
space unconditionally lParr 1997). Their experiential worlds are neither un
nor tolerated. The different ways in which those with mental ill-health may d
behave and use space are usually regarded as 'inappropriate', and because
behaviour appears to be unpredictable or disorderly it is often read as threate
to so-called 'normal' citizens. The fact that these usages of the street may consti
for people with mental-ill health necessary and legitimate uses of public space is
'
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lox 6.2: Transgressing normative codes of behaviour

institutional

'lhe thing is in crisis, it's just that I feel really good, I feel high, and to be quite
honest all I have said to you I would say it in the street! Now that is offensive. .

of black crimi
ial relations that
: and white

.

ol course you have laws against that. . . You just cant go in town and make a speech,
y' know, they say this is a free country but you are not able to do itl you can be
drrested, but then I don't care at that time, I lose all inhibition, but then as I am
soying my thinking is a bit warped .. . as soon as I say something I go back to a
nrental hospital, so I try to stay away from that environment.'
'One mentally ill, all mentally itl

,vith mental illLapter 5). These

'patients' while at
d spatially contai
)96).
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re. On the one
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no one sees the individual anymore . . . you have
no individualistic things about you . . . is mad ... is mad [aughs]. lf I am enjoying
myself, then I am enjoying myself. lt might not suit somebody else: "'He's funny
y' know, he's been in hospital y' know?" Fact is, l'm enjoying myself, if I'm freakintr; out... if I'm having a good time at a club - I'm having a good timel That is
why I am there, to have a good dance y' know? But because it's freaking out. . .
"lle's crazy, he's been in a hospital"...What can you say? What can you do? Do
you govern your life around that?'
parr 1997: 441-2
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trr tlt'rricd. As a consequence, individuals can be arrested, restrained or even institultrrrr,rlizcd for transgressing 'normal' codes of behaviour (Parr 1,997).
lrr this way,'mad'people can be denied the freedom enjoyed by other citizens
frr rrsc and occupy everyday public spaces such as the street. In Box 6.2 Darren
(r,rr,'of Parr's respondents) describes how his instinctive behaviour on the street ftrr .'xample, he shouts abstract sentences at passers-by - is regarded as unaccepttf rlr' ;rrrd leads to him being taken into custodial care. Hester Parr (1997 451) explains
tlr.rr 'rndividuals with mental health problems may have a contradictory relationrlrr1' v7l1l public space in the city as they try to reclaim territory for unmodified
Irllr,rviour, while also experiencing the sane-itising regulations that emerge from comIrr.rr socioculrural codings and understandings of how the self should be presented
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Summary
At different times and in different spaces particular groups are demonized
as a threat to sther citizenq and to the rnoral order o{ the,*treet,,
Young people axe the srblegt ,of popular anxiety in the USA and the UK.
ln the USA there is a moral panic about youth gangs which is explicitly
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racialized. In the UK fears are about child violence and the
ungoverna bility of children.

Box 6.3: Policing

Black bodies are demonized as inherently criminal and violent.

l've always liked to see policemen on
mean in Woodley you sometimes sec I
I mean only last week I saw two of tl

,

The difierent ways in which $ose, vrrth mental ill-health may behave
u$e space are often regarded as'inappropriate'and as threatening.

,,

only had to walk through there once

I

think you would be helped to feel mo
men [srd on the beat. I mean if it lctr
you'd pass him [src] on the way to thr
I

t

6.6 The policing of the street

This section examines the role of the police, private security forces, elect
surveillance and community initiatives in the production of the street as a'publi
or 'privatized' space.

ffi

6.6.1 The police

The police control the street in three ways. First, the physical presence of uniforml
on the street provides symbolic reassurance of order and control (see Box 5.3). Second,
the police use active surveillance to monitor behaviour of those in public. Thirdl
they intervene to establish order. Most of this 'peace keeping' is done without invok.
ing the power of the law through arrest but through 'rough informality' such al
controlling people's behaviour in space or moving people or groups between spacel
(although this form of policing relies on individuals and groups complying with officergl
requests). By using these three techniques, the police create order and predictability
on the streets and are perceived both to act as a deterrent to crime and to
citizens' fear of crime. Rubinstein (1973:1.66, crted in Herbert 1998: 233) goes
far as to claim 'For the patrolman [sic] the street is everything; if he loses that, hc
has surrendered his reason for being what he is.'
During the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, in response to i
ing crime rates, a growth in the size of communities and developments in tech.
nology, police forces in North America and Europe have become increasingly
professionalized, efficient, and sophisticated organizations (Smith 1986, Herbert1,998l,
Advances in radios, computers, cars and helicopters have all allowed the police
shift from a strategy of patrolling the streets on foot to what is known as unit
policing. Although ideally this involves using a combination of car and foot pat
in reality it has produced car-based police forces which react to rather than
crime in what has been dubbed a 'fire brigade model of policing'. In association wi
this change, a powerful occupational culture has emerged within police

which has contributed to devaluing the role of the 'beat bobby' (Smith 1986
Consequently, although the police can now 'construct a mobile and expansive
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Policing

l've olways liked to see policemen on the streets, I've always found it reassuring. I
tflean in Woodley you sometimes see them strolling through the shopping parade.
I nrcan only last week I saw two of them walking through together. I mean they
only had to walk through there once and it was reassuring.
Reading, UK, middle-class woman

rr ,' I '''l

p behave
:enmg,, i,,

I think you would be helped to feel more confident if you knew there were police-

forces, elec
reet as a'pu

nrlrr [sid on the beat. I mean if it returned to the bobby on the beat days, and
you'd pass him [src] on the way to the shops and he'd say 'Hello Mrs Webb.. .'
dnd you'd know somebody was actually around then you'd feel much safer.
Reading UK, middle-class woman
I lhink it would be nice to have police on the beat. I think if you knew there were
patrols going round it would help a bit, put people [criminals] off. Not that it would
rrr,r cssarily protect you more, but if someone [trouble makers] was aware that there

sence

wr.re police around, which is why I think the trouble has gone out of the town
tr.rrtre because they are actually increasing police patrols.
Reading UK, young woman
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ttl \r,tre power', at the same time they have become removed both organizationally
6trrl rrlrcrationally from communities (Herbert 1,998: 225).
\rrs:rn Smith (1986) argues that this divide between police and citizens is widest
llt rrurcr cities and amongst racial and cultural minorities. She argues that black
pr,opll' 111s disproportionately likely to be stopped by the police and that the police
flt('()ltcn reluctant to act energetically where the victims of crime are from racial
drrrl t rrltural minority groups. As a result of these apparently unjust law enforcelttlrt practices these communities can become increasingly closed to the police
Itr',,rrrrc people are unwillingor afraid to co-operate with enquiries. This, in turn,
ltr',urs the police tend to fall back on stereotypes and on 'military'-style policing of
tlrr,st' irreas. These tactics are then met with resistance from local people, which can
Ir,rrrlt in the creation of what the police term 'no-go areas'.
Ste ve Herbert (1998) cites the example of Smiley and Hauser in Los Angeles, USA.
'l'lr,' r'esidents of this neighbourhood are mostly from low-income minority groups
Itrrl tlrcre is a long history of police-community antagonism. The police regard it
dr ,ur rrrea of illegal activity and hostility and make periodic attempts to reclaim their
crrtlrority through increasing their presence on the streets and through more aggressivr' licopolitical tactics (Herbert 1,998).In turn, gangs use their local geographical
[rr,'wledge to outwit or ambush officers, removing street signs to make it more difficult
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for police to find their way round, and chalking their insignias on the streets to
read by police helicopters.
In the face of criticisms that they have become organizationally and operati
divorced from the public, the police have begun to revive the notion of 'comm
policing as a part of a strategy to reduce citizens' fear of crime rather than
crime. Pilot schemes in the USA and the UK have involved recontacting victims,
letters, citizen patrols, and neighbourhood watch schemes (see section 6.6.4).'
munity policing' is also being used in an attempt to improve relations between
forces and citizens in the neighbourhoods which the police regard as 'no-go' a
These initiatives aim to defuse local tensions and to encourage members of
community to provide more information to the police about local crime. In Smi
and Hauser in Los Angeles, USA, the police have held meetings to try to find
what the concerns of the local residents are and to seek ways of working with
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but rather are imagined and contested (see Chapter 4).
These schemes are offen subverted by a lack of resources and internal
resistance from the police, who are reluctant to patrol the streets on foot when
other occupational roles provide better career prospects.

In areas which have a long history of police-community tensions, residents arc
often so mistruslful of the police that they are reluctant to participate in
community programmes, or fear retaliation from gangs if they do co-operate
(Herbert 1998).

ffi

6.6.2 Private security

Private security includes personnel (in the form of guards, store detectives, in
ators, escorts, couriers, and so on), hardware (such as alarms) and closed circuit
vision cameras (which are discussed in section 6.6.3t.

The definition of private security personnel includes all those who are priv
employed in jobs with security functions that can be distinguished from both
police and other members of the public who perform 'policing' roles as part of t
job, such as ticket collectors or park wardens (Stenning and Shearing 1980).
numbers have expanded rapidly in North America, Europe and Australia over
last few decades. In the USA private security officers are estimated to outnum
police officers three to one (URL 8). Private security guards are everywhere, f
the city str'eets and shopping malls to offices and suburban neighbourhoods.
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Nirrional Association of Security Companies estimates that the USA as a nation spends

pcr cent more on private security than it does on public law enforcement (URL
lrr Australia recent surveys suggest that there are approximately 100 000 people
errrployed as security personnel, which means that they outnumber the state and
ferlcr,rl police by more than two to one (URL 9).
'llrc pervasiveness of private security leads Stenning and Shearing (1980) to

7l
l),

that 'there is a strong probability that if a member of the public is going to
hr rrrbject to police-like powers by anyone in society that it will be from a private
rerrrrity person rather than a public police officer. In some areas private security is
lrrtorrring a serious competitor with the public police and the single most important
lnrtnrrnent of social control and law enforcement.'
'l'hc driving force behind the rise of the private security industry has been the per$ivt'tl failure of the police to deal adequately with people's fear of crime and a desire
to lrrrvc the sort of 24-hour presence of an officer on the street to act as a deterrent
'Sfriting
in the
wlrr. lr police officers do not have the time or resources to provide.
tlK rrcwspaper The Gwardian, the journalist Joanna Coles (1993: 1B) argues that:
"l'lrt' police's monopoly on law and order is under threat as never before. The growth
ol l)rivate firms patrolling public space is inevitable. If the police won't respond to
prrhlic fears the market will.'
lrr the USA Mike Davis (1,990) argues that private security has become a posiliorrrrl good defined by income. Through local homeowners' associations most affluerrt rrt'ighbourhoods in Los Angeles have contracts with private police forces. Signs
rrr lr rrs 'Guarded Community' and 'Armed Response' are an everyday sight on subIrll'.rrr lawns, with some neighbourhoods becoming'gated communities' which are
w,rll..'tl off from the public, with access restricted to guarded entry points (Davis 1990).
I l,rv is ( 1990) claims that this growth in the security industry has less to do with perrlrr,rl safety than with the desire of the white middle classes to be insulated from
tlr.st' whom they define as 'unsavoury' or dangerous 'others' (see section 6.5). Indeed,
hr, 1',,itrts out that private security may only serve to fuel citizens'fears.
l'rivate security forces mimic police strategies for controlling space, such as
wr',rrirrg uniforms to symbolize authority, and using'rough informality'to regulate
ll,h.rvi<lur on the streets, which produces some confusion about the interface betwr'r'n the two sectors. Private security guards do not have the same powers as the
grulrtc. Rather, they have the same powers of citizens' arrest as the public, although
wlrcre they are invested with the authority of a property owner to control private
larr.l, they do have the right under civil law to evict trespassers (Kelling 1987).
lhc growth of privately owned commercial spaces in the city, such as shopping
nr,rlls and leisure centres, is effectively privatizing activities which once took place
Itr rlrt'public space of the street. \X/hile the police force is not necessarily barred from
tlrr,st' privatized landscapes, they do not form part of the regular beat of police patrols.
ltr other words, large parts of our cities are becoming'mass private spaces'under
tlrl t'lt'cctive control not of the police exercising public law enforcement powers derived
tlrrorrgh the law and criminal justice system, but of private security forces working
drl1,u('
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for corporate employers whose powers are derived from the rights of private property ownership.
Although under the law in Canada a public place is defined as'any place to which
the public have access as of right or by invitation, express or implied', recent court
cases have ruled that owners of shopping malls 'do have the right to withdraw permission to be in such a place from any member of the public at any time, and that
anyone who refuses to leave under these circumstances, whatever may be the reason for being asked to leave, commits trespass' (Stenning and Shearing 1980). As
a result, when you move out of a publicly owned place into a privately owned
so-called 'public' space your rights, freedom and privacy are reduced.
The powers of private security guards to manage everyday 'public' spaces are a
problem for two reasons. First, while the police force has specific entry requirements,
rigorous selection procedures and training, there are no such controls in place to
regulate the employment of private security personnel. A survey of Britain's 8000
private security firms (who employ around 162 000 people), carried out by the Chief
Constable of Northumbria, found that their employees were responsible for committing approximately 2600 offences per year. In one firm alone 1l out of the 26
employees had a total of 74 convictions for offences including rape, possession of
firearms, housebreaking and assault (Travis and Campbell 1,994). US research has
produced similar evidence of inadequate background checks on employees, and
information that the training of guards often amounts to little more than watching
introductory videos (URL 8).
Second, because the law only defines criminal acts as offences, there is little community or societal consensus as to what constitutes 'unacceptable' or 'disorderly'
behaviour in public. In many cases there is a clash between collective community
values and individual rights around the issue of 'order' and 'peace'. Giving private
security services carte blanche to regulate 'public' venues such as neighbourhood streetg

Plate

l)r'rvare security industry

I

those groups who are demonized as a threat to other citizens and to the moral order
of the street - for example, those with mental ill-health, the hon-reless, teenagers and
ethnic minorities, etc. - who receive the rough end of this private policing, being
disproportionately stopped and moved on in 'public' places (see section 6.5).
Describing the contemporary downtown 'renaissance' in Los Angeles, USA,
Mike Davis (1990:231 ) observes that 'the occasional appearance of a destitute street
nomad in Broadway Plaza or in front of the Museum of Contemporary Art sets off
a quiet panic; video cameras turn on their mounts and security guards adjust their
belts . . . It [the downtown renaissance] is intended not just to "kill the street" but
to "kill the crowd", to eliminate that democratic mixture on the pavements and in

lrr

Even police forces are concerned about the extent to which private security
forces pose a threat to civil liberties. Speaking at the British Police Federation conference, its chairman, Alan Eastwood, told his audience that 'the expansion of thQ
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or shopping malls allows a few legally unauthorized individuals to determine for
themselves what behaviour, and from whom, is permissible. Not surprisingly, it is
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6.5.5 Electronic surveillance

Miami Beach Police Department, USA, implemented what was then
a'video patrol'programme of its main retail areas by putting cameras on
top of traffic light poles and monitoring their transmissions. This doubled the
1980 the

It'r'rned

srrrveillance coverage they could provide by deploying officers on the street. Despite
ttehnical problems, the'video patrol'programme appeared to produce a signific,rnI reduction in crime and an increased perception of safety amongst local citizens
(Srrrette 1985).
From these modest beginnings, what is now known as closed-circuit television
(( fCTV) or video surveillance (Plate 6.3) has, like private security patrols, become
,rrr increasingly pervasive feature of the urban landscape throughout most affluent
Wcstern societies (Squires 1,994). By 1996 all Britain's major cities (with the exception of Leeds) had installed CCTV, while a further 200 police and local authority
sr'hemes were evident in smaller towns. Commenting on this phenomenon, the journ.rlist Duncan Campbell (L993) writes:
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If, in the last 24 hours, you have gone shopping, travelled to work, visited a post office,
taken a train, watched a football match, put petrol in your car, visited the off-licence,
or walked through a city centre, you will have played at least a small part in one
section of Britain's film industry that is experiencing astonishing growth: video
surveillance.
The agenda behind the widespread uptake of CCTV has often been an ec
rather than a social one (Fyfe and Bannister 1998).In the 1980s many city ce
were in decline as a result of the twin forces of de-industrialization and the d
opment of out-of-town retail and business parks. In a bid to resist this decay a
attract inward investment, many cities embarked on regeneration projects. As
ity was one of the major advantages attributed to out-of-town developments, ma
included CCTV in a whole package of measures designed to attract people and
nesses back into the city (Fyfe and Bannister 1996,1998).
Nick Fyfe and Jon Bannister (1,996,1998) cite the example of Glasgow,
land, where a survey of businesses revealed that fear of crime and actual damage
theft to property was putting people off visiting the city and causing businesses
locate elsewhere. The Glasgow Development Agency (a government quango whi
promotes economic development in the city) tackled the problem by developing
publiciprivate partnership to finance a CCTV system they called Citywatch, usi
the slogan 'It doesn't just rnake sense - it makes business sense.' The GDA proj
that this initiative would bring up to a quarter of a million more visitors to the ci
a year, create 1500 jobs and generate an extra {40 million for city-centre busi
(Fyfe and Bannister 1996,1998).
Although video surveillance systems are assumed to work by acting as a
rent and by increasing citizens' perceptions of safety, there have been few
ations of how successful they actually are. There is some evidence that they
improve crime detection rates (Short and Ditton 1996), which was highl
when this media technology was used to trace two boys who abducted a todd
from a LrK shopping centre and murdered him. However, it is difficult to gauge w
CCTV cuts crime rates or just displaces crime elsewhere.
More often than not CCTV is used to track and even harass drunks, the h
less, 'suspicious' youth and others whose appearance, posture or conduct do not
form to 'normal' codes of behaviour (see section 5.5). Norris and Armstrong's (1
cited in Graham 1998) work reveals that CCTV control rooms are sites of raci
and sexism, where certain types of young people are labelled 'yobs',
'homeless low-life' or 'drug-dealing scrotes'. In this way, the operators impose a
mative space-time ecology' on the city by stipulating who 'belongs'where and
and treating everything else as a suspicious 'other' to be disciplined, scrutinized,
trolled (Grahan-r 1998: 491l.In other words, video surveillance represents a
subtle form (see also section 6.6.2) through which the management of so-called '
lic' space is being privatized and the democratic functions of the street undermi
(Reeve 1996). Boddy (1992: 150) comments that 'the potential impact of CCTV
the imposition of a middle-class tyranny on the last significant urban realm of

for other modes of life'.
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I lris trend is causing the UK civil rights group Liberty concern. Liberty points
out llrilt there is no legislation to provide statutory controls over how video camerlrs nrrly be used (for example, there are fears that cameras on the street could be
Urcrl to track individuals' movements or monitor their homes), how long films may
lrr l.c1rt and who may have access to them. Indeed, in September 1994 the UK
l)rprrrtment of the Environment announced plans to change the law to allow the
In.strrllrrtion of CCTV without the need for planning permission. In response, Derek
linwycr, a member of the Association of London Authorities Police Committee said,
'A lot of people, particularly in London, want to lead private lives, the thought of
tc('rrrity cameras checking who visits them in their homes, for instance, is an unsettlirrg rrne' (The Guardian 1,993). The criticism was shrugged off by the then prime
ttlinistcr, John Major, who dismissed the civil libertarians' complaints about surveillnrre t', saying that he was more concerned with the freedom of people to walk the
ttr('('ts without fear and that only those with something to hide need worry.
Srrrveillant-simulation technologies akeady mean that human subjects can 'effecItvcly be reduced to their time-space electronic trails or representations, as their moveIttcrrts and behaviour are logged, tracked, and, increasingly, mapped via systems linking
(l(.'l'V, computerised tracking systems, GISs [Geographical Information Systems],
lrrrrl rrrobile and fixed phone networks' (Graham 1998: 490). This trend is set to
rorrtinue as technological developments in tagging, time-space tracking systems,
rttlvrrrtced face recognition software and biometric scanning offer even more radtr,rl possibilities for new forms of socio-spatial control and repressive socio-spatial
;rr,rctices (Lyon 1994, Graham 1998). Davis (1990:253), for example, claims that
'l l,rving brought policing up to the levels of the Vietnam \Var and early NASA, it
r\:rlnrost inevitable that the LAPD [the Los Angeles Police Department] and other
,r,lvrrnced police forces will try to acquire the technology of the electronic battlefield
iur(l cven Star \7ars. We are at the threshold of the universal electronic tagging of
l)r'o[)crty and people - both criminal and non criminal (small children, for example)
rrr,,rritored by both cellular and centralised surveillances.'
Irr this sense, Bentham's Panopticon (1995) (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 5) - a
plrs<ln design involving a central tower whose complex structure of screens, blinds
,rrrtl lighting prevents its inhabitants from telling when they are under the gaze of
tlrt'guards - which has become the symbol or image of 'all-seeing power'and of
rcll-surveillance, could be brought too close to reality for comfort.

I

6.6.4 Community initiatives

llrc term 'Neighbourhood'!fatch' covers a wide range of community-based activttrcs supported by the police, which are aimed at preventing neighbourhood street
trirne (such as street robberies and car theft) and protecting homes from property
r rirne. Neighbourhood Watch schemes encourage residents to take responsibility for
thc security of their own property and that of the local street. This is done on the
,,rrc hand by the use of Neighbourhood Watch street signs, stickers in windows,
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Neighbourhood Watch encourages residents to take responsibility for the street
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newsletters, police talks, marking property and home security surveys; and
the other hand by active surveillance and reporting suspicious activity to the
(Plate 6.4). The intention is to reduce the opportunity for crime to occur and to i
the probability of detection if it does happen.
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Prevention Program which was implemented in Seattle,
This went on to become the model for subsequent programmes in the USA and
in the UK too (Bennett 1992).
Neighbourhood'$7atch schemes were first introduced in the UK in 1984. By
early 1990s 115 000 schemes had been established, covering five million house
- approximately 28 per cent of the population. This take-up compares favoura
with Canada, where 25 per cent of the population are members of Neighbou
\fatch schemes, and the USA, where the figure is only 1,9 per cent (the figures
reported in Bennett 1992). Only a quarter of all schemes are initiated by the
the malority are driven by neighbourhood communities (see Chapter 4).
The North American programmes differ from the early British schemes beca
they usually involve citizen patrols of the street -'block watches'. But in Se
ber L994 the British government also initiated a campaign called Street V7a
Launching it, the Home Secretary urged British citizens to volunteer to patrol
streets and to be the 'ears and eyes of the police' by reporting anything suspici
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vt'r, he also made it clear that the Street Watch patrols would have no special
twtrs rrnd that members of the public should not risk 'having a go'.
Noghbourhood \fatch and Street'Watch schemes have been criticized because:
lvlost schemes are initiated by residents in white, middle-class areas which are
hrrv in crime, rather than by those who live in low-income, high-crime
ttcigh bourhoods.

not selected by the police but are volunteers - usually
oltk'r', white, middle-class, owner occupiers, who are married with children
(\kogan and Maxfield L981,, Bennett 1989) - who receive very little training
ilr(l, ir1 many cases, devote very little time to Neighbourhood'Watch.
l lrt' eo-ordinators are

'l'lrt' success of schemes depends on the motivation and enthusiasm of the local
t'. ordinators and the neighbourhood community. Initial eagerness is often not
rorrvcrted into active participation (Husain 1988). There is no evidence that
Nt'ighbourhood !7atch members are more vigilant than anyone else. Indeed,

tlrt'cvaluation of schemes in London found disappointingly low levels of street
rrrrvcillance and participation in home security measures (Bennett 1,992).
l'olicc support in terms of money, the provision of materials (residents often
lr.rvc to pay for street signs) and the time officers can spend with co-ordinators
rs ,rtten inadequate.

d home security

surveYs; and

ing suspicious activity to the
ity for crime to occur and to i
remes was the community
Seattle, Washington, USA,
1t programmes

in

Wlrile initially successful, many schemes fail in the long term. Evaluation of
tlS schemes in Seattle, \Tashington, and in Hartford, Connecticut, showed
tlrrrt, although victimization rates were reduced at the outset, this effect
tl.'clined within 18 months (Bennett 19921. More surprisingly, a study of five
Nt'ighbourhood lfatch schemes in Chicago, USA, found that crime declined
rrr only one area and that in three out of the five areas it actually rose
(l(osenbaum 1987).

1

in the USA and

lrc Street'Watch scheme has been criticized by the police as 'vigilantism by the
l. cloor'. Vigilantism, defined as 'organised, extralegal movements, the members
rrl rvlrich take the law into their own hands' (Brown 19752 95-6), is already on the
irrt rt'rrse in North America and the UK. Citizens' disillusionment with the failure of
llrr' police to patrol the streets and to deal with crime has resulted in local groups takirrli ;rction to dispense summary justice. For example, in Bierley, Bradford, UK, local
Irrln clcalt with car thieves by breaking their fingers and stripped a joyrider and dumped
Itinr rraked on a local moor at night (Pendry 1993). As such, vigilantes typically
rrrlrscribe to the view that, on occasions, it is necessary to break the law in order
lo rrphold it. Senior police officers have warned that well-intentioned Street Nfatch
volunteers could face dangerous situations and become targets for retaliation.
(,ommunity schemes as a whole have also been criticized because they can potentr,rlly produce social exclusions and because of the way they might be appropriated
lry the state for anti-democratic purposes. First, they focus on the spectre of trouble
I
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6.2

from 'outside', privileging the ideal of sameness over difference. Rosa Ainley (1,998t
'sfatch
schemes are run on [thel
94) observes, for example, that: 'Neighbourhood
principle [that] . . . members of the scheme are pure, while anyone outside is
tially contagious and therefore worthy of suspicion.' The effect of attempting to
unity or the boundaries of community by regulating difference can therefore pro.
duce exclusions and trigger violence and hatred (see also Chapter 4).
Second, some groups have greeted the advent of 'community policing' with sug.
picion rather than enthusiasm because they interpret it as a potential threat to civil
liberties. Bridges (1983: 32) argues that chief police officers have 'set about re.
organising their forces the better to penetrate and spy on the community and to sup.
press social and political unrest'. These critics fear that community policing might
become a way of undermining political pressure groups and that police involvement
in community activities could become a form of surveillance, perhaps leading to pre.
emptive action against potential (but not actual) criminals. Some have even claimed
that extending police powers into 'communities' could be interpreted as one element
in a drift towards a police state.
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Summary

In the twentieth and twenty'first csnturies police {*rces lmve become
increasingly professionaliaed, efficient and sophisticated organizations.
Advances in technology have allowed the police to shift frorn foot
to u,nit be*t policing, but this h*s remoled them f,rom communirie$.

The perceived failure of the police to deal adequately with people's fear
of crime has led to the rapid expansion of the private security industry.
ua
The private security industry irnposes
'ilcrrnative space-time ecologyl,
on the city by defining who 'belongs' where arrd whar is 'apBropriatel
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Corr,rmunity initiarives include activities supported by the police which ar*j
aimed at preyenting nerghbourhocd street crime and protpcting horne$1,1,.ij
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These have been criticized for producing social exclu$i lns and because ,
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6.7 The contested street: the end of 'public' space?

Section 6.2 outlined how the public space of the street has been celebrated as a demo.
cratic and inclusive space whose defining characteristics are 'proximity, diversity and
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6rtt'ssilrility' (Zukin1.995 262). The subsequent sections, however, have shown how
tht. lrrrblic realm, rather than being a social order of civility, sociability and tolerltrr'c, lrrrs increasingly become one of apprehension and insecurity. Encounters with
'dillcrcrrce' are being read not as pleasurable and part of the vitality of the streets,
hrrt r;rther as potentially threatening and dangerous. Changes in contemporary
polrcirrg which have resulted in forces becoming organizationally and operationally
divorccd from the public, and a perceived decline in neighbourhood community, are
nlro contributing to people's perceptions of vulnerability in public space.
White middle-class fears of, and desires to be insulated from, 'otherness' have led
Fr wlrite middle-class withdrawal from visible roles within the city (Davis 1990, Sorkin
It)')l). This has had an effect on the social, physical and aesthetic appearance of
prrlrlic cnvironments. Michael Waltzer (1986) argues that, as a result, a spiral of abanrlrnnrcnt and decay has set in because, as the streets are filled up with social, sexIr,rl ,rrrd political deviants, so more ordinary people are fleeing from them, which is
lr,r.ling to the further degeneration of public space. Consequently, he claims, pubIrt r;r,rce has become a place of fear and loathing where suspicious and hostile encountrr\ rrre expected. Waltzer (1986) grudgingly concedes that deviant others belong in
llrt' rrrban mix but he argues they can only be tolerated in public space as long as
llrt'v stay on the margins.
Nrunerous cities have embraced a range of measures in a bid to halt this perrr,ivt'rl decline in public space. These include the introduction of CCTV and private
rcr rrrity forces into 'public' environments and urban renewal schemes which have
rr'1,lrrced 'public' spaces altogether with surrogate 'private' spaces such as shopping
rrr,rlls and festival marketplaces. These measures are leading to a general process of
tr',rrrsf<rrmation. First, the policing initiatives, which are driven by citizen fear, are
rl,.signed to filter out'undesirables' or 'deviants' and so establish or reproduce a white
rrrr.klle-class moral order on the streets. Indeed, Smith (1996b) goes so far as to sugp1'st that, in the USA, once-marginalized and disadvantaged groups such as the poor
.rrr,l the homeless are now perceived by the middle classes to be receiving too much
'rpt'cial assistance', and that exclusionary policies such as 'zero tolerance' of crime
,rrrtl clisorder, anti-homelessness laws (see Mitchell 1997) and policing strategies aimed
,rt 'cleaning up' the streets are all part of a backlash or politics of revenge against
tlrt'sc social groups. Second, gentrification (see also Chapter 7) and the development
rrl rrew privatized spaces of consumption are serving to homogenize and domestic,rrc ;rublic spaces by reducing and controlling diversity in order to make these envir(rrnents safe for the wealthy middle classes (Smith 1'992b). It is a process which
lr.rs been termed the disneyfying of space (Sorkin 1992).
(lritics of this'trend argue that state planners and corporate enterprises are prorlrrcing carefully monitored and controlled environments 'that are based on desires
Ior security rather than interaction, for entertainment rather than (perhaps divisive)
lrolitics' (Mitchell L995 1.1.9). There is increased willingness on behalf of the white
rrriildle classes to surrender privacy and to tolerate interventions that restrict the civil
lights and liberties of'others' in return for a belief that their personal security is in
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Box 6.4: The People's Park

6.7

lT

llt,rrrrrrn (1986), public space ftril
tlrt,y rrre absent. He writes, ,lTlh

tlrcsc problematical people are frr

An example of the sort of oppositional and irreconcilable visions of public space articulated byWaltzer (1986) and Berman (1986) is found in Mitchell's (1995) study of
the People's Park in Berkeley, USA. Here the University of California wanted to redevelop the park which was one of the few areas in the San Francisco Bay area that
was a relatively safe place for the homeless to congregate without being harassed.
The developers wanted to remove what they regarded as unsightly homeless
people and political protestors because they were driving away other users, and to
create the park as a controlled, orderly and safe space into which only an 'appropriate' public would be allowed. These redevelopment plans were opposed by activists
and homeless people. For these groups, the park represented a truly public space

it was an unconstrained space that was open to anyone and where
political movements could organize, and where the homeless were free to live.
ln the eyes of the campaigners, homeless people had the right to be included or
represented within 'the public' and their use of the park constituted a legitimate and necessary use of public space. The risk of disorder and conflict as a result
of allowing free and unmediated interactions was understood to be valuable and
because

manageable.
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some way enhanced (Surette 1985). Through such measures, it is argued, 'public'
of its vitality and meaning. Free expression is being prohib.
ited. The democratic mix of the street is being undermined by the exclusion of socalled undesirables such as youth, the homeless, those with mental ill-health and
so on (see Box 6.4). This, in turn, is putting their legitimacy as members of public in
doubt (Mitchell 1995).
Don Mitchell (1995) points out that the elision of shopping malls and guarded
communities with notions of public space hides from us the extent to which the public realm is being privatized and commodified. These spaces are now becoming a
site of struggle between a particular kind of public interest (the police) and private
interests masquerading as 'public' interests (e.g. private security industries) (Boyer
space is being drained

7993,1995).
Pessimists (Sorkin 1,992, Sennett 1993) are going so far as to proclaim the death
of the street and the end of truly public space. For such writers, the maintenance
of 'public' space requires its frequent use by a wide mixture of people. Marshall
Berman (1986), for example, is opposed to those like \Taltzer (1986) who support

the privatization and commodification of 'public' space on the grounds that this is
what is necessary to return the middle classes to the street. Rather, Berman (1986)
challenges 'Waltzer's (1986) privileging of middle-class lifestyles and the emphasis
on the significance of their voice in determining the nature of 'public' space. For
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bsrrr',r" (1985), public space fails not when it is full of so-called 'deviants' but when
irrc absent. He writes,'[T]here isn't much point in having public space, unless
, pr'oblematical people are free to come into the centre of the scene . . . The glory
Irrorle rn public space is that it can pull together all the different sorts of people
o rrrc there. It can both compel and empower these people to see each other, not
throrrgh a glass darkly but face to face' (Berman 1986: 482).
In ur>ntrast to '$Taltzer's (1986) single-minded space, Berman argues for what
open-minded space. This is space which is open to encounters between
he t,',
','r
of
prlrlt' different classes, races, ages, religions, ideologies, cultures and stances towards
hl., t t. wants public space to be planned to attract all these different populations

lnrl to be discreetly policed.
llt'r'rnan (1986) observes that 'public' space has always been a site of encounter
ltttl tonflict between different groups. The central issue for him is to find ways of
fer,olving these differences in ways which preserve 'public' space by sustaining its
rlt,rlr'.'1 use rather than diminishing and destroying it by exclusion. He states that
'N,r tloubt there would be all sorts of dissonance and conflict and trouble in this
lrrp,'rr-nrinded] space', but, he argues, 'that would be exactly what we'd be after. [n
rt 1t,r'rrrrinely open space, all of a city's loose ends can hang out, all of a society's inner
rnrlrrrdictions can express and unfold themselves' (Berman 1986: 484).
I lris view is also evident in the work of Richard Sennett. He claims that 'The
prrhlic realm should be gritty and disturbing rather than pleasant' and that disorder
rtrrrl Prrinful events are important 'because they force us to engage with "otherness",
ln lio beyond one's own defined boundaries of self, and are thus central to civilised
rrrrtl e ivilising social life' (Sennett 1,996:131,:2). For Berman, Sennet and others too,

k',rr',rnd anxiety are not something to be avoided, rather they are merely the flip
rrrl,' of the stimulation and challenge associated with cosmopolitanism (Robins
l,),)5).
( )ther writers, however, have sounded a note of caution in the face of this debate
lx'tr.vcen what appear to be two oppositional and irreconcilable visions of public space.
l'rcttd Lees (1998), for example, argues that geographers are in danger of thinkrrrli ol spaces such as the street either as spaces of political expression and celebratr()n or as a sites of repression and control, and that to do so is to overemphasize
tlrt'cxtent to which public space is being'controlled'and to underemphasize its conIt'st;rtion. Likewise, Sharon Zukin (1995) also warns against focusing on doomsday
rtt'rrrrrios which prophesy the death of public space. She regards theme parks and
rlr,,pping malls as public spaces even though they are privately owned and managed,
poirrting out the fuzziness and permeability of boundaries between the concepts of

';rrrlrlic'and'private'held by urban citizens. For Zukin (1995), public spaces are
,rlrvays taking new forms, and different interests are continually interacting within
I lrt'rn and struggling for influence. The current debates about different visions of publrt space are just another part. of an endless story through which citizens contribute
to tlefining what is, or is not,'public'space and who and what is, or is not, accept,rl,lc within it.
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Further Reading

Important sources which explore the general debate about the nature of public
space include papers by Waltzer and Berman in Dissent, vol. 33, 1990, some
of the work of Mitchell, especially his articles in Annals of tbe Association of
American Geographers, 1.995,85, 108-33; Urban Geography, 1.996, 17,
158-78; Antipode,L997,29,303-35 and books such as Fyfe, N. (ed.) (1998)
Images of the Street, Routledge, London; Smith, N. (1996b) The New Urban
Frontier: Gentrification and the Reuancbist Cizy, Routledge, London, and
Sorkin, M. (ed.) (1,992) Variations on a Theme Park: the New American City
and the End of Public Space, Hill and'Wang, New York. A more positive view
of the street is presented in Zukin, S. (1995) The Cuhure of Cities, Blackwell,
Oxford.

.

The moral order and policing of the street are the subject of a number of
books including Baumgartner, M.P. (198B) The Moral Order of a Suburb,
Oxford University Press, New York; Davis, M. (1990) City of Qwartz:
Excauating the Fwture in Los Angeles, Verso, London, and Lyon, D. (1994)
The Electronic Eye: The Rise of the Surueillance Society, Polity Press,
Cambridge. These issues are also explored in Fyfe, N. and Bannister, J. {J996l,
'City watching: closed circuit television surveillance in public spaces', Ared,
28,37-47; Fyfe, N. and Bannister, J. (1998) "'The eyes upon the street":
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r,ltrst'cl-circuit television, surveillance and the city', in Fyfe, N. (ed.) Images of
llt ,\treet, Routledge, London, and Graham, S. (1998) 'spaces of surveillant
riirrrtrlation: new technologies, digital representations and material geographies',
littt,ironment and Planning D: Society and Space, t6,483-504.
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Exercises

l, For a week keep a diary of where you go and when. Reading your diary think
about your {rse of spaf,el tlVhat petterns {an you observe? Are there places to which
you do not go or where you are fearful of going? Why? What sort of precautionary
$rategies, if any, do lrou use? Horrrr does your use of space compare with,that of
your friends?
2, Mark onto a base map of your local area all the CCW cameras that you can find
in your neighbourhoodlcampus. How many are there, what sort of spaces do the.y
cover? How do you think these surveillant systems affect the production of space?
What is yo,r.lr position in the debate between the crime reduction and civil rights
lobbies?
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l. To what eneni do you agree with Anike Davit's (f Sgol argument that crime control programmes driven by citizen fear are destroying accessible public space?
2. Critically assess Richard's Sennetfs (1993) argument that '. . . the public realm
should be gritty and disturbing not pleasant'.
1. Consider, with the use of geographical examples, how 'moral orders' are produced and contested in specific places,
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7.1 The city

Millions of people live in cities around the world. They are thus hugely significant
spaces. Geographers have focused not only on their size and physical features
(architecture, communication networks), but also on the people, goods and information which flow through them and the sort of social relations and spatialities these
ftows produce.
In particular, the size and density of urban populations mean that cities are places
where all different sorts of people are thrown together. This diversity and the juxtapositions it produces offer many positive possibilities but they can also produce tensions and conflicts (see Chapter 6). Likewise, the density of city living also raises issues
about the sustainability of this lifestyle and about the relationship between human
residents, their environment and other urban dwellers such as animals and wildlife.
This chapter explores the differentiation of urban space. It begins by examining
pgraphical work on ethnic segregation, gentrification, the underclass and sexual
dissidents in the city. It then moves on to think about city life. In the 1970s and
1980s cities in the affluent West were generally in decline, being characterized by
de-industrialization, population decline and structural unemployment. However, the
end of the twentieth and beginning of the twenty-first centuries have witnessed efforts
ro revalorize city centres by converting their cultural capital (as sites that contain culblfal heritage and are sites of cultural production) into economic capital. This chapter
mnsiders attempts to reorganize city centres around consumption in which an emphasis is being placed on reviving the act of wandering the streets (flanerie) and on
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promoting consumer goods and leisure-time activities such as shopping,
and clubs. Part of this process has also involved the re-imaging of cities. From
emphasis on culture the chapter then turns to focus on the relationship between

and nature within the city, particularly the place of animals in the city and
environmental politics. It concludes by reflecting on the emergence of virtual

ffi

7.2 The heterogeneous city

lbck Carlbbmr

I

t \;l

Cities are characterizedby density in terms of their populations, buildings and
and by intensity in terms of the pace of life, social interactions and the range of
tunities they offer. The density and intensity of cities also means that they are a
all else sites of proximity, the'place of our meeting with the other'(Barthes 1
with all the emotions of excitement, frustration or apxiety that this hete
engenders (see Chapter 6).
Yet, within the heterogeneous city it is also possible to differentiate relatively
geneous areas (see Figures 7 .1 and 7 .2) . Urban sociology and geography have a

\,
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Figure 7.1 The percentage of the population in ethnic London by ward: white. Redrawn
from Pile, Brook & Mooney Unruly Cities? (1999).
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'natural' and predictable spatial patterns of ethnic neighbourhoods,
tlrt'ghetto, areas of 'vice'and the suburbs. This work was very influential, and in
tlrr' 1960s and 1,970s, when positivism was at its height, social geography was pre't t rrpi€d with using techniques such as social area analysis and factorial ecology to
rrr.rP 1[e segregation of different housing areas within cities identified on the basis
ol rlrrss or ethnicity.
ln the 1970s radical geograpl'rers sought to explain and challenge patterns of
rrr,'rluality and material poverty within cities, for example, by focusing on the role
ol tlre housing market and building societies in structuring urban space. Sub\( (lucntly, postmodernism has led to a questioning of the focus purely on economics
,rrrtl a recognition of the intertwining of the material and the symbolic. \While ecorr'rnic institutions are obviously fundamental in the (re)production of the material
r,,rrdition of everyday life, culturill representations of particular groups (e.g. race or
rrrrderclass) in popular discourses are also tangled up with operation of labour, housrrrq rnarkets, etc. In the same way, 'contemporelry political stluggles around rights
rr'1i.rrded as the
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and entitlements are often as not struggles that cohere around a politics of ide
constituted through processes as much cultural as economic' (Fincher and J

1998:3).

The following sections examine some of these debates in relation to
segregation, the underclass, gentrification, and the location of sexual di
within the city.

m

7.2.1 Ethnic segregation
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In the 1960s and 1970s social geographers used a range of indices to measure
quantify ethnic segregation (e.g. Peach 1975,Peach et al. 1981"). These descripti
of spatial patterns were accompanied by vague attempts to explain them which
framed in terms of 'constraint' or 'choice'. This work was heavily criticized by r
ical geographers and black political activists as 'narrow empiricism' and as 'soci
cultural apologism for racial segregation' (Bridge 1982:83-4 cited in Jackson 1
The assumptions about 'race' made within this work are at odds with con
porary understandings of identity and difference. 'Race' was regarded as an 'essenti
or pre-given category (see Chapter 2). The concentration of particular ethnic mi
ity groups within the city was understood as a problem, but one that would be so
by assimilation, which, it was assumed, would be the inevitable outcome of 'na
ural' processes of competition and growth (see Chapter 4). This work is now
as outdated and problematic (Jackson 1987). Some writers still continue to clai
that social differences are a product of genetic difference, however - an
being Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray's (1994)bookThe Bell Cwrue,in whi
the authors made claims about the natural or immutable 'cognitive abilities' of
ferent social groups, which purported to demonstrate white superiority.The Bell
provoked huge controversy in the USA and was widely criticized as racist (see Mi
2000).
In the late 1980s researchers began to argue that'race' is a social constructi
rather than a 'natural'difference and that, as such, it has no explanatory value
itself. This work examined how people have been classified on the basis of ge
traits and physical differences, such as skin colour, and demonstrated that these
classifications are the product of specific historical circumstances - particul
European colonialism and slavery in the USA - rather than any innate distincti
(Miles 1982) (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 6).
This focus on the social construction of 'race' prompted geographers to think a
segregation as a product not of'natural' ecological processes but rather of w
racism. Peter Jackson (1987t 12) defined racism as the 'attempt by a dominant
to exclude a sub-ordinate group from the material and symbolic rewards of
and power on the basis of physical, or cultural traits which are thought to be i
ent characteristics of particular social groups'. Racism, he argues, is commonly
missed as individual prejudice, when in fact it is reproduced, often unintenriona
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tltlorrgh the policies and practices of public and private institutions (in relation to
horrrirrg, education, policing, employment, and so on), and through representations
lfl tlrt'rnedia and culture (this cultural racism includes stereotyping of black people
fr t'r'irninal or lazy, Pakistanis as docile or nimble-fingered, the Irish as stupid, etc)
I f ir. lison 1987). This new-found focus on racism led geographers to understand racial
trgrcgltion as a product of processes of inclusion and exclusion that were both matefinl ,rrrd symbolic.
ln rr study of patterns of residential segregation in the UK, Susan Smith (1987:25)
llrrt'rvcd that the black population (whom she defined as 'people of South Asian
crrtl Afro-Caribbean appearance') were overwhelmingly concentrated in the poorett rncr neighbourhoods of cities like London, Birmingham and Manchester. This
Filtl('nl emerged during the postwar years, when, in response to a labour shortage,
;tt,o1rlc from the Commonwealth countries were encouraged to migrate to the UK
lo lill these vacancies. This was also a time of a parallel housing shortage, which
nr(';ult that black workers arriving in Britain were initially forced into poor-quality,
trrrrt'r'-city, privately rented accommodation. The government of the time did nothirrlg to address this. It was reluctant to build a concept of race into legislation to
torrrbrlt disadvantage and discrimination and assumed that dispersal would occur
'n,rtrrrally' as a result of economic development. Instead, this initial pattern of segregaIrorr largely continues until today.
Srrrith (1987) argued that its persistence cannot be understood as chance, or just
,r\ ir result of income differentials or economic marginality, but rather that it has
lrlt'rr sustained through the racist assumptions and practices of individuals and govn rnrcnt bodies in a process termed institutional racism. Her work showed that centr,rl government policies, including the sale of the public housing stock, housing
['lirslirtion, the policies and practices of local authorities, the role of financial institutr,rrs in providing mortgages, and the actions of estate agents (realtors), have all
rrrstrrined this pattern of racial segregation by restricting black households to innerr rrv rrreas. Smith (1987) concluded that:
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Smith (1987) further located the government's laissez-faire approach to racial
rt'glcgation within broader cultural and political discourses about'race'. In a study of
I lrrrrsard which records parliamentary debates she shows how, in the immediate postw.rl period, black people were'constructed as inferior, childlike and backward. In
tlrt'rnid-late 1960s the political rhetoric became more blatantly racist and segregatirrnist. Peter Griffiths fought for the parliamentary seat of Smethwick at the 1,964

it'neral Election under the slogan 'If you want a nigger for a neighbour vote
l,rbour.'At this time black people were presented as a threat to white jobs and
lr,'rrsing - a fear which culminated in Enoch Powell's infamous 'rivers of blood'
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in which he presented an image of black outsiders swamping white
and called for a policy of repatriation. (Not too dissimilar sentiments have also

speech

Box

reproduced at the beginning of the twenty-first century in padiamentary debates
asylum seekers entering the UK.) In the 1980s, the emergence of New Right
itics brought with it 'new racism', in which social divisions were explained as a 1
uct of cultural difference and individual choice rather than white superiority.
(1987) suggests that this was merely a more euphemistic or sanitary way of a
lating much the same sentiments as Powell.
A further example of the role of racism in producing ethnic segregation wi
the city is Kay Anderson's (1991) research on Chinatown in Vancouver, Ca
in the period 1880-1980.In this classic study she demonstrated how the racist
tudes of the white council and the determination of white populations to force

7.t: White prlvl]

White Privilege
Today I got permission to d
That which you have been I
That which you have been r
That which you have been j
Sterilised for,
Raped for,
Told you were mad for -

By which I mean
Challenging racism
Can you believe
The enormity
Of that?

Chinese out of particular neighbourhoods through violence led to the eme
in the nineteenth century of a segregated Chinatown, located in a marginal swa
area of the city. This process of segregation was set against a backdrop of ideas
racial difference and the inferior nature of oriental people, which were articula
through the media, scientific publications, and links with the Empire. IX/hite
regarded themselves as superior to Chinese settlers, viewing the Chinese as a t

-

to their jobs, trade and land. Both law-making and law-enforcing institutions,
well as mob violence, were used to reproduce white privilege and racial separationi
Indeed, efforts were even made to prevent Chinese immigration into Canada, as

to stop the dispersal of the Chinatown ghetto. Until the mid-1930s China
was negatively stereotyped as a source of diseases, opium dens and other evils.

as

Flowever, although segregation is often the cause of despair, poverty and da
there can also be a positive and empowering side to it. Ethnic minority grou
can remake areas and transform their exclusive nature. In the twentieth cent
white people have adopted a more romantic vision of the Orient and Vancouver'f
Chinatown has been marketed as a tourist attraction. This commodifying of the neigh.
bourhood has created the basis for community empowerment and new forms of political action. Notably, the economic clout of Chinatown as an important visitor attraction
has led the Vancouver authorities to consult 'community' leaders, enabling the Chinesc
to be more vocal about their own interests. In this way, the meanings of divided
spaces can be recast (Anderson 1991).
In the 1990s the emphasis on the social construction of race and racism also opened
up the issue of whiteness (see, for exarnple, Frankenberg 1993a, l993b,Jackson 1998b)
Nayak 1999a, 1999b, Bonnett 2000). In particular, it exposed the way in which
white people view themselves as racially and culturally neutral, rather than recognizing their racial and cultural privilege (see Box 7 .1,) or thinking about what it meang
to be part of a dominant and normative racial and cultural group (Frankenberg 1,993blr,
In research among white women, Ruth Frankenberg (1993a) asked her informantg
to recall childhood memories of when they first became aware of 'race'. Although
these women had grown up with diff-ering levels of ties with black, Asian and Chicano
people, some in anti-racist environments and some in racist contexts, their narrativeg
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rlt'rrcd a subtle racism. The form this took included'educational and economic
prrvilcges, verbal assertions of white superiority, the maintenance of all-white
rrlilihbourhoods, the invisibility of black and Latina domestic workers, white
lrlrr;rlc's fear of people of colour [even though black people have far more to fear
Ir',,rrr white people than the other way roundj and the "colonial" notion that the
r rrlr rrres of peoples of colour were great only in the past' (Frankenberg 1993a:77-88).
( )n tlre basis of these observations, Frankenberg (1993a) classifies three dimensions
rrl rvlriteness: structural aduantages - in other words, the privileges white people rerlrvt' in terms of higher wages, better access to health care, education and the legal
r\ \t('nr; standpoint - the place from which white people view self and society; and
rtrlttrral practices, which are often not recognized by white people as being'white'
lrrrt rather are thought of as 'normal'.
lrranker-rberg (1993al.78) concludes that racism 'appears not only as an ideology
ur' l,olitical orientation chosen or rejected at will; it is also a system and set of ideas
lnrlrt'dcled in social relations'. She argues that white people can never be outside racism
,r. ,r social system and that we need to recognize how deeply embedded racism is in
,tll white people's lives. To achieve this Frankenberg (1993a) suggests that white peoplt' nced to re-examine their personal histories, change their consciousness, and partr(rl)ilte in political projects to achieve structural change. At the same tirne) she also
r('( ()snizes that whiteness is not a universal experience but rather is inflected by nationIr,,,rrl. In other words, while there may be similarities in terms of what it means to
lrr rvhite in the UK, USA or Australia, there are also differences, because whiteness
ir 1'roduced by particular historical social and political processes (see Chapter 9).
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Likewise, white identities are also cross-cut by other differences such as gender,
and sexuality (Frankenberg 1993b).

rrrr

Sfhiteness is profoundly encoded in the US city-suburb distinction. The
provide a refuge for the white middle classes from the dirt, crime, disorder and,
all, the heterogeneity of the city. \X/hile the city is characterizedby different
the suburbs are synonymous with homogeneity, stability, peacefulness and

(()ntfllctors who snr
rpprrlling conditions
'tlrc race typificrrti

ness. The defining qualities

of the city are its intensity, proximity and enc

between strangers, whereas the defining qualities of the suburban landscape arc
prosperity, and a moral order based on restraint and non-confrontation, in

with difference engender fear and dread (see Chapter 6). Minnie
(7992:325)
Pratt
describes how the whiteness of the suburbia in which she
up, and where she lived with her husband until she came out as a lesbian and

rrrrrinland Chirrrr rr
rnrrrrrrrrity'. Many of

lrrrvc the enclave

u

lrrr,rt,rwn story l<lr ot

rlrlocrrl determinaf ir)

encounters

to an inner-city neighbourhood, moulded her understandings of self and society.
writes: 'I was shaped by my relation to those buildings and by the people in the bu
ings, by ideas of who should be working in the board of education, of who
be in the bank handling money, of who should have the guns and the keys to
jail, of who should be in the jail; and I was shaped by what I didn't see, or di
notice on those streets.'

However, Kay Anderson (1998a) cautions

in an autocritique that

social

graphers need to be wary of always thinking in terms of racialized dicho
such as black-white. She argues that focusing on only one fixed attribute such
'race' obscures the multiple faces of social power, and that privileging a si
identity as a political 'rallying point' can also produce other exclusions (see
ter 4).'Without trying to discredit research that identifies the contribution
race-based oppression makes to patterns of segregation and inequality', A
ll998a:205) highlights the importance of recognizing a 'multiplicity and mob
of subject positionings, including race and class'. Returning to her work on Chi
town, in Vancouver, she identifies the need to refine previous conceptualizations
Chinatowns as having a stably positioned racialized identity in a fixed and an
gonistic relationship with a coherent European oppressor. Rather, she argues t
Chinatowns are complex sites of difference (see Chapter 2).
According to Anderson (1998a), the early Chinatown in Vancouver was cha
terized by a 'socio-economic pyramid' headed by a group of men who were
of the wealthiest individuals in the city. These Chinese merchants benefited from t
marginalized position of their racialized identity because, without the protection
white unions, and facing immigration tax debts, their fellow Chinatown residen
were willing to work long hours for low pay. Indeed, many women worked unpaid
for Chinese tailors. These class- and gender-based oppressions are still being reproduced in contemporary Chinatowns in North America. In this way, the Chinese are
a complexly differentiated minority group rather than a coherent victim of white
oppression.

The category 'Chinese' is also ethnically differentiated. Anderson (1998a) cites
the example of Chinatown in New York where non-Cantonese-speaking workers
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racially'othered' as inferior foreigners within the Chinese
Irrrrrrrrunity'. Many of these people are illegal immigrants who owe huge debts to
lhc t orrtractors who smuggled them into the country and, as such, they have to work
In,rppalling conditions for a very low wage. Thus Anderson (1998a:209) argues
tltirt 'lhe race typification of "Chinese" works to obscure other vectors of power
lhirt hrrve the enclave as their protection. It follows that to write a more inclusive
( llnrltown story [or other stories of ethnic segregation] requires one to draw on the
ftrrlrlocal determinations of (at least) class and race, economy and cllture'.
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'l h.' tcrm 'underclass' is one in a long history of terms used in North America and
lh'rt,rirr to describe those on the bottom rung of the social ladder whose experiences
ril(' ( lrr.rracterized by persistent intergenerational poverty, dependency on welfare,
Irrrrt,rble employment/unemployment, low skills, a limited access to education and
llrt' social services, and a high incidence of health problems (physical and mental)
(l(r'lrinson and Gregson 1992). More controversially, within the USA the underclass
l\ ()lr('rl read as synonymous with African American, and to some extent Hispanic
lloprrllllisns, in the inner city. As such, it has become a codeword for 'race' which
'nr,rv serve both to promulgate racism and conceal the issue of racial discriminaIrrrrr'(l{obinson and Gregson 1992:41,). Likewise, much attention has been drawn
lrr tlrt' f'eminization of poverty, specifically the number of female-headed households
rrrrrl lcvels of teenage pregnancies in poor urban neighbourhoods (Kelly L994).
lrr the USA the underclass is typically spatially concentrated in inner-city 'ghettos'
(( rrrringham 1982:3), while in the UK it is elided with specific urban public housinll ('states (Campbell 1993). These marginal locations have come to symbolize the
1rl,rr c of the underclass within the city. The existence of the underclass also represlrr\ il powerful critique of urban policies that promote gentrification (see section

'..'. i) and marginalize the urban poor.
r the same time as the underclass has been constructed in and through the space
'\
ghetto', so too these spaces have been constructed through the people who
rl 'thc
rrrlr.rlrit them. In the context of the UK, Bea Campbell (1993) argues that, because
tlr, rrrrclerclass has been demonized, the city neighbourhoods where these people live
lr,rr.''c<>me to symbolize crime and drug abuse at both a local and national level. In
tlrc tlsA guns and gangs also play a part in these representations (see Chapter 6).
I lrc term 'underclass' was first employed by Gunnar Myrdal (1962) to describe
llr,rsc excluded from the labour market as a result of wider structural change. It was
irthrpted more widely in the 1980s when, in contrast to the way it had first been
rh.lirrcd, the New Right employed it to highlight what it regarded as a 'dependency
rrrltrrre'and to evoke negative stereotypes of beggars and ghettos. This was a time
u'lrt rr rising levels of poverty were increasing the social marginalization of those in
U\ inner cities. Rather than consider that this might be an outcome of laissez-faire
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Reaganomics, the Right argued that members of the underclass were victims of t
own unwillingness to work, and of their own anti-social conduct, and that their
ative attitudes and 'deviant' behaviour were being passed from one generation
another, producing a destructive underclass culture and cycle of intergenerati
poverty (Robinson and Gregson 1,992).Indeed, some US conservatives, most n
Charles Murray (1,984), went so far as to claim that welfare actually promoted de
ency and'deviance'and should be cut further (Robinson and Gregson 1992),
While the Left shared the Right's diagnosis that members of the underclass
trapped in a vicious cycle of intergenerational poverty, it identified a very di
cause of their disadvantage. In a book entitled The Truly Disaduantaged, \li
(1987 ,1989) argued that the emergence and growth of the underclass was an i
able consequence firstly of structural economic changes which had created u
ployment in the city, and secondly of the severe social policies pursued by the
Right, which had created spatial concentrations of poverty. In \Vilson's view,
problems needed to be addressed through social programmes to promote ec
growth (Robinson and Gregson 1,992). Otherwise, trapped in poverty and
no stake in society, the underciass were being denied the full rights of citi
(see Chapter 9).
The explanations for the plight of the underclass offered by both the Right
the Left represent highly simplistic accolrnts of a complex situation. Vhile the Ri
overemphasizes the role of the individual and underplays structural changes, the
overlooks the different processes through which individuals may become margit
ized and their agency in developing adaptive survival strategies, of which a 'devi
culture' might be considered a part (Robinson and Gregson 1992). For people
little or no access to employment, crime represents one way to acquire the co
goods so valued within society, which they are otherwise denied (Jordan and Jones 1
Despite the debates about the origin and definition of the underclass, Robi
and Gregson (1992) argue that the concept has played an important part in hi
lighting the fact that social polarization did increase in the USA and UK
the end of the twentieth century and that, as a consequence, a group of people
become trapped and isolated both socially and spatially from the rest of society.
ever, they also warn against the danger of placing too much emphasis on the
'nnderclass', which they point out actually homogenizes what is a diverse group
people who face different problems and have different responses to their situatit
For women, it may be childcare that keeps them trapped in poverty, whereas
black people it may be racism. Bea Campbell (1993) provides a powerful
of the responses of young British white working-class men to their situation (see
Nayak 1999b). She argues that, with no work, no income, l1o property and no
the only way in which they can produce a masculine identity and earn both the
and social respect which previous generations of men achieved in the work

Box 7.2=

r

through stealing, joy-riding, arson, and car theft (Box 7.2).Through such
strations of courage and power they are able to (re)produce hegemonic notiong
working-class masculinity. In a similar study located in two US cities, Buffalo in
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will be boys

Boys

'l'd leave the house about nine o'clock, when my mam thought I was going to school
- I never told her I wasn't. l'd go down to the park at Scotswood Dene with my
mates. We messed about. . . My mam found out when the school board woman
came after about eight months. My mam said I had to go to school! Then she took
nre to school. I felt shown up. My mates were just laughing. I didn't go back.'
Then he became a burglar, and he had a habit. 'We were all bored. We wanted
some glue and one of the lads mentioned burgling a house. lt was near where we
lived. We kicked the front door in and took the video. One of my mates sold it for
fI00, so we all got €33 each.'That lasted for about two days.'We just kept burgling. I liked it - till we started getting caught. I liked the money.' Hanging around

lhe pub connected the boys to a network of fences who would sell their stolen
goods. The lads sat on the front steps of the pub and did business in the back. . .

'Me and my mates just had a good laugh, just pinching cars and having a laugh. I
got out of my head really. We got glue from the paper shop. I liked the illusions,
jrrst seeing things, like trees moving in front of you when they weren't really there.'

When he and his mates began stealing cars he started driving them up the
Armstrong Road..

,

Campbell

Yrrr li State and Jersey City in New Jersey, Fine et al. (1997) show how young white
Itrlrr tlisplace their anger and frustration at their structural circumstances by blamltt;i s.rrpegoats such as women, black people and sexual dissidents for the loss of
tltt' r'r'latively privileged status of working-class men.

I

7.2.5 centrirfication

At tlrc end of the twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-first centuries major
and North American cities have been at the centre of the world economy.
thus benefited from the rapid growth of the service sector (e.g. law, bankiltp,, lirrance) and creative industries (e.g. music, advertising, media, fashion and design).
*l'lri. lrrrs produced
the emergence of a highly educated, well-paid, creative group of
professionals
who want to live in the centre of the city. Such a location
fitrrltllc-class
the
proximity
advantage
of
both to the workplace (important for a group who
Itlh'rs
In,ry lvr>rk long and unsociable hours) and to a wide range of entertainment and
f

r,rrr ,

'pcan

'l'111'l lrirve

ler,r' r'e opportunities.
)n8
I

lrr the 1980s middle-class people (mainly single people and dual-income housef,ol,ls) began to move into poor or working-class residential urbarr neighbourhoods,
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a trend which has continued into the twenty-first century. This has led to the
trification of these post-industrial areas (although gentrification has also occurred
rural areas: see Chapter 8). Older houses have been 'done up' and multi-occu
dwellings converted into single-occupancy middle-class homes by individuals,
industrial buildings and warehouses have also been transformed into luxury
ments by property developers. Examples of this process include the SoHo area
Manhattan, USA, described by SharonZukin (1988) in her book Loft Liuing;
Docklands area of London, UK, where gentrification has spread from the
ment of warehouse properties on the river Thames into Clerkenwell (Hamnett 1
and the Marais, around the Bastille, and parts of the Latin Quarter of Central
France (Noin and'White 1997).
The process of gentrification brings about changes in both the social and ph
ical make-up of city neighbourhoods (Smith l9B7,Hamnett 1,991). First, it leads
the economic reordering of property values, commercial opportunities for the
struction industry and an expansion of private owner occllpation. Second, this
cess results in the displacement of low-income residents by those of a higher
status) until middle-class residents outnumber the original inhabitants of the
bourhood. Third, gentrification leads to the transformation of built envi
Property conversions are often characterized by the use of postmodern architect
styles which draw on local themes while also borrowing inspiration from
times and places. Caroline Mills (1988) cites the example of Fairview Slopes
Vancouver, Canada, where industrial materials and colour have been used to
flect the heritage of the area while also being fused with motifs drawn from
Mediterranean (reflecting Fairview's waterfront) and San Francisco (which plays
the notion that Fairview is the San Francisco of Canada), which have further
combined with more classical forms of architecture derived from Boston, USA,
Georgian London. Fourth, changes in the social composition of neigh
and an increase in property prices are often followed by changes in the retail
service landscape (e.g. the opening of quality restaurants and clothes outlets) to
the needs of gentrifiers, creating a shared middle-class culture and lifestyle a
'White
1997) \see Plate 7.\a and b).
conspicuous consumption (Noin and
(1979b,
Neil Smith
1982) has explained gentrification as a movement, not
people back to the city, but of capital back to the city, arguing that the
ment of people has only happened becanse particular investment opportunities ha
emerged. In what is known as the 'rent gap' thesis, Smith observed that the dilapi
ated state of many buildings in inner-city neighbourhoods has created a situati
where there is a gap between the purchase price of properties and the potential
(because of their central location) at which they can be sold on or rented out
they have been converted or 'done up'. As more buildings in these neighbour
are renovated to realize their underutilized potential, so the area becomes an
more desirable place for the middle classes to live, the values of properties soar,
the original inhabitants are displaced because they can no longer afford the rents.
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Gentrification in Berlin has been met with resistance (O Paul White)
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Gentrification represents a strategy of capital accumulation (or sound
investment). Smith (1.979b: 540) argues that this profit motive is there even
is not acknowledged by gentrifiers because 'few would consider rehabilitation
buildings] if a financial loss were to be expected'. This profit motive not only a
to the gentrifiers themselves but also is shared by a whole range of professional
involved in the process of gentrification, including builders, surveyors, landlords,
gage lenders, estate agents, government agencies, architects and tenants and
commodity advertisers.
Other writers, however, have criticized the rent gap thesis, arguing that i
ment opportunities in run-down property are not the only explanation for
trification. Damaris Rose (1984: 62), for example, writes: 'the terms "gentri
and "gentrifiers", as commonly used in the literature, are chaotic conceptions
obscure the fact that a multiplicity of processes, rather than a single process,
duces changes in the occupation of inner-city neighbourhoods'.
Other motivations for gentrification include changes in the occupational
tures of production (Hamnett 1991). Beauregard (1986), for example, claims
a new social class has emerged, the professional middle class, and that gentri
is therefore the material and cultural manifestation of this social group in the
scape. Rose (1984,1989) queries this, however, pointing out that many gen

are on moderate or low incomes and so are only marginal members of the

sional class.

In contrast to explanations for gentrification which focus on production,
writers have focused on lifestyle choice (Ley 1980, Mills 1988). The consum
of housing, like the consumption of other sorts of goods, can play an important
in individuals' identity-formation. Buying a house in a particular neighbourhood
be a strategy to buy into a particular lifestyle and identity because the gentri
of an area often leads to the development of an associated landscape of
tion that includes restaurants, shops, delicatessens, marinas, jogging paths, ma
and so on (Mills 19BB). Demographic changes such as the 'baby boom', and
emergence of new household patterns in the face of the decline of the traditi
nuclear family (see Chapter 3\, are also credited with creating a preference for
living and a demand for alternative forms of housing which are not available in
family-oriented suburbs. In this way, gentrification is not just attributable to the
of corporations investing in major building and construction projects but
the product of the more piecemeal actions of individuals buying into pa
lifestyles (Hamnett 1.984).
Rose (1989) suggests that gentrification is better understood as originating in
in women's position within the labour market. Her explanation emphasizes
and sexuality as opposed to the focus of Smith or Beauregard on class. Rose
out that a high proportion of gentrifiers are educated women working in high-i
professional occupations and living in dual-earner households. For these women,
trified neighbourhoods represent a solution to the problems of combining paid
unpaid work. A city-centre location reduces the time-space constraints of their
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fllc, wlrile gentrified neighbourhoods usually offer more support services (late-night
delir';rtcssens, laundry and cleaning services, and so on) than the suburbs, and so

of reducing women's reproductive labour. Accessibility to social
and
'community'
facilities can be just as important in people's choice of
Frlworks
as
the
actual
housing unit or apartment. Indeed, Liz Bondi (1991)
fleig,lrl'ourhood
lrgrrt's that the construction of gender identities and relations is a key aspect of
fetrtrification, in which she sees gender as a process rather than a category.
fe;trt'scrtt a way

I

7.2.4 Sexual dissidents within the city

Itt tlrt'late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries gay men (who included gaylrh'rrtificd queers, effeminate men known as 'fairies', and men who had sex with men
htrt irlcrrtified as heterosexual) established a public world in New York, USA, which
Ittt lrrtled gay neighbourhood areas in Greenwich Village, Times Square and Harlem,
tvlrt'r'e beauty contests, drag balls, dances and other social events took place in caf6s,
fc\t,rrrrants, bathhouses and speakeasies (Chauncey 1,99 5).
I\{ore usr-rally, however, the emergence of visible gay neighbourhoods within the
ht'r,'r',rsexual city is dated from 1,967,when a police raid or-r a gay male bar provok,.'tl what became known as the Stonewall riots. This led to the politicization of
lnlri;rrrs and gay men and the emergence of their more visible presence within major
Nor

th American and European cities.

lrc Castro district in San Francisco, USA, is perhaps the most famous lesbian
iur(l gxy neighbourhood (see Figure 7.3). Since the 1950s San Francisco has had a
l'('l)rrrrltion as a city which has a tolerant attitude towards non-heterosexual lifertllt's. The Second rX/orld NTar and the period immediately afterwards are credited
wrtlr playing an important role in the emergence of this subcr-rlture. It was in the
porr ()fSan Francisco that servicemen both departed for and returned from overrr',rs tluties and it was also here that dishonourable discharges were carried out. Many
ul tlrose leaving or being dismissed from the services remained in the city. San Francisco
tlt'rt'krped a reputation for tolerance and for supporting bohemian ways of life. This,
rorrrbined with California's liberal state laws on homosexuality, led to it emerging
,rr ,r lcsbian- and gay-friendly city. In turn, this reputation attracted queer migrants
lh't'ing from prejudice and discrimination in more conservative towns, cities and rural
rlr'(':ls (see also Chapter 8).
lrritially, a handful of bars and ch-rbs acted as spaces for social networks to develop
Irr t hc city. However, these were subject to police raids and often proved to be tranrrlrrl r'rnd unstable environments. In the 1970s the Castro district began to emerge
,r\ .r grly neighbourhood. The rise of this neighbourhood is often associated with
ll,rrvey Milk, a dynamic political activist, who opened a camera shop in the Castro
rn 1972. Milk was influential in developing neighbourhood campaigns and harnessing
,t 1lrry political vote, before being assassinated (his story was made into the filmThe
I tlt and Times of Haruey Milk).
I
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The Castro District, San Francisco, USA. Redrawn from Castalls (1983).
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The Castro district developed a reputation as an area of relatively cheap housi
which had the potential for renovation, and as a neighbourhood where it was
sible to live a gay lifestyle. As more gay men moved into the neighbourhood, ba

l)r.,,f

clubs, bookstores and other commercial services opened to cater for their needs

llrr' lilowing confi(l
('rr'r' ;rlso Ohrrptcr 9

(

1983, Lauria and Knopp 1985). As a result, gay gentrifiers (mainly men) gradual
displaced the long-term poor, minority residents, as well as squeezing out low
lesbians and gay men (Castells 1983, D'Emilio 1992). This also caused a knock
effect into the neighbouring Latino Mission district on one side of the Castro a
an African American neighbourhood in the Hayes Valley on the other side (
1983). This process of gentrification has caused some debate amongst geogra
about the complicity of one oppressed group - gay men (although there is now
of a lesbian presence in the Castro than in the 1970s) - in the perpetuation, th
strategies of capital accumulation, of social injustices against other minority grou
(see Jackson 1989, Knopp 1992). As Larry Knopp (1998: 159) observes: 'The

ging of identities through the economic and political colonisation of territori
spaces (and the related creation of gay-identified places) is much facilitated by c
racial and gender privilege.'
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l'rrrl< economies based on consumption have also created gay enclaves in many
ltlrt'r' North American, European and Australasian cities, including, for example,
tlrl JVlarigny neighbourhood in New Orleans, USA (Knopp 1998); the gay village
rlrrrrlr, Canal Street in Manchester, UK (Quilley 1995); Soho/Old Compton Street in
Irrrrtlon, UK (Binnie 1995); Oxford Street and the surrounding inner-city neighlrorrhoods of Darlinghurst, Surrey Hills and Paddington in Sydney, Australia
(Krrolrp 1998); and in Amsterdam, Netherlands (Binnie 1995).
Lil<e gay men, lesbians also create their own spaces within cities, although these
r,rrvrr'<rnments are often less visible to heterosexuals (e.g. Adler and Brenner L992,
l(rrtlrenberg l995,Yalentine 1995). Sy Adler andJoanna Brenner (1992) suggest that
lhrs is because, like heterosexual women, lesbians have less access to capital than
nr('n, and because afear of male violence deters their willingness to have an obvinu\ l)resence in the landscape. The influence of feminism has also meant that leshr,ur 'communities' have tended to be more radical, politicized, and less materially
rrrrt'rrfcd, than those of gay men, which has stymied the development of businesses
rtr(l l)irrs run for, and by, women.
l{othenberg's study of the Park Slope area of Brooklyn in New York, USA
( l')')5) shows how women tend to create residential rather than commercial spaces.
Ir,lt'ccl, the institutional bases of lesbian communities are often made up of non-

ornrnercial venues such as support groups, self-defence classes, alternative caf6s and
1o opcrative bookstores which are promoted by word of mouth or flyers and are

t

r('liirrt on the energy and enthusiasm of volunteers rather than paid staff. Many of
tlrt'sc spaces are shared with other non-commercial users, only being appropriated
,rrll rransformed into lesbian spaces on specific days at specific times. In this sense,
tlrcsc institutional bases represent a series of spatially concentrated venues that are
r,',r.<rrrably fixed in location and regular but not permanent (Valentine 1,995).
Itt'spite their ephemeral nature, however, these spaces are important locations
rt,lrt'rc lesbian communities are imagined and contested (see Chapter 4).
I he visibility of gay men, and, to a lesser extent, lesbians, within major cities reflects
tlr('llrowing confidence of sexual dissidents to assert a claim to sexual citizenship
(st't'rrlso Chapter 9). Indeed, in the late 1990s activists set out not just to establish

ock

lro a
laste
ra

w
h
-he

:ritc
ry cl

li,rv neighbourhood ghettos but to queer the hegemonically straight streets of the
rllrole city. From spectacular celebrations of dissident sexualities in the form of leslrr.rrr, gay and bisexual parades and Mardi Gras (Johnson1997) through to translir'('ssive and disruptive events such as holding 'weddings' and kiss-ins in everyday
prrhlic spaces, queer activists have both radically appropriated'public'space and
rrlrosed its normative coding as heterosexual (Bell et dl. 1994, Bell and Valentine
l')').5a, 1995b, Valentine 1,996a) (see also Chapter 6).
I lowever, there are negative sides to this visibility too. \fayne Myslik (1996) sug11t'sts that the spatial concentration of lesbian andgay men in particular districts of
tlrt'city makes it easier for heterosexuals to both control and target them. He notes,
lor cxample, that gay men are more likely to be victimized in gay-identified neighlr,rrrrhoods or cruising areas than on the heterosexual street - an argument further
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supported by the bombing in 1999 of a lesbian and gay pub, the Admiral Du
in Soho, London as part of a wider series of hate crimes aimed at a number of
ferent minority groups.
The commodification of gay lifestyles as chic cosmopolitanism and the cou
of pink pounds, dollars and euros by the heterosexual market are also causing
problems of what Larry Knopp (1,998) terms 'managing success'. Lesbian and
neighbourhoods such as the Castro and Manchester's gay village are increasi

l,rrrriliar and contained environnt
ltr)nist, bouncer or CCTV but the
lorrstrained and often have to wot

attracting heterosexual visitors. Likewise, spectacles celebrating lesbian and gay
ality such as the Sydney Mardi Gras (which is broadcast on state television
advertised in prime tourist spots around the Opera House and Circular Q.tay)
now being marketed for non-gay-identified consumption. Such examples have
voked some anxiety amongst lesbians and gay men that spaces that were previ
considered to be the 'property' of sexual dissidents - effectively, collective 'pri
spaces' as opposed to the heteronormativity of public space - are being invaded
colonized by heterosexuals. This process is feared to be undermining the gay i
tity of these spaces, so eroding what lesbians and gay men have often taken for
as safe environments (\Thittle 1994\.
These examples demonstrate that sexual and spatial identities are
constituted. Sexual identities depend to some extent on particular spaces for
production (for example, an individual's sexual identity may be read as lesbian
gay from the space they occupy, or a person may only feel able to 'come out'
identify as gay in a lesbian or gay space). Spatial visibility has thus played a
part in the development of sexual dissidents' rights. In turn, space is also prod
through the performance of identities. For example, the performance of lesbian
gay identities can queer environments that are taken for granted as hete
while likewise the performance of heterosexual identities within spaces assumed
be gay can challenge these productions of space too.
So far, this section has focused on lesbian and gay sexuality within the city. Y
heterosexuality - in terms of sex workers and their clients - has also traditi
been identified with particular city neighbourhoods. Phil Hubbard (1.999) points
that the dominant image of prostitution in the West is of women walking the street3,
although they actually constitute a minority of those employed in sex work.
women and men work in saunas, massage parlours, sex clubs, brothels, bars or even
from their own homes. '$Tithin the sex industry different forms of employment arc
graded in a hierarchy with street work at the bottom, high-class escort agencies
the top and window work (where prostitutes sit in public view) and strippingidan.
cing somewhere in between.
Street prostitutes are frequently subyect to violence at the hands of their'puntersl
and pimps and receive little protection or support from the police, who have a his.
tory of regarding them as 'deserving of violence'. Although they regard themselvec
as skilled at spotting 'dodgy' clients, they only have a split second to make thesc
judgements, and finding 'private' spaces (such as deserted car parks, alleyways and
waste ground) to have sex can put prostitutes into situations where they are vul.
nerable to attack (Hubbard 1999). Off-street sex workers are safer in that they work
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Itt l,rrrriliar and contained environments to which entry is often controlled by a recepIlonist, bouncer or CCTV but there are other disadvantages too. They are highly
'fottstrrrined and often have to work long shifts with none of the rights or benefits
€nioyccl by employees in other sorts of occupation, and they are open to financial
€x;rhritation as well as violence from those who run the bars, clubs or brothels in
wlrie lr they work.
Strcct work has traditionally been associated with particular city neighbourhoods
tlt,rt rrrc stigmatized as immoral. For example, the Chicago School of Human
litol.rgy identified certain inner-city areas as'vice districts', contrasting the sexual
Ittor.rlity of these neighbourhoods with the stable and settled residential suburbs (see
( llt;rptcr 4). The CSHE's work is problematic in terms of contemporary understandings
ttl scxuality and space because it represented space as a passive container or backtlrrrl' f<rr sexual relations, rather than recognizingthe active role space plays in their
lur\titution (see above). It also represented prostitutes as inherently deviant, rather
llr;rrr showing any understandings of the lifestyles and practices of sex workers

(llrrlrlrard 1999).
Srrbsequent geographies of sex work have moved away from taking such a
Ittrrlrtlistic stance. Ashworth et al. (1988) contrast erotic entertainment areas in city
rlntrcs which cater for international tourists such as Zeedllk in Amsterdam, Soho
Itr l.ondon and La Pigalle in Paris with street work, which they suggest is usually

lrx:rtcd outside the centre city in marginalized neighbourhoods that are partrlritlcntial and part-commercial. \While they suggest that these red-light districts
ir (' il product of local demand and supply, other studies show that clients are often
rlr',rwrr from a wide area and that sex workers themselves also prefer to work away
lrrrrn where they live lHart 1995,1998).
lrr contrast to Ashworth et al.'s (1988) account, which understands the emer;it'rrcc of red-light districts in terms of market forces, Symanski (1,981,:35) explains

tlrt'il location in terms of moral orders

:mployment
sort agencles
I stripping/

that they are located
who enforce the laws have pushed
lrrostitution or allowed it to remain'. Understandings of the geographies of prostiIrrtion in terms of sexuality, morality, power and the city have been developed
I'v llubbard (1999). He claims that 'prostitutes are both socially and spatially
rr,rlginalised by the State and the law in such away as to maintain and legitimise
tlrt'tnoral values of heterosexuality, generally (but not exclusively) maintained in
tlrt' iuterests of white, middle class, male subjects' and further demonstrates 'the way
tlr;rt the separation, sequestration and enclosure of prostitutes in specific sites pro-

f their 'pun
who have a his.

rlrrtcs and reproduces the distinctions between moral heterosexual subjects and those
u,lro embody an immoral and illicit sexuality' (Hubbard 1999 30). Yet at the same
tirrrc, Hubbard (1999) draws on Foucauldian notions of power (see Chapter 5), in
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(see Chapter 6), arguing

'rr lrt're public opinion, financial interests and those

rvlrich power is understood not only as an oppressive force, but also, through the
t rt'rrtion of resistances, as an enabling force, to look at how the spatial production
ol irnmoral sexuality is contested. For example, prostitutes' rights groups are fightrrrg for greater protection and support - in other words, for sexual citizenship (see
( lrapter 9).
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Contemporary work focuses on unpacking racialized dichotomies such
as black-white and recognizing the complex differentiation of racial ,,,
identities.
The term 'underclass' is used to describe those who experience
inte.rgenerational poverty, welfare dependency and unemplsyment.

The underclass is construcred in and through the space of 'the ghetto',
rvhile these spaces are constructed through the people which inhabit
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t,v.'ryday act of wandering the city streets has a long history and has been the
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new spaces of consumption such as boulevards, caf6s, and arcades in the
became home to the fldneur, who, indifferent to the pace of modlrlt', cnjoyed strolling anonymously around the streets in the role of an urban
rrrlit'r, voyeuristicaiiy taking in the spectacle of city life but not participating in
, lrlrlit'lreatherstone (1998:913) explains:'On the one hand, the flzineur is the idler
rv,lsrcr; on the other hand, he is the observer or detective, the suspicious person
rs ,rlways looking, noting and classifying . . .'I-he flAneur seeks an immersion
rrlu...''.1

for

l

Lesbians also create
en less visible to

ms of mcraliry and

I lrcsc spaces

llrt' scnsations of the ciry, he seeks to "bathe in the crowd", to become lost in
inlis, to succumb to the pull of random desires and the pleasures of scopophilia.'
tlrrs 'nvrlv, tl-re flineur swings between positions of immersion and detachment, while
Irrl'rtirrg tl:re reflexivity of an artist, writer, or journalist.

!lrstorically, the fldneur is associated with the writings of the poet Charles
to be a man. Respectable middle-class
Wrlnr('n of the nineteenth century were assumed to be at home in the suburbs
lnrl rrol to have the freedom to stroll around the city, although lesbians, the elderly,
lvtrLrrls and prostitutes did have more opportunities to be on the streets.
ll,rwcver, Elizabeth \Tilson (1992), in her book The Spbinx in the City suggests
th,rt ,r fcrnale flAneur or a flAner.rse was not an impossibility. She argues that nineIrlrrtlr ccntury women did have more freedom in the city than their counterparts
lllr" livcd in villages and towns. 'Women were often visible in public and liminal
H,rrr,l,'l,rire and was inevitably assumed

prrlrlrr /private spaces like department stores, tearooms, hotels and museums and did

llrlr.lorc have sorne awareness of the excitement and possibilities of the city.
( r'rt,rinly, they became more visible in it towards the end of the nineteenth century,
dltlr,,rrgh they were still constrained by the male gaze and a fear of harassment.
Irr rlris sense, women were torn between a desire for, and a dread of, city life
'sfilson (1991)
argues that, towards the end of the nineteenth cen{\\'.rll<ovitz 1992).
Irrrr :rrd the beginning of the twentieth century, urban living was important to the
rllr,l,rpment of feminism because it offered women some escape from patriarchal
r or rl r ( )l by providing them with more anonymity, new opportunities to associate with
t\'{ rnr('n from wider backgrounds, and the chance to develop their sexr"ralities. In conlr,r\1, to many accounts of the flAneur which credit him with a voyer"rristic mastery,
Wrlsorr (1991,) presents him as a more insecure, ambiguous and marginal character.
'lir lrcr he is a passive, feminine figure rather than a symbol of active masculine power.
( )ther writers, such as Sally Munt (1995) and David Bell and
Jon Binnie (1.999),
h,rr..' highlighted queer appropriations of street life and spectatorship. Appropriattrli rl)c street, walking, looking and being looked at, the chance both to'disappear
Irr .r e rowd but also to catch glances, to look and be looked at, the chance for a brief
i,n( or.rnter' (Bell and Binnie 1998: 131) are all important for sexual dissidents.
llr,rwing on lesbian literature from the 1950s onwards, Munt considers the role of
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the lesbian fldneur as a sexual adventurer. She writes, 'Swaggering down the s
in her butch drag casting her roving eye left and right, the lesbian flAneur signi
a mobilised female sexuality in control, not out of control' (Munt 1995:121). Simi
Bell and Binnie (1998) focus on the novel The Dancer from the Dance by Ed
lfhite, which pre-dates the AIDS epidemic, as an example of the eroticization of
city and its streets by g"y men. In this novel the city streets are represented as s
for the realization of desire and as utopian and democratic spaces. They then go
to consider how the city was also appropriated within queer skinhead culture of
1990s by reflecting on a series of skinhead novels by Stewart Home. In these
streets are still eroticized, but here it is a brutal eroticism where the streets are
sites of violence and revolution.
In the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries the construction and
formation of cultural sites and refurbishment of city centres has created new
in which to shop, and to visit, new sensations and experiences and hence new
in which people can stroll (see section 7.4).The contemporary focus on indivi
ization is also creating a new wave of urban flAneurs who are concerned wi
fashion and the presentation of the self. Indeed, some writers have argued

the contemporary recreational shopper is a flAneur (Falk and Campbell 1
Featherstone 1998). Shopping malls do not just sell goods to be bought and ta
away, they also offer free experiences of sociality and display to be consumed
the spot in the form of aesthetic and highly designed environments containing
tains, mirrors, plants, food halls and entertainments (see section 7.4). Shopping
no longer just about purchasing goods, it is also about the act of strolling, mingli
in a crowd, and enjoying the opportunity to consume the sensations and experi
of the surroundings. In other words, the contemporary shopper in the mall is ca
in the same tension between immersion and detachment as the nineteenth-ce
flAneur wandering down the boulevards (Falk and Campbell l99T,Featherstone

1

However, in celebrating the contemporary flineur/flAneuse it is important
remember that mobility and the act of seeing, which are so fundamental to
voyeuristic stroller, are not shared by all citizens. People with physical or visual i
ments can be denied the freedoms to wander the streets in ways taken for
by able-bodied citizens because of the disabling nature of many city environ
(Hahn 1986, Butler and Bowlby 1997, Gleeson1.998, Parr and Butler 1999;see
Chapter 2).

t

Summary

r

The everydaj, act of wandering the city streets has a long history and
been the subject of theoretical exploration.

I
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North American and European cities that had been devrkrpccl around industrial production were undermined by economic restructuring
irrtl rhe associated process of de-industrialization. Large areas of city centres became
dcr.'lict and urban populations experienced long-term structural unemployment, the
out(orne of which was that many major cities lost their sense of both purpose and
Itt tlrc 1970s and early 1980s

irllrrtity. Lovatt and O'Connor (1995:1,27) comment,'Ugly grim cities they may
It,tvt' lreen, but formerly they produced, they made for the world. Now they were
jtrrt trgly and grim.' In the USA de-industrialized cities were pathologized as danp,r'r'o111;1 in the UK there was concern that they were becoming monofunctional places
rLrrninated by shops and offices. Poor provision of public transport at night, licensirrli lrrw constraints, home-centredness, suburbanization and the dominance of the
cir. ;rt the expense of pedestrians were all cited as factors that were eroding an urban
w,ry of life (Bianchini 1995).
l)cspite this decline in major cities, their Central Business Districts still represented

to organizations important fixed capital in terms of building and land. They were
rrrrt :rbout to write this off. In the late 1980s and 1990s a process of revalorizing
rrtv centres began, which involved both a re-emphasis on the importance of centr,rliry and an attempt to mobilize culture to lure capital back into the city (Harvey
l'tli9). Cities contain art and cultural heritage (e.g. museums, galleries, buildings)
,rs rvcll as being sites of cultural production, housing creative industries associated
rvrth fashion, television, music, food, the arts) tourism, leisure and publishing.
( rrlture was identified as an alternative source of wealth both because it was realrrt'tl that the cultural capital of particular cities could be converted into economic
.,rf itrrl and because cultural industries themselves generate wealth.
A new significance was attached to reorganizing city centres around consumpIrorr rather than production, in which the emphasis was on consumer goods and leisure
tirnc irctivities that incorporate high levels of design, style and fashionable cultural
irrrrrgcry (Featherstone 1,991). Gentrification and press coverage of bohemian or exotic
rrrb-cultures helped to glamorize the city and to create an image of urban living as
.ur rrcsthetic or artistic lifestyle (Zukin 1988, 1998).
Whereas in the 1970s cities competed to represent themselves as most in need, in
oltlcr to win subsidies and government support, now the emphasis is on re-imaging
r itics in a positive light to sell them in a competitive global marketplace (see section
i.\). Cultural differentiation and vibrancy are playing a key part in this process of
t'r'irrraging (Lovatt and O'Connor 1995). As Montgomery (1995a:143) explains:
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'Culture is the means by which cities express identity, character, uniqueness,
make positive stateffients about themselves, who they are, what they do and
they are going.'
City officials who in the 1960s and 1.970s would have criticized ethnic or le
ernd gay lifestyles now celebrate these neighbourhoods as examples of the cities' di
ity and vitality (see section 7.5). Quilley (1995 47) claims that Manchester's ga
village 'has led the way in re-appropriating the street for pedestrians and flAneurut'
for a mode of r-rrban experience that is central to Eulopean notions of urbanity in'
which positive ambience in public space is the result of social (face to face) vibra
and participation. This is best achieved and experienced through the act of strolling,
Gay gentrification in the neighbouring Granby Village development has contributed
to this project in the vicinity of Canal Street.'
Promoting a vibrant culture has also meant recognizing the potential of the night.
time economy. Without the daytime constraints of work and social obligations, ni
is the time when most people have the freedom to do what tl-rey want (Bianchi
L995).It is a time of play, socialization and encounter. By encouraging daytime busi.
nesses to stay open late or even all through the night, Bianchini (1995) observes,
cities have the opportunity to effectively double their economy (see Plate 7.2). Ae
well as traditional night-time spaces such as bars, clubs and restaurants, other
places such as shops, gyms, galleries and so on are now also opening longer and
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l,rt,'r',,rnd non-commercial activities like street theatre or social clubs ancl evening
rrrt rt'ries are also flourishing.
ln lruropean cities what is known as Animation Culturel (the wclrd 'animation'
tr rrst'tl to mean 'giving life back') emerged in the 1970s as one component in aftempts
to lt'vitalize cities. This involved the organization of street festivals, street theatre
rrr(l ('vents such as concerts and art exhibitions in public places both at lunchtime
rrrrtl tlrrring the evenings. Between 7977 and 1985 Rome City Council held a proHr',unnre of summer cultural events known as Estate rolnlna. Four different centres
nl ,rt t ivity, connected by cheap, late-night bus services, were promoted: City of Film
(Lrr,rtcd in a disused slaughterhouse), City of Sports and Dance (held in an archaeololiicrrl park), City of Television (in the park of a municipally owned villa) and City
ol Ilrcatre (in a street of redundant warehouses) (Bianchini 1995). Another ex,t..rplc of Animation Cultnrel is found in Barcelona which holds a large-scale cultural
r,r'r'nt in the form of a five-day n-raior fiesta known as L.a Mercd. Here arts, tnusic,
,rrrrl other forms of performance, including a parade of giant papier rndch6 figures,
,r t ornpetition of castellers (groups of people building human castles), a parade of
rtrlt walkers, correfoc (groups of young people dressed as devils and carrying papier
nr.rr l)6 beasts who march through streets letting off fireworks), and night-time
lircrvrrrk displays take place in open spaces throughout the city (Schuster 1995).
l\,lontgomery (1995b: 104) argures that the theory behind such events is that'by
lr,rvrrrg people on the streets, in the czrf6s and moving through the public realm, urban
r'rt.rliry is stimulated'. The intention is to generate flows of people engaged in difIt'rcrrt layers of activities (working, shopping, strolling, socializing, playing) and to
rr,)l)crl the city as a meeting place so that people's friendships and leisure time will
lrl tonducted in bars, restaurants and galleries rather than at home. In turn, it is
,l 1ir rcd, drawing a diverse range of people onto the streets makes everybody feel safer
l',,,rtrse they believe they can rely on the 'natural surveillance' of other 'eyes on the
\t r('('t' to protect them from'public' dangers, rather than relying on CCTV and priv,rrc security forces (Jacobs 1961). For example, Robert \Tassermann, the Assistant
to rhc Police Commissioner, of Boston, USA, claims that: 'ril/e believe that arts activil r{'\ crln generally help reduce street crime. Both in those areas of Boston which have
rr'lirrlrrr street cultural activities and in our theatre districts, there tends to be less
rrrrrrc during those times of the day as the cultural events are ongoing' (cited in
l\ lr rrrtgomer] 199 5b 106).
I crnple Bar in Dublin, Eire, provides a good example of the use of culture to revit,rlrze a city in a process dubbed by Montgomery \1995a:165) 'urban stewardship'.
llus r.listrict, which was built and developed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centrrlit's, is known as the cultural quarter of the city and covers a 218-acre area between
( )'( ,onnell Bridge to the east, Dame Street to the south and the river Liffey to the north.
lrr rlrc 1970s, despite its central location, Temple Bar had become something of
,r lrrrckwater and its future was uncertain because the State Bus Company (CIE)
lr,r,l declared its intention to develop it as a transportation hub and had begun to
brrv up property ready for demolition. As a result, property and rental values in the
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neighbourhood fell. In turn, businesses and activities that could only afford low renti
and were willing to accept short tenancy agreements began to move into the area.
These included artists' studios, galleries, recording studios, restaurants' second'
hand clothes shops, book shops and record stores (Montgomery 1'995a).

These cultural industries and businesses began to flourish and so the area
developed a reputation for its vitality, being dubbed'Dublin's Left Bank'' As a con'

,.qrr..r.., the local traders and community groups then began to organize themselveS.
A group of individual business people and cultural entrepreneurs formed the
Temple Bar 91 group to bid for European Union grants to fund a Temple Bar urban
renewal scheme. The intention behind this was to create and sustain the cultural
industries; to prevent the loss of Irish talent overseas; to stimulate the night-time ar
well as the daytime economy; to use place marketing to build on Temple Bar's iden'
tity and raise its profile in Eire and beyond; to conserve and renew the architectural
identity of the neighbourhood; and to reclaim and redevelop derelict properties.
In particular, the intention was to buy the CIE's (the state bus company) prop'
efti holdings to prevent their sale to another commercial developer. The TemplC
Bar Development Council (TBDC) was also set up; this produced a manifesto fof
the creation of a Cgltural Enterprise Centre in the Temple Bar neighbourhood. Thc
TBDC's aims were to conserve and improve the environment, to develop recreation

and tourism, and to create employment through public and private enterprisg
(Montgomery 1.995a).
The bid to the European Union was eventually successful and the Irish govern'
ment acted to establish a state-owned trading company called Temple Bar Propert'
ies to purchase CIE's and the Dublin Corporation's property portfolios (through
compulsory purchase if necessary) and to oversee the development of the area.TaX
incentives have been introduced to encourage private property owners to renew and
improve buildings and a range of measures have been used to develop maior cul'
tuial centres to promote the strategic growth of particular cultural activities. These
centres include the Irish Fihn Centre, Temple Bar Photography Gallery, the Temple
Bar Gallery and Artist Studio, Children's Arts Centre, and so on (Montgomery 1'995a1,
The revitalization of cities around culture and consumption has not been with'
out its critics. Property developers and multi-national corporations are accused of
creating standardized consumption and entertainment spaces (such as mega malls
and multiplex cinemas) within cities, while consumption practices predicated on
middle-clais lifestyles - particularly gentrification - are blamed for displacing other
social groups who cannot afford them. Some critics argue that, through these pro'
cesses, the uniqueness and cultural diversity of urban identities are being eroded
as fast as cities are trying to package and sell themselves around claims of cultural
distinctiveness (Zukin 1,99 8).
The desire of city officials and developers to attract the middle classes and
middle-aged people with high disposable incomes back into the city has prompted
-."r..,r., d.signed to make the streets feel safer and so to reverse the downward
spiral of abandonment identified in Chapter 6.Part of this has involved efforts to
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up' city streets by removing so-called undesirable groups such as the homeless
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or
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Chapter
6). For
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and
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itlrorrt who
partly
financed
and
Parks
Prospect
are
er;rrrrple, the New York City Central and
patrons
rather
than
rrrn by private organizations including individual and corporate
Iry rlrc New York City Parks Department (Zukin1,998). Such processes are criticized
drrrl tcenagers. Increasingly, commercial districts, though technically

itr rrrrclemocratic and exclusionary. The outcome of them is to undermine rather than

lrxtcr diversity, vibrancy and social justice within the city.
l)cspite these criticisms of the private sector management of public space, Sharon
/,rrhin (1998) is still upbeat about the ability of different cultural and ethnic groups
to lorge their own 'urban' lifestyles within their own neighbourhoods. Here, she argues,
th(. inreraction and juxtaposition of many different lifestyles and traditions contllrcs ro create a'hybrid'urban culture which resists domination by corporations or
tlrt' rrriddle class. Zukin writes (1,998:836): 'Newspaper stands owned by members
ol orrc immigrant group sell newspapers written in other languages. Store owners
rtoel< distinctive ethnic goods that will appeal to several different ethnic groups, and
,,r,nrc goods, such as clothing and cosmetics are re-exported to the same or even difl(,r(,nt countries of origin . . . Here, "transnational" consumers interact and develop
rlrt'ir own urban lifestyles.' It is this diversity which Zukin (1998: 837) claims con-

the Irish go
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lrru('s to be 'the city's most important product'.
l'lre following subsections focus on three examples of different spaces of culture
,n(l consumption within the city: the mall, the restaurant and the club'
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7.4.1 The mall

l,rrge shopping malls in, and on the outskirts of, urban areas (such as 'West
I tlrrronton Mall, Canada, Brent Cross, London, UK, and Faneuil Hall Marketplace
rrr lloston, USA) have developed as a result of a range of forces, including postwar
r()nsumer affluence, technological change, growth in car ownership, and the inr rt';rse in numbers of women in paid employment. Shopping is now the second most
nnl)ortant cultural activity in North America after watching TV (Goss 1992).
(,oods not only sustain our everyday material living standards, they also define our
rrr..lividual and collective identities.
l)owntown malls are often designed to reflect a 'modernist nostalgia for authentr( community, perceived to exist only in past and distant places' (Goss 7993:22).
Arr cxample is Faneuil

Hall Marketplace in Boston, where the restored waterfront

combines idealized historical urban community and a street market. The shops
,rr.'decorated with antique signs and props and street entertainers in costume are
orr hand (Goss 1992). These malls provide not only shops but also entertainment,
lood and drink, dance/concerts and, in some cases, funfairs and fashion shows. Jon
(ioss (1993) points out that the ability of shopping centres to cater to all tastes is

,u t'rr
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actually the result of their organizational intelligence and spatial strategies of con
trol. He writes: 'A sophisticated apparatus researches consumers' personal p
their insecurities and desires, and produces a space that comfortably satisfies
individual and mass consumers and manipulates the behaviour of both to not
different degrees' (Goss 1993: 40-1,).
Most large-scale malls are designed to circulate shoppers in order to maxi
the number of goods they will see. though, according to Frank Mort (1989),
also contributes to making them 'new' sexual crr"rising grounds for some men
women. Seating is provided at 'pause points' so that shoppers can review pr
rearrange their bags and regroup, but these are never too comfortable because t
might distract shoppers from consuming or attract undesirable groups (e.g. the el
the young, the homeless). There are usually no clocks or windows and the tem
ature and lighting are carefully controlled to rnask the passing of time. Cleani
security staff and CCTV maintain the cleanliness and order of the space, while
and music are used to calm tensions and promote sales (Goss 1992). As such, ma
'are artificial environments, which, unlike the main street, have no prior reason
existence and no historic rootedness in place' (Goss 1,992: 166).
Yet, this very artificiality - what Goss (1992) dubs the 'magic of the mall' that many consumers regard them as idealized spaces. Here, they are free from
inconvenience of the weather, pollution and traffic, and able to avoid any con
with social difference, fear of crirne and the general sense of disorder and inciv
wliich is associated with'the street' (see Chapter 6). In this sense, Jackson (19
argues, malls represent in effect the 'domestication' of the street. However,
claims, 'whereas the idealised form of the public street is a relatively open a
democratic space, the shopping centre offers only a parody of participation:
"credit card citizenship" allows the consumer to purchase an identity, engaging vi
ously in their chosen lifestyle' without any of the inconveniences or responsibili
of a truly 'public' space (Jackson 1997:178). Indeed, although malls are a
for: young people, offering them not only the chance to window shop but to
the dangers of the streets (Vanderbeck 1999), as a group with low spending
they often find themselves excluded from these spaces and virtually disenfranchi
from city life (Bianchini 1990). This is not to suggest, however, that shoppers
browsers are entirely passive in the face of the dictates of shoppirlg centre man
and security staff; control is also tactically appropriated by consumers.
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Eating places are increasingly important to the urban landscape. There has
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wrllfout setting foot outside our fair capital'(Cook and Crang 1996t 1.31.), On the
nn'l;rcc, these places offer a way of stimulating a new level of cultural interest in
dill('rcnt cultures and places and support for anti-racism. Yet, May (1.996) argues
th,rt .onsumption of such foods is often dependent on and helps to reproduce racist
lttr,rginrtive geographies. bell hooks (1,992) also warns that, through the process of
gorrrruning 'other' places, we often try to contain and represent them within our own
ffirrrrt'wr>rks. She writes that this 'commodification of difference promotes pararltp,rnr of consumption wherein whatever difference the Otlrer inhabits is eradicated,
virt (,\clrange, by a consumer cannibalism that not only displaces the Other but denies
llrr, sigrrificance of that other's history through a process of decontextualisation' (hooks
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l{t'staurants, however, are not just important for their food but also for the social
itrtt'r',rctions which take place within them. '[T]he restaurant exists as a feature of
tlrr' t'rrtcrtainment industry, and is as much concerned with the marketing of emolton;rl rloods and desires as with the selling of food. Eating in the public domain
h,rt Itt'come a mode of demonstrating one's standing and one's distinction by assort,rrinc <lneself with the ready-made ambience of the restaurant itself' (Beardsworth
drrrl lrcil 7990: 142-3). The behaviour of diners in formal restaurants is very mannr,r('(l :lr1d structured (Finkelstein 1989). These are performative environments where
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in which not only diners are on display but
Zukin (1995) observes, for
er,rrrr1.rle, how artists and resting actors are often hired to work in top restaurants
lrr rlrc basis of their performative personaiities. She writes: ''Waiters are less importdnr rlriul chefs in creating restaurant food. They are no less significant, however,
Itr r lr':rting the experience of dining out. For many people, oblivious of restaurant
g,nrlit'r's'social background, waiters are actors in the daily drama of urban culture'
(/rrl.rrr 1995 154).
While those who know how to behave in such social environments may feel socially
rorrrlortable and even take pleasure from demonstrating a shared social knowledge,
llrost'who are less familiar with the social etiquettes of particular restaurants can
Ir,r,l 'out of place' in these socially regulated environments, although eating above
rlr,"r social station can also provide a rare taste (in both the culinary and social senses
rrl tlrt' word) of how the 'other half lives' (Valentine 1999e).
l{('strrurants are the site of all the daily dramas of urban life - everything from
Itrtlrs, rnarriages, adulterous affairs, divorce and death are recorded at city restaurrltrt t:rbles. They represent a halfway house between the communal environment of
n 'lrrrblic' space such as a bar or club and the intimacy of home. As such, they are
6'r,rlt" yet fairly'private'and'romantic'environment for women to meet men on
fir st tlrrtes. Meals, like other forms of consumption, also provide currency for every-
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dlrrr staff (Crang 1994) (see also Chapter 5). Sharon

-

\' ( ( )rlversations and even a way for people to talk about their relationships. Through

llrl I't'rformative act of sharing a meal, individuals can articulate their identities and
urnl)('tcnce in public culture, develop contingent knowledges about each other
lnrl ('vcn assess their compatibility. The twin restaurant characteristics of 'privacy'
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and 'romance' also mean that they can be important sites for playing out adul
affairs (Cline 1990). Sally Cline (1990) cites the example of Robin, a secretary,
described how, when she started an affair, food assumed great significance in
life because she and her lover would use restaurants as their meeting place.
The business lunch has long been recognized as an essential part of corporate
tainment. During the early 1980s, not only the 'power lunch', but also the '
breakfast', was imported from the USA into the UK. A recent British survey of ad
ising executives found that, on average, they attend or host one lunch per
(Athenaeum , 1,996). The restaurant provides a neutral space in which to meet
petitors, support services (e.g. lawyers and accountants) and producers or suppli
all of whom are often concentrated within offices in the centres of cities (Be
1979). The importance of these face-to-face meetings was emphasized by Mi
Korda, editor-in-chief of publishers Simon and Schuster, when he claimed that '
most powerful place in town [for my industry] is the Grill Room of the Four
[a restaurant in New York]' lNew York Times 1976, quoted in Bergman 1,979:2
The business lunch is a place not only for negotiating, dealing and hiring and firi
but also for binding people together and creating business networks.
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7.4.3 The club

The UK nightclub industry is estimated to be worth approximately d2 billion
year and attracts over a niillion people per week (Hyder 1995).It therefore o
many regenerative possibilities for decaying inner-city areas. Notably, clubs bring
young people into the city and onto the streets, while at the same time also bei
staffed by other young people, often students, who can be paid low wages and bc
expected to work long, unsocial shifts.
Most spaces of the city are designed for travelling through rather than soc
izing in, or are designed in such a way as to minimize unplanned or undesi
encounters with strangers (Malbon 1998). Ben Malbon (1998) suggests that in
presence of other people whom we do not know we often project a sense of i
ference to them: a disassociation (Malbon 1998).In contrast, he argues that cl
are actually spaces where people enjoy being near to others: they are spaces
identification. A desire for a sense of togetherness with other people is a crucial
of the experience of clubbing. The club can generate affinity between the place a
the people in it in the same way that sporting venues and festivals do. Malbon (1
observes that the ritual of queuing at the door arrd the knowledges and com
cies in terms of bodily practices (the look, etc) which are necessary to gain entry
foster a sense of group identity, albeit one that is fleeting and transitory.
The dance floor of the club itself offers a sensuous mind and body experie
Music in particular plays a powerful role in creating this emotionally charged at
sphere. The sense of conviviality, empathy and unity produced by sharing a sp
is often boosted by the use of drugs such as Ecstasy. The mixture of dark and li
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nrrrl tlre proximity of the "audience" all add to its intensity'. In the club, he argues,
It rr possible for young people to lose themselves, to forget the outside world and
tll its pressures. The space of the club offers a dislocation from the ties of everyday
lilr' ,rrrtl the opportunity for clubbers 'to inscribe their own creativities upon a shared
rlt,rtt', to create a space of their own making of which they are also the consumers'
(Mrrllr<rn 1998:280).
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In the face of de-industrialization cities have soughr to revive rheir
decaying centres by mobilizing culrure to Iure capital back into the city.
Cultural differentiation and the vibrancy of ccnsumpficn spaces such as
rnalls, restdurants and clubs play a key part in this proce$$ of re-imaging.
Critics argue that such processes are ffeating standardized consumption
within cities, displacing other social groups, and are undemocraric
and exclusion*ry.
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within the club means that, although it is often crowded, it is easy for clubItt'ts to lose sight of others. In this way, the intense but fleeting nature of social conlrtet within this space offers a respite from normal rules of interaction and ordering
rrrrrsitlc of the club (Malbon 1999).
lVlrrlbon (1.998:271) defines clubbing as a performance 'where the lights (or darknr.rs), the sounds, the possible use of drugs, the practices (and rituals) of dancing
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7.5 Selling the city

practice of selling places entails the various ways in which public and private
,tlit ncies - local authorities and local entrepreneurs, often working collaboratively
\trive to "sell" the image of a particular geographically defined "place", usually a
tr)\vn or city, so as to make it attractive to economic enterprise [especially footloose
lrrlilr-tech industries], tourists and even to inhabitants of the place'(Philo and
ht';rlr.rs 1993: 3). Cities are competing against each other in the scramble to get a
rlr.rlc of capital investment (at a time when new technologies have produced an unprert'tlcnted mobility of capital) and so each needs to carve out a place for itself in the
pll,rbrl economy (see Plate 7.3). Its ability to do so is dependent upon it being able
t' offer something'different'or'more'than its counterparts. In this way places are
lrt't oming commodities to be packaged, advertised, marketed and consumed, just like
,rrn' <rther goods (Philo and Kearns 1993).
Ilut, as the opening quote suggested, this (re)imaging of cities is not just an
ct onomic process but also a social one, which aims to rebuild civic pride and achieve
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Manchester: at the heart of the global economy?
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social consensus for changes. As such, it is a 'subtle form of socialisation
to convince local people, many of whora will be disadvantaged and potentially
affected, that they are important cogs in a successful community and that all
of "good things" are really done on their behalf' (Philo and I(earns 1993: 3).
Harvey (1989) has dubbed the use of events and celebrations to sell cities, not
on a national or global scale but also to local people, as the phenomenon of 'br
and circuses', in the sense that local people are encollraged to enjoy a taste of
for the day and to forget the problems of theil everyday lives.
The selling of cities often involves promoting traditions, lifestyles, and the a
which are supposed to be local or 'authentic', even though in practice these
entations often use cultural motifs that are only loosely associated with the
or they play upon or manipulate pride in local history to mobilize particular mo
or annivelsaries. These images of past industrial prosperity or heroic imagery
particular events are often put together to create marketable pastiches of culture
history which are both decontextualized and superficial.
All cities play upon their uniqueness and cosmopolitanism. In ma
Manchester, UK, its City Council has attempted to portray it as culturally
using the gay village along with other cultural quarters, such as Chinatown, as p
of the city's cosmopolitan and progressive credentials (Quilley 1995). The gay
lage in particular has been central to the re-imaging of Manchester and its
to represent itself as a post-industrial, service-based economy with an interna
reputation for its clubs, nightlife and European-style street ambience. Maps of
village are produced by the City Council tourist office, which identify its
aries, entertainments and institutions.
However, despite the emphasis on uniqueness, Philo and Kearns (1993)
out the somewhat ironic universal vocabulary of central, bigger, better and
beautiful which appears in the imaging of most cities. They write, 'the practice
selling places may even generate sameness and blandness despite its appearance
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lrnrrliing geographical difference into tl-re fold of contemporary economic and politIt,tl tliscor.rrse' (Philo and Kearns 1993:21).
Not surprisingly, conflicts over cultural represenfations often arise when local peoph'tonsider place marketeers'representations to be unfaithful or unwanted, when
lhn' intentionally or unintentionally obscure 'other'groups or their histories, or when
tlro, go against the experiences and understandings of local people, who may contr,r\r the ideals of the place marketeers with the reality of what is actually offered
trr lotals in terms of employment and social opportunities (Philo and Kearns 1993).
( ilrrsgow, Scotland, provides a good example of the marketing of a city which
Ir,rrt,rused local disquiet. Glasgow was once a famous industrial city built on the
t'rvt'r (,lyde and known as the'second city of empire'. Following de-industrialization
drrrl rlccline in the 1970s, the city authorities have attempted to create a new ecortorrric identity for the city. These economic regeneration initiatives were started in
tltt't'rrrly 1980s by Glasgow District Council. Since the 1990s the Glasgow Developnr('nl Agency has attempted to reposition the city by promoting its success at winnrrrli irrvestment in face of globalization. The language of its marketing emphasizes
positive change, with slogans such as'Glasgow's Miles Better', the'Cinderella City',
'l'lr,rcrrix from the Ashes', and so on (Mclnroy and Boyle 1996). Mclnroy and Boyle
(l()9(r) also provide an example of a newspaper article in the local EueningTimes
urtitlccl 'Fat City: Glasgow is billions better as investrnent money rolls in'. This provrrlt'tl a map of the 'New Glasgow' in which buildings were marked as evidence of
(,l,rsgow's rejuvenation. The Glasgow District Council was so pleased with this reprlrt'rrtrltion that it had hundreds of copies printed off to give to other journalists,
vr\rt ( )rs and tourists.
,\t the same time'the local state has also been active in manufacturing other cultrrr,rl identities for the city' (Mclnroy and Boyle 1,996:74).In particular, Glasgow
Ir,r' bcen marketed as a city that is committed to the arts. Since the early 1980s an
rrururll arts festival, the Mayfest, has been launched, and the Br-rrrell Collection, a
trcrv l(oyal Concert Hall and the Gallery of Modem Art have all been opened. In
| ')')() Glasgow was European City of Culture and in 7999 it was named British City
ol r\r'chitecture. Mass participation spectacles such as the Glasgow Garden Festival
It,rr',' irlso been used to distract the local people from the economic and social prob['rrrs of the city.
I lowever, rather than legitimating local economic development strategies, civic
lroostcriSrr in Glasgow actually antagonized local people and was met with oppositrorl. ln 1990 the 'Workers' City was launched by a group of 40 left-wing activists to
runtt'st the way the City Council was handling the European City of Culture initiattvt' (Mclnroy and Boyle 1.996). They.opposed the way the leader of the Council was,
m tlrcir opinion, forcing through place promotion, regardless of the views of other
lorrncillors, civil servants and the public. They were also very unhappy about the
r,rrritiz.ed and self-important image of the city that was being nrarketed. Although
llrrs group did not share a universal vision of Glasgow, they were united in their
rrrlreism that the marketeers were ignoring the city's heritage, which was strongly
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bound up with working-class industrial struggles and a history of municipal
ism. They regarded the efforts to pronote the city as friendly to global capital ra
than to market its socialist history and identity as, in effect, selling the soul of
city. The activists organized protests, petitions, meetings and marches, and put
case through letter-writing campaigns to the press, and contributions to various
and radio programmes (Mclnroy and Boyle 1996). Although they recognized
difficulties of competition in a global world, the \Torkers' City activists argued
Glasgow needed to work through its own identity and that the process of c
transition needed to happen at a slower pace so that the city couid find a new i
with which it could be comfortable.
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Western thought has always positioned the rural and urban in opposition to
other (see also Chapter 8). All green and open spaces are assumed to be in the
tryside, whereas the city is rmagined as an overcrowded, polluted, concrete j
the very antitl-resis of nature and sustainability. The contrast between the two
has prompted urban-to-rural migration and the flight of people to the green
urbs. While a lot of attention has been paid to the way the city is penetrating
couDtry in the form of urban sprawl, there is little consideratior-r of the opposite
cess: how nature pervades the city.
Yet the urban/rural dichotomy is another example of the dangers of binary
ing (see also discussions of man/woman in Chapter 2 and public/private in
ter 3 and Chapter 5). There is no clear separation between country and city.
spaces are embedded in the city rather than separate from it, a variety of
plants and animals inhabit or move within and through urban environments. I
the urban and the rural are part of the same ecosystems so that the city can
nature, for example through air or water polh.rtion (Hinchliffe 1999).
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7,6.1 Open spaces

(1998:115) describes as 'soft urban landscapes' - parks,
t$rrk'rrs, waterways, commonland, woodland - make up important in-between
rJr,rtcs within the city. It is estimated that around 11 per cent of l-ondon is actually
Irf)ur space (Mclaren 1992).
l)ublic space has always been an integral feature of cities. In Victorian Britain,
urlll(('n1 about industrial urbanism and the risks to health and morals of separatIng working people from nature and fresh air led to the development of urban
p,trks such as Marylebourne Park (now known as Regents Park), Victoria Park,
Wlr;rt .facqueline Burgess

ficrrrrirrgton Park and Battersea Park, which were based on landscaped English countfy ('srrrtes. Campaigns were also established to save common lands, like Hampstead
llt',rtlr and Vimbledon Common, which were threatened by urban expansion
(llrrrrcc 1994).
A similar nineteenth-century movement to develop open spaces took place in
Nortlr American cities. Central Park in New York, which is based on large mearhrlt end areas of woodland, took ten years to develop. Other examples comprise
(roltlen Gate Park in San Francisco, Prospect Park in Brooklyn, Fairmount Park
lrr l'lriladelphia, and Franklin Park in Boston. In European cities, efforts to develop

tluality open spaces include Biilmern-reer in Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
pr'.'rlominantly
high-rise estate which is located in a naturalistic woodland and
d
(Mclaren
1992).
wltl:rrrd setting
I lrban parks are highly valued landscapes. They represent sources of pleasure,
Icrrrrrc, an escape from the concrete of the streets, and everyday sensuous encounIclr with 'nature': a chance to touch, see, smell and hear the 'natural' world
(ll.rrrison et al. 1987, Burgess et al. 1.988). Contrary to stereotypical assumptions
tlr,rt rrrban residents are cut off from these landscapes and have to seek them out
tltrotrgh special trips to distant parks or rural landscapes, Br.irgess et al.'s (1988) snrdy
nrrphrrsized the everyday nature of city lesidents' contact with the living world as
journeys and activities in familiar environments round the home
It,r r t of their routine
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such as parks and gardens are appreciated not only for their so-called
'tr,rtrrrrrl'qualities but also as spaces for social encounters. The elderly like to sit
Irr |.11-las and watch the world go by, and parents value them as non-materialistic
('rrrr'()nments where their cliildren can enjoy controlled adventure and exploration
wlrrlt' they meet up with and talk to other adults. Extended families and 'commuttrtr('s'also use urban open spaces as gathering points for games and picnics. In this
w.r\, these environments can become imbued with personal meanings and memorIls ol 'community' life or childhood (Burgess et al. 1,988).
I )t'spite the fact of the importance of open spaces to urban residents, they have
lrt'r'n subject to development pressures and have suffered neglect and disinvestrt(nt. In the UK a national initiative to revive these environments, involving the
(
Commission, local authorities and the private sector, lras set out to
'rrntryside
( )1rcn spaces
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Box 7.5: The pleasures of nature in the city

weirdos and nutt
to the police.
y, racially motivated A

rrirres,

Richqrd:'When l'm depressed I like to sit, not walk. And there is one little
on top of the hill at Shrewsbury Park [in Eltham, London] that looks right out
the Thames Valley. . . and you can sit there and just look at the horizon and
quite happy. And then I can walk into the wood down below and watch the
rels which relaxes me. A little bit of wildlife around as well. lt's marvellous.'

Viv:'l could lie about for hours if I didn't have kids, if I had nobody to be respont"
ible for. . . ln Hall Place, they've got them sort of sprucy trees. They smell like thl
trees in Corfu. And you laid down, sort of in between them. l've done it with Lynn
[daughter] lots of times. You very rarely get people come that close. lt's lovely, I
can lay there for ages. . . Close your eyes and you can smell the trees and that. ll
the sun's shining, you can imagine you're somewhere else.'
Michoel:'My strongest memory in moving this summer was waking up one motfl.
ing and the whole area was covered in multi-coloured poppies! . .. Coming from
an inner urban area to suddenly find this beautiful, spectacular background. That
was quite a feeling.'
Burgess et

al. 1998,460-1
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create 12'community' forests on the edge of major cities (Burgess 1998). Atte
to restore open spaces are not always concerned with aesthetics and pleasure;
can also be used as potential means for regenerating urban 'community' (see
ter 4). In 1976 the Bronx Frontrer Development Corporation was established in
derelict areas of South Bronx in New York, USA. This grass-roots group initiated
development of over 50 community gardens, some of which have had
success in selling herbs to restaurants (Bunce 1,9941.
However, not all urban open spaces are appreciated; some are regarded
monotonous or sterile environments where there is nothing to do, or as dirty placet
where there are problems of litter, waste-dumping and dog faeces. There is also what
Burgess et al. (1988: 464) have termed the 'dark side' of open space (see Box 7.3
Parks and common land are settings where people feel afraid of crime, despite

r

tlrcil own living space witl

rlrrr,rnce from humans by oe
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fact that, statistically, relatively few attacks take place in these environments,
Perceptions of danger are often associated with enclosed or remote enviro
(see also Chapter 6). These features are an intrinsic part of many woodland areas.
Participants in Burgess et al.'s (1988) study described their fears that woods offer
the opportunity for attackers to hide, that vegetation might inhibit potential escape
routes, and that, because it is difficult to see very far ahead, these can be isolating
environments (Burgess 1998l.Indeed, in folk stories and fairy tales woods them-
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selves often symbolize danger.
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All tlrc women's groups which took part in Burgess et al.'s (1988) project
trcsscd a fear of being attacked by a man or men, whom they described as
i;rcs, weirdos and nutters', and recounted experiences of flashing that often went
)orted to the police. Participants also expressed concerns about children's
lcty, racially motivated attacks and anti-social behaviour such as glue sniffing and
tttlrrlism (Burgess et al. 1,988). These fears are compounded by two contemporary
rr'r\scs. First, there has been a decline in the management and social control of
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hlie parrks and open spaces, largely because of public spending cuts which have
Itccl in the loss of park keepers and wardens from these environments. Second,
'r't';lscd surveillance and exclusionary practices on the streets and in semi-public
'cs such as shopping malls have pushed so-called 'undesirable' groups (such as
Ironreless and teenagers) into parks and open spaces, which represent the only
plutt's where they are free to hang out (see Chapter 6).

I

/.6.2 Animals

(iity rrrrimals are usually imagined to be pets (such as cats and dogs), while the country\i(lc is seen as the realm of livestock animals (pigs, cows, sheep, etc) and the wilderllrrs is the space of wild animals (such as bears and wolves) (Philo and \Wilbert 2000).
Yr,t, rrr practice, this neat classification does not hold up. Zoos represent an example
Irl lrrrrrrans domesticating and containing wild animals within the city. Many zoos
h,rv.' thcir origins in imperialism when a representative range of wild species was
ftlorrlilrt back from the colonies to be classified and displayed (Anderson 1995,1997,
It,l')|ib,2000). Today, however, zoos are reinventing themselves under the guise of
lilr r;r I conservation.
r\ whole range of animals also come into the city of their own accord and forge
tltlrr own living space within it (Philo and Wilbert 2000). Some of these keep their
tll.t.rrrce from humans by occupying marginal locations such as sewers or waste ground
= rrr,lt'cd, we may even be unaware that they are there. Of those animals who make
t'r'lirrlirr appearances in the city, some (such as hedgehogs and urban foxes or badglrs) irre valued by humans and are therefore fed or encouraged, whereas others (such
dr pigcons and rats) are coded as pests and vermin.
llrese animals threaten to disturb human spatial orderings and are often conrr,1'turrlized in terms of metaphors of contagion and pollution (Philo and'lfilbert
l0l){)). The nature-culture boundary is maintained and policed by environmental
hr,,rlth officers and animal welfare organizations who often carry out extermination
llr()llrammes. For example, in London, pigeons, although a tourist attraction in
'l'r,rlrrlgar Square, are also regarded as a visual eyesore; their excrement is blamed
lrrr tlemaging buildings, and they are assumed to carry diseases which are a thteat
Io lrrrrnan health and so secret culls often take place at night.
t iriffiths et al. (2000: 61) explain that: 'Those animals which transgress the
lr,,rrrrclary between civilisation and nature, or between public and private, which do
r r
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not stay in their allotted space, are commonly sources of abjection [see Chapter 2
engendering feelings of discomfort or even nausea which we try to distance f.
the self, the group and associated spaces (but which we can never banish from
psyche). This is clearly the case with cockroaches and rats which invade public
domestic space, emerging from where they "belong", out of sight on a stratum
civilised life, and eliding with other cultures in racist discourse to symboli
racialised "others"'.
They go onto examine human-animal relations in the city by studying the
of feral cats in Hull, UK. Their research explores the extent to which these ani
are accepted as having a legitimate place in the city by focusing on the ways
some humans try to engage with them and feed them, while others are antagoni
towards them, claiming that they need to be redomesticated and returned to
holds. Griffiths et al. (2000) conclude that, just as the heterogeneity of human
within the city creates conflicts about who belongs where and who is 'in place'
'out of place' (see Chapter 6), so the same is true of humans' engagement with
'natural' world. \fild nature is desired but at the same time feared because it si
nals a loss of human control over the environment. In particular, some animals
understood to disturb the urban order and to threaten humans'precarious
over nature within the city, hence our desire to domesticate or exterminate
(Griffiths et a|.20001.

Plate

7.4

Cyclists reclaim thr

1

I

7.6.3 Urban environmental politics

Conservation is traditionally considered a country issue. However, since the late 19
the conservation movement and a network of wildlife organizations (such as the
Society for the Protection of Birds, and Friends of the Earth) have begun to pay
tion to the conservation of urban nature in the UK. An inventory of natural ha

itats and wildlife species in London by the Greater London Council identified
2000 sites for wildlife and conservation projects; these included locations such
railway embankments and derelict or abandoned areas (Bunce 1.994).The
Trusts for Nature Conservation have also acquired urban sites for nature and
life reserves (Harrison et al. 1.987).
Carolyn Harrison and Jacquelin Burgess's 11994) study of plans to
Rainham Marshes in London provides a good example of some of the i
encountered by urban conservation movements. Rainham Marshes was classified
a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) because of its distinctive fauna and
This designation should have protected it from any major developrnent.
in 1989 a consortium of developers sought perrnission to build a {,2.4 billion
park-style entertainment centre and film studio on the marshes, which offered
bring jobs and tourism to the area. Conservationists were opposed to this plan
local residents were more ambivalent because the mud flats and marshes
poorly managed, often being used for fly tipping and by motorbikers.
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Cyclists reclaim the city streets, Bastille, France (@ Paul White)
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lrr lcworking their proposal, the developers then highlighted the pollution and
rIrir';rclation of the marshes and proposed instead a nature and leisure park with a
rrr,rr,rgcd wetland in what they argued would be a sustainable development. In this
rr,rv they played upon the local residents'preference for a very particular kind of
'r,rlurc'in which they re-imagined'nature'and represented themselves as environrrrcrrtrrl stewards. In 1990 Havering Borough Council granted planning permission
l.r tlte development.
It is not only specific nature sites which are at risk in the city. Urban environrrrr'rrtrll campaigns have also sought to raise awareness about the poor quality of the
,rrr irr cities where nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide and ozone guidelines are fre(lr(ntly exceeded. Large cities also have distinctive local climatic effects. The coml,rrr.rtion of cities absorbing incoming radiation and the output of waste heat and
, r( r'qy creates urban heat islands and temperature inversions trap and concentrate
l,,,llrrtion in the city (Mclaren 1992). Energy conservarion measures to improve the
.llieicncy of ageing housing stocks with double glazing and insulation, and urban
llr(('n spaces which can help to absorb pollution and lower temperatures are both
r{ liilrcled as potentially important ways of protecting the environment. Urban envir,,nrnental activists also have taken over the streets of major cities, such as Paris, on
l,rl.r's and rollerblades (see Plate 7.4) to promote traffic calming schemes, and the
rr,,'tl for restrictions on vehicles in order to cut emissions, and to advocate more
rir..'cu forms of transport.
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Cities generate large amounts of waste. Urban open spaces and rivers suffer
pollution by waste, metals, pesticides, litter (90 tons a day collected off the
of London) and illegal dumping. There are also large tracts of derelict land in
cities that were once the site of waste disposal facilities, power stations, c
works or gasworks and are now too contaminated to be used for other pu
Although some cities are mounting recycling and urban redevelopment schemeg
proportions of household waste that are recycled remain low. In London, UK,
figure is only 2-3 per cent; this compares unfavourably with Portland, Oregon,
the figure ts 22 per cent, while in the Netherlands cities recycle up to 50 per cent
their aluminium, paper and glass waste (McLaren 1992).
In the face of such environmental problems, urban environmental campai
are promoting a programme to create sustainable cities that includes a focus on
efficiency, traffic calming, effective decontamination and the use of derelict land,
recycling and the development of more accessible higher-quality open spaces
wildlife resources (McClaren 1992,Elkin, McClaren and Hillman 1,991,).

I

gumrnary
Western thought has positioned the csuntry and city in opposition to
other, yeJ open $psces are embedded in the city rather than separate
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as a system that could support a population of thousands of users in a single sha

cyberspace.
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presented its users

with 'a real time anirnated view into an on-li

simulated world in which the users could communicate, play games, go on ad
tures, fall in love, get married, get divorced, wage wars, protest against them
experiment with self government (1991:273, cited in Ostwald 1,997: 1,39).
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rrctt'il as silhouettes of jagged black lines infilled with colour, termed Avatars. They
r()rsos, heads, arms and legs and could, by moving a joystick, be made to turn
walk in four directions as well as pick up and use objects. The Avatars could
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llrt' Habitat world was broken up into different regions. The people were

vers suffer
d off the

Itlons,

I

lilnvt' bctween regions, encounter others (up to 20 000 computers could simultanHabitat), and even talk to each other, by typing words which would
in
a
balloon
above their heads. Through these interactions communities deaplr('iu'
vel,1'c.l as Avatars bought land, held meetings and developed newspapers and traditiorrs. 'Hilbitat became a model urban community with hundreds and eventually
thrrrrsrrrrds of people participating' (Ostwald 1997: 140). But it was not a utopia which
lnrt.'.1 l,rng. Crime began to occur and, with murders taking place and gangs roamIng rlrc streets, Habitat elected a sheriff, guns were banned and this virtual urban
lJr;rrc cventually stabilized. However, by this time the Internet was emerging and
ll,rlrit,rt was eventually shut down. Although Habitat was the first virtual urban space,
Iul"t'tluently hundreds of similar attempts to parody community and city life have
1il,.,r' rct up in on-line spaces. One such example is Geocities, a commercial site which
th's..r.ibcs itself as a'community' and invites members to become residents of this
rlr,r( (' l)y establishing their own web pages within particular Geocity neighbourhoods
gorrsly access

(rt'r' llrrssett and'Wilbert 1999).
r\s rvell as offering new opportunities for creating virtual worlds, the Internet has
dlr,, bccn credited with creating the electronic fldneur who browses on-line space. In
u)rltr';rst to the slow strolling of the flAneur described in Section 7.3,who saunters
rrrorrrrrl the streets of the city, the electronic flineur strolling around on-line worlds
ti nr)t restricted by the limitations of the human body (see also Chapter 2) but can
Irnrp from one on-line space to another. Indeed, the term'surfing' suggests a sense
rrl rrrobility, of riding a wave and changing scene (Featherstone 1998).

While contemporary technology has until now been largely text-based, Mike
'r,,rtlrcrstone (1998) suggests that the development of 3-D programmes means that
w('(iln now move through datasets constructed to simulate buildings and streets.
l:h'tlronic flAneurs can therefore not iust browse the Net but also immerse themrllrls in parallel worlds. Indeed, eventually they will be able to enjoy full sensory
Irrvr rlvement and interactions with digital entities being operated by other computer
rrs, r's. This notion of a parallel universe is central to \Tilliam Gibson's (1986) vision
rrl ,r'lrerspace as a data city in his novel Neuromancer (Grafton, London).
l't'rrtherstone (1998:922) describes these simulated environments thus: 'In effect,
llrclt' can be a high degree of replication of bodily presence in environments and
inl('r'rlctions with others. One could, for example, stroll through a simulation of a
f',rr isi:rn arcade of the l830s, and take in the sensation given off at street level.' He
,rlso goes on to point out that, like the Net-surfer, the electronic flAneur strolling
tlrl virtual streets of a simulated city is not confined to the streets in which they are
rv,rll<ing, but can jump from one virtual space to another. He explains:'\fhile one
r,rrr ltave a simulation of the "thickness" of everyday embodied existence one need
nr)t l)ump one's head when one walks into a wall, one need not grow tired at the
f
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prospect of a long walk home when one is lost in a strange quarter of the city,
can first jump out of the situation, or zoom out of the local, so that the simul
city appears below like a three dimensional map. Hence it is possible to experi
the emotional excitement (free from the physical threats found in dangerous ci
and :resthetic sensations of the street-level stroller, but also that of the detached
planner' (Featherstone 1.998 922-3).

I
.
r

Summarl
Technology enables u$ to imove thlough datasets constructed to
buildings, streets and cities.
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L Using examples, outline and evaluate the contribution that race-based
sion makes to patterns of segregation and inequality in contemporary cities.
?, Critirally evaluae,the,, iflercfi explanatio,n$ fut Sentri cation"
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8.1 rhe rural

I lr(' srory of how 'the rural' has been constructed in the discourse of social science
lr .r story of a continual struggle to define what is meant by the 'rural' and to estabItrlr thc extent to which it is the same as, or distinctive from, the'urban'. The very
lr o( ('ss of attempting to distinguish between these two opposites has given meanirrlis trr them both (Murdoch and Pratt 1993).In particular, there has been an em1rlr,r:is within geographical work on ir-nagining an opposition between rural space
u'lrrt lr is understood to have a rural society, and urban space which is viewed as
Ir,rvirrg an urban society (Cloke 1999). The rural has therefore been conceptualized
,ts ,r tlistinct, bounded space, while rural society has been distinguished from life in
tlr. e ity in two main ways. First, it is believed to have a strong sense of 'communil\'' (cveryone knowing everyone else). Second, rural life has been imagined as closer
Ir, n:lture than urban life (as less competitive, as less predicated on material possesn,,rrr and status and having a slower pace of life) (Bell 19921.
I lowever, this debate about the relationship between the town and country is
Irrt rt'asingly becoming outdated (Mormont 1990). Rather than focusing on how to
rh'lirrc the identity of 'the rural' and 'the urban', rural geographers have now begun
to r'hrtllenge the universality of these concepts and have instead started to underrt,rr(l the rural as a social construction, unpacking the ways in which rurality is cullrrr,rlly constructed, by people living both in the country and elsewhere, through
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discourses and language deployed, emphasizing the production and contestation
meanings. An important aspect of this work has been a recognition that there
'multiple' cultural constructions of rurality and meanings ascribed to living in
countryside (PhlIo 1992).
Rural space is often represented as a 'natural' or pure environment in opposi
to the pace and activity of the city. As such, the countryside is often seen as a
from the oppressive aspects of city life. There is a long history of radical orga
tions attempting to establish alternative ways of living in the utopian space of
country, while more generally, the countryside is also appreciated as a leisure
which can offer a range of pleasures and forms of relaxation. Yet, at the same
the rural landscape also remains an important site of production and a
Given the many different uses to which rural space is put, it is not surprising
conflicts often break out between those pursuing different activities and that
are huge pressures on the landscape.
This chapter begins by exploring the way that rural society has been conce
alized, focusing on the notion of 'community' (here there are strong links with
ter 4). It then goes on to examine the countryside as a social construct, looking
the dominant national meanings of the rural in England, the USA and New Zea
In the following section on 'other' rurals, the chapter examines how the meani
of the country are negotiated and contested by the rural poor, children, lesbi
and gay men, ethnic minorities and New Age Travellers. The attention then
to examining rural space, firstly as a utopian environment, secondly as
playground and thirdly as a space of production. The final section considers
flicts between these different uses and the extent to which nature is under
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8.2 Rural society: community

Claims of an ethos of co-operation and mutual aid have characterized nu
studies of rural life (Newby 1985, Bell 1,992).In other words, rural space is
defined as synonymous with a particular form of social relations: gemeinschaft,'
munity'. In contrast, urban areas are imagined to be characterized by indivi
istic, impersonal, anonymous - gesellschaft - relationships (see Chapter 4). Litde (1
1986), for example, cites a social survey carried out in two $Tiltshire, UK, vil
which found that 46 per cent of those questioned identified a sense of 'commu
as the most important quality of village life. Bell's (1992:66, see Box 8.1) study
the people of Childerley, UK, found that the residents distinguished country life
city life on the basis that there is far more 'community' in the country (similar clai
are evident in other countries too; see, for example,'S7illiams and Kaltenborn's (1.
discussion of cottage dwellers' community spirit in'STisconsin, USA). Particular

der relations are fundamental to this imagining of rural community. It is
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different. Now there's blooms just starting to get on the trees, getting ready to burst.
And all over there, I know all those woods and fields by name like the back of my
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, at the same

Older villager, Childerley
'The bit I really enjoy is walking around in the evening - taking the sheepdogs,
going around looking at the sheep standing in amongst the beel and looking at
good cattle. And that's something. . . The beauty in the countryside is something
too, just walking around in the autumn mist. Once your eyes have been opened
lo beauty, you can see it everywhere, can't you?'
Local farmer, Childerley
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country people that sort of just plod along. The no-hassle of life... People have
got time, time for living, time to talk, which I think is smashing. I mean even in our
little country shop, they've got time to serve somebody rather than expect them to
rush around and get it all themselves and get 'em out as quickly as possible.'
Women resident for over two decades
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to me is - well, if you look out over there, there's quite a nice view.

trvitics which are said to epitomize 'community', such as f6tes, the church, the parish

lorrncil, mother and toddler groups, volunteer work, and so on (Little and Austin
l',')(,). In this sense, family and community are inseparable, though it is also importrllt ro note that a lack of childcare, employment opportunities and transport mean
llr,rt some women can experience so-called idyllic rural communities as isolating and
rfrfrr'1'ssiys (see Little 1986 and also section 8.4.2).
I lrc popular understanding of the countryside as an appropriate 'family' environrr('nt in which to bring up children is one of the reasons why more people in Britain
drl e lr<rosing to leave the city for the countryside. As Miller (1997) explains, 'A new
glrrt'ration is fleeing the city in quest of rural bliss and most of those streaming from
l.ontkrn will tell you that they are doing it for the children. As part of our [UK]
ttirtr()nal mythology, we hold the country to be a good thing for children.'
lrr rnoving to the countryside, migrants from the city with their urban-oriented
lil('\tyles have been accused of threatening the very rural society which they were
tlt'king when they moved to a rural space. Numerous studies of rural 'communities'
irr rlrc UK have observed particularly clear divisions between villagers considered
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'insiders' (long-term residents) and those who are perceived to lead more ur
'lfithin
oriented lifestyles, 'outsiders' (Newby et al. 1,978).
different 'communi
however, villagers identify and classify each other into different groups, and i
membership of social groups onto each other in subtly different ways. Sarah Ha
(1987), for example, suggested that rural dwellers could be categorized a
ing to the extent to which the village was the focus of their lives. Those for
it was important in all aspects of their lives (e.g. work, home, social netw
memories) she described as 'centred' residents; whereas others she categorized
partially-centred or non-centred. Similarly, BelI (L992) in a study of an English v
named Childerley applied four general rules: localism (length of residence in
village); ruralisnt (length of time living in the country or working in rural occu
tions); countryisnz (participation in country ways, e.g. riding, hunting, walking,
history, botany and having knowledge or understanding of country ways); and
mwnalism (participation in community activities such as the parish council,
church, and so on) to determine the extent to which people could be considered
'belong' in the village.
The relationship between what can loosely be described as 'incomers' and '
siders' is often conflictual and in many cases antagonistic. \X/riting in the late 1
and early 1.970s,Pahl (1965,19701 argued that mobile middle-class immigrants
destroying village communities by conducting their lives (work, social activities,
outside the village, thus exposing class divisions between working- and midd
residents. He claimed that: 'The middle-class people come into rural areas in sea
of a meaningful community and by their presence help to destroy whatever

munity was there. That is not to say that the middle-class people

change

influence the working class. They simply make them aware of a national class di
sion, thus polarising the local society' (Pahl 1965: 18).
More contemporary studies have argued that a process of rural gentrification
Chapter 7) is taking place. Jo Little (1987: 186) explains: "fhe prevailing trend. .
has been the movement of middle-class migrants . . . into villages, attracted ini
by cheaper houses but, more recently, by an idyllic vision of a healthy,
natural way of life. Such processes, which are by no means uniform, have led
extreme cases to the gentrification of villages and the wholesale replacement of
population by another.' This sort of pattern is particularly evident in the south
England where what Paul Cloke and Nigel Thrift (1987) term 'the service class'
colonizing more and more rural areas. They are attracted to the country beca
the housing stock is seen as desirable, having positional character, while also bei
located reasonably near 'theatres of consumption' (Cloke and Thrift 1987l. 3271,
turn, the house price inflation this has triggered in soutlrern England has att
more service-class migrants who want to move to areas where property values a
rising, in the belief that they can be assured of future profits on any house w
they buy (Cloke and Thrift 1987).
Some of these rural gentrification studies have traced the way that middle
incomers come to dominate housing and labour markets and often try to mould
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prrlirically and culturally to fit their own vision of rural life (e.g. Thritt 1987,
lfhillips 1993).In doing so, they have highlighted connections between village contervrrrion policies and middle-class interests (Phillips 1993). This can spark clashes
with farming and landowning interests. For example, middle-class incomers often
hrr.',,rne involved in community and political institutions where they can use their
plolcssional skills to oppose farmers' plans to sell off land for development. At the
lnnr(' time as praising rural life, and claiming a distinct lifestyle and pattern of social
fel;rtiorrs, incomers also fear that they will not be able to maintain this'community',
ol rlr:rt it will not live up to their imagined ideal. In this way, their t-ears echo Raymond
Willr,rms' (1,973) claim that the ideal of rural society has always gone hand in hand
wrth rr sense that it is in decline - a Golden Age which is ebbing away.
Altlrough much of the academic literature on rural society has focused on
torrllicts between incomers and long-term residents - which are often expressed in
telrns of class - Paul Cloke and Nigel Thrift (1.987 ), and Martin Phillips (1993) have
ril'lirrctl that these conflicts are usually not quite this simple. Gentrification is not one
Inrivt'r'sal process but rather is a term which conceals a multiplicity of processes
wlrrr'lr rnay be at work (see for example Rose 1984, Bondi 1991, Phillips 1993 and
( llr,r lrtcr 7) . An emphasis on simple cases of middle-class groups replacing workingrl,rss inhabitants can create a false dichotomy that obscures the complexity of class
frl,rti,rrrships and the fact that, in many cases, rural gentrification may involve one
Itrrrltllc-class group replacing another (Phillips 1993). Cloke and Thrift (1987) point
lrrr rhat incomers (the middle class or what are termed service-class groups),
drt'thcmselves fractured or cross-cut by other divisions, identifying five fault lines:
;rll'lic/private sector, gender, lifecycle, consumption practices and type of locality.
Ar ,r rcsult, instead of social conflict in rural areas being between two class posiItorrs (rniddle class and working class, incomers and long-term residents) it is actudlll rrrore often the product of antagonisms between middle-class groups. In other
wortls, it can be the result of intra-class conflicts rather than inter-class tensions (Cloke
nrrtl Ihrift 1987). The importance of 'difference'within rural society is discussed in
il'r lr()rt 8.4.

I

8.2.2 Country and the city: a false opposition?

lhrrvt'ver, the imagining of an opposition between rural space, which is understood
Io lr,rvc a rural society - epitomized by a strong sense of 'community' (albeit one
llr(l('r threat from internal conflicts) - and urban space, which is viewed as havhtli ,r rnore anonymous, individualistic society, is increasingly becoming outdated
(lv'lrrrrnont 1,990). Differences between the country and city are being blurred. The
llK .cnsus for the last two decades has shown that most rural areas have experierrt,',1 population growth (Cloke 1999). This choice has been facilitated by greater
lrplrrrrtunities for paid work in non-metropolitan areas as a result of the expansion
lll tlrt'service sector, and even, in some cases, manufacturing employment. The
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development of information and communications technologies which enable
working - or what North Americans term 'telecottaging' - and improved pe
mobility which allows workers to commute further from urban workplaces,
also enabled more people to choose to live in rural environments where therc
little or no actual employment or economic activity. As a result, the traditi
urban-rural distinction has been challenged. People no longer have to live and
in one place, but can work in the city and live in the country - or vice versa.
economic uses of the country also mean that rulal space and rural society no I
necessarily go together. This leads Marc Mormont (1990) to conclude that therc
no single rural space, but rather that multiple social spaces can exist and o
within a specific geographical area.
Understandings of a clear rural-urban distinction are being further blurred by
graphers' increasing sensitivity to the fact that rural areas do not have a u
character but rather vary widely in terms of their scale, distance from c
nature-culture relations and their use (e.g. some are close to metropolitan areas,
others are very remote, marginal environments; some are landscapes of agricu
others are landscapes ofpleasure, etc). These variations are evident not only
nations (e.g. the Peak District in tl-re UK is very different from southern
England; or the US Midwest from Californian desert) but also between nations.
Australian 'outback' or North American 'wilderness' are very different envi
from more domesticated European rural landscapes (Cloke 1,999). This diversity
gests that the general picture of changes in the economic uses of the countryside
sented above conceals an even more complex pattern in terms of the cha
relationship between society and space.
Yet, while the traditional opposition between rural space and urban space is
blurred by the above processes, and by geographers' recognition of the diversity
rural landscapes, differences between the meanings ascribed to 'the country' and
city' are still important (Cloke 1.999). Rather than focusing on how to define
identity of 'the rural' and 'the urban' (for example in terms of economic fu
or specific social relationships such as community), rural geographers have now
to understand the rural as a social construction, or structure of meaning. Cloke (1
260), for example, observes that '[I]n contemporary society the social and cul
views which arc thought to be attached to rurality provide clearer grounds for
ferentiating between urban and rural than do the differences manifest in
space.' As a result, some contemporary rural geography has focused on un
the ways in which rurality is culturally constructed, by people living both in the

try and elsewhere, through discourses, emphasizing the production and con
of meanings. An important aspect of this work has been a recognition that there
'multiple' cultural constructions of rurality and meanings ascribed to living in
countryside (Phrlo 1992). The next two sections focus first on how different
trysides are being culturally constructed, emphasizing the ways in which they
commodified; and then on the way that dominant imaginings of rurality
'other' meanings and experiences of the rural.
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I lrt' cliscussion in section 8.2.1 about community was very Anglo-centric, reflecting the
rrrrlrhasis put on this within Britain, and particularly England. Yet, as section 8.2.2
hrlilrlighted, rural areas do not have a unitary character but, rather, there are wide
v,rlirttions both within, and between, nations. Different countries ascribe different
r[rrrrinant national meanings to the rural landscape, which are generally positive.
In turn, these cultural meanings are increasingly employed by the media, advertrsrrrg and other forms of popular culture to sell a range of products or places which
rn,ry be associated with the country but may also be aspatial or even, in the past,
ilssociated with the city. In this way, the meanings of the rural landscape are no longer
ticd to a particular type of space but rather are being appropriated and consumed
in rt range of different contexts. In other words, the countryside is being commodified.
lior example, it is marketed as a desirable or exclusive place to live, rustic traditions
;rlc used to sell fabric and furnishings, while themes of nature, history/nostalgia,
orttdoor fun and adventure are all used to market rural environments themselves as

t.Lrrist attractions (Cloke 1993, \il/ilson 1992). Nature, too, is being commodified,
with multi-national retail chains like Nature Company creating and selling products
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that idealize the natural world (e.g. fossils, plant kits, cuddly animals, bird-wa
guides, coffee table books, etc) (Smith 1,996a).
The following subsections look at the different dominant national meaningo

tttrlrt'rrlthy environment o
Itnblc urban society (Bunr
Itrrrrl life very differently

the rural in England, North America and New Zealand, and the different wayl
which these environments are commodified.
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:exrr,rl family life and art

Itl90) and patriarchal g
hrrrl c;loke and Nigel Tl

m

8.3.1 The English rural idyll

The dominant imagining of the English countryside is of 'a green and pleasant
distinguished by pretty rustic villages, winding, narrow lanes and beautiful
hills and fields (see Plate 8.1) (Bunce L994). \X/ithin this landscape, the dominant
gining is of a peaceful, tranquil, close-knit and timeless or unchanging comm
characterized by harmonious social relationships, which are regarded somehow
more 'authentic' and sincere than the falseness and competitiveness of urban
tionships (Newby 1979,Short1991.,LittIe and Austin 1996). This is a romantic vi
based on nostalgia for a past way of life which is 'remembered' as purer, si
more innocent and closer to nature (Short 1991,,BeII1992).In this imagining
rural is seen to offer stability) a sense of belonging and an escape from the co
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;rltlry environment of the city and the misery of a disordered and socially un- this despite the fact that many people experience
I litc very differently (see, for example, section 8.4).
It is also a representation which is tightly bound up with notions of heteroIrrirl family life and articulates and reproduces particular class (Cloke and Thrift
99()) rrrrd patriarchal gender relations (Davidoff and Hall 1987, Little 1987).
I ( lloke and Nigel Thrift (1990), for example, highlight what they see as the
rwirrg significance among the new middle classes of home domain, 'familism' and
'sticity in rural villages. In particular, the rural is imagined as an idyllic setlor family life because it is regarded as a safer space than the city in which to
up children, and a space where children can have more freedom to explore
crrvironment than their urban peers (Little and Austin 1,996,Yalentine 1997b).
phrases "better for the children" and "good for the family" are conversational
rlips for the village. Like that famous English country flower, they are touchrrrrt's of what is right and good about country living' (Bell 1994:93). Such reprr;rtions of rural life are prevalent in English literature, lifestyle magazines
lfirl tlrildren's toys (Jones 1997). Examples of autobiographical novels which recall
ldyllr. rural childhoods include Flora Thompson's The Country Child, and Laurie
rlc rrrban society (Bunce 1994)
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- the English rural idyll - is actively mobilized and
rlotlrrced thorough the marketing and commodification of the countryside for
Uflr,rrr c<rnsumption on multiple scales from the local to the national (Thrift 1987,
Vtrr.t,rrrley 1989, Cloke and Milbourne 1992). The countryside has become a posiilnrr,rl good -'something which is limited in supply and whose consumption is reliant
Ulron ir person's position in society'(Phillips 1993:1,26). There is a desire, particuldr lr' ,r"rong the middle classes, not simply to visit the rural but to possess it by buylnp, rn t o this way of living. The village environment is marketed as an exclusive place
tn lrv,', irnd as having a particular rural lifestyle (associated with 'community'). The
plrr;'lr,rsis on nostalgia within the English rural idyll means that traditional rural cullurc irr the form of crafts, clothing and designs, countryside customs and pastimes
lrlt lr rrs village festivals), buildings and even entire villages are also packaged and
ltr,rrl<t'ted to tourists (Cloke and Milbourne 1992).It is an image of England which
lr rr',rtlily embraced by other nations (Bunce 1994).

I

8.3.2 Taming the American wilderness

ln t r rrrtrast to the UK, wher.e the countryside is constructed as a beautiful landscape
wrtlr syrnbolic national meanings, the meanings of rural America are tied up with
'$Tilson
tlrt, rvilderness, nostalgia for pioneering settlers and with backwardness (see
I

t,,).1).

Whcn migrants arrived in New England and Pennsylvania, USA, from Europe
ltr tlrc seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they initially set out to re-create
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village-style communities but this way of living quickly broke down. Many
the migrants had fled religious or political intolerance or wanted to escape
straitjacket of hierarchical European society (Bunce 1994). They were seeking
opportunities and the chance to make a fortune. The emphasis was therefore
'lfhereas
much on individualism rather than 'community'.
land had been
dominated
being
by
elite
landowners
in
the
Europe
which
they had left,
was a huge expanse of land available to be taken from indigenous people in
USA which was free or at least cheap (Bunce 1994). The migrants were keen
escape any form of institutional restriction and to be as independent as possi
order to maximize the potential opportunities open to them. As a result, the i
village-style communities were quickly replaced by a pattern (except in the
ern plantations) of widespread individual family farms. It is this vision of in
ent, hard-working pioneer farmers carving out a living in the wilderness, as
backbone of the nation and the root of its strength, which has come to domi
US national ideology (Bunce 1,994).
Whereas the English 'rural idyll' is an imagining of the countryside which
a nostalgia for a sentimentalized, domesticated and picturesque rural landscape,
acterized by tranquillity and a particular social order of village life, rural A
does not have the same romantic and emotional connotations. This is partly
of the scale and diversity of the North American landscape, but also because it
associated with a hard-working life, the pioneers' struggle to tame the wi
and a simple way of living (Bunce 1994). These meanings have been commodi
through products such as jeans and cigarettes. Although nostalgia within the US i
gining of the rural is associated with hardship rather than tranquillity, pi
culture in the form of crafts, clothing and farms, etc has, like the English idyll,
marketed as a tourist attraction.
The independence and insularity of rural inhabitants has also fostered cul
myths in the USA about rural incest, inbreeding, backwardness and even ca
ism. Landscapes that appear idyllic and self-contained are feared to hide malign
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itants. These cultural stereotypes of rural dwellers who are alienated from
porary urban life are epitomized by poor rural white people based in the sou
USA (particularly Southern Appalachia) who are popularly labelled 'hicks', '
billies', 'rednecks', 'yokels' or 'mountain men' (Creed and Ching 1997,Bell
Such representations are exploited in horror films in which innocent urban
comers or visitors find themselves engaged in a struggle for survival with what G
(1.995: 46, cited in Bell 1997: 97) describes as 'imbecilic unwashed mountain
who prey on the urbanites who stumble into their territory.
The isolation and deserted spaces of American rural landscapes provide the
fect backdrop against which to stage these encounters between urban travellers
monstrous rural inhabitants (Bell 1997). David Bell (1997:98) picks our exa
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l,n' tltc 13th, and Deliuerance, in which '[i]n a kind of anti-frontier myth, they
liur travellers or campers] find themselves inept at civilising nature; it becomes

orrtlollable, alien, terrifying and ultimately murderous'. The motive for the
rlcrrtt'of the rural dwellers in these films is often that of the country exacting re-

e seeking

rherefore
C been

rrn the city (8e111997,2000). The rapacious greed of urban capitalists is blamed

rad left,
people in
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(l('\troying the livelihoods of, and marginalizing, rural residents. For example,
l'".rts Chainsaw Massacre rural people suffering as a result of the mechanization
sl,rughterhouses which has destroyed local jobs, resort to murder and cannibalir1',rrinst a backdrop of decaying farm buildings and discarded farm equipment
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'f'lr,' r'r'ru1 landscape of contemporary New Zealand is being commodified through
llr torrrist industry, which is attempting to create a new image or role for the countly, ln contrast to the American wilderness which is imagined as a bleak frontier,
tltl Ncw Zealand countryside is being represented as a beautiful, untouched wilderflr'\\: :r paradise (Cloke and Perkins 1998).
Yt't, this is not an idyllic landscape which is just to be to be gazed upon or admired;
frrtlrt'r., tlre tourist marketing (magazine and television advertisements and films) stresses
fr'rtr(ipation through adventurous activities (such as trekking on foot, by horse or
hrrrr wheel-drive vehicles, white and black water rafting, climbing, skiing, hang glidItr1i, lrrrrrgee jumping, abseiling, caving, and so on). The emphasis is on doing and
lr,'rnll rather than just seeing, and the environment is marketed as akin to a giant
il(l\'('nture theme park (Cloke and Perkins 1988).
I lrc New Zealand countryside, which includes dramatic cave, river and mounlruil seenery, is constructed through these activities not only as beautiful, but also
dt ,rrr cxotic and dangerous wilderness which can be tamed through a combination
ll pt'11;enxl courage, technological expertise, and the support of skilled guides.
Irr tlrt'process of conquering the environment, individuals are also presented with
upportunities for self-discovery and personal growth. The final stage of this effort
lrr tlitrmph over nature is, Paul Cloke and Perkins (1998) argue, the capturing or
nppropriation of the scenery through photography.
'lris
f
commodification of the New Zealand landscape based on excitement and
drlr','rrture therefore contrasts strongly with the commodification of the English
lorrrrtryside where the emphasis is.on a nostalgia for a peaceful, more tranquil, past
s,,1y of life. It is important to recognize, however, that this contemporary representaliorr of New Zealand also submerges myths and meanings ascribed by indigenous
pl.ple to the landscape, and the whole history of the struggles over land ownership
lr,'rwcen Maoris and Pakeha settlers (Cloke and Perkins 1998).
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space but are being appropriated and consumed in different contexts.
countryside is being commodified.
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8.4 'other' rurals

In a review essay on Colin \(ard's book Tbe Child in the Cowntry, Chris Philo (1
200) commented on rural geographers' general lack of sensitivity to what he te
'other human groupings'. He observed that, at the time, many contributions to
literature on rural geography tended to portray people as '"Mr Averages": as bei
men in employment, earning enough to live, white and probably English, straight
somehow without sexuality, able in body and sound in mind, and devoid of
quirks of (say) religious belief or political affiliation'. Although this quotation
overstates the case, since Philo (L992) himself also noted that rural geographers ha
recognized some differences, particularly between incomers and long-term resid
(see section 8.2), the general point about the subdiscipline's failure to ack
how rural environments are experienced and given meaning by lesbians, gay
and bisexuals, children and the elderly, ethnic minorities, and so on, was well madci
Phrlo (1992:201) concluded his review by calling for rural geography to recogni
that 'the social life of rural areas is . . . fractured along numerous lines of di
constitutive of overlapping and multiple forms of otherness, all of which are
deserving ofcareful study by geographers'. This challenge has subsequently been
by a range of studies which emphasize that the experiences of rural 'others', and thc
meanings they ascribe to living in the country do not necessarily fit in with the dom.
inant imaginings or idyllization of rural life set out in section 8.3. This section explord
how different meanings of the country are negotiated and contested by the rural poor,
children, lesbians and gay men, ethnic minorities and New Age Travellers.
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8.4.1 Rural poverty

Rural people suffer deprivation in the form of a lack of work, affordable housing,
and public transport. Rates of pay in rural occupations such as agriculture and tour.
ism are low and work is often seasonal, so there is a problem not J'ust of unemployment but also of underemployment. Indeed, Cloke er al. (1994\ suggest that the
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8.4.2 Rural childrrn
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Ft'nl)oltion of those in UK rural areas living on the margins of poverty (measured
by rr,r''l,'., income and levels of state benefits) may be as high as39.2 per cent. Yet,
thc rrrrrrl poor are an invisible social group.
)rrul Cloke (1997) argues that it is the idyllization of the rural lifestyle which
f
lr prt'tlicated on middle-class imaginings of 'family', 'community', good health and
Itr orr (see section 8.3.1 above) - which contributes to concealing UK rural poverty.
l lc rrrggests that in the eyes of policy makers the benefits of rural life itself are assumed
fo orrtweigh or mitigate experiences of deprivation. Likewise, he attributes the willlngrr.'ss of rural people living in poverty to tolerate their position to the fact that
tltry lrrrve low expectations because they too prioritize family, health and the pleasult's of being in the country over material aspirations, and regard asking for help
ftorr the state as a stigma.
lrr the USA rural people living in poverty are not invisible, in the same way as
thll rrc in the UK, because there is an established poverty line, a state-defined measutt ol poverty - albeit one which is criticized for being set at too low a level and
hrr rrrrrking unrealistic assumptions about the costs of essential items (Cloke 1,997).
\'r't, thc rural poor are still eclipsed by the urban poor because of US imaginings of
rtrr,rl life. The legacy of the pioneers is that hard times are regarded as'natural'in
ftrr,rl rrreas, intrinsic to the pioneer lifestyle. Hardship is assumed to be part of the
gtr rtt', but also the thrill, of taming nature (Cloke 1997). Rural people are therefore
ltttrlt'r'stood to be the 'deserving poor', in contrast to their urban counterparts, who
dll r'lraracterized as dysfunctional, dependent on welfare and therefore as the 'unrllr,'r ving poor'. The consequence of this binary categorization of those in poverty is
lh,rt thc US public debate and attention generally focus on the 'undeserving poor', with
llrr t t rrrsequence that rural poverty is forgotten (Cloke 1,997) . This is despite the fact
lh,rt, statistically, the poverty rate is consistently higher in non-metropolitan than in
Iu l',ur areas (Rural Sociological Society Task Force 1993 cited in Cloke 1997:263).
l(rrral poverty is also disregarded because it is strongly associated with particul,tr r','gions of the USA, notably Appalachia and the South, even though the problcrrr is more widespread. Appalachia has a strong regional identity predicated on
Irrpportive kin and community networks, unique customs and language, and a subu\t('nce lifestyle which rejects many modern economic values. As a result of the indeplr(l{.'rlt or contained world in which they live, cultural myths have developed about
tlrl Appalachian people, who are stigmatized as 'backward', incestuous, and so on
(rlt'scction 8.3.2). This'othering'of a regional identity serves to explain or justify
frrr,rl poverty (Cloke 1997) and enables the national government to avoid addressittl its real causes or acknowledging that black poverty is concentrated in the South.
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8.4.2 Rural children
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free to create their own activities and adapt their surroundings to their games,
than in adult-defined play spaces where their activities are constrained. The
tryside is seen to offer more possibilities for this sort of imaginative play than
city because rural environments are not as ordered and regimented by adults as u
environments. There are claimed to be more open or abandoned and derelict

in the country than the city, which children can adapt to their own ends, away
the surveillant gaze of grown-ups (Jones 2000). Marion Shoard (1980) claims
five characteristics make rural environments such a rich place for children to
(1) the number of props available to play in or with (grass, trees, ditches, etc);
the freedom of movement the country offers; (3) it is a separate space where
can escape from the parental home; (4) rural animals and wildlife provide a
of fun; (5) the countryside is a site of the unknown, full of possible surprises
scrapes. Rural locations are therefore frequently represented as idyllic places for
dren to grow up. It is an image reproduced through fictional accounts of chi
such as Swallows and Amazons and Cider with Rosie in which the joys of
and the country are celebrated and where the characters embark on adventures

independently from adults.
In bringing such fun and entertainment into children's lives, the rural envi
ment is also imagined to enhance their physical and spiritual health. There is a
discourse around the countryside as a place of fresh air, health and healing for
dren (Jones 1997). For parents, rural environments have further appeal as a
for their children to grow up, because the country is presumed to shelter yo
people from the commercial pressures of the fashion industry and peer group
sures to engage in drugs, underage sex, bullying, and violent crime, and so to
vide a more innocent, less worldly and purer experience of childhood than that
by the city (Jones l99T,Yalentine 1997b).
However, studies of children and young people's actual experiences of
countryside present a rather different picture. The mechanization of agricu
the erosion of residential areas into green belt sites, and landowners enforcing la
against trespass to keep children off their property have all contributed
marginalizing young people within the rural landscape. Indeed, most land in
areas is privately owned, so many of the disputes which occur between adults
children in the city (see Chapter 6) over their access to, and use of, space (Valen
I996b) are also replicated in rural areas (Davis and Ridge 1997). Likewise, pa
fears about the vulnerability of children to stranger-dangers (notably walk
tourists from urban areas, etc), traffic and rural demons such as travellers
gypsies (Valentine 1997b) are also contributing to the contraction of rural
dren?s spatial ranges. (Nevertheless, 'community' is often drawn upon to justify
beliefs that, despite these dangers, the country is still a safer environment for child
than the city.)
'Ward
Colin
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fewlr children and fewer places for them'.'Ward (1990) further suggests that the
€ilil|('ntporary loss of rural hedgerows, ponds, streams and access to woods, docuntnrtc(l lry Shoard (1980) inThe Theft of the Countryside, has had - as she herself
lhr ;ugued - as significant an impact on rural children as it has on wildlife. In these
terrrrs, the rural environment is represented as a space that was once a golden land
0l olrportunities for children but is now in decline.
Yct rather than wanting to play in woods, fields or by rivers and lakes, the landtr'rrl)('s rrssumed by adults to be desirable for children, Matthews et al. (2000) and
lrlirrr. irrc Watkins (1998) found that children and teenagers preferred to hang around
lilruliinal spaces such as outside shops, phone boxes, in car parks, bus shelters,
tlrc prrrk and building sites. In young people's worlds the social is more important
lhrrrr tlre natural environment. Children hanker after the excitements of the city,
ltrch rrs the cinema, leisure centres, sports venues and shopping malls, rather than
llrr lrrral idyll. Living in remote or poorly serviced communities, they are dependent
ur rlrc vagaries of public transport services or adults (usually mothers) with cars
Io rt';rch urban entertainments (Little 1986). They therefore experience their lack of
trrolrility and isolation perhaps more acutely than adults, though feminist research
rlrrws fhat women can also experience rural life as isolating - see Little (1985) and
I rttlc and Austin (1996) (see Box 8.2).
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Box 8.2: Rural isolation
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'lf you don't have your own car it is a bit of a nightmare really. I used to have a
l>ike and I used to have to cycle everywhere because the buses stop at quarter to

:es of
gricult

five in the evening and they cost a fortune. So if I wanted to go out in the evenings
to see my mates I used to have to cycle there.'
Teenage girl, Little Hatton

rcing la

d tow
rd in
adults
(Valent
€t P?

'l'll be out of here by the time lam 18. lwant to go to college. lt is okay for old
people because they don't want to go out much whereas with my age group there
is nothing to do because if you want to be able to go out to clubs and movies and
do anything you can't because there is nothing round here.'
Teenage boy, Little Hatton

y wal

'There isn't anything for young people in the village. Little Hatton is the sort of place

rellers

l'd like to live in when I'm middle-aged but not in my 20s. lt's like all the people

rural
rstify a

on Warren View are married with 2 kids, his and hers Sierras [family car] and everything in the village is for them.'
Teenage girl, Little Hatton

'or child

al child
dscape

Watkins 1998:213-15
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Children can also experience the close-knit nature of rural 'community'
as more negative and claustrophobic than adults (though see also section 8.4.3

lesbian and gay experiences of the rural). One feature of small town and vi
rural areas is the 'public' nature of people's lives. Although children in urban
are also supervised by parents, teachers, neighbours and friends, the scale
anonymity of urban environments mean that it is still relatively easy for urban
to escape the gaze of people they know. In small towns and villages - especially
the population is fairly stable, with generations of the same families living
the young people may be known to most of the town via the school, the
community groups, service providers (e.g. community health and medical
shops, businesses, and so on. This lack of freedom is both oppressive and
tially dangerous. For example, Hillier, Harrison and Bowditch (1999) point out
young people in remote rural areas of Australia often do not practise safe sex
it is impossible for them to buy contraceptives (it is not as easy to get to an
mous chemist in the Australian outback as it is in the town/city!) or to seek
ical services and sexual health counselling without being seen by someone they
and so news of their sexual activity spreading round the 'community'.
Contrary, then, to adult imaginings of rural environments as idyllic placec
grow up, children and young people can feel smothered - unable to carve
space for themselves independently of adults - disaffected, alienated from
'adult community' and powerless or excluded from channels of representa
(James 1990).

n

8.4.3 Lesbians and gay men

Lesbians and gay men echo children's and teenagers' complaints that there is
ing to do and nowhere to go in rural environments. There is a lack of structural
vices and facilities (pubs, clubs, support groups, safe sex information, and so
and basic resources (such as lesbian and gay newspapers, magazines and books)
support non-heterosexual lifestyles in most rural communities (Bell and Vale
1.995c, Kramer 1995). There is some evidence, though, that lesbians and gay
can develop spatially disparate communities without propinquity through tele
helplines, newspapers (\Tilson 2000) and the Net, which can offset some of
problems of isolation and a lack of information (see also Chapter 4).
Rural communities are not necessarily exposed to the progress made by lesbi
and gay men's movements in urban areas, and police forces in rural locations
commonly less sensitized than those in the city to dealing with sexual dissi
which can result in homophobic or ignorant policing of lesbian and gay
(Bell and Valentine 1995c). The extent of homophobia in rural areas is evident
Hillier et al.'s (19991paper about young people's sexuality in Australian small
Not surprisingly, many lesbians and gay men living in the country are re
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'torrrc out'because they are afraid of encountering homophobia in close-knit,
ttily oriented 'communities' (I7ilson 2000). This fear also discourages lesbians
Hiry men from contacting each other in case they are 'outed' by association
'Arrgclli and Hart 1987). Consequently, they have few opportunities to express
st'xual identity (see also the experience of rural youth in section 8.4.2). Jerry
Krrrnrer's (1,9951 account of gay men's lives in North Dakota, USA, paints a
k picture of episodic sexual encounters on the highway or trips to local town
It lxrokstores. It is worth noting, however, that same-sex activity between those
r do not identify as lesbian, gay or bisexual may be more common in remote
I rrrcas because the very isolated nature of some landscapes, combined with physwork and homosocial bonds in male-only occupations such as cattle running
lrrrnbering, can overcome moral codes against men having sex with men (Bell
Vrrlcntine 1995c\.
'l'lrt'
1'ricture, however, of lesbian and gay life in the country is generally as bleak
tlrc title - 'Get thee to a big city' - of Kath'Weston's (1,995) paper on lesbian and
y lrrral-to-urban migration suggests. 'W'eston (1995) argues that the anonymity
0llrrt'tl by urban environments makes them a better place in which to live a lesbian
ttf 1.,i;rv lifestyle than within claustrophobic rural society. Indeed, she argues that the
trrlrolic contrast offered by the urban/rural dichotomy is crucial to making sense
lcsl'irrn and gay identities, being central to the organization of many 'coming out'
rlit's in which sexual dissidents migrate from the country to the city to escape prefurli.,' and to forge their own identities.
f lcslrite the everyday realities of lesbian and gay lives in rural communities, rural
lctt.lt...1,r.s feature in lesbian and gay imaginations (Ingram 2000). Body-landscape
fllt'l,rlrlrors are common in homoerotic verse (Woods 1987), while the rural is erotiGllrtl :rs a location for sexual encounters in lesbian and gay fiction, and in tourist
ftlt(l('s promoting same-sex accommodation in the countryside (Bell and Valentine
l9(t\c). In such imaginings the rural is presented as a utopian space for same-sex
hrv,' ,,*"y from the restrictions of the law (see, for example, Vidal's The City and
1'1,,'l'illar, or E.M. Forster's novel Maurice).The possibilities rural environments
Itlh'r lirr sexual dissidents to establish new ways of living and new communities in
$irr (' irway from the masculinist and homophobic city have been particularly evid€ttl rrr lcsbian feminist representations of the country (Valentine L997c,Wi1son 2000).
'l'lt,''.' ,rre discussed in detail in section 8.5.

I

8.4.4 Non-white ethnic minorities

'lrr' .krrninant

imagining of the UK rural idyll is of the countryside as a white land:rirl)('. It draws upon and reproduces a nostalgic myth of a white Anglo-Saxon past,
flr1ilt'tting the significant number of non-white people who have lived in, and contltrrrt' t<r live in and use the countryside. Julian Agyeman (1995) draws upon diverse
orical examples, from the North Africans stationed in Britain on Hadrian's \X/all
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as part of the Roman empire to more contemporary examples, such as British
employed in Yorkshire and Lancashire cotton mills, to highlight the contri
of non-white people to the British rural landscape. Today, despite its veneer
whiteness, significant numbers of black people live in the British countryside.
(1992) estimates that there are 26 200-36 500 non-white people in the sout
peninsula (counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset and Dorset).
The word 'country' has a double meaning, signifying both 'rural' and also '
(see also Chapter 9). Andrew Howkins (1986) argues that the countryside is
fore also seen as the essence of England. It is idealized or naturalized as a pure
a signifier of a white national identity, in contrast to the city, which is associ
with racial degeneration and immorality. As a result, white people have a sense
attachment to the rural which may not be shared by black and Asian people. J
Agyeman and Rachel Spooner (1997) point out, for example, how imaginings
the rural idyll are used in National Front and British National Party literature,
which also recruit heavily from rural areas.
A Countryside Commission document Enloying the countryside: policies
people suggested that economic factors - a disproportionate number of people
ethnic minorities live in the inner city, from which it is difficult, time-consuming
expensive to get away - and a fear of racism deter people of colour from visi
the countryside. Other reports aiso document examples of institutionalized ra
racial harassment and bigotry (see also Chapter 7l in rural areas (Jay 1992). Just
lesbians and gay men feel isolated amidst the heterosexuality of rural life (secti
8.4.3), it is difficult for black and Asian people to develop and sustain a posit
identity in the face of racism if they are isolated from other non-white people.
of colour feel alienated, disenfranchised and unsafe in this white landscape, a
pating abuse from white people, even when they have not had a bad experience t
selves (Malik 1.992). The black photographer Ingrid Pollard has used photogr
with captions such as 'Feeling I don't belong, walks through leafy glades with a ba
ball bat by *y side' to challenge her own sense of alienation from the country
(see Figure 8.2).
The marginalization of black people from the British landscape has also been chal.
lenged by the Black Environmental Network. This was formed in 1988, setting up
regional forums between environmental organizations and ethnic minority communities in a bid not only to promote access to the countryside but also to establish
a broader environmental agenda (Agyeman and Spooner 1997).

t

8.4.5 Travellers

There is a tradition of travelling fairs in the British countryside which began in
1960s and 1970s to provide a focus for counter-cultural movements. Those with
interest in crafts, alternative technologies and ways of living, and those who rejected
mainstream society, began to coalesce around these traditional horse fairs,
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semi-nomadic lifestyles, living in buses and tipis. A festival circuit, including
Glastonbury and other rural venues, gradually emerged, which was advertised
through alternative bqok and wholefood stores, magazines and by word of mouth.
These festivals were conceived of as utopian spaces where people could be free from
the routine and values of 'normal' society. They were also a form of opposition to
commercial pop festivals (Hetherington 1996). In the face of rising unemployment
in the 1980s and disenchantment with materialistic society, the numbers travelling
and the popularity of the festivals grew (Sibley 1997).
The phrase New Age Travellers (NATs), used to describe those leading this sort
of life, is an umbrella term for a range of people whom Halfacree (1996: 47) lists
as the 'Brew Crew', 'cosmic hippies', '24 hour party people', 'back-to-the-landers'.
What they share are a number of characteristics - real or imagined - which
contrast with conservative visions of rural society. NATs show 'lower levels of
materialism than the settled community which is reflected in their lack of concern
for obtaining regular full-time paid employment and they are less respectful of private property, especially land, and the other key institutional supports stressed by
the authoritarian right, such as the nuclear family and establishment traditions'
(Halfacree 1996: 47).
While they sometimes do seasonal work or sell things for money at festivals, there
is also a barter economy and gift exchange between travellers. An emphasis is placed
on reskilling - developing alternative magazines, craft skills, proficiency in holistic
medicine and therapies, musical and entertainment talents, and so on- rather than
conventional educational and employment skills (Hetherington 1992).
In the 1980s the NATs began to be conceptualized by the British government
as a threatening minority. These fears tapped into a history of prejudice and hostility towards gypsies and travellers. But whereas gypsies have a place within the
national imagining of the rural idyll - the Romany traditions which are associated
with brightly painted caravans and their own language being romanticized as
ethnically exotic (Sibley 1992) - NATs do not. Instead, through subverting 'the
spatiality of sedentary society', they were seen to 'threaten to disrupt the privatised
and ordered form that the commodified "post-productivist" countryside is assuming' (Halfacree 1996: 44).
Cat-and-mouse games with the police around south-west England came to a head
at the 'Battle of the Beanfield' in 1985. An injunction was put in place to stop some
travellers going within five miles of Stonehenge to celebrate the summer solstice.
Stonehenge is an ancient site of stones which is associated with pagan traditions and
ancient wisdoms. It is venerated as a place of worship and renewal. This is symbolized by the position of the sun on the slaughter stone at the solstice. As a site ''Of
alternative character and mystery, Stonehenge symbolically represents the values and
beliefs which NATs regard as being marginalized in industrial society (Hetherington
1996). The site is fenced and roped off from the public, being maintained as a 'museum
without walls' (Hetherington 1996: 165) by English Heritage, who manage the site,
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and the National Trust, who own the surrounding land. Whereas it is managed in
this way as an ordered and static place, sedimented in the past, and available to be
picked over only by archaeologists, for NATs it represents a site of celebration and
transgression in the present. In 1985 the efforts of the police to prevent NATs reaching the site resulted in a violent conflict between police and travellers and, ultimately,
the demonization and criminalization of NATs (Sibley 1997).
~ In the ensuing popular debate the NATs' alternative lifestyles, cultures and spatialities were regarded as trespassing or violating the English rural idyll (Halfacree
1996). In parliamentary debates and the popular media they were represented as a
"convoy of pollution' (Rojek 1988)- typified by drugs, criminality, rubbish, risk and
uncertainty - invading small rural communities, bringing chaos and anarchy to the
peaceful and stable order of rural society and desecrating the beauty of the countryside. In other words, somewhat ironically, NATs were vilified not because they
moved on, but because of fears that they might stay and contaminate idyllic rural
areas (Hetherington 1992)
While the Conservative government of the time believed in the free market, it also
believed that this must be upheld by a strong state and thus, in the face of what it
regarded as an 'army of marauders, hell-bent on destroying the peace, quiet and seclusion of country life' (Halfacree 1996: 62), the government saw a need to 'uphold
the spatial authority of the state' (Halfacree 1996: 48).
In 1994 The Criminal Justice and Public Order Act was passed. This was a very
broad Act. For example, it expanded the obscenity law to include computer pornography; it introduced tougher laws against racially inflammatory material; it ended
the right to silence and it also created new public order offences which were targeted at NATs. These included expanded powers to remove trespassers from land;
to enable local authorities to direct unauthorized campers to leave land; to abolish
the responsibility of local authorities for providing permanent sites for travellers;
and to create a new offence of 'aggravated trespass' (Fyfe 1995).
Vera Chouniard (1994: 430) argues that the law 'is actively involved in shaping
people's territories and access to diverse spaces, expressing multiple forms of
empowerment and exclusion over how spaces can be used by whom'. In this case,
the combination of the trespass law changes and the end of permanent sites for
travellers effectively outlawed nomadic and semi-nomadic minorities, putting gypsies
and travellers in a vulnerable position. It also criminalized a very diverse group of
people in the form of disparate protesters who take direct action in rural areas (such
as hunt saboteurs, and environmental protesters campaigning against road building),
for the simple reason that they move around the countryside (Fyfe 1995, Sibley 1997).
These measures are deeply geographic. They represent a strategy for the purification of rural space by blatantly trying to exclude from rural environments, through
criminalizing the use of space for certain activities, those regarded as undesirable
'others', because this group are seen to have no place within the straitjacket of the
English rural idyll (Sibley 1997).
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8,5 Rural space: a utopian environment

Rural space is epitomized as 'natural', pure and tranquil, and therefore is tradi
understood to have a particular fornr of society which is regarded as being c
to nature than the sort of society which emerges in urban space. Rural society
imagined to be sinrple, one which is less competitive, less predicated on material
sessions and status, and which has a slower pace of life than that found in u
areas. As a result, the countryside or wilderness is seen to offer a refuge from
'base instincts' of the consumerist and oppressive cit,v (Short 1991:31). For this
son, it is often irnagined as a utopian space. The country is considered to be a pl
rvhere it is possible to put into prirctice another way of life because it offers
and physical space for people to develop alternative models of socirrl and eco
lrving (Mormont 1987a), and because the spirituality of nature is seen to
otrrportunities for personal growth rrnd individual healing.
The New Age rnovement covers a whole rangc' of practices and ideok
(notably Easter:n ideologies) which are focusecl on the importance of spirituaiity a
rr desire to find 21n authentic mode of being and which place great ernphasis on
space. This cultural movement has been described :rs being at the root of many
temporary environmental movements. It can be traced back to the eighteenth
tuly, but really gained momentum f}om counter-cultural activity in the 1960s
has recently been revitillized thror,rgh the revival of pagan and sharlanic ideol
(Heelas 1996). Although not :r rurral movement l)er se, the quest for self-spiri
rejection of capitirlist institutions and reverence for nature mean that many New
zrctivities and services (e.g. psychic teachings, sexuality workshops, healing pr
and so on) are located in the courrtryside (Moore 1997).
Likewise, sections 8.5.1 and f1..5.2 outline two more detailed examples of
ent groups - lesbiirn separarists ancl the mythopoetic men's movement - for
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ht tlrc 1970s radical feminists identified heterosexuality as the root of all women's
llerhi,ur, bisexual and heterosexual) oppression. The only way to avoid (re)produtittli patriarchy and for women to construct a new society beyond men's influence
lvts lirr women to establish their own communities that were separated or spatially
dirt,rrrccd from heterosexual society. Although some women-only spaces were establhlrt'.I in nrban areas (e.g. Toronto), the aim of separatism was understood to be
hcst frrlfilled in rural areas. The spatial isolation of the country meant that it was
€rticr for women to be self-sufficient and therefore purer in their practices than in
flrc r'ity. Essentialist notions about women's closeness to nature because of their menItlrr;rl cycles and reproductive role also meant that the countryside was identified as
6 lvorrren's space (see Chapter 2). In contrast, the man-made city was blamed for
rlr'rirrirrg women's energy (Bell and Valentine 1995c, Valentine 1997c).
lrr the USA a circuit of women's farms, known as lesbian lands, was established
(rct' ( )hapter 9). The control of rural space was seen as vital to give women the freerlorrr to create new ways of living and new ways of relating to the environment.
'l h,'tommunities were o'ased on non-hierarchical lines and effort was put into buildIrrli rrcw forms of living space (see also Chapter 3). The women did not want to
h.rv.'to go back to, or rely in any way on, patriarchal society, so they reJearned
ul,l sl<ills such as firemaking, herbal medicine and survival skills, while also
rl'vcloping a women's culture in terms of language, music and books. Their belief
tn \v()men's closeness to nature meant there was a strong spiritual dimension to these
rrrr:rl communities. The women celebrated the full moon, equinox and solstice, and
pr,rt tised goddess worship, witchcraft and other women-centred traditions which symh,,lrzcd their resistance to patriarchy. Their intention was not only to build selfrrrnrrrined communities but that these communities'would eventually be built into
ir slr'{)rg state of mind and that might even be powerful enough, through its ex,rrrrplc, to divert the country and the world from their dangerous course' (Faderman
l't')l:217) (see Box 8.3 and also Chapter 9).
I lowever, tensions also arose within and between lesbian lands, particularly over
rrsrrcs such as boy children and even male animals. \il/hile some settlements took

of identity and so allowed male children and animals to
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New

orrly space. The emphasis on escaping patriarchy meant that rnany lesbian lands
I'r , rrnoted the residents' shared identities as women over their differences. Class and
r\\lr('s over ownership and co-ownership of sizeable investments in terms of land,
..1r.,'t'llings, buildings, wells and fences were common sources of dispute, as were sexual
1t',rlousies and relationship breakdowns which caused divisions and exclusions.
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Box 8,5: Utopian space

'l'hesc rural
utopian co
srrciery.
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fut'irl

'We view our maintaining lesbian space and protecting these acres from the
of man and his chemical as a political act of active resistance. Struggling with
other to work through our patriarchal conditioning, and attempting to work
live together in harmony with each other and nature.'
Resident of Wisconsin womyn's land co-operativ0

$ittcr Spirit' was establisl
Thc krcal population strr
tnrst bctween the idyllic
witlr old graveyards. Frer
Irlrrrt' of the most beauti
wils characterized as dir

'Best of all, there is time and space for a total renewal of ourselves, our connec.
tions to each other and our earth'.
Resident of Wisconsin womyn's land co-operativl

prrlx'r dismissed it as: 'prit
thrlt' and working womet

'We do have a basic ritual. We open the circle with a blessing and a purification,
similar to Dianic. We begin with the oldest to the youngest. Lots of the time wa
use the salt water purification. Each one cleanses the other woman and takes away

her negative energy.'
Resident of the Pagodt

'Each spring we were directed to do a medicine walk upon our boundari$,
We walk 129 acres up and down the sides of the mountain...This encircles
us and protects ourselves, our animals, our community, our children from any
interference.'
Resident of Arco ldrig

The male child issue has been the most painful one. We've all chosen to live without men, yet there are women now who are talking about having babies. This one
has created not the most anger between us, but the most pain. We really have
tried very hard not to go at each other.'
Resident of Maud's Land
Cheney 1985: 132,"132,115, 5l
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Claims of racism and a lack of tolerance of disabled women were other fissures
difference that split the fragile unity of some utopian communities. Black wo:
and Jewish women felt marginalized by the inherent whiteness of most of the
bian lands, and the white women's lack of awareness of the specificities of
sion. The emphasis on the body and shared physical commitment to the
through physical labour meant that many disabled women felt unable to partici
and considered that the communities did not respond to their needs (Valentine 1
Some lesbian lands did, however, attempt to make independent space for disab
lesbians or to create non-racist environments specifically for women of colour.
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rural utopian communities often faced hostility and even violence from wider
of 1993 a radical lesbian feminist retreat known as 'Camp
cr Spirit' was estabiished in the small rural community of Ovett, Mississippi, USA.
Lrcal population strongly opposed it, the local newspaper drawing a stark contfnrt between the idyllic community of Ovett, which it described as: 'little churches
Hitlr old graveyards. Freshly tilled soil, cows and more cows. Thick, green grass . . .
ltltrl of the most beautiful land on earth' (Greene '1,997: 34) and the camp. This
Wd\ (haracterized as dirty, chaotic and the women as aggressive, man-hating and
lt rr lhrcat to the wives and daughters of Ovett (see also section 8.4.5). The newspnpcr tlismissed it as: 'primitive at best. A couple of travel trailers here, junked coaches
then' ,rnd working women in T-shirt and blue jeans, one of them with a knife strapped
tn lrt'r side' (Greene 1997: 34) and described it as a haven for 'every stray lesbian
ln tlr,' country' (Greene 1997:2I).
'I
lrc women were threatened not only through such articles but also through
ltloll tlirect forms of harassment (e.g. a puppy was shot and left on their mailbox),
wlrrt lr cscalated to threats that the KKK will 'burn a cross on you' (Greene 1,997:
I l). A group known as Mississippi for Family Values was set up with support
fl'urrr tlre radical right to oppose Camp Sister Spirit. To promote its argument that
tltr, rtlvllic rural community of Ovett was being invaded and polluted by the camp
iltn ,rrganization used a film from the Christian Coalition and Traditional Values
t,rr,rlitir>n, representing lesbian and gay sexuality as a sin and an abomination.
livrrrtrrally, the dispute reached a climax when it was reported in the national media
drrrl the FBI became involved. The case then went to court, where the judge ruled
ltr l,rv<lur of the women, allowing them to continue to use this space as a retreat
l lrcsc
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8.5.2 The mythopoetic men's movement

rrrythopoetic men's movement emerged in the USA in the 1980s. It developed
lroru a network of men's groups and journals. The movement identifies contemporrtrv society as feminized and focuses on a quest to i:ecover the'deeper male'. Some
rr)nrncntators have argued that its origins lie in social and economic restructuring
wlrr.lr has created new uncertainties about gender roles and identities, ercding the
fr'.rtlitional authority of men at both home and work, threatening in particular the
ilrrrrrhood of white mcn in their 20s-40s. The men's movement is therefore seen
nr ,r bercklash against men's sense of powerlessness and an attempt to restate male
;rrrrvcr (Kimmel and Kaufman 1994). Alistair Bonnetf (1996) is critical of this
crpl;rnation, however. Pointing to the middle-class nature of the movement, and
llrt' rrbsence of a parallel working-class movement, he suggests these men are not
powcrless but indeed have the ability to wield power, for example by obtaining
t'('\()rrrces for their project. Rather, Bonnett suggests that the men's movement is a
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response to the fact that middle-class men have contradictory experiences of
experiencing both power and a loss of power because of feminism.
The men's movement draws on practices from non-'Sfestern (especially

n S$ffifiaffi

American) cultures: group drumming, wilderness retreats, initiation rites, and
on, which, like lesbian separatism, are commonly acted out in a wilderness
text. Bonnett (1996l. 276) provides the example of the Clearwater Men's

Rural space is
society, which
mareria,listic than

\(isconsin, USA:

As a,resuh, the

'!7e would celebrate a ritual of our own making, a ritual of striving, ascending, and
'S7e broke from the circle to plant our staffs in a double row,
ioyous welcoming.
forming an aisle running fifty feet up a steep hillside. At the top of the hill we began
to drum, building quickly to a throbbing boogie. Then one by one, beginning with the
eldest, we descended to the bottom of the hill, entered the path between the staffs and
walked, ran or danced our way to the top to be hugged, held and hoisted into the air
by our brothers' strong arms. As the youngest man reached the hilltop, the drums built
up to a new climax and we raised a triurnphant chant'WE ARE MEN!' (Pierson L992:
1L4, rn Bonnett L996: 27 6).

Like lesbian separatism, the men's movement has a strong wilderness phi
encouraging a spiritual and practical reverence for the landscape. Just as lesbian
were created by women wanting to escape the patriarchal city, the men's mo
understands the wilderness as offering men liberation from the claustropho
alienating world of feminine society, where luxuries, fashion, and so on, are bla
for producing the 'soft boy' (Bonnett 1996\. While the lesbian separatists rom
cized witchcraft and other women-centred traditions, the men's movement
what it regards as the authentic wisdom of indigenous peoples such as Nati
Americans. Bonnett (1996:281) observes that'the forms of primitivism it m
use of draw from an established and well-supplied reservoir of imperial fantasi

of "tribal" peoples

"civilisation's" Natural Other' (see also
ter 2, section 2.4.1,.2). To the men's movement these tribal societies are regarded el
being 'at one' with nature, and as being as unchanging or timeless as nature itself.
Consequently, the gender inequalities within these societies are understood to
resent a more primeval and 'natural' form of gender relations (Bonnett 1,996).
Like the lesbian separatist movement, the men's movement is often regarded
essentialist and reactionary. Yet, Bonnett suggests that it is not quite that sim
While the men's movement may be essentialist because it emphasizes 'natural'
eternal differences between men and women, it is also anti-essentialist because
the emphasis it puts on men showing emotion and its strong anti-violence sta
Likewise, while it is reactionary and even racist because of the way it appropri
other cultures and draws on racist colonial fantasies, it is also anti-racist or
gressive because it subverts whiteness through promoting white people's identi
tions with non-white people and transgresses notions of a fixed white culture,
example, in the way that the men mix up a variety of cultural forms and traditi
and rework them in their rituals and ceremonies.
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Itural space is traditionally understood to have a particular form of
society, which,,isrregsrdedias,,being closbr to nature, less competitive,andl
rrraterialistic than that which emerges in urban space.
As a result, the countryside is often imagined to be a utopian space where
it is possible to develop alternative ways of living and achieve spirirual

growth and healing.
Lesbian separatists and the *y.l?p:..:i: men's movemenr are examples of
those who imagine rhe countryside/wilderness to be a utopian space.
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lltt' eountryside is not only valued by particular social movements for the utopian
porsibilities it offers for developing alternative ways of living and spirituality, but
lr,rls, appreciated more widely by the urban population as a space which can offer
llnrl)orary release from the everyday pressures of city life. The countryside is what
Ilr, lrrrcl Bunce (1994: 111) terms 'the people's playground'- a leisure or consumprion
rp,rr t' which offers a range of pleasures and forms of relaxation from the opportunitr' to cnjoy the scenery to more participatory outdoor activities.
tlrrril the mid-nineteenth century rhe countryside was principally enjoyed as a
l,rrr,lscape of leisure by the wealthy, who liked to indulge in recreational pursuits
hu( lr rls hunting on country estates. In the eighteenth century, however, it had been
|.|rrl111 for the middle classes to take tours of the UK countryside. The growth
r'l nrrrps and guidebooks detailing places of interest, such as country houses, and
\\,ilr('rs, artists and poets (such as Wordsworth) who had begun ro romanticize
r.rrulc and picturesque landscapes, had all encouraged people to begin to appreci,rl('. iurd take an interest in,'nature'and'wild scenery'(Bunce 1994). Prior to the
rh'rt'lopment of the railways the working classes' appreciation of the countryside
n',rs lirnited to the open spaces to which they could walk from the city. It was a
ltr)l)nlar activity because many of those working in the new factories were ex-rural
lllrlirittlts and because there was a general lack of open space in the industrial cities
rrl tlrc nineteenth century, which were characterized by squalor and overcrowding
(llrrrrcc 1994).
Irr turn, the English middle-class understanding

of picturesque scenery and the
totrrrtrrticization of nature translated to North America. Here, it stimulated a trend
nl trrtvel in search of wild and spectacular landscapes which offered sensory and
r1'rritual pleasures. Bunce (1994) reports that by the mid-nineteenth cenrury the
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middle classes were taking eastern seaboard carriage journeys as far inland
Niagara Falls, and steamboats up the Hudson River to Albany, into the
the Adirondacks and the'$7hite Mountains. More localized trips to natural
in and around cities were also popular. Painting scenery became a common
(Bnnce 1,994).

In the late nineteenth century concern over pubiic health and the harsh
tions in factories led to social reform in the UK (inspired by trade unions
philanthropists) and the establishment of half-day working on Saturdays, a
off on Sundays and bank holidays. This definition of leisure time gave the
ing classes more opportunity to escape to the countryside, and, combined
the development of railways and cheaper fares, inspired the growth of day
to seaside resorts and the Lake and Peak Districts. Country rambling
hugely popular and well-organized movement, with clubs arranging excu
(Bunce 1994\.

In the USA again there was a parallel trend, with the rise of the railways
moting summer excursions from eastern seaboard cities into the countryside for
trips and, more significantly, into remoterr spectacular scenery, which led to the
gence of a 'cult of the wilderness' (Bunce 1994:118). Bunce (19941 argues,
ever, that the USA was slower to establish a set leisure time, in part due to a
cultural emphasis on hard work which was a product of the pioneer tradition
section 8.3.2). Here, use of countryside for recreation was again inspired by
middle classes, who developed outdoor sports and country clubs.
By the beginning of the twentieth century increased mobility, leisure time
affluence had combined to establish the countryside's role as a physical
mental escape from the city and as a space for recreation and sport. It is a p
that was dramatically expanded by the car. Bunce observes that in the USA
car was marketed at the beginning of the twentieth century mainly as a tool
pleasure. Advertisements stressed the joys of the open road and depicted vehi
set against country scenery. Tour guides, and picnicking and camping equi
for the car soon followed. It opened up access to national parks and, in doing
changed 'the wiiderness from a gallery reserved for a discrirninating few to a
ground where all might absorb what they could' (Schmitt 1969:155 cited in
1994: L19\.
As the century progressed, mass car ownership and the development of road
highway networks (set against a background of the shortening of the working
an increase in vacation time, and improvements in the wealth and health of the
increased the possibilities for casual trips from the city and fr>r people to e
as weekend or second homes. Outdoor recreatioli became hugely
ular across Europe, North America and Scandinavia. In turn, this led to areas
set aside by public and private agencies so that these demands for access to the
tryside could be satisfied and managed (Bunce 1.994).
The following subsections look more closely at some of the ways that rural en
onments are used by society as a playground.
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li4it't hcr, the country sports of hunting, shooting and fishing - the original preserve
0f tlrt' landed gentry in the UK - remain the most popular countryside sports in the
[lK ,rrrrl USA (with fishing the most popular of all). '$Tithin Britain, shooting and,
Itt ,t lcsser extent, hunting with horse and hounds are still fairly exclusive activities,
flrltllccl with class connotations and snobbery (see also Chapter 2, section 2.3,1.2).
ln,,'rrtrast, in the USA and Canada, hunting for sport - moose, rabbits, etc. - and
tirlrirrg tend to be blue-collar rather than upper/middle-class activities. \Tildlife
fr(r'('iltion equipment (such as guns, off-road vehicles, boats and camouflage clothIttp,) is a big consumer industry (Cordell and Hendee 1,982).
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8.6.1 Outdoor activities

I lil<ir-rg, backpacking, camping and canoeing are the most popular wilderness activ-

llics in North America, Australia and New Zealand. A quarter of all those who partit ip,rte in outdoor recreation in Canada go wilderness tripping (Jackson 1986). These
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tlrt's of the landscape blur the boundaries between a range of experiences: survival,
rrrlrtlrring nature, adventure, communing with nature and the sensory or aesthetic
plr',rsrrres of the outdoor scenery (Bunce 1994).
lrr addition to these traditional outdoor activities the latter part of the twentieth
rrrrtl crrrly twenty-first centuries have witnessed a growth in a much wider range of
rlrrrrting pursuits. Bunce (1994:127) categorizes these as (1) terrain-based activities
itr( lr :rs skiing, and climbing (see Plate 8.3); (2) water activities in rivers, lakes, canals
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and coastal areas, such as windsurfing, kayaking, sailing and yachting (see La
1999); (3) open space activities such as golf, horse-riding,llama trekking; (4)
tion actiuities: these are less active, more informal and even unintentional sortg
things like picnics, leisurely strolls (as opposed to hikes), sunbathing, swimming,
games, and so on.
Generally, British uses of the countryside are more sedate than those in the
Canada and New Zealand (Bunce 1994). Camping is more likely to take place
sites with facilities than in wilderness areas, and activities like pony trekking, u
ing and just driving for pleasure to visit nostalgic sites such as country houses,
turesque villages, castles and sites of interest, and craft shops are still more
uses of the countryside than most of the adventurous participatory activities

lined above.

f

8.6.2 Second homes

In Norway and Sweden there is a huge tradition of owning a second home in
countryside (\X/illiams and Kaltenb orn 1.999, Nordin 1993, Jarlov 1999). This
back to a time when the rural subsistence economy meant that extensive use
made of remote resources and outlying areas. As a consequence, people establi
small cabins and summer farms in the higher pastures, where they stayed when
were looking after the livestock. Later, as the economy changed, these were
verted to second homes. It is now a tradition for people to build cabins (see
8.4) close to the district frorn which their family originates (Nordin 1993). This
has been promoted by the wealthy middle classes developing rural retreats to e
them to pursue extended salmon farming and large game hunting; and by larger
panies which have established cottage communities near cities. Initially, these
tbr their ernployees to use, but they are now commonly for corporate entertai
(Williams and Kaltenborn 1.999).
Second homes in Norway are seen to provide an escape from the ev
stresses of living and working in the city. The average user spends six weeks a
in the cottage, including eight days in harsh midwinter (Williams and Kalten
1999). Cottages are commonly located so that each is relatively private and
cious, with attractive views and opportunities for a range of outdoor activities
as hiking, skiing, fishing, hunting and picking berries and mushrooms (Jaakson 1
Wiliianrs and Kaltenborn 1999). The fact that many Norwegian cottages havc
electricity or running water and may only be accessible by road in the summer
that they also offer an escape from modern life altogether. Residents commonly
to 'step back in time'while in the cottage by fetching firewood and water, and
ing their lifestyles to the rhythms of natural daylight and darkness. Great i
ance is placed on experiencing the elements and on the sense of being 'at one
nature'(\filliams and Kaltenborn 1999). The cottage, then, is a place where
lived 'differently' and where the rneanings of work and leisure converge
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l'rH()). For example, activities such as maintaining the property, chopping wood,
lirlrrrrg or harvesting berries are chores, but they can also be relaxing, giving resIr['rrts tirne and space to contemplate their existence and enjoy a simpler way and
tlrrrr','r' pace of life (\Tilliams and Kaltenborn 1999) (see Box 8.4).
( ()ttages in Norway are usually kept for life, in contrast to the fact that their
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owrrt'rs' 'full-time, permanent' homes may be changed several times during the
lllt',,'rrrse. They are also handed down from generation to generation. Indeed, the
lrl ,rlic often binds the famiiy together because ali the members'activities have to
lrl n't..'rwoven (e.g.fetching water or wood for each other), in contrast to the city
linrrr,, where individual family members can lead segmented or individualized lives
fWrllirrrns and Kaltenborn1999) (see Chapter 3). In this sense, second homes may
pr oritlc more of a sense of identity and continuity (in terms of rootedness, 'emotlrrr,rl home', etc) than a'full-time, perrnanent'home. This perception can also be
f€pr otlrrced through an emphasis on specific cottage rituals (e.g. annual hunts of ptarmir, .r type of mountain gro'use).
llris Norwegian tradition of owning a second home also reinforces a sense of
f,rttr,'rrrrl identity (see Chapter 9). Cottage activities such as enjoying the peace and
qtr( t oi r-rature, walking, cross-country skiing, and outdoor rituals like hunting and
lr, r'irrg berries are seen as symbols of 'Norwegian-ness' (Erikson 1997). As a result,
( ()ntemporary development of new cottages with modern conveniences such as
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Box 8.4: Norwegian cabins
'A lot is important, particularly getting close to nature, feeling the wind
weather, having a few people around you, and living as one with nature and
rhythms there.'

'[l] feel comfortable in my own company. The cabin and the mountains givt
peace of mind. I often bring with me things to the cabin which I don't feel I
time to deal with at home. At the cabin I can permit myself just "to be"
doing anything. Just sit and enjoy the view.'

lt has always been my favourite existence. Away
crowds, time pressures and the regulations of civilisation and technical
Experience, enjoy and protect "untrammelled" nature. Live a simple life
and in agreement with a few, chosen people. Physical and, not the least,
chological - balance is very quickly restored during a stay at the cabin.'
Williams and Kaltenborn'1999: 222,
'Cabin life is tradition.

-

electricity and water, which are attracting different types of users, is being
threatening and unsettling the Norwegian national identity ($riili
Kaltenborn 1999).

of

:

8.6.5 Four-wheel-drive vehicles and the wilderness

Four-wheel-drive vehicles have opened up the wilderness and remote placec,
ing people to visit extreme environments such as the Australian outback (
Peter Bishop (1996:257) describes a typical scenario:

lt is the height of summer in the immense arid region of Central Australia. A
four-wheel drive (4VD) vehicle has stopped. Inside is a white Australian family,
the engine still running the air conditioner keeps the temperature pleasant, al
The man switches on the radio and, after briefly listening to an Aboriginal radio
programme broadcast from Alice Springs, nearly 1000km away, tunes directly
cricket match from Barbados. Both broadcasts are relayed by AUSSAT, the
communication satellite hovering in space overhead. Meanwhile the woman is
state-of-the-art electronic navigational device incorporating a global positioning
to guide her family to the area where they planned to set up camp. In the
youngest of the two children is playing a g me on the powerbook personal
which their father has brought along to finish off some work whilst on their
4NfDs have grown in popularity since the 1970s to become a common
of the affluent suburbs of the Western world. In the popular imagination
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lhr[,',| to the military, adventures and expeditions. Media advertising for 4\(Ds draws
llris repertoire of images to connect them to particular rural landscapes. In the
llsr\, edvertisements emphasize the ethos of the frontier, the rugged independence
ol tlre pioneers, the urban cowboy; in the UK the imagery employed represents them
etrtlrrrir.rg bad weather or in the context of the empire and overseas exploration; whereas
Itt r\rrstralia 4\[Ds are portrayed in the outback (Bishop 1996).In these ways, these
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vehicles are seen as a crucial way of connecting the city/suburbs with the wilds
the country. In these representations the remote environments such as the o
are once again seen as restorative or healthy locations where it is possible to
contemporary problems. The outback - characterized by masculine fantasies of
struggles with nature - also has a long-standing place in the Australian geogra
ical imagination. Think of the flying doctors and Crocodile Dundee. Just as
second home epitomizes Norwegian-ness (see section 8.6.2) so the 'image of
outback has long functioned as a potent symbol of Australian identity both
Australians and for outsiders' (Bishop 1996: 261). This landscape imagery
to legitimize the purchase of 4'S(Ds - Australia leads the world in terms of
consumption.
Paradoxically, however, while 4WDs are lauded for the opportunity which
offer urban inhabitants to escape civilization and experience extreme la
by making the outback so accessible they threaten the very concept of a '
environment. Indeed, Australian wilderness landscape regions have actually
divided up according to their 4S7D accessibility. Environmentalists are conce
about their potential intrusion into every corner of the outback, the envi
impact of off-road driving and their general environmental degradation (Edi
and Edington 1,986, Davidson 1982). Even 4WDs on city streets and in subu
garages are viewed as a symbol of consumer inauthenticity and as a sign of
regard for the environment (Bishop 1996). Underlying all these debates too are
complex issues of indigenous people's claims for land rights and self-determina
and an obvious clash between the high-tech 4\X/Ds owners' use of the outback
the low-tech ecospirituality of aboriginal beliefs and land use practices (see Cha
9). All this has led to the introduction of measures (such as zoning, trail improve.
ment, education initiatives and 4WD clubs) designed to curtail 4WD use and to pro.

mote environmental awareness and responsibility among drivers (Bishop
Woodward 1995).
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'tiorrs 8.5 and 8.6 drew in different ways on a particular discourse about nature,
ly that it is something to be respected and protected. 'The wilderness is reprto(l as a sacred space, and as a transitional space between the wilderness and
eiry the countryside becomes a place in which humans can experience and comFttrrrt"'vith nature' (rWoods 1998a: 1221,). This discourse provides a motivation for
ftltrrrsrrr, outdoor recreation, and second homes (discussed above) in which the rural

lllvirorrrnent is a space of consumption. But there are other discourses around
r'(' too. One of the most important is that of the human stewardship of nature.
th('s('terms the countryside is conceptualized as a space of 'tamed wilderness' (Short
199 I ) to be controlled and managed in the service of human need. It is this discourse
= wlrclc the rural is regarded as a space of production rather than consumption Ulrrr lr is used to justify its exploitation by humans for commercial and military purport'r (Woods 1998a).

t

8.7.1 Agriculture

rAp,rr.rrlture is a "natural" production and provisioning process at the sarne time
th,rt ir. practices are "unnatural"' (Buttel 1998:1152). In particular, the twentieth
tFtrtrrly witnessed unprecedented technological change in agricultural production,
ht"1'rrt'tl by advances in science and industry (Goodman and Redclift 1991). FarmIttp, l',r. literally become big business. Large scale multi-national and pharmaceutical

trnrl):uries are now involved in agricultural research and development. Conlerlrrt'rrtly, an unprecedented armoury of chemicals and mechanical aids is available
fl lrrlrrrnce agricultural production, while biotechnologies offer further possibilities
ftrr Irl;u)t and animal improvement.
I lrrs advanced

technological husbandry of the rural environment has in turn brought
in the variety, quality, predictability, convenience,

gttlr,rrrrlleled improvements

and safety of the foods on the dinner tables of the \Testern world.
()vlrplr>duction in the 'West means that we are able to treat food just like any other
gurrrrroclity. For the majority of people (or at least those who are above the poverty
htrr'), tlris efficient stewardship of the rural environment means that food can play
I rorrille or mundane role in our everyday life - it is no longer a matter of life and
lr.,rt least in the sense that malnutrition and starvation are rare in the affluent

Glrr',rlrrress

I

offfi,liii1i\

wav
EIICB:
,t-g

.st (lluttel 1.998).
'I lrt'
industrial approach to agriculture and food production has, however, effectscvered
the relationship between food and the natural world. The rhythms of
'ly
ur.(', seasons and climates, for example, are no longer necessarily irnportant.

irlrrrological advances mean that virtually all foods are available all year round.
l,ik,'rvise, global commodity chains have severed the face-to-face links between pro.'' t and consumers, whiie the intensive use of chemicals and pesticides and
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biotechnologies, such as genetic engineering, have raised questions about the

to which many 'foods' can be described as 'natural' (see also chapter 2). Dr
the industrial character of the agri-busisness food manufacturers and retailers
tinue to make discursive appeals to 'the natural' through their advertising,
labelling and marketing. 'The natural is thus becoming contested terrain in
stores and shopping malls as well as in parliaments, regularory agencies and
versity laboratories' (Buttel 1998: 1155).
In the context of these contemporary anxieties about the extent to which the
cultural industry is exploiting nature, conservation is increasingly being pro
by policyrnakers as a potentially important element of farmers' work. In this
there is a desire to place renewed emphasis on the role of farmers as stewardg
the environment, in which the productive use of land can be combined with
conservation in agri-environmental schemes (McHenry 1999). McHenry (1!
points out, however, that farmers are more likely to take on this role when they
see practical or financial benefits - such as a market return on conservation
diversified enterprises such as tourisn - rather than moral benefits in terms of
tecting the environment for the greater good of the human race. They are also
willing to become involved in the conservation of attractive species (e.g. barn
which do not calrse any conflicts with their productive endeavours than to parti
ate in schemes to conserve animals which they regard as agricultural pesls. T
understanding of nature is thus conceptualized in terms of its effect on and i
action with farming (McHenry 1999).
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8.7.2 The armed forces

The armed forces occupy large areas of land. During the Second world s7ar a
army battalion required 4000 acres for practising manoeuvres; today a battalion
up to 80 000 acres (Seagar 1993). Most military training and manoeuvres take p
in remote landscapes. The British army, for example, owns land in National pa
and Areas of outstanding Natural Beauty such as the otterburn Training Area
the Northumberland National Park and on the Dorset coast (woodward 199g;, wl
as much as 10 per cenr of Hawaii, USA, is owned or controlled by the military (Ser
1993). Rachel \Toodward (1998) argues that the armed forces' occupation of
countryside is legitimized both through the demarcation of space with barbed wi
flags and notices into military and civilian areas, and through Jir.ourr., which der
the countryside as the rightful home of the army.
First, recruitment and training brochures usually show camouflaged soldi
and tanks in the fields and woodland. Urban warfare is very rarely m-entioned
depicted. In this way the army is represenred as the rightful occupier of terri

British wartime recruiting and propaganda materials have also famously i
twined discourses of rurality and national identity, representing the Britain
must be defended in terms of idealized visions of rural iife (see chapter 9). s
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- like farming - portrays itself as the steward or guardian of the environFiring
ranges, for example, are presented as a conservation measure because
trrcrrt.
tltt' Lrnd they cover is untouched by people. The British army even has a training
vitlt',, called Training Green which promotes the idea that any environmental destrucliorr is minimized and that the military are careful to avoid disturbing wildlife, and
t'ittrrP nn6l dispose of rubbish responsibly.
l;inally, encountering the natural environment is seen as an important means
llrrorrgh which the army transforms civilians into soldiers. Remote landscapes are a
worlispace for the army. Outdoor survival exercises and endurance tests are seen as
inrl)()rtant rites of passage for recruits. Here, soldiers are taught to view the landr(';rlx' not as a space of pleasure but a space of protection in terms of the possibilitit's it offers for camouflage and fighting positions (\Woodward 1,998).
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Summary
A common rural discourse is that humans have stewardship of nature.
In this repr tation the rural environment is'conceptualized as a otamed
wildemessl to tre conrolled and mar,ragod in the service of hurnan needs,
This view of,the rural as a space of production rather than consumption
(see abo:ue) i$ used to justify its exploitation for commercial *nd rnilitary ,,,
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lr, previous sections in this chapter have demonstrated that the rural environment
l\ ,r space which is idyllized and commodified: it is a space of consumption, a place
rrr rvlrich to live, a place to explore, a lifestyle, a way of spending money, a place in
rvlrreh to relax, a sports facility, a public park, a tourist attraction, a therapeutic
rlr.111'ss, a nature reserve, a living museum, and so on. It is also a commercial and
rrrrlrtrrry space: a space of production, a landscape to be exploited to meet human
nr','rls, a workspace, a space to be managed and protected, a training ground, and
rrr,rrr. In fulfilling these twin roles as a landscape of consumption and of productiorr, the rural environment is used by a wide range of different groups of people.
Ar ,r result of this scale and diversity of uses and users, it is not surprising that there
,rlt' huge pressures on rural environments. Conflicts frequently erupt between difIlllnt users (Mormont 1987b, Murdoch and Marsden 1994), who draw on a range
nl tlifferent discourses about 'nature' and the 'rural' to justify their positions. The
Irllowing sections outline iust some of the many tensions evident in contemporary
rrrt's of the rural landscape, which are leading to demands for the protection of nature,
lt\ :unenity value and public accessibility.
I
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8.8.1 Access disputes: landowners v recreational users

to the countryside (notably uplands and open country) have been the subject of
frontation and conflict between recreational users of the landscape and lando
In the inter-war years a mass trespass of Kinder Scout in the Peak District, UK,
place as part of the campaign for the 'right to roam' - a tactic that was repeated
the late 1990s as part of the Forbidden Britain campaigns (Ravenscroft 1999).
Neil Ravens croft (1,999) argues that these disputes are about citizenship, in whi
land-based rights have been privileged over citizens' rights to roam. One
of the government has been to promote initiatives such as the Countryside Ste
ship Scheme, in which farmers receive designated land payments for opening up
areas for conservation and public enjoyment. Bishop and Phillips (1993:335) a
that these schemes 'allow farmers to identify relevant environmental services
goods which they can provide and the opportunity to market these and
their role as custodians and managers of the countryside'. Here landowners
cast as willingly giving up some of their rights for the greater good of the citizenry
taking on the role of benevolent stewards offering safe and sanitized access to
ticular sites and lessons in countryside conduct (Ravenscroft 1999).
Yet, Ravenscroft argues, rather than providing the 'freedom to roam', the
tryside Stewardship Scheme and similar projects merely sacrifice specific parcels
land to meet the demands for recreational uses of the countryside in order to di
attention from the wider land ownership issues. These initiatives, he argues, offer
privatized notion of citizenship (see Chapter 9) based on the effective consumpti
of rights, as opposed to a rights-based notion of citizenship sought by the 'right

roam' campaigners.

8.8.2 Agricultural industry and military v environmental
camPaigners

The industrialization of agro-food production (see section 8.7.1) (Goodman and
1994) is causing alarm about the potential risks it poses both to the envi
and to human bodies, including, for example: (1) risks to humans from pesticides
chemicals in food, water and the environment; (2) doubts as to the naturalness
safety of food produced using biotechnologies; (3) public health risks from rural
lution involving farm effluent, and so on.

o
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rcgulation of pestic

In Britain land is heavily demarcated between owners and non-owners. As a
many non-agricultural users of rural environments are subject to control and
sion (Ravenscroft 1992, 1998).In particular, the rights of ramblers to have a
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Pesticides: A huge array of chemicals and pesticides are used in contemporary
agricultural production. Critics of these practices argue that the monitoring of
pesticides is limited, their potential effects on ecosystems and diversity have
been under-researched, and their effects in small doses on our food and water
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Concerns about the naturalness and safety of food produced
in debates about the use of the BST growth
Irormone by dairy producers in the USA. This hormone occurs naturally in
pituitary glands and has been proven to increase milk production per cow and
lced efficiency. However, it is not possible to obtain it from slaughtered cattle
in large enough quantities for commercial use in live dairy herds, though it
(irn also be produced through genetic engineering. A biotechnology coalition
(of scientists, administrators, etc) has promoted this genetically engineered
vcrsion, recombinant BST, as a revolutionary advance in agricultural
lrroductivity, arguing that it is safe for human consumption because it is a
'rraturally' occurring product which can be safely digested within the human
stomach and has no ill-effects (Buttel 1998). Opponents have challenged the
'naturalness' and safety of BST milk. They argue it is not 'natural' because
tlre hormone has to be artificially injected into animals, it contains high levels
of IGF-1, and it leads to the burn-out of cows. For these critics, this is an
rrsing biotechnologies are evident
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nced and threatens the social and pastoral landscape through its potential to
wipe out small-scale family farms in the dairy states of the North-East and
l.lpper Midwest (Buttel 1998).
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.rlc virtually impossible to prove. 'Ward et al. (1,998) point out that most
lt'p,ulation of pesticides is concentrated on prior approval. In other words,
those chemicals available for sale are commonly assumed to be safe because
tlrngerous or contaminating pesticides would not have been allowed to reach
tlrc marketplace. Yet, as they point out, this ignores the fact that scientific
rrrrclerstandings of pesticides are partial and it is difficult to predict their
irrrpzrcts on the environment on the basis of laboratory testing - not least,
bccause scientists tend to assume that pesticides will be used by competent
It'chnicians and responsible farmers (W'ard et al. 1,998). But when farmers
.lroose which chemicals to use they are driven by their anxieties about
rrchieving effective crop protection rather than concerns about the environment.
l)cspite spraying instructions, the pressures of work can mean they may spray
irr less than ideal conditiorls (e.g. wind and rain), which can result in the
r hcmicals being spread more widely than intended (Ward 1.995,1.996,]./ard
d al. 1,9981. Advisory systems also militate against a reduction in pesticide use.
It is agrochemical merchants selling pesticides who give most crop protection
;rrlvice to farmers. Their need to maintain their sales figures is a deterrent to
their recommending fewer treatments or lower dose rates to farmers (Ward
tt aI.1998). Chemical usage is inadequately policed and monitored in any
('vcnt. Visits to individual farms are very rare and often only in response to
eomplaints from the public.
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I'ollution: Over 50 per cent of US water pollution is attributed to waste
from the livestock industry (Seager 1,993). !(l'hen slurry and silage effluent
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accidentally discharged it can cause widespread pollution, killing fish and
damaging ecosystems, while smaller gradual leakages, runoff and seepage
also cause deoxygenation and nutrient enrichment, damaging river fish and
plant communities ('S7ard et al. 1998).Ward et al. (1,998) observe that, just
as pesticide regulations assume that farmers are competent managers and
technicians, so too advice and regulations relating to effluent management
draw on the same assumptions. Yet, farmers are often indifferent to or
incompetent in this respect, prioritizing milk production and husbandry ovef
managing effluent systems. In many cases they simply have too many ani
to dispose of the effluent they produce, with the result that low-volume
from yards and storage areas causes widespread damage in rural envir
(Seager et al. 1992,Ward et al. 1998). Regulation also places the emphasis
the behaviour of individual farmers when, in fact, '[r]iver quality depends
ultimately on the mix and nature of water and land uses within the drainagc
catchment' (Ward et al. 1998:1171). Only an overall catchment mana
approach can effectively reduce this sort of pollution.
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Farmers, and the agro-industry more generally, are reluctant to acknowledge
age to the rural environment and their role in causing it (McHenry 1998). This
created a history of tensions between farmers and conservation and envi
groups. Farmers are resistant to regulations and pollution controls, regarding
as 'anti-farmer' or 'anti-rural'. As a group they often feel aggrieved and misu
stood, believing, for example, that they are often unfairly stereotyped as i
or destructive when they are struggling for economic survival (McHenry 1998l,,
Like the agro-industry, the military is also charged with threatening and pol
ing rural environments and their inhabitants. Despite the claims made by the
(see section 8.6.4) about its role as steward of nature and its concern for the
tryside, the military is responsible for environmental destruction around the
This damage occurs not only during wartime but also in peacetime. The army
sumes huge amounts of raw materials; uses animals for scientific experimen
damages landscapes during its manoeuvres, weapons testing and training
and dumps large amounts of waste - including radioactive materials from its n
production facilities - as well as a wide range of chemicals, fuels, oils, ammuni
etc, which are used in its everyday activities.

In a damning account of the impact of the military on the environment
(1993) points out that US military sites are some of the most dangerous and
locations in the world, citing the US Army's Rocky Mountain Arsenal in
Colorado, as just one example. She draws on research which shows that
Pentagon alone generates more toxic waste than the five largest US chemical
porations combined, and that a third of all the hazardous waste generated in
USA is produced by the military. This and other evidence is used to make her
that the armed forces, along with other traditional institutions of power, such
transnational corporations and governments, are inextricably linked to contem
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(1993:14) argues that: 'Militaries are privileged
lorrnental vandals. Their daily operations are typically beyond the reach of civil
w, ;rncl they are protected from public and government scrutiny, even in "demo's". lfhen military bureaucrats are challenged or asked to explain themselves,
hitle behind the "national security" cloak of secrecy and silence.'
I lrt' practices and the power of the agro-industry and the military are challenged
,r
by r,r'lg. of environmental movements. In tandem with left-wing, feminist, black
elvrl rights and student movements, dozens of environmental action groups were
forrrrr.lccl in the 1950s and 1970s. These included organizations like Greenpeace, the
Vorltl $Tildlife Fund, and Friends of the Earth. In the subsequent decades many of
rrorrrrrental crises. Joni Seager

tltcr.' pressure groups have been professionalized, establishing headquarters, using
ldvcr tising agencies and hiring political lobbyists and lawyers to advance their cause
(Sr',r1icr 1993). Green parties have also reshaped the political map of Europe, belorrring a viable electoral force, winning seats in national elections (e.g. in Germany,
lwt',k'n, Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, Italy, and so on) as well as for
llrl lrrrropean Parliament. In response, politicians in the UK, the USA and Australia
ll,rv..' ltcen quick to try to promote their green credentials. Not surprisingly, the proh,rsionalization of the environmental movement has triggered conflicts over tactics,
rttl('s, campaigns, leadership, finance and publicity strategies in which accusations
rrl rt'xism and racism have been evident (Seager 1993).
A rlissatisfaction with these mainstream environmental movements has, in turn,
t;r,nvncd alternative forms of activism, including deep ecology and eco-feminism (see,
'Warren
1994). 'Both movements posit the
lrrr .'xrrmple, Griffin 1978,Pepper 1993,
Irlr',1 for affirmation of a "deeper" human relationship with the earth - a relationrlrr;r that at its best comprises elements of mysticism, awe, and an appreciation of
llrt "strcred" in nature. Both movements couch their environmentalism in "womanrrlt'rrtified" terms, and deep ecologists are the only environmentalists other than ecofemlusts to explicitly assert an affinity with women's culture and feminist politics' (Seager
l't')\:223). The earth as Mother visions of both groups have, however, been critir rz,'tl as essentialist (see Chapter 2) and dangerous because they draw on stereotypes
rrl rvomen as nurturing, emotional and so on, assume universal women's values, ignore
rlrllt'rences between women, and leave unchailenged patriarchal dualisms such as
r,r lc/female, culture/nature, rational/irrational (Seager 1993).
At the same time, hundreds of small-scale, often local or community-based
l!()ups of unpaid volunteers make up grassroots movements which also continue
to challenge the environmental impact of the agro-industry and military. 'Women's
tr.rtlitional domestic role, which involves managing the home, in which they comrrronly take decisions about resources, and responsibility for the families'food and
lr.',rlth, leads Seager (1993) to argue that it is often women who are the first to become
cnvironmentalists within their communities. One such example is women's participatron in Landcare-groups of people in rural areas of Australia who are organizing
,rr',,und their shared concerns about land degradation and land management practrtes (Liepins 1,998).
r r
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The diversity of campaigners' responses (and the conflicts between them) to
threats posed to humans and the environment by agro-industry and the mili
and the frequent reluctance of farmers, the services or governments to be held
able for this damage, demonstrate that there is a strong political dimension to
over the environment, in which the power of particular groups to dominate
other, as well as dominate 'nature', is at stake (Redclift 1992).
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8.8.3 Tourists v residents

8.8.4
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The commodification of the rural landscape for tourism and leisure is a sourco
many conflicts. One such example is Mordue's (1,9991 study of Goathland, a vi
in the North York Moors National Park, UK. This is a traditional pictu
village which contains all the trappings associated with the English rural idyll
section 8.3.1) - it is a small, peaceful community, pretty, steeped in nos
set in beautiful cour-rtryside. It has always been popular with retirees and especi
walkers, who have used it as a base to explore the surrounding countryside.
visitors have been generally unobtrusive, spending all day out of the village in
countryside.
Recently, however, Goathland has become the location for the filming of a
ular television series, Heartbeat, a nostalgic programme, set in the 1960s, about
young policeman who has moved up from London to live in a Yorkshire village.
a result, Goathland has become a honeypot for day-trippers. Rather than s
their time in the surrounding countryside as the walkers do, these visitors
a strong physical presence in the village, causing congestion and overcrowding
the streets and generally being intrusive (playing music, football, etc). The vi
car park has already been expanded in response to the increased traffrc
and there is talk of establishing a further car parking area. However, this has
NIMBY disputes (see Chapter 4) among the locals, who are concerned about
possible location. Residents are also up in arms about the creeping commodificati
of the village. Some have even switched their homes around, moving the lounge
a front room to a back room to achieve some measure of privacy from the
gaze. An increase in car crime and petty theft has been blamed on urban crimi
The residents fear that their village is being overwhelmed by tourists and that,
the process, these consumers are destroying the very qualities of the 'rural idyll'
manquillity, beauty, community - which they expect to find there.
Elsewhere, similar pressures on the countryside, which have caused co
at popular sites and demands for new roads and car parking areas, have led to
establishment of parks (with car parking, and set facilities for walking, fishing,
on the edge of metropolitan areas in order to relieve the pressure on the so-ca
'naturai countryside' (Bunce 1994).
Other tensions are often evident between recreational users of the count
and those participating in environmental conservation and education progra
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(lfrrrrce 1994). Clashes between different groups of recreationai users often flare up
irr rr.rral areas too - notably, hikers and horse riders resent the noise, pollution and
ihlcat to people and the environment posed by off-road motorized vehicle users (e.g.
rrrrrtor bikes, trail bikes, four-wheel-drive vehicles) (Bishop 1996).
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8.8.4 Hunters v animal rights

lrc cultivation of the wilderness by humans led to the domestication of particular
;rrimals. Some have been used to work closely alongside humans, assisting in our
stcwardship of nature (e.g. horses and dogs), others are controlled by humans and
kcpt for food (e.g. livestock). \7ild animals which do not contribute ro humans'prorlrrctive activities are often perceived to be a threat to crops or domesticated animals
,rncl therefore to be controlled through hunting with guns, dogs or traps.
These activities are often justified as part of the 'natural' order in which every
( r'cature (except humans) has a 'natural' predator which keeps its population in check.
lrr these terms, humans are responsible for controlling the animal population as part
<,I our role as stewards of the environment ('SToods 1998a). Hunting is further legitirnated by recourse to arguments that the 'chase' offers animals a fair chance to escape
only the old or the weak are culled. In the UK the rituals (hunt meetings, dog shows,
lrtrnt balls, and so on) that accompany hunting have, in turn, become a symbol and
,.clebration of the rural way of life and 'community', part of the rural heritage or
tlrrdition. In other words, country people understand animals and people to hold
rlifferent places within the system.
In contrast, for some people who go to the country in search of nature and the
rtrral idyll 'animals are imagined in an almost wholly aesthetic sense, divorced from
rhe dirty noxious aspects of agriculture and the harsh predatory order of nature.
Itather animals are expected to act as "props" for an imagined rural idyli, such that
lhe countryside becomes a space of consumption or spectacle in which there is an
('ssential distance between the animals who "perform" and the people who watch
or listen. Furthermore, the presence of wild animals is judged to increase the
"authenticity" of the natural experience, such that they become creatures to be protccted, not controlled, and activities such as hunting are recast as being "against
nature"' (Woods 1,998* 1221,).
These opponents of hunting contest rural dwellers' representation of what is
natural by drawing on images which enforce the idea that animals are at home in
rlre countryside, that they are part of the realm of nature (\foods 1998a). Rather,
they argue that hunting is a cruel and implicitly 'unnatural' recreational activity which,
f oni Seager (1993) speculates, is forcing as many as 100 species a day into extinction.
Related to the anti-hunting lobby is a broader discourse of animal rights in which
:rnimals are understood as having value independently of humans. In this sense,
rrnimal rights is the latest in a long line of campaigns against various forms of social
injustice in which the oppression of animals parallels the oppression of other groups
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such as women and ethnic minorities (Gold 1999). Seager (1993), for example, tal
about factory farming and experimentation in terms of women's experiences of gy
cology and pornography, while she also observes that hunting, like rape, is a
of male violence.

The contemporary animal protection movement comprises a loose network of
groups (often very localized in their activities) campaigning against fur farms, the
use of animals in laboratories, live exports, hunting, and so on. It has a broad constituency, attracting the support of a wide spectrum of the population, though it
also has a more radical hard core whose grass-roots direct actions and 'terrorism'
have attracted the attention of the police and security services (Garner 1993).
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Further Reading
The Journal of Rural Studies is home to most of the important papers about
rural geographies (other useful journals include Sociologica Rwralis, Rural
Sociology). Among those that have played an important part in shaping
understandings about rural society are: Cloke, P. and Thrift, N. (1987) 'Intraclass conflict in rural areas', Journal of Rural Studies,3,321-33; Little, J. and
Austin, P. (1996) .Women and the rural idyll', Jowrnal of Rural Stwdies, L2,
101-11; Philo, C. (L992)'Neglected rural geographies: a review', lournal
of Rural Stwdies,8,1.93-207, and Woods M. (1998b) 'Researching rural
conflicts: hunting, local politics and action nerworks', lowrnal of Rural Studies,
3,321-40.In addition to these journal articles a good place to start is the
edited book: Cloke, P. and Little, J. 0997) Contested Countryside: Otherness,
Marginality and Rurality, Routledge, London.

A number of single-authored and edited books deal with the diverse meanings,
uses of, and pressures on rural space. In particular see: Bunce, M. (1994) Tbe
Countryside ldeal: Anglo-American Images of Landscape, Routledge, Londonl
Shoard, M. (1980) The Theft of the Countryside, Maurice Temple Smith,
London; Crouch, D. (ed.) (1999) Leisure/Tourism Geographies: Practices and
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Oeographical Knowledge, Routledge, London, and Marsden, T., Lowe, P. and
Whatmore, S. (eds) (1990) Rural Restructuring, David Fulton, London.

(iood sources on environmentalism and eco-ferninism include: Pepper, D.
(1993) Eco-socialism: From Deep Ecology to Social Justice, Routledge,
l,ondon; Seager, I. 1993) Earth Follies: Feminism, Politics and the
l;,nuironmenl, Earthscan Publications Ltd, London, and'W'arren, K. (ed.)
(l 994) Ecological Feminism, Routledge, London.
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9,1 The nation

icographies of the nation have focused on definirrg and exploring the production
contestation of national identities, nationalism and citizenship. Around the world
.rrr increasing number of nation states are under threat from nationalist movements
rvhich threaten to dissolve them from below. Likewise, processes of globalization,
,rrrd the emergence of supranational and transnational organizations are alleged to
lrrrve made the boundaries of nation states increasingly irrelevant and therefore to
bc threatening the sovereignty of nation states from above. The growing importance
,,i social identifications such as gender, ethnicity, sexuality and disability also stand
(

,rrrd

,rccused

of undermining citizens' attachments and loyalty to the state. As a result

,l

these trends, and a recognition of the interconnectedness and interdependence
ol. nations, various international regimes of governance and new notions of global
t itizenship are emerging.
This chapter begins by examining geographical understandings of nations and
nirtional identities and explores some of the forms of nationalism which both facilitate and threaten contemporary nation states. It then goes onto explore sexual
citizenship and disaporic citizenship as examples of two forms of social identificarion that some writers have claimed are replacing national identity as a master narlirtive. The focus then switches onto processes of globalization and how people's lives
rrround the world are being woven together in increasingly complex ways by the global
cconomy. The final section outlines some of the new spaces which may be opening
Lrp for different forms of politics to develop. It explores the possibilities of techno-

loeical and ecological citizenship and reflects on cosmopolitanism as a potential
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transnational structure of political action to replace the present structure of i
national laws mediated between sovereign states. The chapter concludes by
that globalization and post-modernism are causing a shift away from a
and universal concept of citizenship based on membership of a nation state.
it suggests that the identity of the post-modern citizen is an ensemble of
ping and interconnected forms of citizenship.

:

9.2 The nation and national identities

The nation can be defined as '[a] community of people whose members are
together by a sense of solidarity rooted in an historic attachment to a homeland
a common culture' (Johnston et al. 2000: 532). For Anderson (1983) nations
more specifically 'Imagined Communities'(see Chapter 4). He explains that nati
are '[I]magined because the members of even the smallest nation will never
their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of
they carry the image of their communion' (Anderson 1983: 15). He further
that nations are imagined communities because fellow citizens often have a deep
of comradeship or identity with each other, even though, in reality, there may
differences, exploitation and inequality between them. In this sense, nations are
assumed to represent the primary form of belonging or identification for their
lations, taking precedence over other axes of identification such as class, race,
der, sexuality, religious belief, and so on. Indeed, ideologies of national soli
and identity have often been used to justify the subordination of class and
interests by nationalist movements (McClintock 1995, Sharp 1996).
According to Anderson (1983) the development of technology, capitalism and
guistics played an important part in forging and reproducing national identities
Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. During this period the
gence of print capitalism enabled the mass production of books and news
and linguistic diversity to flourish. In particular, old sacred languages such as
and Greek, which until then had been the preserve of the ruling elites of Eu
were demoted in favour of a multitude of vernaculars that became stabilized
languages. These developments, by enhancing communication between people
specific geographical territories, contributed to fostering a sense among them
they shared interests and concerns and so belonged to a nation. Anderson (1983:
explains, 'The lexicographic revolution in Europe . . . created, and gradually
the conviction that languages (in Europe at least) were, so to speak, the pe
property of quite specific groups - their daily speakers and readers - and
that these groups, imagined as communities, were entitled to their autonomous

in a fraternity of equals.'
The nation as imagined community is predicated, however, not only on s
and written language but also on a wider range of cultural fictions (Bennington 1
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As Sharp explains (1,996:98), 'Each drawing of maps of nation state territory, each
playing of the national anthem or laying of wreaths at war memorials, every spectrrtorship of national sports events and so on represents . . . [a] daily affirmation of
nrrtional identification.' In particular, banal acts such as the singing of a national
rrnthem or the victory of a national sports team represent an experience of simultrrrreity. At such moments, people who are unknown to each other sing the same
words or celebrate the same event, aware that others whom they do not know and
eillrnot see or hear are doing so too. In such ways, members of a nation often expericrrce a sense of unison with their fellow citizens even though nothing connects them
rrt all but an imagined sound or image (Anderson 1983). As such, '[a] nation does
not express itself through its culture: it is culture that produces "the nation"'

(l)onald 1993:167).

rson (1983) nations
Je explains that nati
nation will never k
'et in the minds of
: 15). He further a
s

a

The repetitive performance of symbols and stories of the nation congeal over time
to produce the appearance that the nation is a 'natural' and timeless spatial entity,
ir product of the inherent relationship between a group of people and a particular
plrce. Yet a flick through atlases published at different moments of the twentieth
(('ntury - during which time the map of Europe was redrawn several times, with
rrrrtions being created and broken up - clearly demonstrates that the nation is not
rr pre-given spatial entity but rather is a social invention, one whose boundaries and
vcly existence can be both fluid and contested. Yet, the seemingly timeless rituals
ol traditions and institutions often obscure the production of national identity to
srrch an extent that it is taken for granted as 'natural' or inherent (Sharp 1996).
National identities are not only produced through processes which foster a sense
ol' sameness but also those which emphasize a differentiation from others. As
Arrderson (1983: 16) points out, the nation is always imagined as limited in reach
by finite boundaries, '[n]o nation imagines itself as coterminous with mankind
lsrr:l'. Nations must, therefore, have something to define themselves against. As Parker
t't al. (\992:5) explain, 'nationality is a relational term whose identity derives from
its inherence in a system of differences. In the same way [as] "man" and "woman"
tlt'tlne themselves reciprocally . . . national identity is determined not on the basis of
rts own intrinsic properties but as a function of what it (presumably) is not.' Indeed,
'tlrc idea of the nation is dependent upon an extensive appeal to ethnicity, frequently
(()nstructed against the threat ofthe "alien", and his or her "foreign" tastes, cultrrrcs and habits' (Chambers 1,993:753).
Irr a now classic book, Orientalism, the Palestinian social theorist Edward Said
(1978) reflects on the fact that the Orient has been an object of fascination to the
Wcst for centuries. He considers'S(estern visitors' visions of the Orient (e.g. as exotic,
nrysterious, decadent, corrupt, barbarous) as evidenced by paintings, photographs
;rrrtl writings (academic work, poetry, novels, and so on). By focusing on this dis(orrrse of the 'mystic Orient', Said (1978) shows how the traditions of thought and
rrrngery which give the Orient a reality are in fact a European invention, a product
ol the European imagination. He argues that, by containing and representing the
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Orient through this dominant framework, European culture has gained in st
and identity, setting itself off against the Orient in a series of asymmetrical rel
ships in which it is always seen in a favourable light (i.e. as civilized, ordered,

(Clifford 1938). In this way,'[B]y dramatising the distance and dift-erence be
what is close to . . . and what is far away' (Said 1978: 55) imaginative
not only produce images of the 'Other' but of the 'Self ' too.
Box 9.1 draws on extracts from e-mails written by children involved in
Interlink project, funded by the British Council and developed and managed
Copeland Wilson & Associates Ltd (a specialist producer of educational lea
materials in New Zealand). This brought children from Britain and New Ze
rogether on line to explore their impressions of each other's countries and li
(detailed in Holloway and Valentine forthcoming; see also Hengst's 1997 study
British, German and Turkish children's understandings of their own and
national identities).
However, 'the very fact that . . . [national] identities depend constitutively
difference means that nations are forever haunted by their various definitional
others' (Parker et a\.1.992). As Gilroy (1'990) points out, these differences can b€
internal as well as external (see, for example, the discussion of whiteness and thG
English rural idyll in Chapter 8). As a consequence, nations often engage in acts of
violence, segregation, censorship, economic coercion and politicai oppression against
those (both other nations and their own citizens) who are imagined as threatening
or dangerous 'Others'. (See also the discussion of how different groups are granted
differential access to rights and resources in section 9.4 below.)
It does not have to be like this, however. Chambers (1993) suggests that therc
can be different imaginings of British national identity:
One is Anglo-centric, frequently conservative, backward-looking, and increasingly
located in a frozen and largeiy stereotyped idea of national culture [the Britain of
empire and imperialism, Victorian values, cricket playing, claret drinking, and so on].
The other is ex-centric, open-ended, and multi-ethnic, The first is based on a
homogeneous 'unity' ir.r which history, tradition, and individual biographies and roles,
including ethnic and sexual ones, are fundamentally fixed and embalmed in the national
epic, in the mere fact of being 'British'. The other perspective suggests an overlapping
network of histories and traditions, a heterogeneous complexity in which positions
and identities, including that of the 'national', cannot be taken for granted, are not
interminably fixed but are in flux (Chambers 1993:153-4\.

This second vision resonates with Massey's (1993) notion of a progressive sense of
place'in which she argues that difference and the crossing of boundaries leads to a
complexity of vision. Here places (or in this case nations) are no longer understood
as homogeneous, bounded (defined as here or there, us or them) insular locations,
certain in, and defensive of, their own identities (like Chambers' first imagining of
British national identity) but rather are spaces of connection that offer new possibilities of sharing in difference through interaction (see also Chapter 7).
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Box 9,1: lmagining 'the other'
Some British children's imaginative geographies
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Ploce
New Zealand is in the southern part of the world, by Australia.
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Your countryside is basically palm trees, mountains, beaches and deserts.
I know for a fact that New Zealand is hotter than England. I think one of your main
industries would be farming e.g. sheep farming because when I buy lamb in the
shop it normally says 'a New Zealand lamb'.

People
We think that you look like us but with a sun tan.

z study

rd

Many people consider New Zealand as being an offspring of Australia and are not
considered as being a country of its own.

rtively

:finiti

The Maoris are the natives of the country and when the white people went over
they nearly wiped them and their country out.

res can

They do a war dance before every rugby game.
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Your national costume is that you either dress up as a kiwi or wear shorts and T
shirts, wear sandals on your feet and wear hats with corks hanging down.
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Some New Zealand children's imaginative geographies

of Britain

Place

that

It belongs to Europe and it's on the other side of the world.
We think that your climate is cold, wet and misty with a little bit of sun.

We imagine that your country has lots of big green hills, lots of stone walls and
castle-like buildings, and thatched crofts with whitewashed walls.
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The houses are old and of an older style than seen in New Zealand. They often
have two storeys and no front or back gardens like Coronotion Street [a UK soap
opera set in Manchester, which is screened in New Zealandl.
People
We think that some are fair-skinned, some are dark-skinned (from Africa), a lot of
people are below the poverty line. We think most of them speak English but Great
Britain consists of many languages, including lrish and Scottish.

e sense

We think that people look very posh and proper and that they act like that as well.

leads to

I think that you would do the same sports as us and you might play croquet too.

nderstood
locationo,

lglnlng
new poS.

We think that you eat mashed peas on top of pies, hot dogs, fish and chips and you
like to have a cup of tea and a bikkie (like posh people) and also like to eat stuff like
us like sweets and chocolate and you drink fizzy (fizzy is coca cola and lemonade).
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Nations are imagined communities. They are often assumed to
primary axes of identification for their populations.
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The cultural traditions and symbols through which national identities
are produced can produce the appearance that rhe nation is a 'natural'

National' identities, are produced,thrcughr p,rocersqs,rshieh,,fbster'a
of sameness while also emphasizing Jiff.r.ntiution from others.

"

Imagings of national identity can be backward-looking, insular and
defensive or progressive, open-ended and heterogeneous.

tr 9.r Nationalism
Nationalism can be defined as a 'belief that the world's peoples are divided into na

and that each of these nations has the right to self-determination, either as sel
governing units within existing nation states or as nation states of their own' (Ignati
1,994:3). (Here nation state refers to governance over a spatially bound territory,)
Ignatieff (1994) distinguishes between two forms of nationalism: civic natio
ism and ethnic nationalism. He defines civic nationalism as a belief that 'the natiotl
shouid be composed of all those, regardless of race, colour, creed, gender, languag€
or ethnicity - who subscribe to the nation's political creed. This nationalism is called
civic because it envisages the nation as a community of equal, right-bearing cit.
izens, united in patriotic attachment to a sacred set of political practices and virtue8,
This nationalism is necessarily democratic since it vests sovereignty in all peoplct
(Ignatieff 1994:3-4).In other words, civic nationalism is a chosen or rational sensG
of belonging and attachment in which the state precedes the nation. Ignatieff (19941
suggests that some elements of this were first apparent in Great Britain. By the eigh.
teenth century Britain was a nation state formed from four nations: the English, Scots,
Irish and 'Welsh, who shared a sense of belonging predicated on common institu.
tions such as the rule of law, Parliament, the monarchy and a common citizenship,
rather than a sense of attachment based on a common ethnicity. The emergencc
of civic nationalism was furthered by the French and American revolutions, which
established their respective republics. Today, most \Testern nation states are held
together by a belief in common citizenship rather than common ethnicity.
In contrast, ethnic nationalism is a belief that attachment to a nation is inherited
rather than chosen: in other words it is about blood loyalty. It is predicated not on
shared rights and institutions but on what are understood as pre-existing ethnic characteristics and shared experiences such as culture, religion, and language. Here'Iilt
is the national community which clefines the individual, not the individuals who define
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tlrc rrational community' (Ignatieff 1994: 5).Ignatieff (1.994:4) cites the example of
( it'rrnany, explaining that 'Napoleon's invasion and occupation of the German
pr incipalities in 1806 unleashed a wave of German patriotic anger and Romantic
polcmic against the French ideal of the nation state. The German Romantics argued
llrrrt it was not the state which created the nation, as the Enlightenment believed,
hrrt the nation, its people which created the state.' He goes on to explain how Gerrrrrrn

unification in 1871 provided an example of the success of ethnic nationalisrn

to other nations who at the time were under imperial rule. Although contemporary
( icrmany now thinks of itself as a civic democracy, Ignatieff points out that its cit-

izcnship laws are still defined by ethnicity. Contemporary examples of ethnic
rr:rtionalism also include places such as Serbia and Croatia, where ethnic majority
rkrnination is now institutionalized in the form of the nation state, and cases where
t'thnic nationalists are struggling against what they perceive as cultural or economic
srrbordination, such as Quebecois nationalism in Canada (Box 9.2), and conflicts
hctween Catholics and Lovalist Protestants in Northern Ireland.

Box 9.2: Quebecois nationalism
Since the Canadian Confederation was established

in

1867, French-speakers, /es
Quebecois, have sought self-determination and self-government for Quebec. For
the Quebecois, Quebec is their nation and Canada their state, whereas for Englishspeaking Canadians, Canada represents both nation and state. Quebecois nationalism erupted in 1965 when a bomb was planted in an English-speaking district
of Montreal. This was followed by other acts of terrorism, including the kidnap and
murder of a Canadian politician. However, since the 1960s Quebec has been able
to use its freedom within the Canadian federal system to develop its own economy, nationalizing its hydro-electric resources, establishing its own economic institutions independent of Canadian ownership and becoming a player in the global
market-place. ln effect, lgnatieff (1994) suggests that Quebec has become a state
within a state. For a long time English Canadians dominated the Quebec economy
and nationalists blamed them for its relative backwardness. Now that Quebec is
more economically successful, lgnatieff (1994) suggests, the Quebecois nationalist
movement's sense of grievance and motivation for pursuing sovereignty should have
waned. Yet he observes that, on the contrary, nationalist sentiment has, if anything,
grown, with the emphasis now particularly on language and the desire to be a unilingual nation. To this end Quebec already has laws prohibiting the public use
of English and restricting the rights of residents to send their children to Englishspeaking schools; and considerable control over immigration, which enables it to
maximize the selection of French-speaking immigrants. Perhaps somewhat ironically, while Quebec pursues nationhood, it in turn includes an indigenous people,
the Cree, who also consider themselves to be a nation and are fighting for their
own self-determination over large areas of land.
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Nationalism is based on a number of assumptions, namely that nations are '
ural units' of society, that nations have a right to territory or homeland, and
every nation needs its own sovereign state to express its culture. In other
nationalism presupposes that nation and state are destined for each other, that
ther is complete without the other and that each nation has the right to au
freedom and security (Gellner 1983). Yet, this is an ideai rather than reality;
are few places where state boundaries actually match those of a national com
ity in which all citizens share one culture (Johnston et al. 2000). Indeed, 'h
ically speaking most nations have always been culturally and ethnically di
problematic, protean and artificial constructs that take shape very quickly and
apart just as fast' (Colley 1992: 5).
\Where political units and national units are mismatched, minority groups
experience various forms of social, economic, cultural or political exclusion
injustice. As a result, all round the world nationalist groups are drawing on ima.
ginings of national identity to pursue the aim of achieving self-determination or to
lay claims to particular territories in which they perceive their history to be embod.
ied. Anderson (1995) observes that, while there are over 5000 different languagel
in the world, there are currently fewer than 200 separate states. The means through
which separatist aims are pursued vary. While in many cases the use of violence (annex4.
tion, terrorism, etc) is often regarded as justified, nationalist movements have also
sought independence through the ballot box and around the negotiating table,
Spanish Basque nationalism (Box 9.3) represenrs one example of a nationalisl
movement which is divided over what is meant by self-determination and how thio
should be achieved (Raento 1997).

Uneven economic development

is often the impetus for nationalism (Nairn

1,977\. Relatively undeveloped regions may have a sense of economic grievance and
of being on the periphery politically. For example, in the 1980s and 1990s there
was a surge in support for Scottish nationalism. Scots were resentflll that the profits
from North Sea oil (located off the coast of Scotland) - which was imagined as Scottish

were not being ploughed back into Scotland by the British government and that,
in effect, the English were stealing Scottish oil. These feelings were compounded by
the fact that, while Scotland consistently voted Labour (i.e. the political consensus
was towards the left), Conservative (i.e. right-wing) governments were returned to
power by the British electorate as a whole. In other words, it appeared that English
voters, particularly in the south-east of the country, were determining who governed
Scotland and that the Conservative government did not therefore have an electoral
mandate in Scotland for the controversial policies it pursued. These saw a reduction in public expenditure, privatization, and the refonn of institutions such as
the health service, legal profession and local government that had contributed to
producing and fostering Scotland's qLrasi-alltonomous sense of Scottish identity
(Paddison 1993). Following the election of a new Labour government in Britain in
1997, the Scottish people voted in a referendum for devolution: the establishment
of a Scottish Parliament with tax-raising powers. Indeed, smaller-scale regions are
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to establish an independent Basqueprovinces in Spain and France. Spanish
historical
speaking state created out of seven
Basque nationalists are divided, however, over what is meant by self-determination
and howthis should be achieved (Raento 1997). The moderates, who are represented by various political parties, oppose the Spanish state and are attempting to
achieve independence through democratic means. ln 1980 the Spanish govern-
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Community (this is made up of three provinces: Alava, Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya). The
moderates accept this granting of limited autonomy as the best means through which
they can purse their goal of self-determination. ln contrast, the radicals understand
their country to be occupied by the Spanish. They believe that, by accepting autonomy and co-operating with their oppressors, the moderates have betrayed the Basque
people. The radicals are prepared to seek independence, or what they regard as
liberation, through violence - most notably acts of terrorism (including kidnapping
murders and bombings) - and public confrontations which challenge the legitimacy
of the state. ln particular, they have a history of using the street to promote their
form of Basque nationalism. Craffiti campaigns, including replacing the words
Francia and Espaffa with Lapurdi and Cipuzkoa (the province names in Basque) on
traffic signs in the border zone between Spain and France, are common. So too are
demonstrations - often involving violence - in the provincial capitals and industrial
centres at the heart of the radical nationalist area. While such acts of resistance visibly articulate the claims of the Basque Nationalist movement and remind the state
of the acuteness of their demands, the moderates argue that the actions of the
radicals weaken the bargaining power of the Basque Autonomous Community with
the central government.

rro'"v beginning

to get in on the act too. De-industrialization and the marginaliza-

trorr of the North-east within the UK political economy have fostered the rise of
rt'l3ionalism within the North-east and the formation of a Campaign for a Northern
r\ssembly (Tomaney 199 5).

While Scottish nationalism and North-east regionalism have been fuelled by a
of economic injustice and political marginalization, prosperous and politically
'..'rrse
tlorninant regions can also seek separation from their less well-developed compatliots. For example, the Italian northern leagues are resentful of the need to subsidrzc the less prosperous south of Italy.
'fhe emergence of supranational organizations such as the European Union has
rrrrr,vittingly played a part in fostering nationalist movements by appearing to offer
.r framework that could potentially safeguard the sovereignty of small nation states.
l he slogan of the Scottish National Party is 'Scotland in Europe - Make it Happen'.
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Ignatieff (1994) comments on the paradox that the globalization of capital markets
and free trade (see section 9.5) has not eroded but strengthened the desire of small
nations to have sovereignty.
Both state nationalism and nationalist movements make much of historical continuity, marshalling the past to make a case for the 'nation' in the present (Daniels
1993).In particular, Lowenthal (1,994:43) argues that'heritage distils the past into
icons of identity, bonding us with precursors and progenitors, with our own earlier
selves, and with promised successors'. In doing so the heritage industry is selective,
focusing on particular national heroes, battles, monuments, buildings or other emblems of national identity (for example, the English rural landscape, see Chapter 8),
cleaning up complex processes of the past to tell a clear story of the nation. As a
consequence, Smoult (1994:108) explains, '[n]ational identities are constructed out
of reference to history, or more exactly, to received popular ideas about history that
achieve mythic status, irrespective of what modern academic historians perceive to
be their actual truth or importance'.
These narratives of the nation can, however, also be rewritten and retold by difl
ferent generations, as well as by those who hold different political experiences and
positions. In a study of Ukrainians living in Bradford, UK, Smith and Jackson (1999)
explain that, when the Ukraine was part of the USSR, it was impossible for those
in exile to return 'home' or to visit their relatives. The coming of independence in
199I and the possibilities this offered for people to visit their'homeland'therefore
'unsettled a stable (though imaginary) sense of "Ukrainianess", forged in exile and
with little reference to the changes actually taking place "on the ground" in the Ukraine'
(Smith and Jackson 1999:384). Smith and Jackson (1999:384) argue that, as a result,
the '[r]ecent historical change has led to a greater complexity in the way that the
Ukrainian "community" in Bradford is imagined and in the way that the Ukrainian
nation can be narrated'.
Nationalism often relies heavily on sentiment. The seduction of nationalism is its
promise of a powerful sense of communion and belonging (Schulman 1995). Referring to cultural products of nationalism such as fiction, poetry, music, and so on,
Anderson (1983) observes that nations inspire love, a love for which people are prepared to lay down their lives. More cynically, however, Ignatieff (1994:6) suggests
that such sentiments are manipulated to induce people to fight for their nation. He
writes, 'The latent purpose of such sentimentality is to imply that one is in the grip
of a love greatl.r than reason, stronger than the will, a love akin to fate and destiny.
Such love assists the belief that it is fate, however tragic, which obliges you to kill,'
In particular, the nation is often imagined - particularly at times of war - as a
woman, for example Britannia or Mother Russia. In this sense, the nation is conceptualized as a mother, as the nurturer of national culture or a chaste daughter in
need of protection (McClintock 1993). As Sharp (1996:101) notes, the rape of Bosnian
women by Serb soldiers during the Bosnia-Herzegovina war 'solidifies all too clearly
the links between individual female bodies and the nation in both nationalist
rhetoric and realpolitlA'. Nationalism is also used to produce homosocial male bonding or a sense of fraternal comradeship between soldiers. Mosse (1985) observes,
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Ior example, how the nationalism of Nazi Germany drew on a nineteenth-century
rrotion of Mannerbund - passionate brotherhood - emphasizing physical strength
rtrril spiritual virtues such as leadership and heroism.
Nairn (1977) describes nationalism as the modern Janus (a Roman god depicted
rrs looking both forwards and backwards) in that it can be both a positive force
itncl a negative force. For example, democratic movements which pursue social and
political liberation from domination by oppressive, authoritarian regimes, or who
challenge extreme racial or religious intolerance represent a progressive form of
ttrrrionalism. Nationalism can also provide some form of social cohesion in periods
ol rapid social change, unifying rather than dividing or destabilizing communities.
'l'hc nationalist movements that emerged as a result of the break-up of the Soviet
llrrion represent an example of this (Smith 1,995).In contrast, nationalism which
lrrrs its roots in fear and hatred of the 'Other' can foster insularity, bigotry, racism,
irggression and the cultural oppression or denial of human rights for minority
Hr()ups. The fascism of Hitler's Nazi Germany is perhaps the most obvious example
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Of course, nationalism is not only the preserve of popular movements. State nation;rlisrn 'reinforces or even exalts the idea of the nation-state . . . state actions can be

:land' therefore

lcgitimised in both the domestic and international arena by appealing to "national
rrrrity" and "national interests"'(Johnston et a\.2000l.533). Billig (1995) uses the
Ilrrn 'banal nationalism' (Plate 9.1) to describe everyday articulations of national
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identity and interest such as the flying of national flags outside homes, schools
other public buildings, media reporting of international events' coverage of it
national sporting competitions' and so on.
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9.4 citizenship

'The idea of citizenship refers to relationships between individuals and the community
(or State) which impinges on their lives because of who they are and where they live'
(Smith 1989:147). While members of a state have certain duties and obligationr
towards it, in return they can expect certain rights and benefits. In particular, under'
standings of citizenship have been developed from the work of Marshall (1950), who
defined citizenship in terms o( ciui.l or legal rights (fteedom of speech, assembly, n\ovc'
ment, equality in law, etc)t political rights (right to vote, hold office, engage in polit'
ical activity, etc) and social rights (rights to social security, welfare, basic standard
of living) (Richardson 1998, Muir 1997). However, as Muir (1997) points out' mem'
bers of ethnic minority groups may enjoy these legal rights and benefits br"rt still not
feel as if they are citizens because they experience racial discrimination and harass'
ment and regard themselves as less able to exercise their rights before the law.
Despite the fact that the language of citizenship implies inclusion and universal'
ity, it is also an exclusionary practice (Lister 1,997). Historically, only select groupg
- notably white properry-owning men - have been entitled to citizenship. Other groups'
such as women, ethnic, cultural and religious minority groups' those with mental
ill-health and indigenous people, have only seen the gradual extension of civil rights
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to own property or to equal treatment before the law) to
include them. McClintock \1995:260) goes so far as to claim that'no nation in the
world grants women and men the same access to the rights and resources of the
nation state'. Indeed, some social groups remain effectively only partial citizens because
they are excluded from particular civil, political or social rights (Smith 1989). For
cxample, deaf people are not allowed to sit on a jury in the UK, and children are
not entitled to vote.
A number of studies have highlighted how in the eyes of the modern state the
citizen is a heterosexual man or woman and consequently, lesbian and gay claims
to citizenship rights and political legitimacy are not fully established (Corviono 1997).
Indeed, in some states homosexuality is illegal. For example, under Italian law samesex acts, which are defined as against the common sense of decency in the Criminal
Code, may be punished with a prison sentence of between three months and three
years. In many states of the USA, sodomy, oral sex and 'unnatural sex acts' are crirrrinalized (Isin and Wood 1999), while in the UK the prosecution of men on assault
charges for engaging in consensual same-sex SM activities in the privacy of their
homes demonstrated the limits of sexual citizenship (Bell 1995a). Even where samesex relationships are not explicitly outlawed, lesbians and gay men lack basic civil
(such as the right to vote,

rights, including rights to anti-discrimination protection in relation to employment,
housing, education and so on (Andermahr 1992, Betten 1993, Valentine 1996d,

Vfaaldijk 1993).
The AIDS crisis which emerged at the end of the twentieth century sparked a
significant right-wing backlash against lesbians and gay men, further demonstrating
the extent to which sexual dissidents are denied full citizenship rights. For example,
lsin and'Sfood (1999t 88) claim that: 'The state's [true of both USA and UK] failure to appropriately respond and assist them [Persons with Aids] is directly related
to the state's identification of PWAs [Persons with Aids] as gays, as criminal drug
users, as non citizens who are not part of the "general population".' Indeed
Yingling (1997) claims that 'the American feeling for the body inscribes disease as
foreign and allows AIDS to be read therefore as anti-American' (Yingling 1997:25)
rrnd a subversion of the nation by guy men and drug users.
Some'Sfestern countries, such as Australia, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and Iceland, do recognize lesbian and gay relationships as families or de
facto marriages. For example, anyone can obtain Dutch nationality if they have been
living in a permanent non-marital relationship with a Dutch national for at least three
years and have been resident in the country for at least three years. Lesbians and
gay men can also gain refugee status in the Netherlands on the grounds of persecution because of their sexuality (Binnie 1994\. However, most counrries are nor so
tolerant. As a consequence, '[i]nsofar as marriage between persons of the same sex
is not allowed by most legislation, acquisition of citizenship by way of marriage is
impossible for lesbian and gay couples of different nationalities' (Tanca 1,993:280 in
Binnie 1994: 6). As a result, campaigns have been held across Europe to draw attention to the predicament faced by lesbian and gay couples of different nationalities
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of discriminatory partnership legislation (Valentine 1996d). Activists

also sought to highlight the material consequences and rights which follow from
institution of maniage (such as tax benefits, custody rights, adoption, succession
tenancies, inheritance, etc) from which lesbians and gay men are excluded.
The position is more complex for those who define themselves outside the
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sexual/homosexual and male/female binaries. For transsexuals and tr
people citizenship hangs on the question of their right to self-determination in
face of state definitions of their identity as male or female as classified at birth.
History is littered with examples of these and other groups such as Austra
Aborigines, African slaves, Jews and gypsies who have been excluded from

(Schlcsin

of nations altogether. As Sibley (1995a: 108) points out, 'key sites

,lcr of tl'

bership

nationalistic sentiment, including the family, the suburb and the countryside, all . .
implicitly exclude black people, gays and nomadic minorities from the nation' (sc
also Chapter 8). Indeed, often the exciusion of these groups is justified on the
that they are somehow closer to nature or less human and so do not belong in ci

ized society (Sibley 1995a, see also Chapter 2). For example, imperialist practi
which categorized races created a hierarchy of people that was used to j
Europeans claiming land and denying indigenous people equal social, civic or
ical rights in countries such as Australia, Canada and the United States. In such wa
indigenous people have been rendered invisible and have had to embark on a
struggle to protect and reclaim land and citizenship rights (Jacobs 1996).
Until 1992, the Australian state had a policy of terra nullius (land unoccupi
which denied Aboriginal people titles to land on the basis that because they had
developed a Western-style property system they did not own or have any conl
tion with it. Despite the passing of the Natiue Title Act in 1.993,land has not
been handed back (Isin and \7ood 1999). Many indigenous people therefore
tinue to press for a redistribution of power and some form of self-governance, a
that the rhetoric of equality being espoused by states like Australia and Canada
only result in the incorporation rather than the accommodation of their voices.
Laws in relation to immigration and naturalization, through which those not
in a state can become citizens of it, also enable governments to be selective in
'Sfood
1.999) . For example, Canada has
of who is allocated citizenship (Isin and
geted better-qualified immigrants, operates a Canadians-first employment policy,
places strict limits on family reunification (Isin and lWood 1999).In Germany,
the other hand, citizenship is allocated on the basis of ethnicity (Kofman 1995).
means that those migrant workers who in the 1960s were recruited to work in
as part of bilateral recruitment agreements with Greece, Spain, Portugal, Tu
Morocco and Yugoslavia to meet Germany's labour shortage cannot become
izens. Even their children who have been born and educated in Germany must
naturalized to gain citizenship (to qualify for this they must have lived in the
try for eight years and attended four years of school). What this means in
is that Gastarbeiter (temporary guest workers) cannot vote, they cannot work in
civil service, and their position within the state will always be tenuous.
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The failure of most nation states to €iuarantee universal citizenship and equality
bcfore the law is now increasingly being challenged by groups, such as women,
t'thnic minorities, indigenous peoples, the disabled and lesbians and gay men, who
rrrc demanding full citizenship and social inclusion while also asserting their differt'rrce from the white heterosexual male 'norm'. This has led some to claim that such
forrns of social identification might threaten the emotional attachment and sense of
Ioyalty people feel to the state and its authority, potentially 'disuniting the nation'
(Schlesinger 1992, Friedman 1,989, Morley and Robins 1995). Hobsbawm (1.990:
I I in Munt 1998) observes, 'we cannot assume that for most people national
itlentification - when it exists - excludes, or is always or ever superior to, the remain.lcr of the set of identifications which constitute the social being. In fact it is always combined with identification of another kind, even when it is felt superior to
rhem.' Littleton (1996:1 in Isin and'Wood 1999) ts more forthright, claiming that
'lilnstead of regarding themselves as citizens of sovereign nation-states, much less
eitizens of the world, many people have come to see themselves primarily as membcrs of a racial, ethnic, linguistic, religious or gender group'. It is claimed that this
lrrrs resulted in the abandonment of so-calied universal or common concerns such
rrs humanity, equality and basic material needs in the pursuit of the rights of parricular social groups whose interests are sometimes accused of being dangerously
nrlrrow or as merely cultural (in other words, of being struggles over representation
rirther than economic inequality) (Isin and \7ood 1999). The following two subsections
cxplore two examples by considering sexual citizenship and diasporic citizenship.

W

9.4.1 Sexual citizenship
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'An ethic of solidarity and commitment informs many liberation movements, and
the drive for "rightful" colonisation of "their" space - the desire to occupy their
perceived constituency - fuels the imagination, and movement, of radical struggles'
(Munt 1998:3). This is certainly true of iesbians' andgay men's attempts to assert
in a range of very different ways their identity, culture and social belonging in the
face of social exclusion and invisibility.
In the early 1970s the notion of a Lesbian Nation emerged as a product of
lesbian feminism in the USA (see also Chapter 8). In a publication entitled Lesbian
Nation: The Feminist Solution, Jill Johnston (1973) argued that all women shared
rr sense of displacement from masculinist US culture and the state. She aimed to inaugurate an autonomous utopian community that would effectively declare secession
from the USA and would form a radical state based on the shared identity of the
'ma jesty of women' (Munt 1998) . Like other nationalist movements (see section 9.3 )
.f ohnston's vision of a Lesbian Nation also involved a nostalgia for an imagined past
and for heroic mythical figures such as the Amazons, warrior women, who were
f6ted for their strength and agency. However, in the desire of lesbian separatists
to create and fix the meaning of this identity fractures up opened between white
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women and women of colour, middle-class women and working-class women, and
so on (Valentine 1997b). Thus'[l]esbian nationalism became a discourse of exclu-

sion' (Munt 1998:11).
In the 1990s the politics of Queer Nation sought to redefine sexual citizenship in
a number of ways. Started by a group of AIDS activists in New York, USA, angry
at a number of incidents of 'gay bashing', Queer Nation sought to challenge hetero.
sexual hegemony and to make the nation a safe space for queers. As Berlant and
Freeman (1993: 198) point out, 'being queer is not about the right to privacy: it is
'We're
about the freedom to be public'. Under slogans such as ''We're here!
Queerl
Get used to it!'activists publicly performed queer sexualities in the streets as a meanS
of highlighting heterosexual hegemony while also parodying it. 'Anti-assimilationist
in intent, their exhibitionist agenda was self-consciously to shove the homosexual
into America's face' (Munt 1998:14).
Founded on a principle of inclusiveness, Queer Nation rejected the old separatismg
which have split gay and lesbian communities, eml'rracing transvestites, bisexual
people, sadomasochists and transsexuals, and celebrated subversion, ambiguity and
sexual freedom (Bell 1995b). Yet, despite this, it was unable to shake off an incipient
white, middle-class masculinity. As Munt explains (1998:15), 'In its rush to affirm
a new political moment, Queer Nation, like many nationalisms, refused and "forgot" the complex lessons of history, and broke apart over the same social divisiona
evident in Lesbian Nation and other single-issue projects.'
While AIDS activists and Queer Nation have sought to create radical understanding!
of citizenship (see Brown 1,997b), the economic muscle of the pink pound and the pink
dollar have also enabied spaces of sexual citizenship to be constituted through consumption (Binnie 7993,BeLl7995b). For example, the 'Buy Gay' campaign initiated
by the gay activist Harvey Milk in the USA in the 1970s proved an effective way of

securing political representation for sexual dissidents at a local level. By fostering
a lesbiarn and gay business district and gay gentrificirtion, Milk was able to build a
political base from which he was elected city supervisor congressman (see also Chapter 7). More recently, the rise of consumer power has meant that companies whosc
products have a large lesbian and gay market have to pay more attention to customerg.
Bell (1995b) cites the example of Levi, the clothing company, which faced a boy.
cott by lesbian and gay consunlers angry over the company's {inancial contribution
to the homophobic scout movement in the USA. Gay tourism has also brought togethef
consurnerism and citizenship since 'being able to go o11 holiday . . . is presumed to
be a characteristic of modern citizenship which has become embedded into people'l
thinking about health and well-being' (Urry 1.990:24, cited in Bell 1995b: 142). Global
gay tourism guides highlight those places where it is safe to be 'out' and identify thc
different citizenship rights afforded to sexual dissidents around the worid.

A recognition of the uneven contours of citizenship rights between countriet
(Evans 1993) has also led to the formalization of transnational networks such al
the International Lesbian and Giry Association into a co-ordinated Federation
Lesbian and Gay Organisations. For gay activists such as Peter Tatchell (1992t 75
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in Binnie 7994: 3), 'it is through collective solidarity, overriding national

lrrrundaries and sectional interests, that we fiesbians and gay men in the European
tlrrion] have our surest hope of eventually winning equality'. In July 1992London
st,rged the first ever Europride festival, in which over 100 000 lesbians and gay men
from across Europe marched in the largest ever exhibition of European lesbian and
giry consciousness. Since then similar festivals have also been held in Berlin and
Arnsterdam (Binnie 1994).

ffi

9.4.2 Diasporic citizenship

Modern citizenship is predicated on territory, specifically birth and/or residence
in a particular nation state. The assumption is that the nation state both represcnts home for its people and is the site of the production of national culture. Yet
political communities throughout history have always been multi-ethnic (Kymlicka
1995). Migration and the mixing of cultures and religions have gone on for thousands of years, such that nation states have always been produced in and through
their connections with other places.
Capitalism and colonialization have displaced millions of people around the
globe. Between 1500 and 1800 two million Europeans migrated, mainly voluntarily, from Europe to the New I7orld (North and South America and the Caribbean)
in search of new opportunities and a better life (Emmer 1993;see also Chapter 8),
while 11 million people were forced to migrate from Africa to America, being sold
into slavery or kidnapped. This history of violent deportation and transplantation
has had the legacy of connecting African-American, Afro-Caribbean, British and South

American cultures (Clifford 1989). Even when slavery was abolished people conrinued to migrate from India and China to work as labourers in the European colonies.
Later, the postwar labour shortages in Europe saw more workers voluntarily migrating from South-east Asia and the Caribbean to the UK, and similar patterns of
movement from former colonies to other European countries (Dwyer 1999b).
In effect, the processes of colonialism and capitalism have created a global labour
market which has perpetuated migration flows. At the end of the twentieth and the
beginning of the twenty-first centuries the restructuring of, and uneven economic
development within, the global economy has accelerated patterns of migration still
further. \While many migrants - especially those with skills - choose to move in search
of a better life elsewhere, others are forced to do so by political and economic presstrres (Boyle et a|.1998, see also section 9.5). Postcolonial struggles, oppressive regimes in Iran, Iraq and Afghanistan, wars in Southern and South-east Asia as well
as in Africa, Eastern European countries and the former Soviet Union have all generated large-scale forced migration, both legal and illegal (in the form of human
'West.
The UN estimates that the numtrafficking - see Box 9.4, Figure 9.1), into the
ber of refugees (people forcibly displaced from their home country) in the world had
'Wood
1999).
risen frorn three million in 1978 to 18.2 million in 1993 (Isin and
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Box 9.4: Human trafficking: the road from lraq to Britain

!ipen

Mex

Police arrested Azad, his father and brother in their photocopying shop in Kirkul!

rtrtd

northern lraq, on the grounds that they were suspected of printing pamphlets
for rebel Kurds. Both [the latter] were hanged. When Azad tried to re-open the
shop he was warned that he would suffer the same fate. He fled the country
paying an agent 1000 dollars (630 pounds) to smuggle him alongside others
into south-eastern Turkey and then lstanbul. Here, he, along with a group of about
30 other refugees, paid 850 dollars for a guide to take them on foot across Greece's
eastern border. During the journey the group walked by night and slept rough
by day. When it snowed they suffered frostbite and deaths by exposure. Once
in Salonika Azad and his group were taken by car to Athens and then took the
train to Patras. From there they were to wait for a lorry that would cross on
the ferry to Ancona in ltaly. From Ancona the journey was by rail to Turin where
migrants were kept in safe houses and assembled into groups wanting to go to
the same countries. From Turin Azad was allocated a truck to Calais and then another

to London.
Carroll (2000) The Guardion Monday 27 March
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The road from lraq to the UK
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Migration is often assumed to result in a permanent change in residence or home.
However, contemporary migration for work is often temporary, though it may involve
spending long periods of time, even years, overseas. For example, many women from
Mexico, Central America, the Caribbean and the Philippines are employed (legally
and illegally) as domestic workers or even prostitutes in Europe, Canada and the
USA, earning money which they send back home to support parents, children and
husbands (Enloe 1989,Pratt1997,England1997). These remittances can be an important component of earnings from export in Third \X/orld countries.
Even those who never return hold on to a sense of their homeland, which Rogers
(1992l.520) describes as 'a place distant in time and space, and partly lost, but also
ever-present in daily life', and can maintain links with people there through letters,
telephone conversations, e-mails, photographs and videos. Thanks to developments
in transport and communications technologies, interconnections between people and
places around the world are increasingly dense (see section 9.5 below). People can
therefore have transnational or diasporic identities in that they do not identify with
or have a sense of belonging fixed to one nation state.
Specifically, 'diaspora' refers to the dispersal or scattering of a population from
an original homeland. It was first used to describe the dispersal of the Jews following the Roman conquest of Palestine, but it is now used more loosely to capture the
complex sense of belonging that people can have to several different places, all of
which they may think of as home (Clifford L994, see also Chan 1999).In this way,
diasporic citizenship questions the assumption of a relationship between group
identity and territory by recognizing that people are part of webs of connections
and flows between places that cut across national boundaries or borders, and
that, as a consequence, their identities and culture are a product of movement and
fusion rather than rootedness in one place (Massey and Jess 1,995). For example, in
a book entitled The Black Atlantic Gilroy (1994) examines how the historical pattern
of movement, transformation and relocation of black people from Africa across
the Americas (described above) has created a hybrid or disaporic culture linking
black British, African-American, Caribbean and African peoples. He illustrates this
through the example of black music, examining how complex musical traditions have
travelled across the diaspora, constantly being reworked and transformed to produce new diaspora musics, from New Orleans jazz, to British Northern soul.
Likewise, studies of borderlands - areas adjoining national boundaries where
economic, social and cultural exchanges are common - have focused on these places
as sites of crossing or hybridity rather than separation. Ifork, particularly on the
Mexican-US border, clearly shows how fluid everyday cultures defy the political
divide between nation states. Anzaldua (1987) describes her sense of being neither
Mexican nor American, but somewhere in between, as 'being on both shores at once'.
ln this way those who speak from in between different cultures are 'always unsettling the assumptions of one culture from the perspective of another, and thus finding
ways of being both the same as and at the same time different from the others among
whom they live' (HalI1995:206).
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The number of people seeking asylum in Europe (1999)
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Given the emphasis nationalists place on homogeneity and a common culture,
is not surprising that transnational migration and diasporic cultures and identiti
have provoked fears that the boundedness and distinctiveness of individual nati
cultures are under threat, and that, as a consequence, so too is the nation
(Kymlicka 1995). Across Europe legal and illegal migrants (particularly those
are non-white) are being identified as a threat to the economic and cultural
being of nation states because they are regarded as a drain on the welfare state
as polluting national culture. For example, the rise in the number of people seeki
asylum (see Figure 9.2) in Europe at the end of the twentieth and beginning of
twenty-first centuries has been met with hostility in the UK. Here, parli
debates and popular media scares about bogus asylum-seekers living on the wel
state represent little more than thinly veiled racism, with the shadow Home O
minister, Ann Widdicombe, accusing asylum seekers of 'swamping'the UK.
In March 2000 opposition ministers urged the British Labour government to
detain all those seeking asylum on entry into the UK and to hold them in camps until
their applications could be processed. While resisting these measures, the goverfl.
ment nonetheless moved to adopt a system of vouchers for those seeking asylum,
in place of welfare benefits. Likewise, in France the arrival of significant numberl
of Algerians and Africans has met with a toughening of the government's stance. In
1997 the National Assembly tightened legislation relating to illegal immigration,
enabling customs officers 'to fingerprint non--European residence seekers, confiscate
passports of suspected illegals, search vehicles and workplaces, and expedite the expul.
sion process' (Isin and \Wood 1999: 53). This fortress mentality is shared across Europe.
Despite reducing internal borders through the Schengen Agreement, the European
Union has moved to strengthen its borders with the outside world. In doing so, Lister
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11997: 46) claims, 'the dividing line drawn between citizens and foreigners is
crcating stronger symbolic as well as actual borders between Europeans and non
lruropeans; between "us" and "them", for which read \fhite and Non'S7hite'. In
this political context it is perhaps not surprising that across Europe there has been
;r rise in hate crimes and support for extreme right-wing parties. In 1,996, more than
2.500 hate crimes were recorded in Germany alone (Isin and \food 1,999).
Such fears about migrants swamping national cultures, or sexual minorities posing a threat to nations are, of course, dangerous nonsense: '[t]here is no common
culture that "may cease to be"' (Isin and'Wood 1,999 63). Nations, as the discussion outlined, have always been created out of movements and flows connecting them
with other places; and, despite imaginings of homogeneity, have always contained
tliverse populations. Instead, as Isin and \(ood explain (1,999:63), ''!fhat exists is
rhe attempts of the dominant class to homogenise all groups, to impose its own pcllitical and social values on them and to ignore or forcefully surpress those who dis:lgree. There never was a common culture of which citizenship was an expression;
rhere are dominated and dominant groups between which citizenship is a mediatirrg institution and a contested field.' Isin and \7ood (1"999) conclude by arguing
rhat advocates of imagined unity'are not fighting for the preservation of national
cultures and identities in the face of other forms of social identification, but rather
rrre attempting to suppress diversity and to perpetuate racial, ethnic, gender and
scxual divisions and hierarchies.
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Those social groups who are excluded from full citizenship are
increasingly fighting to assert their identitieso cultures and social
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ln the nineteenth and twentieth centuries revolutions in transport (particularly the
development of rail, motor vehicles and air travel) have speeded up the time it takes
to travel between places. A process of time-space conuergence has thus occurred. In
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Time-space compression. Redrawn from Harvey (1989).
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For example, in the 1700s it took four days to travel between Edinburgh and London,
now by plane the journey takes about one and a half hours (see Figure 9.3). Marx
allegedly referred to this process as the 'annihilation of space by time'. In the same
vein, revolutions in information and communications technologies (ICT) from the
telegraph to the Internet have enabled instantaneous communication around the globe
(Thrift 1990). 'Whereas in the past places may have existed in a relative state of isolation, ICT has brought more places into contact with one another - and generated
a sense of simultaneity. One of the consequences of this is that economic actors who
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:rre absent in time and space may have as much influence on local processes as those
rvho are physically present. Another is that social relations can now be extended
r>r stretched over space so that those with access to networked PCs can potentially
participate in disembodied global social networks (see Chapter 4). Finally, as fhe
world has become a smaller time-space, so capitalism's urge to exploit global markets
has accelerated the pace of life. Harvey (1989) terrns this sense that life is speeding
up time-space compression.
These processes have played an important part in the rapid development of 'Western
economies. Notably, there has been a global shift in the structure and organization
of the economy (Dicken 1992), with transnational corporations replacing nation states
rrs the main players shaping investment and economic activities. The advances in
technology and communication outlined above mean that these corporations are able
to split their functions (e.g. marketing, research and development, production, and
so on) and therefore relocate their activities around the globe in pursuit of profit,
with no regard for national boundaries or interests. In this way, investment in a place
is increasingly dependent on wl-rat is going on elsewhere, which undermines the ability of nation states to manage and control their own economies and so threatens

their sovereignty.
The activities of transnational corporations have been facilitated by a decline in
regulatory barriers, and, more importantly, by the adoption of ICT by banks and
financial institutions. This has accelerated the speed at which money can circulate
round the global economy, increasing the ability of corporations to move their money
irr pursuit of new investment opportunities. In turn, this has produced a global financial trading system in which the major stock markets of the world are converging
and economies are homogenizing (in other words, states are pursuing similar
macroeconomic policies). Global cities (see also Chapter 7) such as New York, London
and Tokyo have emerged at the hub of this global economy, co-ordinating and controlling flows of information a4d investment (Sassen 1991,). The behaviour of transnationals and global financial systems therefore means that places round the world
are becoming more interdependent (Thrift and Leyshon 1988) in an uneven way,
producing structured inequalities. Notably, the gap has widened between the affluent
economies of the N7est and those of some Third \7orld nations which are plagued
by debt and poverty. Likewise, within the domestic economies of industrialized nations
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there have also been uneven patterns of economic growth which have caused regional
problems, hitting some social groups - the working class and ethnic minorities harder than others.
Globalization is not just about increased flows of money, goods and services, however, but also of labour. As section 9.4.2 outlined, spatial patterns of uneven economic development have produced large-scale migration from rural areas to major
cities and from low-wage, less developed economies to higher-wage, more developed
economies. Many of these flows reflect past economic or historic connections, such
as those forged by colonialism. These patterns of migration are also differentiated,
reflecting the polarization of labour markets. First, the highly qualified professional
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classes are moving between global cities such as London, New

York and Paris, where

major financial institutions, law firms, media and advertising companies, etc are located,
in pursuit of specialist jobs and to further their careers. International firms also move
staff between their offices to gain experience or to implement new policies or procedures. Second, there are flows of migrants (many from less developed countries)
chasing poorly paid, insecure employment. In particular, de-industrialization has
resulted in the loss of relatively well-paid skilled manual jobs and the growth of lowpaid service sector jobs such as cleaning, personal services, catering industry and
'sweat shop'-style, low-grade manufacturing employment. Global cities are centres
not only of production but also of very conspicuous consumption too, and in this
sense a marked social polarization is evident within them between the professional
classes and those in poorly paid employment or who have no work or homes (see
Chapter 7). These inequalities often produce conflicts over the right of different groups
to use and occupy so-called 'public' spaces (see Chapter 6).
For some, migration represents hope, excitement and the possibility of forging
new homes, identities and lifestyles, but for others, especially those who are forced
into involuntary exile or displaced by war, violence and ethnic cleansing, migration
can be experienced as dislocation and alienation. Clifford (1989) contrasts such experiences with those of the international traveller who has the security and privilege
to move at will in relatively unrestricted ways. The loss of a sense of home or roots
(see Chapter 2) and the feeling of being adrift can be profound. \Triters have
described the sense of being a stranger in a new country, the stigma of difference
and the feeling of being constructed as 'Other'. This experience is captured in Eva
Hoffman's three-volume autobiography Lost in Translation in which she recalls her
childhood in Poland, her sense of alienation and dislocation as she struggled to learn
English when her family migrated to Canada, and her gradual sense of developing a hybrid identity and feeling at home in her new country (Sarup 1994). For
others this feeling of being 'at home' is never achieved, as Sarup (L994) describes
in Box 9.5. The experience can be particularly acute for those exiles forced to leave
their homeland and become stateless wanderers. Nixon (19941 recounts the life

of

Bessie Head,

a black South African writer who was exiled by apartheid to

Botswana, which refused to accept her as a national. In the village where she eventually settled, her identity as a 'mixed-race' South African meant that she was defined
as a 'half-caste' or 'low breed' and suffered discrimination. In this way, she was ostracized both nationally and locally.
Globalization has also been associated with the spread of 'Western, specifically
US, culture. Some writers have even gone so far as to suggest that global communication and flows of commodities, people and information will spell the end of
geography by eroding geographical distinctiveness such that places will no longer
be a source of diversity. This process is often dubbed the McDonaldization of society
(Ritzer 1993). Reflecting specifically on the consequences of communications technologies in the twentieth century, Mcluhan (1962t 31) coined the term 'global village'
(which has now become something of a clich6) to describe what he saw as the increased
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Bor 9.5: The exile
'Born in lndia, I was brought over here to be educated at the age of 9. The war
started and my father returned to lndia. My mother had died when I was 5 and
the only memory I have of her is that I was not allowed to go into the room where
she was dying. My father died in the partition of lndia in 1947, and I believe that
when I was told that he had died I did not understand. To me he just continued
to be absent. I will not tell the full story here, but I do often think of my fifty years
here in England. Am I British? Yes, I have, as a friend pointed out, a 'white man's
house', and l've forgotten my mother tongue, but I do not feel British. I think of
myself as an exile and it's painful here, and there in lndia when I return for short
visits. I don't have the confidence to become, as some have suggested, cosmopolitan. But like so many others, I am pre-occupied by ideas of home, displacement, memory and loss.'
Sarup 1994: 93

interconnection of different places. He argued that electronic media such as television would lead to detraditionalization (in other words, the loss of cultures, languages, etc) - a point also made by Harvey (1,989) in his reference to local social
practices being overrun by capitalist relations of production.
Associated with this is the devaluation of difference. There is a danger that, because
world cities such as New York and London dominate the global economy) nonAmerican or non-European places and local cultures may become regarded as backward or inferior rather than different. In a study of British Asian youth, Gillespie
(1995) found that most of those who took part in her research ate Indian food at
home because that was what was prepared by their families, but chose to eat
English or American food at school. In their eyes, 'Western food had more cultural
capital than Indian food, which they described as 'village food'.
The concept of tradition is not. however, straightforward. Tradition is often romanticized in a static or fixed way (particularly in nationalist narrations of the nation),
but Massey and Jess (1995:232) point out that'there is an alternative version of
the past which sees it as a process of constant mixing and accumulating: a tradition
which is not "lost" as you move further from some (anyway mythical) origin, but
rather is built as new developments, contacts and innovations are introduced'.
Using the example of London, where American burger chains are juxtaposed with
Chinese, Italian and Indian restaurants and'local' butchers and bakers, they point
out that the process of global mixing (albeit one which occurs in unequal and uneven
ways) has been multidirectional rather than a unidirectional process of westernization. They further note that it has not produced homogeneity but rather permeability,
hybridity and local distinctiveness.
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Elsewhere, Massey (1998b) reflects on youth culture in Yucatec Maya in
Mexico. She observes that here young people play computer games, drink cola and
wear T-shirts covered in English slogans and American-style baseball caps and that
they might therefore be characterized as part of a global youth culture. However,
she goes on to explain how these cultural products and activities are mixed in with
locally distinctive cultures that have their own histories. She points out that the socalled global commodities and slogans are made sense of, and actively adopted and
adapted, within the interpretative framework of the local culture. In other words,
youth culture in Yucatec, Mexico is not a closed local culture, but nor is it an undifferentiated global culture. Rather, it is a complex product of interaction. IX/hat is
true for Mexican youth culture is also true for other cultures too. All cultures are
hybrid, but the mix of global and local is always different so that the distinctiveness of local places is a product of their particular global connections (see also Massey

1991, Miller 1.992).In this way, the local is never destroyed by the global but can
actually be produced through it. All global flows have local geographies.
Global firms are sensitive to and often exploit these differences, packaging and
marketing them and targeting certain groups for particular products. Thus local differences can also be reworked through the global market. Robins (1991.: 3l)
explains: 'Cultural products are assembled from all over the world and turned into
commodities for a new "cosmopolitan" market-place: world music and tourism,
ethnic arts, fashion and cuisine; Third \X/orld writing and cinema. The local and
"exotic" are torn out of place and time to be repackaged for the world bazaar,'
Likewise, Desforges (1998) observes how, for'Western young people, international
travel itself can be built upon a representation of the world as a series of differences
from home which fix 'other' people and places as knowledges or experiences that
can be 'collected' or 'consumed' and then used once back home as a form of cultural capital (see Chapter 2) at work and amongst friends.
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Globaliratlon is often accused of being a homogenizing process and of
devaluing difference and threatening the distinctiveness of place.

However, all global flows have local geographies because they are made
sense of, and are actively adapted in different ways within the framework
of different local cultures.
l

M

9.6 Global citizenship

As section 9.4 outlines, citizenship has traditionally been equated with nationality
and the nation state. However, the increased pace of the globalization of the economy, politics, culture and society, and the rise of information technologies (see
section 9.5), are problematizing this meaning of citizenship. Neither political nor
economic systems are now coextensive with boundaries of nation states (Castells
1995, Thrift 1,995) and the ability of nation states to regulate economic and social
matters is diminishing (Harvey 1,989). Likewise, people's lives around the world are
being woven together in increasingly complex ways by the global economy, which
Appadurai (1990) suggests has five dimensions: people, media, technology, capital
and ideology. The borders of nation states are therefore becoming increasingly less
relevant. One consequence, claim Isin and Wood (1999), is that new spaces are opening for different forms of politics to develop. While various international regimes of
governance are emerging which are challenging the sovereignty of the state in what
is known as 'deterritorialization', so too are new notions of citizenship that transcend national boundaries in terms of political and legal rights, responsibilities and
practices. Two examples are technological citizenship and ecological citizenship.

W

9.6.1 Technological citizenship

Information and communications technologies (ICT) are creating new spaces for the
development of fluid and ephemeral nefworks or'communities' (see Chapter 4) which
cross the political boundaries of nation states. In doing so, they are claimed to be
creating a forum for people to pursue their rights and exercise their responsibilities
'Whereas
on a global scale.
the broadcast media (such as television and radio), as
one-to-many forms of communication, can be readily controlled by gatekeepers, states
are finding it difficult to control the content of the Internet, which offers the possibility of many-to-many forms of communication. As a consequence, ICT enables
people to access a wider spread of materials and a more eclectic range of views than
are usually found on national television or radio programmes. In this sense, the global
freedom of expression and the rights of electronic assembly offered by the Internet
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represent an obvious threat to authoritarian regimes that want to restrict public infor.
mation, criticism and political activism. The Chinese, for example, have tried to restrict
access to modems, while Saudi Arabia has adopted a complex filter system in an
attempt to block access to material which is perceived to threaten Muslim valuetl

DtY cultr

traditions and culture (N(hitaker 2000).

around g

The Internet also poses a challenge, however, to democratic regimes and the legit
imacy of the state. Most notably, the 'transcending qualities of ICT' are said to poten.
tially 'facilitate the demise of modernist forms of governance based upon territory,

it's a kinr

hierarchical managerial control of populations and policing' (Loader 1997:1.).Fot
example, ICT is imagined to offer a future where representative government might
be substituted by more direct forms of government (at a national or even international scale), enabling us to vote or take part in debates on-line rather than electing
members of parliament in what is currently a pyramid form of authority and par.
ticipation (Kitchin 1998). The USA has already experimented with public electronic
networks (PENS) to enable citizens to access information, e-mail local leaders and
take part in conferences and debates about local issues using their own networked
PCs or those in public places such as libraries (Kitchin 1998).
Indeed, it is claimed that traditional models of political organization, based, for
example, around social class, narrow political parties or place, will be displaced by
the ability of people to mobilize globally. In this ICT is imagined as contributing
to a process of democratization that can extend notions of representation and
accountability on a global scale. The Internet allows groups such as children and
young people, who are restricted in terms of their mobility, financial independencc
and political voice, to create representations of their own lives and to connect with
other young people around the world (e.g. Leonard 1998, Valentine and Holloway
2000). Already, advocacy and liberal rights groups are using web pages, e-mail campaigns and list servers to disseminate information (for example, web sites offer infor.
mation to refugees about how to get round restrictions on entry to the UK and about
their legal and welfare entitlements), to raise issues and to make politicians more
accountable to both national and international constituencies. When the USA and
Britain launched airstrikes against the Serb government in the late 1990s, Serbian
citizens used e-mail and bulletin boards to articulate their experiences and viewE
to a global audience, while the success of the Zapatistas' fight against the Mexican
government has been attributed to the effective way they have used the Internet
(Riberio 1998).In such ways, the ICT can provide a space for groups who are disenfranchised within their own nation state or have limited access to national print
and broadcast media.
Indeed, the Internet has been used to inform and organize international protestt
against global capitalism, including large-scale demonstrations to disrupt the'lforld
Trade Organisation talks in Seattle (November 1999) and to prevent bankerc
attending an IMF meeting in'Washington (April 2000). May Day anti-capitalist ral.
lies have also become an annual international event, with the Net used as a mean!
to co-ordinate actions in countries around the world (see Box 9.6 andPlate 9.2),
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Box 9.6: DIY culture
DIY culture is

a 'youth-centred and directed cluster of interests and

practices

around green radicalism, direct action politics, new musical sounds and experience,
it's a kind of 1990s counter culture' (McKay 1998: 2).
One example is the May Day 2000: Festival of Anti-Capitalist Action. This was born

out of young people's frustration at orthodox politics; the failure of conventional
political parties to deal with global issues such as environmental degradation; the
widening of the global gap between the 'haves' and 'have nots', and the reluctance
of governments to try to check the power of global corporations. Faced with the
narrow vision of politicians and their inability to communicate with young people,
this direct action aimed to express its opposition to the global economy by striking at its very heart.
The campaign of action, which took place simultaneously in 33 countries, was organized globally using the lnternet. Protesters disrupted city life around the world as

much as possible. Actions included Cuenilla Gardening in London when people
armed with plants, soil and water tried to create a community garden in the centre of London while chanting'Resistance is Fertile'. Participants described it as part
of an attempt to promote social and environmental harmony and to reclaim the
streets from capitalism: 'to bolster Planet Earth and declare war on Planet lnc.'
As Vidal (1997: 277, in McKay 1998: 3) explains: 'There is increasing evidence that

globalism and localism . . . may be intimately linked, opposite sides of the same coin.
The more that corporations globalise and lose touch with the concerns of ordinary
people, the more that the seeds of grass-roots revolt are sown; equally the more
that governments hand responsibility to remote supranational powers the more they
lose their democratic legitimacy and alienate.'

Anarchist and Far Right groups in particular have promoted the use of the
lrrternet as a means of subverting the nation state (see Figure 9.4).The Cyberspace
Minuteman, a bulletin board service, serves as a means for linking much of the Far
l(ight in the USA and Europe. These types of bulletin board services, which include
tligitized pictures of David Duke (an American Ku Klux Klan leader) and Adolf Hitler,
,rllow users to meet on-line, share information, disseminate racist and homophobic
rrraterials and plan events ('Whine 1997). Both the US and German governments'
'lrhine
ilttempts to regulate hate groups on the Internet have met with little success.
(1997:223) observes, 'The Internet's global reach presents a seemingly insurmount,rble challenge to would-be regulators.'
In May 2000 a computer virus that was attached to an e-mail headed 'I LOVE
YOU', initiated in Malaysia, hit computers worldwide, infecting an estimated B0 per
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Activists are using the lnternet to subvert the state. (O Dave Chisholm)

Source: The Sundoy Times,20 February 2000

cent of German and 70 per cent of British PCs and causing damage estimated at
several billion dollars (Clark 2000:8). The virus fuelled fears that cyberterrorists
'!feb
might be able to take advantage of the World \X/ide
to wreak global chaos.
Already the Internet is facilitating the globalization of crime (such as drug trafficking and money laundering). In contrast, policing is still largely organized on the basis
of the boundaries of nation states, albeit with a recognition of the need to foster
links and co-operation between national forces. Lenk (1997:129) explains: 'The mindset related to territorial boundaries of action and influence is still very strong.
l-etting foreign police tread a square metre of their soil in hard pursuit of criminals
is still an anathema to European national governments. And senior police officials
complain that police co-operation is advancing only slowly while national borders
rrre becoming insignificant for crime.' Not surprisingly, all these trends are raising
lears that conflicts will increasingly arise between the emerging cybersociety and modcrnist democratic institutions.
ICT, however, also presents national governments and police forces with potential new means and opportunities for the technological surveillance of citizens. The
rnonitoring of everyday electronic transactions potentially enables corporations and
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governments to build highly sophisticated profiles of individuals. Interactive
could be used to undermine the institution of the secret ballot, while biometricl
technologies based on mapping and digitizing unique bodily characteristics (
as fingerprints, voice patterns and retinas) - offer a spectre in which such info
tion could be used to track individuals' movements and even be stored in ce
databases and traded (Lyon 1994, Graham 1998, see also Chapter 6). As such,
technologies might also pose a potential threat to individuals' civil and political ri
creating in the worst-case scenario an Orwellian world in which global panopti
is possible (Lyon 1.994, see also Chapter 2 and Chapter 6).
In the midst of such speculations about the possible benefits and risks of
nological citizenship it is important to remember that, while, on the one hand,
Internet is lauded for 'creating a world that all may enter without privilege or
judice accorded by race, economic power, military force or station of birth' (Ba
1996, see also Chapter 2), on the other hand, globalization has not been hap
ing equally, and at the same speed, all over the world (Massey and Jess 1995).
parts of the world are literally being missed out of the technological revolution; in
other places people feel constrained by these developments. In other words, differ.
ent groups of people are linked into global systems in different and unequal wayi,
The reality is that there are very real barriers to people's ability to participate in thc
emerging cybersociety and to exercise their rights and responsibilities as technolo.
gical citizens in a networked world. Not least, individuals must have public accest
to ICT, or the economic capital to their own networked PC, and the social and cul'
tural capital to know how to use one. Even though the figures for those connected
to the information superhighway are growing exponentially, at the moment it is still
only a small percentage of the world's population who are on-line and able to opef.
ate in a global frame of reference. They are, of course, largely the affluent, educated,
professional and managerial classes of the Western world - though even within the
'West patterns
of access to and use of ICT are highly uneven (Valentine and

Hoiloway 2000).
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9.6.2 Ecological citizenship
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The earth is facing a range of major environmental problems: the loss of habitats,
which threatens biodiversity, non-renewable resource depletion, acid rain, global warming. For example, rising levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are predicted
to be causing a rise in global temperatures which will eventually melt the ice-caps,
causing global flooding and a change in the world's ciimatic systems. In 1992 the
United Nations Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro focused attention on the fact that
such global problems cannot be tackled by nation states acting individually; rather,
an international response is needed because these problems are global in terms of
their nature and significance. In turn, this requires not only nations to recognize their
interdependence but also citizens too. In other words, we are not iust citizens of a
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prrrticular country, we do not just share citizenship with particular groups (such as
tliasporic citizenship or sexual citizenship), we are all also citizens of the earth. As
such, we need to be internationalist in our outlook and, in doing so, to recognize
some form of universal concerns and rights and responsibilities that transcend
national boundaries. In this sense, the discourse of ecological citizenship represents
rrn inclusionary rnodel of citizenship in contrast to the more exclusionary nature of
citizenship as defined by individual nation states.

lsin and'Wood (1999:117) observe that "'[c]itizenship" refers not only to legal
rrnd political rights but also to various practices in which humans act as political
rrnd moral agents'. They suggest that one dimension of ecological citizenship is that
we share an intergenerational responsibility: that we have obligations not only to
the present generation of global citizens but also to future generations. This involves
present-day citizens making tough choices, for example between industrial developrnents which might provide jobs and a higher standard of living for this generation
rrnd recognizing ecological justice for future generations.
Ecological citizenship also requires us to acknowledge the interdependency between human activities and the environment and therefore our obligations and responsibilities, not just towards each other but also towards the environment. In this sense
we need to have an ethic of care for nature, both because we are dependent upon
it and because we have a moral responsibility towards it in its own right. In other
words, we need to recognize the anthropocentrism of modern societies and the place
<rf humans within nature (see also Chapter 8). However, Isin and \7ood (1999) warn
of the dangers of harking back to an imagined golden age when humans and nature
were in harmony, in which nature is essentialized as pristine and pure and humans

as dominant and exploitative. They write, 'There are no universal

or

essential

grounds on which an ecological citizen can defend nature but contingent and unstable grounds on which she weighs her responsibilities towards the environment as
well as her source of identification and loyalty' (Isin and Wood 1.999:1.16).
The transnational nature of physical and biological systems, the transboundary
impact of pollution, hazardous waste, and the loss of triodiversity and renewable
minerals mean that most environmental problems lie beyond the jurisdiction of individual nation states. Rather, international gouernance is required, in which each state
must be willing to surrender some degree of sovereignty, for example by being bound
by global agreements or accepting the need to change domestic policies on transport, energy and industry, in the name of the common good. Here supranational
organizations such as the UN and the EU have been instrumental in proposing and
negotiating transnational treaties. The effectiveness of these agreements depends ultimately, however, on international laws which can prescribe and enforce these rights
and duties on a transnational scale. In particular, within the global system there are
no effective legal measures to monitor nation states' performances, enforce compliance or penalize those that break international agreements.
The willingness of nation states to co-operate in the global interest is hampered
by the fact that global problems are not experienced in a universal way; rather, they

lI
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have an uneven impact. Different countries therefore have different levels of in
ment in supporting transnational initiatives. For example, ozone depletion is
ring most rapidly nearest the poles and thus is a more immediate problem for

rrrttion

\trlte

b(

(CSSei I

in higher latitudes than for those around the equator; likewise low-lying coun

Ata

such as the Netherlands have more reason to be concerned about rising sea levels
landlocked states that are high above sea level, such as Austria and Switzeiland (Y
1995).Nation states also have differential technical skills and resources to take

lrtrt
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ventive measures and to manage the impact of global problems. Notably,
Western nations such as the Netherlands are better placed to respond to rising
levels than low-lying countries in the South such as Bangladesh, which is also al
a victim of flooding.
The South has also criticized countries from the affluent'West for promoting
is effectively their own agenda under the guise of international interest (Mid
et al. 1,993).In particular, by promoting the need for transnational reductions
energy levels, the industrialized nations of the $fest effectively shift the blame
global warming from their own historic and present high levels of pollution
the future emissions of the South. Not surprisingly, the countries of the South
the fact that, if they are expected to limit their energy levels, their economic d
opmenr and ability to raise their living standards to the level of the \7est will
harmed. They consider that, if cuts are to be made, it is the industrialized
of the 'Sfest that should bear the brunt of them (Yearley L995). Global
are also sometimes manipulated by countries which use claims about the
good to advance what are actually narrower national interests. Such tactics can undef.
mine global initiatives. As Yearley (1995:229) explains, 'some governments favoUl
the widespread imposition of high environmental standards not so much for the envir.
onment's sake but to ensure that costs of industry are similar in competing coullr
tries'. The willingness of some nation states to act in the common good can also bc
eroded by private corporations - many of which are transnational - which lobby
governments to oppose tighter regulations in order to protect their own interestl
(Yearley 1995), and by the difficulties of producing transnational consensus amongit
scientists about the nature of problems and the most appropriate responses to them,
In this way, the failings of transnational agreements implicitly question the legitimacy
of the nation state as an appropriate framework within which to exercise inter.

Irllnst'ltlt

national governance.

rrrrtionAl

It is often transnational activists and pressure groups campaigning around issuel
such as animal rights, biodiversity, renewable energy, eco-feminism, and varioUl
environmental management campaigns, who are taking the lead in publicizing
need for nation states to act individually and collectively. For example, Greenpeace,
which has members all round the world, plays an active role in monitoring and draw.
ing attention to governmental abuses of the environment, using the green creden.
tials of some nation states to berate the governments of others. These groupl
represent the beginnings of a global civil society and challenge the legitimacy of tho
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nation state by highlighting the lack of congruence between ecological issues and
state boundaries and by questioning the way modern societies exploit nature in processes of production, consumption and exchange.
At a different scale, community groups across the world are also thinking global
but acting local (Rucht 1993).In Brisbane, Australia, local environmentalists and
city planners have joined forces to develop recycling and energy efficiency schemes
with the aim of cutting emissions and pollution (see also Chapter 7). Such initiatives
give local authorities the moral high ground over national governments and have
even been used by regional authorities seeking more autonomy to challenge national
government's power (Yearley 1995).In such ways local social and political relationships
may help to shape and influence the global context.
Thomashow (1995:139, cited in Isin and Wood 1999: 1"1'7) sums up ecological
citizenship when he writes: 'The ecologically aware citizen takes responsibility for
the place where he or she lives, understands the importance of making collective
decisions regarding the commons, seeks to contribute to the common good, identi6es with bioregions and ecosystems rather than obsolete nation-states or transnational corporations, considers the wider impact of his or her actions, is committed
to mutual and collaborative community building, observes the flow of power in
controversial issues, attends to the quality of interpersonal relationships in political
discourse, and acts according to his or her convictions.'
Ecological citizens challenge conventional political boundaries and expose the need
for a new, more progressive, politics which acknowledges emerging global solidar-

ities. For such transnational forms of citizenship to be effective and not to be
infringed, Newby (1995:214) suggests that it will be necessary to develop 'new institutions of democratic accountability'. In a similar vein, Falk (1994: 128, cited in
Lister 1997:61)argues,'Citizenship is tied to democracy, and global citizer-rship should

in some way be tied to global democracy, at least to a process of democratisation
that extends some notions of rights, representation and accountability to the operation of international institutions, and gives some opportunity to the peoples whose
lives are being regulated to participate in the selection of leaders.'
Drawing on the work of Held (1995), Isin and lfood $999) argue for a new
model of global democracy, termed 'cosmopolitanism'. This vision imagines a
transnational structure of political action to replace the present structure of interrrational laws mediated between sovereign nation states. This would, in turn, provide a framework for political practices at other scales from the national to the local,
so that 'individuals who composed the states and societies whose constitutions
were formed in accordance with cosmopolitan law might be regarded as citizens,
not just of their national communities or regions, but'of a universal system of "cosmopolitical governance" ' (Held 'J,995: 233, cited in Isin and Wood 1999: 120).In this
way, the notion of sovereignty which is currently embedded in nation states with fixed
borders and territories would become redundant. Rather, sovereignty would emerge
in diverse self-governing, overlapping socio-spatial centres of power (Held 1995).
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Despite the superficial attractions of this vision of cosmopolitanism, it is import'
ant to remember that implicit in such a model is always a danger of Western

tural imperialism. Globalization is effectively the westernization of the planet,
that global flows of trade, finance and so on originate from the West and are
trolled by the N7est (Massey and Jess 1,995). The formation of a global civil
may only be another form of this. Those who become power brokers in this
civil society would probably be Sfestern-born or educated individuals (Zolo 1
As Zolo (1997 : 1 3 7) comments, 'Nor moreover, does it [global civil society] go m
'Westerners
to be able to feel and
beyond the optimistic expectation of affluent
universally recognised as citizens of the world - citizens of a welcoming, pea
ordered and democratic "global village"

- without for a moment or in any way

ing to be "themselves" i.e. 'S7estern citizens.'
Irrespective of these reservations about the possibilities of a truly global civil
ety, what this section on global citizenship and subsections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 de
strate is that globalization and postmodernism have brought a shift away from
notion of a homogeneous and universal concept of citizenship towards one which

is 'multi-dimensional and plural' (Isin and 'Wood L999: 22). The identity of thC
postmodern citizen is an ensemble of different overlapping and intersecting forml
of citizenship (diasporic, sexual, ecological, etc) rather than being merely the resuh
of having membership of a particular nation state. In these terms, citizenship is
conceptualized as a fixed right or privilege but rather is the product of an 'on-going
negotiation of identity and difference' (Isin and Wood 1,999: 22).
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Further Reading

The classic place to begin is with Anderson, B. (1983) Imagined Commnnities:
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism,Yerso, London. Other
key books on nation and nationalism include: Billig, M. (1995) Banal
Nationalism, Sage, London; Ignatieff, M. (1994) Blood and Belonging:
Journeys into tbe New Nationalism,Yintaee, London, and Smith, A. (1995)
Nations and Nationalism in a Global Era, Polity Press, Cambridge. A gender
perspective is offered by Yuval-Davis, N. (1997) Gender and Nation, Sage,
London.

Isin, E.F. and Wood P.K. (1,999) Citizenship and ldentity, Sage, London,
provides an excellent and very comprehensive overview of the debates about
citizenship. Another useful source is Lister, R. (1997) Citizenship, Macmillan,
Basingstoke.

There are many complex debates about globalization. 'Waters, M. (1995)
Globalizatioz, Routledge, London, offers an introduction to the main
arguments. Important geographical contributions include: Harvey, D. (1989)
The Condition of Postrnodernity: An Inquiry into tbe Origins of Cuhural
Cbange, Butterworth, Cambridge; Massey, D. and Jess, P. (eds) (1995)
A Place in the 'World? Places, Cultures and Globalization, Open University
Press, Milton Keynes, and Sassen, S. (1991) The Global City: New York,
London, Tokyo, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ.
Boyle, P., Halfacree, K. and Robinson V. (1998) Exploring Contemporary
Migration, Longman, Harlow is a good starting point to think about
migration, while Robertson, G., Mash, M., Tickner, L., Bird, J., Curtis, B.
and Putnam, T. (eds) (1994) Trauellers' Tales: Narratiues of Home and
Displacemerzf, Routledge, London includes several essays on the experience
of displacement and exile. A non-academic perspective on this issue is offered
by Eva Hoffman's biography (1,991,), Lost irt Translation, Minerva, London,
in which she recalls her childhood in Poland, her sense of alienation and
dislocation as she struggles to learn English when her family migrate to
Canada and her gradual sense of developing a hybrid identity and feeling
at home in Canada.
Contemporary speculation about the emergence of new forms of global
citizenship is comprehensively explored in Held, D. (1995) Democracy ancl tbe
Global Order: Froru the Modern State to Cosnrcpolitan Gouernance, Stanford
University Press, Stanford, CA, and Isin, E.F. and'Wood P.K. (1,999)
Citizenship and ldentity, Sage, London.
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Exercises

l,

Think abo,ut which nationft) you idenlfy,with and why y-ou dc so. How do
define your 'national' identity?

?. Make a list of all the examples of banal nationalism that you encounterrifl
everyday life. Do these forms of nationalism matter? lf so, why?
5. Use the lnternet to look up the reEord of British parliamentary debat*g,
Hansard ot seareh back eopier of your national newspapers tc locate political
popular debates about irnmigration, refugeeg. asylum seekers and hurnan
ing. How are mi6rants represented in these sourees. and by whom? What di
are ernployed by different protagonists in these debates? What do these
say about nationalism and citizenship?
4, ln a small group discuss how you might constmct a new model of glcbal
cracy to replace the current system of natiqn states. What do you envisage
be the problems in trying to establish such a model? How realisiic do you
this model to be?
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1, Using examples, exarnine sorne of the processes through which the nation might
be understood to be gendered.
2. Critically evaluate the characterization of nationalism as Janus-headed.
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3. Critically assess Littleton's (1996) claim that many people, instead of
themselves as citizens ol sovereign nation states, see themselves as prirnarily rngm,i.
bers of racial, ethnic, religious or gender groups.
4" To'what extent doiyou igree with the, claim that glohalization is effectively
westernization of the planet?
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1.

Choosing a topic

2.

Preliminary research

3.

Research design

4.

Writing

W l.

Choosing a topic

If you are able to select your own research project you have only yourself to blame
if you are bored with what you choose. The best research topics are often those that
are based on students' own academic or personal interests. The ideal topic is something specific and highly focused, but it is often easiest to begin by brainstorming gencral areas of interest to identify a theme or topic. This can then be narrowed down
to produce a set of specific research questions. To brainstorm possible topics:

.

Follow up ideas from your undergraduate modules and reading lists. This book
alone contains hundreds of potential topics from body modification and fear of
crime, to animal rights and human trafficking.

.

Think about current debates in geography by reading recent articles in Progress
in Human Geography.

.

Identify gaps in the geographical literature from your lectures, critical reading
and from your personal experiences of topics which you have been taught or
read about.

o

Do you have a hobby (e.g. hill walking, see Chapter 8), an interest (e.g. the
Internet, see Chapter 4, or science fiction, see Chapter 2), social activity (e.g.
clubbing, see Chapter 7) or do you take part in voluntary work (e.g. caring
for the elderly, see Chapter 2) which could form the basis of a project?

o

Do you already have plans for a future career? If so, can you base a project
on it which might give you useful work experience, or be of use or interest to

a
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potential employer (e.g. if you are planning a career in teaching, can you
your project on working in a school? See Chapter 5).

base

euthors? lf
and why?
Ii

Is there an issue in the national or local news that has caught your attention
(e.g. the siting of a motorway or waste dump which is causing community
conflict, see Chapter 4, or the global carnival against capitalism, see Chapter

ffi

2. Preliminary research

terature

documenta

institutione
rnake sure
organizatir

working

All projects should begin with a review of the literature in your

chosen field
guides to further reading at the end of each chapter might help you to get start
This will enable you to set your own work in the context of what has gone be
and to evaluate the conclusions from your own empirical work in the light of ex
ing understandings of the topic (for example, by outlining to what extent your
confirm or challenge previous studies).

Start with your module reading lists. Search library catalogues and ondatabases using key words and the names of key authors. N7hen you find use
articles and books look at the references the author(s) have cited and track t
'Sfide
down. Ask your tutors for their advice. Search the World
Web for re
(do
information
not forget to keep details of the web page address, title of
page/author and the dateltime it was accessed). Remember, however, that there i
'S7eb,
no system for checking the validity of what is posted on the
because although
a lot of the information available on-line is relevant and useful, much of it is a
spurious or unsubstantiated. Identify the key authors in your field and c
Geoabstracts or their web pages to obtain a list of their relevant publications. If yotl
have a specific question you would like to ask, for example about a reference or
method they have used, try e-mailing them (but do not send a vague e-mail just telli
them your topic title and asking them to tell you everything they know about it).
If there is not much literature on your specific chosen subject this can be a
sign because it suggests that this is an original topic which has been underresearched,
This does not mean, however, that you can stop looking for previous work. Rather,
it is important to identify literatures on other related topics or work from other dig.
ciplines that you might usefully draw upon. Although the ideal project is speci
and highly focused, you must be able to relate your work to broader areas of
discipline and to understand the wider implications of your research.
Critically evaluate the literature which you have collected. This means
rather than just listing, summarizing or describing previous studies, you need to
questions such as: Sfhat are the aims of the studies? What theories have the aut
drawn upon? To what extent have the authors fulfilled their aims and objectivec
\7hat evidence did the authors present to make their arguments? How was
'Were
material collected?
the research methods used appropriate and rigoroui
How convincing are the findings, arguments and the conclusions of the authors? A
there competing approaches to, or understandings of, the same topic by diffe
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If so, how and why do they differ, whose arguments are most convincing
and why? What weaknesses, gaps or new issues can you identify in the existing
literature?
Explore other available data sets. These might include census data, historical
archives, newspaper cuttings and secondary data such as government reports or

authors?

documentary/statistical material held by commercial organizations and public
institutions such as the police. If this sort of information is crucial to your study
make sure that this data is available before embarking on your research. Large
organizations may not keep their data in a form you require (for example, students
working on projects about crime often require statistics at the scale of the neighbourhood, whereas the police may only record crime statistics on a cirywide or regional
basis); they may be reluctant to reveal this information to an 'outsider', especially
if it is commercially sensitive, or they may charge for supplying data.
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3. Research design
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Once you have read around your topic and have a sense of what you are trying to
achieve, you will need to identify your research questions and to think about choos-

ing an appropriate methodology. The philosophy and methodology you adopt will
shape the sort of questions you can ask; the type of data you collect; and the sort
of findings you will generate.
Depending on the topic you have chosen, your project may include quantitative
(questionnaire surveys) or qualitative methods (interviews, focus groups, participant
observation, self-directed photography, textual analysis, etc), or a combination
of them both. How you plan to analyse the data you collect should always be
considered as part of the research design. For example, if you use a questionnaire
it is important that an appropriate number are completed and that the questions
are worded in a way that produces data which is in a suitable form for analysis. A
pilot study is a very helpful way of identifying any problems with the research design
and fine tuning it accordingly. \fhen designing your fieldwork you need to ensure

that you have access to the necessary equipment and/or technical support (tape
recorders, transcribers, cameras, computer packages, etc).
Common problems arise in relation to:

.

'Where

to do the research: Choosing where to work is important. Locally
based projects which can be carried out in your university or home town are
usually logistically easiest. If you have more ambitious plans, particularly to
carry out work abroad, remember to take into account potential language
and cultural barriers, problems of access to materials, the cost of travel and
accommodation, and the fact that it is more important to be well prepared
because, unlike those who do their research in the local area, there is usually
no chance to go back to your field area if you forget to collect important
material. However, with determination and foresight, all these problems
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usually can be overcome. A limited amount of financial assistance may be
available from various funding bodies. Libraries usually contain directories of
grant-awarding bodies; if not, librarians are often quite knowledgeable about
where such information might be found.
Scale/time constraints. Be realistic in the scope of the project. Bear in mind that
you must not only allow enough time to research the background to the
project and collect primary data, but you must also allocate sufficient time to
analyse the information and write up the findings. It often takes a lot longer to
analyse and write up research material than you expect!

It is important to check out the availability of information and your
ability to access key informants at an early stage. For example, if you spend
time researching and designing a project to be based in an institution such as a
Access:

school or prison, only to find out as you try to embark on your fieldwork that
none of these local institutions will grant you access to them, then all your
preparation time and effort (literature review, research design, etc) will have
been wasted.

Ethics: If your research involves the collection of confidential information
about individuals, commercially sensitive data, or working with vulnerable
groups (such as children, the elderly, individuals with mental health problems,
and so on), you must be aware of the ethical dimensions of your work.
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o Safety considerations: As part of the planning of your

fieldwork you should
consider any possible risks associated with what you propose to do. Always
remember to inform someone of your departure, route, activity, location and
estimated time of your return (and, if possible, take a friend or relative with
you). Carry a personal attack alarm. Never enter a home or office to conduct
an interview if you feel unsafe, wary or in any way uneasy about the person or
the place. Make sure you have permission before entering private property or
private land.

il

4. writing

It is never too soon to begin writing up your dissertation or project. It always takes
longer than you think! First, find a comfortable place where you find it easy to concentrate. For some people this might be a 'private' space such as a study bedroom,
whereas other people work more effectively in communal spaces such as the library
or a computer room.
Always draw up a plan of how you intend to structure your material and your
argument, and which information will be included where, before you start writing.
This will help you to develop your analysis of your findings and will also help you

to avoid becoming waffly or repetitive when you start writing. Brainstorming several possible different structures on a large sheet of paper, or putting different
points/data onto index cards which can then be shuffled and rearranged, are both
useful techniques for helping you to look at the same material from different perspectives before settling on the most appropriate plan (see Figure A1).
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Then just start writing. Some people like to work in a linear way, beginning with
the introduction and following on with each section lchapter in numerical order,
However, it is often easiest to begin by writing the part that you feel most familirf
with or h"ppy about. Indeed, the introduction is often best left until last becaur
this must set up everything which follows, and it is often easier, therefore, to makt
the introduction fit the main body of the text than vice versa. If you have writer'l
block, do not do nothing. Get on with something simple that does not require too
much thought, even if this is only writing the acknowledgements, typing up refer.
ences or sorting out illustrations. This is never time wasted because it is something
that will otherwise need to be done in the future. If all else fails, clean the house or
do the ironing. At least this way, although you may not have made much academic
progress, you can at least feel virtuous about something.
'When
you are writing always tell yourself you are only aiming to produce a draftl
this helps to take the pressure off and sometimes you can surprise yourself with thc
first effort. If you cannot find the right words, do not succumb to the temptation to
stare out of the window or to put the television on; instead hack out a rough out.
line of what you are trying to say, and then move on to the next section. This way
you do not get demoralized because you have a sense that you are making progresl
and, if the next section flows more readily, it is often easier then to come back to
the part which needs polishing into proper sentences. If you are really stuck, try explain.
ing to someone else what you are trying to write about. Verbalizing an argumen!
often makes it easier to see things clearly, and even if you still cannot make sensc
of your ideas, with any luck your friend might utter the magic words: 'So what
you are trying to say is . . .'. Failing this, they can hopefully at least provide tea and
sympathy.
Setting yourself targets and rewards can be an effective way of motivating yourself: if I write .500 words by the end of the afternoon then I can go to the gym/watch
the movie/go out for a drink with friends.
As you are writing, remember to save your file regularly and to make backup
copies on disk(s). Try to print out your project before the final deadline because ther!
can be long print queues and university networked computers may crash if a lot of
students are trying to print out their work simultaneously at the last minute.

Finally, do not forget the presentation: spell-check the text, number the pages,
check that the references are included and correctly laid out, proofread the finished
product. A neat and well-illustrated proiect can put the marker in a good frame of
mind, whereas silly typographical and spelling errors can undermine the impression
created by the work itself. Where appropriate, maps, graphs, diagrams and photographr
should be used to illustrate the text and provide detailed information. Illustrationc
should be clear and simple and should be nurnbered so that they can be clearly referred
to in the body of the text. Each illustration should have a caption title and the source
should also be given.
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Further Reading
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At the stage of choosing and planning your topic it would be useful to read
Flowerdew, R. (1997)'Finding previous work on the topic', in Flowerdew, R.
and Martin, D. (eds) Methods in Hwman Geography: a Guide for Stwdents
Doing a Researcb Proiect, Longman, Harlow, and also to consult Kneale, P.
(1.999) Study Skills for Geographers, Arnold, London. The former book also
contains a useful chapter on the importance of philosophy and methodology in
research design: Graham, E. (1997)'Philosophies underlying human geography

.

Helpful sources in relation to qualitative methods include Cook, I. and
Crang, M. (1995) Doing Ethnographies, CATMOG Series No. 58: School of
Environmental Sciences, UEA, Norwich; chapters on interviewing, participant
observation, and analysis of texts in Flowerdew, R. and Martin, D. (eds)
(1997) Methods in Human Geography, Longman: Harlow; the special issue
of the iournal Area,1996,YoL.28 on focus groups; May, T. (1993) Social
Research: Isswes, Methods and Process, Open University Press, Buckingham;
Yin, R.K. (1994) Case Study Research: Desigrt and Methods, Sage, Thousand
Oaks; Feldman, M. (1995) Strategies for Interpreting Qualitatiue Data,Sage,
Beverly Hills.

lr

li

on questionnaire design
and sampling and analysing numericai and categorical data in Flowerdew, R.
and Martin, D. (eds) (1997) Methods in Human Geography, Longman,
Harlow; Bryman, A. and Cramer, D, (1996) Quantitatiue Data Analysis with

For guidance on quantitative techniques

see chapters

l

Minitab: A Guide for Social Scientists, Routledge, London.
.Writing
An invaluable guide to writing is Becker, H.S. (1985)
for Social
Scientists: How to Start and Finish Your Thesis, Book or Article, University
of Chicago Press, Chicago. A useful general source for any project work is
Parsons, T. and Knight, P.G. (1995) How to Do Yowr Dissertation in
Geograpby and Related Disciplines, Chapman & Hall, London.
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This contains brief/sirnplified definitions of the key terms used in this book,',

,

ilil1{

Ttre first time that the key terms are referred to in this tert they are highlighied
in bold.

'

The definitions are $oss-referenced using capitals.

I

Agency: Literally, the ability
people

to make choices or

to act.

Commonly used

to refer to the ability of

decisions which shape their own lives. This notion of

self-determination has formed an important part of the HUMANISTIC critique
of STRUCTURALIST approaches to geography.
Capital accumulation: The use or investment of capital to reproduce more capital.
This is the aim of, or driving force in, a CAPITALIST society. It results in patterns

l1',,

li

of uneven development.
Capitalism: A specific economic and social system in which there is a fundamental
division between those who own the means of production (factories, machinery,
etc) and those who have to sell their labour power through their ability to do paid
work. This separation of society into two classes - capital and labour - is based on
exploitative relationships in which capital gains more from the process of production, by appropriating surplus value, than labour. It is also characterized by competition between organizations in which profit (CAPITAL ACCUMULATION) is
the main goal.

Citizenship: The relationship between individuals and a political body (i.e. the
NATION STATE). Citizenship is usually conceptualized in terms of the rights/privileges individuals can expect in return for fulfilling certain obligations to the state.
Class:

A system of social stratification based on people's economic position

uiiltii
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(speci-

fically the social relations of property and work). Understandings and definitions of
class are highly contested (see also UNDERCLASS).
Commodification: The processes through which people, ideas or things are converted
into commodities that can be bought and sold. As such, it is a rnanifestation of
capitalism. Such is the extensiveness of commodification that it is alleged by some
writers to be contributing to the creation of a global culture (see GLOBALIZATION).
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Corporeal/corporeality: A recognition of the importance of the body as crucial
understanding our lived experiences, in which the body is understood to be soci
constructed rather than a biological given.
Cultural capital: The way people gain social status through cultural practices
ticularly different forms of consumption or lifestyles) which enable them to
strate their taste and judgement. It was first used by the French sociologist

tO

(

Bourdieu (see Chapter 2).

Cultural turn: A trend in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries w
has seen the social sciences and humanities increasingly focus on culture (
specifically the construction, negotiation and contestation of meanings). Linked
POSTMODERNIST philosophies.
Cyberspace: A term that comes from the science fiction writer William Gibson's novcl
Newromancer. Gibson coined it to describe an alternative computer-generated world.
'Cyberspace' is now used more broadly by academics and in popular culture to refet
to diverse forms of on-line space produced and experienced through information and
communication technologies.

De-institutionalization: A process through which institutional spaces such as asy.
lums are closed and replaced with various forms of alternative care in the home o!
'community' (see Chapter 5).

Diaspora/diasporic: The scattering or dispersal of a population. Becausc
TRANSNATIONAL linkages develop across diasporic communities, diaspora il
also used as a theoretical concept to challenge fixed understandings of identity and
place.

Discourse: Sets of connected ideas, meanings and practices through which we talk
about or represent the world.

Dualism/istic: Where two factors (e.g. home/work, body/mind, nature/culture,
private/public) are assumed to be distinct and mutually exclusive and to have
incompatible characteristics.

Environmental determinism: An approach which suggests that people's behaviour
and activities are controlled (or determined) by their environment.
Essentialism/essentialist: The belief that social differences (such as gender or race) arc
determined by biology and that bodies therefore have fixed properties or'essences'.

Ethnicity: The social categorization of people on the basis of learnt cultural differ.
ences/lifestyle. Often confused with RACE.
FlAneur: Someone who strolls around the streets in the role of an onlooker, voyeur.
istically observing rather than participating in city life. Although this is often assumed
to be a man, feminists have drawn attention to examples of the fldneuse. The concept of the flAneur is associated with the writings of the poet Charles Baudelaire.
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Gender: The socially constructed characteristics attributed to each sex: masculinity
and femininity. It is important to remember, however, that this term is contested
and that the sex/gender distinction has been challenged (see Chapter 2).

Gentrification: A process through which traditional working-class areas have been
taken over and 'done up' by middle-class people (mainly single people and dualincome households). Gentrification changes both the social and physical landscape.
Property values are reordered, low-income residents are displaced by middle-class
residents, and the built environment is remade as dilapidated buildings are transformed into luxury apartments and new shops and services move in to meet the needs
and lifestyle of the gentrifiers.
Global city: A term used by Saskia Sassen to describe those cities (such as New York
and Tokyo) which are at the hub of the world economy, co-ordinating and controlling flows of information, investment, etc.

Globalization: The way in which economic, political, social and cultural processes
operate at a global scale, connecting people and places into a global system, albeit
in different and unequal ways (see also TIME-SPACE COMPRESSION, TIME-SPACE
CONVERGENCE). It is a highly contested term: some writers argue it is a product
of contemporary technological change, while others claim it is nothing new; some
argue that globalization is a homogenizing process which is threatening the distinctiveness of places and the significance of the nation state; others point out that
all global flows have local geographies because they are actively adapted in different ways within local cultures.
Habitus: A term employed by the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu to describe the
class-oriented, unintentional ways we have of behaving which give away our class
origins. For example, he suggests that everything from how we use our cutlery to
the way we walk betrays our social location.
Hegemony/hegemonic: The power of a dominant group to persuade a subordinate
group - through ideology and everyday practices/institutions rather than by force to accept its moral, political and cultural values as the 'natural order'.
Homeland: The geographical space to which a particlrlar nation or ethnic group feels
attached. It is particularly associated with DIASPORIC communities, who often retain

emotional links with their country of origin.
Humanistic: Relating to a theoretical approach to geography which is characterized
by an emphasis on human AGENCY, consciousness and meanings and values. It
developed in the 1970s partially as a critique of the spatial science of POSITIVISM.
Hybridity: The new forms produced by the positive combining or rnixing of cultures.

Identity: A highly contested term. Early understandings of identities conceptualized them primarily in terms of social categories such as class and gender, in which
identity was assumed to reflect a core or fixed sense of self. More contemporary
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theorizations understand identities as a REFLEXIVE project, emphasizing their
multiple, fluid and unstable nature.
Ideology: A set of meanings, ideas or values which (re)produce relations of domination and subordination.
Imagined community: A term by employed by Benedict Anderson to describe thc
way individuals feel part of a nation and have an image of communion with other
citizens, even though they will never know or meet all their fellow members of the
nation. It has subsequently been used to describe collective identities at a range ol

other

scales.

Individualization: According to Beck (1.992), this can be understood as a shift in
ways of thinking about how individuals relate to society. He argues that contemporary changes in the labour market, familial relations and class cultures are
creating new life situations and biographical development patterns. The lifecourse
is no longer organized around employment history, with the consequence that the
possible pathways people can follow after school are becoming more diversified.
Traditional agencies such as the nuclear family, school and church are no longer
key agencies of social reproduction, channelling individuals into set roles, and social
change is eroding traditional forms of knowledge and communication (e.g. expert
knowledge). This destructuring of people's life situations is placing us all in a state
of ambivalence. Faced with a proliferation of choices, our individual biographies are
increasingly reflexive in that we can choose between different lifestyles, subcultures
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Institutional racism: This includes processes, attitudes and behaviour which intentionally, or unintentionally (e.g. through collective failure or unwitting prejudice),

l)ori

disadvantage people from ethnic minority groups.

l'rlrir

Marxism: A set of theories developed from the writing of Karl Marx, a nineteenthcentury German philosopher. Marxist approaches to geography use these insights
to examine geographies of CAPITALISM, challenging the processes that produce pat-

rlre

terns of uneven development.

Moral panic: A term coined by the sociologist Stanley Cohen (1972:9) to describe
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the way in which a 'condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become
defined as a threat to societal values and interests'.

Iev(l

Nation state: A territorial unit, defined by political boundaries and governed by a

clnirr
is pa

range of institutions.

in which

households participate in
common activities, offer each other varying degrees of support or aid, and have some
sense of shared identity or belonging.

Neighbourhood community: Residential area

NIMBYISM: An acronym (Not-In-My-Back-Yard) for community groups that
oppose various forms of change or development in their neighbourhood.
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Objectivity: The assumption that knowledge is produced by individuals who can
detach themselves from their own experiences, positions and values and therefore
approach the object being researched in a neutral or disinterested way (see also
SUBJECT/SUBJECTIVE).

Ontological security: 'Confidence or trust that the natural and social wodds are
they appear to be' (Giddens 1984: 375).

as

Other/othering: The 'Other' refers to the person that is different or opposite to the
self. Othering is the process through which the other is often defined in relation to
the self in negative ways; for example, woman is often constructed as other to man,
black as the other of white, and so on.
e
e
.e
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Panopticon: A model prison designed in the nineteenth century by Jeremy Bentham.
This had a circular design to ensure that all the inmates would be kept under constant surveillance from a central watch tower. Crucially, the design intended that
the occupants of the cells would not be able to tell if, or when, they were actually
being watched and so would exercise self-surveillance. The notion of imperfect panopticism' (Hannah 1997) has been used to describe contemporary processes whereby
people are disciplined and controlled, for example through closed circuit television.
Patriarchy: Literally, 'rule of the father'. This term is used to describe a social system and practices whereby men dominate or oppress women. These unequal relations occur at a range of scales from the household to society as a whole.
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Performance,/performativity: The notion

that identity is produced through
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repetition of particular acts within a regulatory framework.
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Positional good: A good that indicates the social status of its consumer.
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Positionality: The way in which our own experiences, beliefs and social location affect
the way we understand the world and go about researching it.

be

Positivism: A theoretical approach to human geography, characterized by the adoption of a scientific approach in which theories/models derived from observations are
empirically verified through scientific methods to produce spatial laws. Positivism
came to the fore in the 1950s and 1960s in what was known as the quantitative

ne

revolution.
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Postmodernism: A theoretical approach to human geography which rejects the
claims of grand theories or metanarratives. Instead it recognizes that all knowledge
is partial, fluid and contingent and emphasizes a sensitivity to difference and an openness to a range of voices. Deconstruction is a postmodern method. Postmodernism
is also a style, associated with a particular form of architecture and aesthetics.
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Psychoanalytic theory: A theory of human subjectivity.

il1

Queer: Originally a term of abuse for lesbians and gay men. However, it has now
been reclaimed by sexual dissidents and is used in an ironic way to resist and
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subvert heterosexuality. Queer theory challenges both hetero-normativity and stable
or fixed ways of defining gender and sexuality, instead emphasizing their diverse,

took

fluid and fragmented nature.

Trant

Race: The social categorization of people on the basis of perceived physical characteristics such as skin colour (see also ETHNICITY). The notion of race is a social
construction which is historically and spatially specific. Race is often thought of in
terms of a black-white binary in which black is constructed as inferior to white.
Such discourses, assumptions and practices are racist (see also INSTITUTIONAL
RACTSM).

ccono

Reflexivity: A process of reflection about who we are, what we know, and how we
come to know it (see also POSITIONALITY).
Revanchist city: A term used by Neil Smith to describe the backlash or 'revenge'
being exercised against marginal and disadvantaged groups by the US urban elite
through exclusionary policies such as 'zero tolerance' of crime and disorder, antihomelessness laws, the privatization of 'public spaces', etc.
Sexuality: Sexual desire/behaviour and, more broadly, the expression of sexual iden(see also QUEER).

tities such as lesbian, gay, bisexual, heterosexual, etc

Social exclusion: Process through which some individuals/groups become marginalizedfuom or unable to participate in'normal'society (see also UNDERCLASS). It

involves not only exclusion from the labour market but also financial exclusion by
institutions such as banks and insurance companies, the inability to access the legal

or political system, etc.
Social justice: The distribution

of income and other forms of material benefits

within society.
Structuralism: A theoretical approach to human geography which is characterized
by a belief that, in order to understand the surface patterns of human behaviour, it
is necessary to understand the structures underlying them which produce or shape
human actions.
Subject/sublective: This refers to the individual human agent, including both
physical embodiment and thought/emotional dimensions. Subjective research is that
which acknowledges the personal judgements, experiences, tastes, values and so on
of the researcher (see also OBJECTIVE).

Third space: This is produced through processes that challenge, displace or exceed
binary divisions/oppositions. It enables new ways of thinking, and new practices and
identities to emerge.
Time-space compression: The speeding up of the pace of life.
Time-space convergence: Developments in communications and transport which are
effectively shrinking the world, bringing places closer together (e.g. in the 1700s it
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took four days to travel between London and Edinburgh, whereas today it takes
about one and a half hours by plane).
Transnational identity: This refers to people who have social, cultural, political and
economic links, and therefore a simultaneous sense of identification, with more than

,f

one nation.

.n

Underclass: Those multiply deprived individuals whose experiences are characterized by intergenerational poverty, dependency on welfare, unstable employment/
unemployment, low skills, poor access to education, and a high level of health
problems.
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Urban social movements: Popular protest groLlps which operate outside the conventional political party framework to challenge the state provision of services or
the regulation of the environment.
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abodes, homes as 73

activism, community-based 130
age 49

also bodies: time and; children;
elderly people
aged-care hostels 54, 75
agency 341
agriculture 283 -4, 286 -8, 289
see

AIDS 307, 310
air quality in cities 243
animal rights z hunters 291-2
animals in cities 24L-2
Animation Culturel 229
anorexra 41,2
Apollonian view of childhood 49-50
appearance, bodies 41-2
appropriation 86
armed forces in the countryside 284-5,

288-9
Asian Muslim imagined community in

Britain 125-7

rural space 265-6
streets 184-6
young people 183
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bodies
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corporeal differences 10
disabled 45-8

disciplining gaze 27-8
dualism of mind and body 16-18
future ,55
cyborgs 58-60
disembodiment 55-8
girls in school 145-7
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locations 15

the natural and the social 18-23

nature 16-23

asylum seekers 314
asylums 162-5
Australia 308, 329
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black economy, prisons I58-62
black people
bodies, definition through 18-21
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homes 82-3
police and ].84-6,189
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backpacking 277
banal nationalism 305-6
Basque nationalism 302-3
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Bethnal Green, London 114-t5,136
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biotechnologies, agriculture 287
biotic communities 108
bisexuals, street parades 172-3
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connected bodies 38-40
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body building 34-5,36
body modification 35-8
the psyche 31-3
sensuous 28-31
as sites of struggles l5
as space 23-33
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symbolic value, as bearer of 25-7
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time and 49
older bodies 51-5
young bodies 49-51
workplace norms 152-5
body building 34-5,36
'body play' 37-8
borderlands 313
Boston, USA 172-3, 229.231.
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bodies as 15
and connections 7-t1,
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boys in school 145-9
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British \Women's Aid Movement 133-4
Buchanan, Pat 129
bulimia 41
bulletin boards 119-20
bullying, prisons 159
Burgess, Ernest 106, 108, 110
business lunches 234

camptng 277-8
Canada 1,32, I92,301, 308
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capital accumulation 218, 341
capitalism 3I1,34I
Cartesian concept of mind and body 16-17
CBD (Central Business Districts) 107,227
CCTV (closed-circuit television) 193-5,
199

Central Business Districts (CBD)'1.07, 227
Chicago School of Human Ecology (CSHE)
1.06-1.7,207, 223
children

Apollonian view of childhood 49-50
appearance 51
bodies 49-51
civilizing 25

cultures 145-9
Dionysian imagining of childhood 50
gender 51

height 51
horne rules 90-2
peer group cultures 145
performance 51

rval 261,-4
safety in public space 176
schools 143-50
sense of self 32
shape 51

spatial boundarics 9 l-2
streets 181-4
Chinese communities 2l.0,
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cities 10, 205-6
anrmals

24I-2

Central Business Districts 107, 227
centres, electronic surveillance I 94
clubs 234-5
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consumption landscapes 227-3 5
country and, oppositi on 253 -4
density 206
disabled people 45
elderly people 53-4
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ethnic segregation 208-13

gentrification 21 5 -l 9, 220
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image marketing and selling 235-8
intensity 206
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marketing and selling 235-8
nature in 238-44
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policing 191-2

proximity 206
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revanchist 346
streets see streets
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diasporic 311-15
ecological 326-30
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citizenship continued

global 321-30
sexual 1 0, 307-8, 309 -Ll
technological 321-6
civic nationalism 300
civil rights 306

politics

communitarianism 128 -30
community as mutuality 127
community as service 127-8
community as state 128
community-based activism 130

civility 25

NIMBYISM 130-3

civilized bodies 24-5

shared interests of stretched-out

climbing 277

communities 133-4
privileging ideal unity over difference 135

Clinton, Btll 129

proximity 112

closed-circuit television (CCTV) 193-5,

romanticized vision 122-3

class 341
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clubs 234-5
coherent systems 29

colonialism 311
commodification
definition 341-2
of difference 233
homosexuality 154
of landscapes 255-60
gay lifestyles 222

of nature 255-6
of public space 200-1
communalism 252

communitarianism 128-30
communities 10, 105-6
analytical value, lack of 122
autonomy 112
black, policing U2-3
definition 112
exclusions, generating 135-6

historicity 1lt-12
identity 112
imagined see imagined communities

integration 112
liberated 116

lost LL5-16, L2l
mutuality 112

'natural'106-ll
neighbourhood 111-15
communities without propinquity

118-20
decline ll5-17,175
definition 344
propinquity without community 121-2
participation 112
place-free 118*20

plurality 112

rural 251-2
saved 116

social homogeneity 114

solidarity 113-15
stretched-out 118J0
shared interests 133-4

territory

tt2-t3

time 114-15
unrealistic vision 136
virtual 118-20
community, sense of 250-5
community forests 240
community initiatives, policing streets 195-8
community policing 190
competition 1.07, tt}
comportment 42-4
computer viruses 323-5
computerized tracking systems 195
concentric ring model 108, 109
connected bodies 38-40
connectedness

38-40

connections, boundaries and 7-l'L
consewation 242-4
consumer durables 67
consumption
homes 85-8
landscapes oI 227-35

contested streets 198-202
conversion 86-7
corporeal differences 10
corporeality 342
cosmopolitanism 329 -30
countryism 252
credit card cittzenship 232
crime
globalization of 325
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Croatia 301
CSHE (Chicago School of Human Ecology)

106-77,207,223
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cultural
cultural
cultural
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capital 26, 342
differences 32
geography 1
practices, whiteness 211
societies 108

cultural tlurn 1,342
curfews on young people 182-3
cyberspace 342
cyborgs 58-60

'cycling through' 56

Darwin, Charles 106
deep ecology 289
defensible space 178

deindustrialization 94, 227, 303
deinstitutionalization 9 5, 163 -4, 342
Delaware, USA 97
democratic space, streets as L70-4
density, cities 205
dependency culture 213
Descartes, P.en6, I 6 -1,7
deterritorializ ation 321

devaluation of difference 319
diasporas 342
diasporic citizenship 10, 311-15
difference
see also otherness
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rejection 180
sameness, privileging of 198
streets expressing 171-3
Dionysian imagining of childhood 50

domestic objccts ll,f *l'l
domestic vi<llencc ll()-2
domestic work 76-tlO
dominance, ecological 107
dualisms 5

definition 342
of mind and body 16-1tl
public-private 175

Dublin 229-30

eco-feminism 289
ecological citizenship 326-30
ecological dominance 107
education 143-.5
elderly people 51-5
homes /.)
safety in public space 176
electronic flineurs 245
electronic surveillance, streets 193-5, 199
Elias, Norbert 24-s
embarrassment 25
embodiment 17
emotions 17
English rural idyll 256-7
environmental action groups 286-90
environmental determinism t78, 342
environmental politics in cities 242-4
environmental response strategies 175
essentialism 19, 21, 342
ethnic apartheid 177
ethnic nationalism 300-1
ethnic segregation, cities 208-13
ethniciry 342
European Union 314-15
excluded groups asserting claims for rights
170

exclusions, communities generating

135-6

disabled bodies 45-8

fatness 4L-2

disciplining gaze 27-8

fear, streets of 174*8
feminism 8
frshrng 277

discourses

5,28,342

disembodiment 55-8
dissertations, guide to doing 333-8
division of labour by gender and race

I50-2
DIY culture 323
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225-7
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electronic 245

food production 283-4
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Foucault, Michel 27-8,1.59-61,

Griffiths, Peter 209

hunting 27

gypsies 258

hybridity

Habitat 244-5
habitual movement 29
habitus 25, 343
heart of homes 72

ICT see inl

four-wheel-drive vehicles 280-2
France 314

gangs of young people 182-3
gay men
see

hearths, homes as 72,77
hegemonic identities 4
hegemonies 343
heterogeneous cities see cities
hidden homeless 92-3

also homosexuality

cities 219-22

citizenship 307-8

rural space 264-5
street parades 172-3
gaze

27-8,
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historicity, communities 1,11,-12
homelands 343
Homeless Vehicles 9
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gender

built environment and 65-71
children 5L
definition 343
division of labour by 150-2
mind and body distinction 17
opposition in schools 145-9
performative 22
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gentrification 9 6, 21 5 -1,9, 220
definition 343
nral 252-3
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 195
Germany 301, 305, 308
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girls in school 145-9
GIS (Geographical Information Systems)
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Bisexual Group of Boston) 172-3
global cities 317-18, 343
global citizenship 321-30
global civil society 118-19, 330

global village 318-19
global warming 326-8
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'gray power' 53
Greenbelt Towns, USA 67
Greenpeace 328

homelessness 64, 92-100, 186 -7, I99 -200
homes 63-4
gender and the built environment
65
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homeless people, creation by 97-100
housing design 54-71

meanings 71-3
tenure, lifecourse and 73-5
moral economy of households 85-8
non-heterosexual relationships 83-5
resistance, sites of 82-3
rules 89-92
safety 178
second homes 278-80

television 87-8
violence in 80-2

work sites 76-80
homogeneity 179-80
crtres 206-7
homophobia 175-7
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see also gay men; lesbians; queer
cittes 21,9 -22

commodification 154
relationships, homes as sites of
83

-5

hospitals, mental ill-health 162-5
housing 64-7t,95-6
human ecology 107
humanistic geography 3, 343
hunters z animal rights 291,-2
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hrntrng 277

hybridity 343

yails 1-58-62
Jews 313

ICT see information and communication
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technologies

ideal unity over difference. communities

privileging 135

landowners r/ recreational uscrs, ilcccss
disputes 286
languages 296
legal rights 305
leisure time 276

identities
communities 112

definition 344
transnational 3I3,347
ideology 344
image marketing and selling cities 235-8
imagined communities 124-7
definition 344
nations as 296-7

immigration 308
imperfect Panopticism 28

incorporation 86
individual bodies see bodies
individualization 38, 96, 344
Industrial'Workers of the World 170-1
information and comm unication
technologies (ICT) 55-6
loss of community, contributing to 121
technological citizenship 321- 6
time-space compression

316-I7

virtual communities 118-20
inhibited intentionality 42- 4

institutional racism 1,72-3, 186, 344
institutions 141-2
asylums 162-5
prisons 158-62

lesbians
see

also homosexuality

cttres 219

-22

citizenship 307-8
communities 136-7
Ilineurs 226
lands 271-3
nationalism 309-10
relationships, homes 83-5
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space

264*5

street parades 172-3

liberalism 128-9
liberated communities 116
lifecourse and meanings of homes 73-5
localism 252
locations, bodies as 15
locomotion 29
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L1.4

-1 5, 124

239,242-3

-5, 171-3, I77,

Los Angeles 97-100, 149, 190-1,
lost communittes 1.15-16, 12L

schools 142

adult world 143-5
children's cultures 145-9
workplaces 150-7
integration, communities 112
intensity, cities 206
intergenerational responsibility 327
international governance 327

Internet 245,321-6
intersexed babies 21-2
invasion and succession 107-8
haq3'1.2

Italy 303,307

mad people see mental ill-health

Major, |ohn 195
malls 226,231,-2
Manchester, UK 222, 228,236

Mannerbund 305
marginality 5-6
marginalization 32

marketing and selling cities 235-8
marriage, same sex 307-8
Marx, Karl 316

Marxism 3, 344
masculinist rationahty 17
-19.1-2
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national identities 296-300
nationalism 300-5

McDonaldization 318
McKenzie, Roderick 106, 108

ME (myalgic encephalomyelitis)

'natural' communities 106-11
naturalization 308

31
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media

moral panics exaggerated reporting

18I-2
violent crimes, exaggeratron
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men

body building 34-5

Neighbourhood'Watch
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n.rental ill-health

asylums 162-5
homeless with 93, 1.86-7
social exclusion 162
streets 186-7
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Netherlands 307
New Age movement 270
New Age Travellers (NAT) 268-9
New Orleans 183
New York 178, 212-13, 221,
New Zealand 259
nightclubs 234-5

NIMBYISM 113, t3O-3
definition 345

Mexico 320
middle classes 26, 1,79-80

migration 311-15,318

Milk, Harvey

commodification 2.55-6
ethic of care for 327
neighbourhood communiries
communities

also gay men
bodies 17

see

comportmenr 42-4
weight watching 4l-2
mythopoetic movement 273

nature
see also rural space
in cities 238-44

21,9,31,0

mind and body, dualism of 16-tB
miniaturization 55
mobile phone networks 195
Modern Primitives 37-8
moral codes 25
moral economy of households 85-8
moral geographies 144
moral judgements 110
moral panics l8l-4,344
mutuality, communities ll2, 127
myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME) 31
mythopoetic men's rnovement

273 4

naked bodies 43-4
nanotechnology 58
NAT (New Age Travellers) 268-9
national identities 10, 296-300
nationalism 300-6
nationality 297
nation states, definition 344
nations 10, 295 -6
citizenship see citizenship

globalization 31'5-21

mental health care facilities 164
'no-go' areas, police 189,190
non-confrontation, suburbs
1.79-80

Norway 278-80
ar d s e e NIMBYISM
Notting Hill Calrval 1.713

not-in-my-backy

objectification 86
objectivity 345
official homeless 92
old people see elderly people
old peoples' homes 54, 75
older bodies 51-5
on-line communities 118-20
ontological security 345
open spaces, cities 239-4t
Orient, The 297-8

orientation 29
otherness
see
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169,345

also difference

insulation from 199
migration and 318
national identities and 298-9
unassirnilated 136
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ozone depletion 328
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scc dls() h0rttelerrnem
Panopticon 27,195,345
paradise, homes as 73
parents 183-4
Park, Robert 106-8
parks 239
participation, communities 112

patriarchal societies 65
patriarchy 345
peace keeping, police 188
peer group cultures, children 145
PEN (public electronic networks) 322

Powell, l.lnoch 109- I l)
prisons 1 .5 tJ - 62
privacy, honrcs itnd 7l-.1, ll(l=1. 14
private security forccs l9(l:,1, 199
private spaces
commercial districts 2.1 I
commercial spaces in citics, policing

t9L-2
sexual dissidents 222
surrogate 199
threatening 178

pesticides 286-7

privatism 73
pro-natalist approach to housing design 66
production, rural 283-5
projects, guide to doing 333-8
propinquity see communities, neighbourhood
prostitution 222-3

piercing 35-7

protohomeless 93

place ballets 29

proximity

penology 27

performativity 22-3, 345
Perot, Ross 129
personalizing families 90

place-free communities t1,8-20

plurality, communities

1
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police
and black people 184-6, 189

community policing 190
and globalization of crime 325
institutional racism 186

'no-go' areas 1,89, 190
peace keeping 188
private security forces, concerns about
"t92-3
streets 188-90
policing streets see streets
political rights 306

politics
communities see communities
environmental in crtres 242-4
queer 1.73

cities 206
communities 112
pseudo-communities 120
the psyche 31-3
psychoanalytical theory 3l-3, 345
public electronic networks (PEN) 322
public goods 85-8
public housing 95

public-private dualism 175
public space
avoidance of 178
in cities L69,239-41.

commodification 200-1
end

ol 198-202

privatization 1.99, 200-1
streets see streets

punishment 27

purification of space 180

pollution 287-8
Poplar, London, imagined community 124-5
positional families 90

positional good 345
positionality 4, 345
positivism 2-3,345
post-biological world 55-6
post-Fordism 94
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Quebec 301
queer

definition 346
politics 173
Queer Nation 310
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iesbians and gay men 264-5,271,-3

definition 346
division of labour by 1,5I-2
social construction 208
racial segregation 208-13

non-white ethnic minorittes 265-6

racism
cities 208-13
imagined communities and I25
institutional 172-3, 1,86, 344
prisons 159

in public space 176-7

poverty

260-l

production 283-5
society's playground

27 5

-6

four-wheel-drive vehicles 280-2
outdoor activities 27 7 - 8
second homes 278-80

travellers 266-9
utopian environments 270-5

ruralism 2.52

young people 183
radical geography 3

radical openness 6-7

Said, Edward 297-8

recreational users 1/ landowners, access
disputes 286

saved communities 116

red-light districts 223
reflexivity 346
reformatory schools 143
relaxation activities 278
rent gap thesis 216,218
residential care for elderly people 54, 75
residents z tourists 290-1

San Francisco
scales

219-20

7-9

schools 142

adult world 143-5
children's cultures 145-9
Scotland 302-4

resistance, homes as sites of 82-3
rest homes for elderly people 54, 7-5

rising 328
Seattle, \Tashington 196
second homes 278-80
self-restraint 25

resta])r^nts 232-4

selling cities 235-8

restraint, suburbs 179 *80
retirement 52
revanchist cities 346
Rome 229

roots in homes 73
routinization, workplaces 154-5
rural space 249-50
agriculture 283 -4, 286 -8, 289
armed forces 284-5, 288-9

children 261-4
commodification of landscapes 255-60
communities 251-2
community, sense of 250-5
conflicts, nature under threat 285
access disputes, landowners z

recreational users 286

agricultural industry v environmental
campaigners 286-8,289
armed forces z environmental
campaigners 288-9
hunters z animal rrghts 291,-2

tourists z residents 290-1
country and cities, opposition 253-4

sea levels,

sensuous bodies 28-31
Serbia 301
service, community as 127-8
sex

gender and, distinction between 19

role spillover 151
sexual citizenship 10, 307-8, 309-Il
sexual dissidents, cities 2I9-23
sexual harassment I 57, 17 4
sexuality 27, 346
shame 25
shelters, homes as 72
shootrng 277
shopping malls 226, 231,-2
single homeless 92
size, bodies 41-2

slavery 311
social disaffiliation 92
social events, workplaces 156
social exclusion L62, 346
social geography, meaning 1
social homogeneity, communities 114
social identities 3-4
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social justice 133,346
social location 25
social polarization 182
social rights 306
social segregation, suburbs 179
social tattooing 24
society, space and I,2-7
society's playground, countryside as 27 5
socio-economic pyramids 212
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